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PREFACE

In this thesis an attempt is made to portray the

nature of the upheaval which occurred in Rarotonga in

the 19th century and to explore its causes and ultimate

results. An account of why the Rarotongans reacted as

they did to the arrival of the teachers of the London

Missionary Society, who influenced the sUbsequent move

ment of events and the way in which the new culture was

made to meet the needs of the people is long overdue.

This study was begun with little prior knowledge and few

preconceived ideas on the author's part about the nature

on the history of the South Pacific peoples - my former

training having been primarily in Euro-centric American

history. Therefore my effort at such an analysis will

be imperfect, but it will hopefully form the basis for

challenge and further development.

My first impressions of Rarotonga and its people

were established after spending several months studying

the micro-film copies of the correspondence and journals

of the missionaries from 1823 to 1885. A serious attempt

was made to discern in these readings what was occurring

in the minds and outward lives of the local peop1e o

Then other materials including books, journals, magazines,

and newspapers, were examined in the same light. At a

climactic point in my research, my son, Joseph, and I

spent almost two months in Rarotonga in 1971, observing

life styles; exploring the land; researching materials

in the Justice Department, Museum and Library, and other
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places; and interviewing many people - young and old,

ariki, ~aunga, or tautaunga (people without titles).

As the work has come to its initial conclusion, I

must acknowledge that it would have been impossible

without the patience and assistance of numerous people o

Among the many who have been of invaluable assistance

are Mr. Michael Hitchings and his diligent staff at the

Hocken Library in Dunedin. There are many in Rarotonga

I would like to mention, but especially Roger and Rosie

Blake for the hospitality of their home and general

assistance throughout the project; Nikoa Tangaroa for

patient assistance in the Justice Department; Jock

MacAuley, Court Recorder, for assistance even since my

departure; Arthur Helm in the Tourist Department who has

a deep interest in the preservation of many of the

remnants of Rarotonga's physical heritage; .Motu and Tu

Kore, mataiapo and wife of Matavera whose home was

readily made available to me; Makeanui and Tinomana

Vaine whose time was willingly given; George Keenan

of Island Foods, for assistance in lodging; George Cowan

of the Survey Department for assistance in maps; Charles

Cowan, mataiapo of the ancient Tamarua family of

Ngatangiia; and George Taraare, holder of an ancient

taunga title of Tupapao It is very difficult to stop

here, and I trust that those unmentioned will know that

their time and efforts are also deeply appreciated~ On

the outer islands were also many helpful friends, among

whom were Gordon Sawtell, then Resident Agent for Atiu,

Pa Kure (taunga) and Vaine Rere (mataiapo) of Atiu;
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Joe Enuake of Mangaia; and Matamoa and Araipu Tere of

Mitiaro. Velega, high talking chief of Ofu, Manua,

Samoa, also extended to me the full hospitality of his

home during my visit there in 1970 to investigate the

background of Makea Karika. F. Mataia, High Chief of

Ofu, was also most helpful.

In addition, I especially would like to thank the

elders of the Central Church of Christ, Valdosta,

Georgia, U.S.A., who made it financially possible for

me to carry on this project while assisting with the

work of the Church of Christ in Dunedin. The love,

encouragement, and assistance of my wife, Harriette, as

well as our four children has been inspiring and in

valuable.

Lastly my gratitude is extended to Professor Go So

Parsonson of the Department of History at ~he university

of Otago. His reputation as a scholar of depth and a

friend of the Polynesian is well-founded. His kindness

and patience in guiding students is less acclaimed, but

it is keenly felt by many who study under him, and

especially by this writer. His guidance into the topic

and its development has been invaluable; his advice and

counsel have been much esteemed; so that without his aid

the entire project would have been impossible

For whatever value this work proves to be, the

responsibility and gratitude are offered to these and

many others without whom it would never have been com

pleted.
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Glossary of Oft-Used Terms

akava - jUdge.

arametua - the main road around the island.

are - house.

ariki

atinga

highest chief; the most direct descendant from
the gods o

tribute; produce or service owed by a landowner
to his chief as a descendant of the gods.

atua - ancestral figures; gods.

kainga - family unit or house; later, a section of land.

karakia - prayer.

kiato

kikau

an individual with land rights but no title.

coconut leaves.

komono - younger member of chiefly family who had no
title, but who represented his chief at public
meetings.

kooke

koutu

European o

Royal court of chief in which was iocated a
marae, a paepae, and an are.

kumete - wooden bowl.

maki manuira - diseases brought by the Europeans.

maki tupapaku - illness caused by the influence of a
departed person.

mana - influence of the ancestral figures vested in the
chiefs.

marae - sacred place of gathering and worship.

mataiapo - chief; independent land holder, second in
rank only to the ariki.

metua

ngati

teacher.

unit of kinship; family.

oire - sUb-tribe; district; clan.

orametua - teacher of the Gospel; normally refers to a
Europeano
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paepae - courtyard of stones surrounding a house.

pa'i boat, usually a large, ocean-going ship or
double-canoe.

pandanus - tree, the leaves of which are used for thatcho

papa'a European.

pate wooden drum.

pe'e chant o

rangatira - lower chief, usually a younger brother of an
ariki.

tangata kirikiri - people without rank.

tangata whenua (or) tangata uenua - natives or the first
people of the land.

tapa cloth made from the inner skin of various types
of bark.

tapere village; extended family unit.

tapu state of being sacred; the practical expression
of man a ,

taunga priest; doctor; seer.

tau-taunga - people without rank.

toa - warrioro

tupapaku - see maki tupapaku.

tupuna elderly person who taught or trained youth.

ture - law.

umu - oven.

umukai - feast.

unga - people without rank.

utu - repayment for abuse, or revenge; a feud.

vaka - tribe.
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A HISTORY OF RAROTONGA

1800-1883



INTRODUCTION

The impact of European missionaries on various

peoples throughout the world has been much discussed o

Many evaluations begin with the premise that the

missionary~ once he arrives at a location i is the domi

nant force guiding the destiny of the naive and ignorant

natives whose primitive technology is oftentimes taken

as proof of stupidity or lazinesso The purpose of this

thesis is to investigate, in depth p the impact of Chris

tian missionaries upon a neolithic Polynesian culture as

represented by the people of Rarotongao

Rarotonga was selected as the object of this study

for a number of reasons. Despite its small size~ this

island possesses a long and exciting historyo It is a

community of inter-acting tribes of such number as to

represent both the more complex and the more simple

societieso As a relatively isolated island whose in

habitants concentrated on the development of their

beautiful and productive land rather than the continuance

of the extensive Pacific explorations of their ancestors,

an opportunity is presented to observe the development

of a Polynesian society through six centuries o Rarotonga

experienced the inter-relationships of two tribes from

divergent backgrounds, more than any of the other Cook

Islands o It, also» was the site of the emergence of a

third vaka resulting fr.om social changes in the first

twoo This island was also the site of the major European

Mission in the island groupo There is a relatively large

volume of source material t much of which has not been
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previously analyzed o

It is also significant to note that although the

people of the Southern Cook Islands have much in common p

there are also many variants so that they do not compose

a single historical communityo This is indicated in

John Williams' account of the finding of the island o

The Aitutakians were not in communication with Rarotonga,

nor Rarotongans with Aitutakio Only the Atiuans knew

where Rarotonga lay~ which suggests that they were the

real navigators of the Cook group, the Rarotongans having

long given up long-distance voyaging in favour of ex

ploiting the lando

In order to ascertain the impact of the missionary

upon the island p it is necessary to reconstruct the

nature of life in this communityo After describing the

basic functioning of that societY1 the nature of and the

reasons for the missionary impact will be presented. In

so doing it is possible to help return to the splendid

people of Rarotonga their history and a pride in their

past. The people of this land were sane and intelligent,

and had technologically dealt with their environment in

keeping with available resourceso Recognizing the pro

blems of their evolving system of political life, they

analyzed rationally the options available and made in

telligent decisions according to their best interestso

Theirs was not a blind acceptance of an overpowering way.

It was rather a matter which was extensively considered,

doubtlessly discussed~ approved for a number of years p

received by some, resisted by others p then generally
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accepted by all p only to again be opposed by someo As

traumatic disasters followed in the wake of their initial

decisions, they evaluated their jUdgments and hammered

out a policy with which they could live o Their product

was a moral and theocratic society functioning through

an indigenous church.

In the mid-thirteenth century two vaka arrived at

Rarotonga. The first was led by Makea Karika~ a Tongan

ariki from Samoa. The second was under the leadership

of Tangiia, a Tahitian chief fleeing from the wrath of an

older bro t.hez , Makea aided Tangiia in the battle with

his brother and the two tribes divided the land amicably.

Centuries of relative peace between the two major

tribes on Rarotonga were interrupted in the seventeenth

century by the emergence of a third tribal unit. Wars

rapidly increased and the latter half of t~e eighteenth

century became a "fearful season." As traditional

authority crumbled, agnosticism grew and by 1820 a state

of virtual anarchy existedo In this condition change

was inevitable and desirable; the only question was the

direction that change would takeo

The Rarotongan was slightly acquainted with the

white man (papa'a or Kooke) and was awed by what he knew.

There were definite aspirations to know more about this

people's marvellous cUlture and thus the papa'a was

welcomed to the island o It seemed perfectly natural to

the Rarotongan that the white man's culture and God were

interrelated. They readily destroyed their gods or

ancestral figures and plunged enthusiastically into the
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task of acquiring the new cUlture~ which was centred

around Jehovah - the "God of the book s "

As the missionary inadvertently lent additional

mana to two particular rUling chiefs p opposition devel

opedo In Rarotonga, autocracy was unknown - yet it

appeared that the mission was about to confer on Makea

and Pa semi-dictatonal power - and consequently oppo

sition was energetic and violent for eight yearso With

its collapse, there was total involvement in the mission

for fifteen years during which the missionary was the

only major continuing contact with European culture. In

this period the enthusiasm of the Rarotongans for their

new way of life reached its apogee o The truly shocking

tide of death from foreign diseases was considered to be

the just judgment of Godo The attainment of novel crops

and above all of literacy seemed to suggest to the

Rarotongans the wisdom of their decision while economic

prosperity from trade brought further credit to the

missionaryo

In the late'forties this prosperity faltered.

Disease and death raged unabated. Other avenues of

European contact appeared. A change in ariki, and fric

tion within the mission raised doubts concerning the

price which had been paid for the new waYj and old

hostilities revived. This opposition was overcome partly

by acquiescing in the demands of the insurgents and

encouraging unity of effort by the established ariki

and missionaries9 Fifteen years more of relative sta

bility followed.
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A large number of factors arose in the 'sixties

which led as many as half the people and most of the

chiefs to lose confidence in the mission, and~ once mor~

anarchy supervened o After forty years the old way of

life was gone and attempts to resurrect it proved diffi

culto The new way had not provided security for each

individual or each social unit, and the chiefs? yet the

system attempted to impose upon them a public image

which was in no way superior to any other o Moreover p

the demographic disaster had not abated, in spite of the

people's attachment to the new Godo Whole families were

destroyed and even entire tapere were decimatedo In the

E.RoWo Krause years, the people began to reason that the

price they were paying for European culture and religion

was too higho The result was a widespread movement away

from the mission and back toward the pre-contact cus

toms, with the evident encouragement of many church

members.

With the arrival in 1867 of the aggressive young

James Chalmers, who was placed in charge of the mission,

the Rarotongan realised that he faced a clear choice

a total break with the church or a break with Maori

customo The mission again had much to offer • • •

especially the challenge and opportunity for a seafaring

people to travel to far away New Guinea with the mana of

the orametua. The missionary~ though not in a totally

satisfactory manner? provided at least sufficient Euro

pean contact to negate the appeal of the traders to the

ariki, especially Makea. There were also the habits of
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half a century which favoured some contact with the

mission o Again with a clear understanding of the basic

factors involved, the Maori ingeniously combined the two

elements g turning the church into an indigenous organi

zation through which their type of "government" could

function o The church became the cement of the new

society and in this theocracy the Rarotongan found the

security and competition he desired o As in the old

society the authority of the atua was reflected through

the chiefs g so the new theocracy mirrored the power of

Jehovah through them. The ariki accepted and directed

the extensive reforms proposed by Chalmers and gained

control of the funds, teachers and programs of the

church o Through the last five years of Chalmers' minis

try this control was directed so as to make the church

the vehicle of fellowship and continuance in their

society. Chalmers noticed their new "manliness j " ob

served that the old native simplicity was gone~ agreed

with the principle of an indigenous church~ but found

it difficult to relinquish the authoritarian and

"superior" posture which the LMS representatives had

maintained for over half a century. W. Wo Gill never

understood this "independence gone mad."

The Rarotongansnever looked backo The church j which

they had always loved j was theirs and through it sta

bility in life could be achieved. In a few years the

theocracy was confronted by the "imperialism" of England,

whose military protection they desired. When it became

evident that political control was to be a portion of
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the price for that protection p the chiefs turned to

their control of the church to maintain their power.

From Papehia's landing in 1823 to Cha1mers' depar

ture in 1877 the mystique of European culture was a

central incentiveo The cUlture was thought to be in

herent in books - and the Rarotongans searched des

perately to unravel the mystery of that connection. The

"literate revolution" was a major factor in native

relations with the mission for the entire half-century.

This thesis does not deal with the power of the

Gospel messageo As a Christian the author believes that

the Gospel of Christ has power and that this vias at work

in Rarotongao Here his task is to try to discover j

analyse,and portray the human factors which were at work

in the minds and lives of the people causing them to

live and act in a partiCUlar way. These factors are of

importance today in the study of the history of Rarotonga

and of similar societies.



CHAPTER ONE

THE LAND AND PEOPLE

Rarotonga lies in the Cook Islands, an archipelago

of 15 small islands 93 square miles in extent scattered

over 850 p OOO square miles of the South Pacific Ocean

between 90 and 22 0 S. latitude and 156 0 and 1670 Wo

longitudeo In the north are seven atolls - Manihiki,

Rakahangaj Pa1merston, Tongareva, PUkapuka, Suwarrow,

and Nassau (a mere cay) - ranging in size from one

hundred acres (Pukapuka) to 2 p432 acres (Tongareva)o

The Southern Cooks are made up of six hilly or moun-

tainous islands - Rarotonga, Mangaia g Atiu i Mitiaro p

Mauke, Aitutaki - and two very small islands - the atoll

Manuael and the cay Takuteao

1. Captain Cook landed on Manuae on 23 September
1773 and named it Hervey Island after the Honourable
Captain Hervey, RoNo, one of the Lords of the Admira1typ
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Rarotonga is the largest, highest, and most beauti

ful of the groupo Its 16,602 acres are vaguely kidney

shaped and stretch seven miles east-west and five miles

north-south with a twenty-mile circumference. The most

southerly of the Cooks (with the exception of its nearest

neighbor, Mangaia 9 which is 110 miles distant) it lies

21 0 12' S. latitude and 159 0 41' W. longitude. Auckland

is 1,634 nautical miles southwest; Tahiti is 650 miles

east; Samoa is 750 miles west northwest; and Oahu is

2 s 6 4 0 miles due north.

Th . 1 d· 1 . 1e ~s an ~s vo can~c. The surrounding coral reef

averages 600 feet in width, and reaches 1,500 feet just

south of the mouth of the Avana stream. Its outer edge

drops almost vertically into the deep sea0 2 Within the

reef there are five small islands - four on the east at

Ngatangiia and one on the northwest at Nikao. 3 A

later Earl of Bristol. This became the name for the
entire southern group of islands through most of the
nineteenth century.

10 The two most extensive geological studies of
Rarotonga which have been published are by Po Marshall
for the Bishop Museum (1930)9 and the New Zealand Geo
logical Survey by Bryce L. Wood and Ro F. Hay (1970).
See bibliography.

2. The author observed the ocean depth from instru
ments aboard the German freighter "Luhsandll in 1971
immediately beyond the reef at Takuvaine at 200 feet.

3 0 Pictures dated approximately 1900 show a sixth
islet just east of the Takuvaine reef-opening, which
has now disappeared. The original plates of these and
other pictures are now in the Hocken Libraryp Dunedin
as a gift of Mrs o Margot Johnson i Avarua, Rarotonga.
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shallow lagoon at Ngatangiia has a maximum depth of

seven feeta
l

The discharge of fresh water from several

streams has led to the formation of passages through

the coral~ the two largest being at Takuvaine and Avatiu»

both on the northern coast. 2 Beach sands are narrow or

non-existent around much of the iS1and~ though they do

widen extensively along much of the southern coast.

Just inside the reef and beach sands is a raised

platform of eroded coral rock circumscribing the is1and o

This coral wall (makatea) rises from 15 to 20 feet in

heighth~ averages 300 feet in width, and is covered with

fertile sandy sOilo 3 The makatea then gives way to a

narrow, irregular swamp which has long been used for

growing taro o This low-lying belt widens in areas where

numerous streams deposit soil from the mountain va1leyso

It is covered with alluvial earth and floored by a few

feet of brown and grey mUd p
4 which yield an abundance of

l. Rarotongan traditions place the gathering of
the fourteenth century New Zealand fleet in this lagoon.

2. Both of the larger reef-openings have been
widened and deepened in the twentieth century by ex
plosives_

3 0 The Mangaian makatea reaches heights of 200
feet and is up to 1$000 feet wideo

4. P. Marshallsuggests that these swamps were a
lagoon within the fringing reef (at an early stage).
Wood and Hay reject this idea as there are no beach
deposits on the inland side of the swampso They con
clude that the swamps are "Younger features resulting
simply from removal, by solution~ of the Aroa sands o "

Bryce L. Wood and R. F. HaY$ Geology of the Cook
Islands, Wellington~ 1970» po 26. Hereafter cited as,
Wood and Hay» 9eo109i-
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fern~ fruit, and treeso

Deep, rugged and fertile valleys cut into the moun

tains o The two largest p Takuvaine and Avatiu g drain the

interior areas and are circumscribed by an almost con

tinuous ridge forming a rough semicircle from Ikurangi

to Maungateao These two basins flow northward and are

separated by a ridge from Tekou to Maungatea. The ex-

terior streams are normally short p but their valleys are

usually deep and rugged o The slopes of most hills have

a covering of red soi1 9 which diminishes until the ridge

crests are mainly masses of boulders enmeshed in the

roots of trees. A few hills are eroded remnants of

small cones formed by late eruptions. Tekou p a flat

peak in the island centre known as "The Mist i " still

retains a portion of an original summit with a swamp

lake in its centreo l The original main cor.e does not

survive i and the volcano is now a residual mountaino

The tallest of numerous sharp peaks are Te Manga (2,140

ft.) and Te Atukura (2,095 ft.)o

Rarotonga has a mild p SUb-tropical maritime c1imate i

with a cool season from May to October g and a warm,

10 There are numerous apparently well-grounded

traditions which surround Tekou. Many of them focus on

efforts by early settlers p with their gods i to divert

the waters of Tekou p Avana stream, from a northerly to

a southerly direction o According to Wood and Hay'i "One

result of later eruptions has been the deflection of

some streams and the diversion of the Avana River from

an initial southerly radial course to a partly trans

verse, easterly course." Wood and HaYi Geo10gYi po 10.
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humid period from November to Aprilo Normal annual

rainfall is 2 p012 mm, and numerous mountain streams pro

vide abundant supply of fresh water the year round.

Temperatures range from an all-time minimum of 9.8 0

Celsius to an all-time maximum of 33.5°0 The average

annual mean temperature is 2307 0
•

1 Hurricanes $ though

not numerous, occur usually from early December to late

February.

In former times insect~ reptile, and animal life

was limited on Rarotonga. Lizards p centipedes, scorpions i

ants, yellow waspsg grasshoppers~ and caterpillars were

t . . b 2 th thpresen ~n vary~ng num erso Among ese was e ane or

white ant. A quite large insect called e had been a

serious threat to the coconut palm, eating the leaves to

the crown and causing death to the tree. The bright

green female grew to a length of 7-1/2"; while the

brownish male was smaller. The natives attempted to

control them by smoking but with little success. When

1. Ministry of Transport, New Zealand Meteoro
logical Service, C1imatological Table, J14 g Wellington i
19740

2. By the time of the missionary's arrival there
were dogs~ pigs, mosquitoes, and fleaso William Wyatt
Gill reports that the latter were introduced into
Rarotonga by Commodore Goodenough. On Mangaia, Gill
saw only two fleas during his first five years, after
which they became considerable pests o A bait used to
catch rats was made of a mixture of grated coconut and
the baked kernel of the candlenuto Jottings from the
Pacific$ London» 1885, pp. 159-164 and 194. Hereafter
cited, as Jottings.
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they were killed g the insects gave forth an odour simi

lar to the North American skunk. l A bluish-black in-

sect, Eumene~t of the wasp family built clay nests, and

the female possessed a severe sting o Various species of

grasshoppers were present along with the chirping kii

acicado. There are now three species of namu (mosquito):

Aedes polynesiensus, the female of which carries

filariasis; Culex annulirostris, and Culex quinquefascia

tus. There is considerable uncertainty as to the date

of the arrival of the two latter species v but it is

clear that they were introduced by passing European

vessels in the early whaling period. A few rats, dogs,

and pigs also were found.

Fresh water fish were limited to shrimp, eels, and

karaea (the lizard-like fish in Tekou) , all of which were

too small to provide a meaningful source o~ food. Sa1t-

water fish, however, were abundant. There were many

shell fish including the paua, Kuku (musse1l), manea,

parau (pearl oyster), Ngau, Karaii (small brown and

violet crab), Kareu, and karikae (the trochus). Small

fish around the reef included the manini, tarao, pipi,

urua~ pakati, avini, paroa, karai (spotted eel), aangatea,

and aa-tea. Fish usually outside the reef included aai

or wai (a1bacore), Manga (barracuda), mackarel, red

snapper, aku-ra (sword-fish), anga-mea (a large spotted

1. W. W. Gill called this a phasma or spectre in
sect i lopaphus coccophagos or tlcocoa-eating lopaphus."
Ibid. i pp. 159-164.
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fish), ~arore (flying fish) and the akakakura (large

eel). The major poisonous fish were the manini-'onu,

sun-fish, and stone-fish. l

In ear1y days the island was the home of both land

and sea birds. Among the land birds were the moo moo,

a parakeet which became extinct in the nineteenth cen

2
tury; the iie, which resembled a pigeon except being

smaller in size and was known as a friend of fugitives

because of its warning cry when it was disturbed; the

kukupa (pigeon), highly prized for its beautiful red,

blue, green, yellow, and white plumage, the tail-

feathers of which were used for chiefs' headdresses;

the kue, a bird with red and blue plumage; the karavia,

the long-tailed cuckoo also called the a-Tangarea

probably because of its tail feathers which were used

for ariki headdresses; the ivi; the rupe, Rarotonga's

largest pigeon; the kakirori, which was larger than a

sparrow with bright brown plumage and which fed ex-

elusively on caterpillars; and the kakaia which lived on

land but also went to sea. Among the many sea birds

were the kota'a (frigate bird); kurieri (sandpiper);

n90io (noddy); the torea, a brown marine wader; and the

koputa, a fish hawk the size of a pigeon with dark

10 Cf. Stephen Savage9 A Dictiona.ry of the Maori

Language of Rarotonga, Rarotonga, 1962, for particular

information on each fisho Hereafter cited as, Dictionary.

2. Makea Abela, Makea Book, copied by Apera

Uriarau, Justice Department Archives~ Avarua, Rarotonga.
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plumage broken by a white breast.

Vegetation grows profusely everywhere on Rarotonga

except on some of the mountain peaks and vertical

ridges. In 1900 T. F. Cheeseman reported 334 species,

235 of them indigenous. l G. P. Wilder conducted a more

extensive work a quarter of a century later and reported

560 species.
2

Among the most important were anae (giant

fern), kumara, peropero, kape and mamio (both taro) ,

bananas, plantains, ti, pandanus, coconut, breadfruit,

and the Tahitian chestnut. 3

The inhabitants of Rarotonga were typical Poly-

nesians, being relatively tall and dark, with long,

1. Thomas F. Cheeseman, "The Flora of Rarotonga,
The Chief Island of the Cook Group, II Transactions of the
Linnean Society of London, 2nd Series p VI ~1903), 216
313.

2. G. P. Wilder, Flora of Rarotonqa, Honolulu,
Hawaii, 1931. See also W. W. Gill, Jottinqs, pp~ 170
210; and Wi11iam McBirney, Correspondence re Introduction
of Plants 1947-1955, manuscript in Cook Island Library
and Museum, Avarua, Rarotonga, n.d.

3. John Wi11iams reported sugar cane growing at
the time of his arrival. A Narrative of Mis?ionarl
Enterprises in the South Sea Islands~ London. 1837.
Hereafter cited as, Missionary Ente~ises. Charles
Pitman had trouble with rats damaging his sugar cane
in 1830. He also notes that arrowroot was growing when
he arrived although earlier he had written that there
was no arrowroot. To London Missionary Society, 6
November 1827 and 12 May 1831, South Sea Letters. Here
after London Missionary Society will be cited as LMS:
also South Sea Letters as,SSL and South Sea Journals
as,SSJ. All letters and journals of the missionaries
were consulted on microfilm at the Hocken Library,
Dunedin unless otherwise noted.
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The chiefly class were often much

more robust and light in colour than the rank and file.

According to Buzacott the chief Makea Pori was of

immense stature being 6'2" tall and weighing over 300

2pounds. J. Williams adds that he was

• 0 0 a handsome man, in the prime of life, about
six feet high, and very stout, of noble appearance,
and of a truly commanding aspect. He is of light
complexion; his body is most beautifully tattooed,
and was slightly coloured with a preparation of
tumeric and ginger, which gave it an orange tinge;
and, in the estimation of the Raroton~ans, added
much to the beauty of his appearance.

Tattooing was a well-established art in Rarotonga.

Shark's teeth, sharp pointed shells, and stones were

used to puncture the skin; while herbal dyes gave colour

1. Edward Reeves, Brown Men and Women or the South
Sea Islands in 1895 and 1896 0 London, 1898, po 201.
Hereafter cited as Brown Men. Reeves reports that the
Rarotongans were darker than Tahitians, being about the
colour of Sicilians o G. R. C. Herbert, Lord Herbert the
thirteenth Earl of Pembroke, wrote that they had some
coarse Papuan features and some of the women had oblique
eyes as the Chinese. South Sea Bubbles, Melbourne, 1872,
pp. 143 and 152. Neither of Herbertis observations is
documented further by other visitors nor is either dis-
cernable today. Wi11iams believed all Polynesians to
be of Asiatic origin owing in part to "their physical
countenance, their general character, and their Ma1ay
countenance o 0 ." Missionary Enterprises, p. 504. w. w.
Gill remarks that no black aboriginal race was ever
heard of in the Hervey Group. "Genealogy of the Kings
of Rarotonga and Mangaia," Second Report,Austra1ian
Association for the Advancement of Science, Sydney, p.
629. Hereafter cited as A.A.A.S.

2. Aaron Buzacott, Mission Life in the Islands of
the Pacific, Ed. by J. P. Sunderland and Ao Buzacott,
London, 1866, p. 142. Hereafter cited as Mission Life.
Buzacott says that he probably weighed five hundred
pounds, as his son, who was much smaller, was weighed at
three hundred twelve pounds in Sydney.

3. Missionary Enterprises, p. 101.
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to the ornate designs. 1 This practice, however, seems

to have been restricted to men and women of rank. In

testimony before the Land Court over the Avaavaroa dis-

pute, Pa ,ariki distinguished Kamana, a mataiapo of

Matavera, from others by saying that his neck was
2

tattooed. According to Williams» Makea Pori's feet,

legs, and arms were beautifully tattooed when he came out

to the mission ship in 1823. 3 The hands of his sister,

Tapaeru, were so finely tattooed that visitors often

thought she was wearing mittens. 4

Like most Polynesians the Rarotongans wore little

clothing. According to Lionel Brown, in early times

they wore no clothes beyond leaves to cover their private

parts. 5 C. Pitman records that they possessed scarcely

1. Tattooing stopped with the advent of the
missionaries, and its renewal in the 1870's was a sign
of the rejection of the mission. According to Wo W. Gill
the most common substances used were "lampblack" from a
candlenut torch and the leaf of the Hybiscus Rosa
Sinersis.. Jottings, pp. 193 and 201:-- "Lampblack" ob
viously would have been temporaryo Tattooing proper
would have required a genuine dye.

2. Pa Ariki, Land Court Minute Book, 29 December
1903, Vol. I, pp. 76-77, Avarua i Rarotonga. Hereafter
cited as,LCMB.

3. John Wi11iams and Robert Bourne, 25-26 July
1823, S.S.J. Buzacott adds that Pori's legs were
tattooed to two inches above the knees and his arms were
decorated to just above the elbow. Mission Life, p.
142.

4. W. W. Gill, Jotti~_~, po 2390

5. Legends and customs of the Cook Islands.
Rarotonga, 1966. Hereafter cited as, Legends.
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a covering for their nakedness. l In fact they were well

enough dressed. The men wore maro and the women wore

skirts made of plaited pandanus or kikau (coconut)

leaves, suitable for wear in water. Both sexes also

used garments of tapao The girls wore it in fashion

similar to today's dress, while men fashioned it like

shirts~ tying it around their waists (ioe. tiputa poncho

style). Anga is an ancient white cloth made from the

bark of the aute or paper mulberry Broussonetia Papyri

fera, or from the bark of the breadfruit or other trees.

Tapa cloth was made from the breadfruit bark and

less often from other trees o After the men cut the

2
trees the young girls and women helped strip the outer

bark removing the inner white skin which they beat with

puritai sticks to rhythmic chantingo The skins were

placed in apuka baskets, made from the leaves of the

apuka or avacado tree, covered with nono-leaves and left

for seven to fourteen days. Then renga, a ginger-like

herb, was grated and rubbed on the breadfruit bark to

keep insects from eating the cloth0 3 In his account of

a feast, G. Herbert describes a native cloak of taEa

1. 20 February 1833, pp. 66-67 and 8 March 1834,

S.S.J. Perfume or scent was made by mixing the fragrance

of flowers such as the Eandanus blossom with coconut oil,

a bottle of which was given to the author by one of the

ariki on Mitiaro.

2. There are also traditions that women cut trees.

S. Savage, Dictio~art, pp. 303-304 0

3. Ibid., A yellow dye was extracted from rengao
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over thirty feet long which the chiefs wrapped around

themselves like a toga. 1 Another account of the making

of tapa is given by L. Brown. 2 In this the men cut

portions of the bark of the breadfruit with their stone

adzes. Then both men and women beat the inner skin on

flat logs or stones with long wooden clubs, chanting as

they worked. At the end of several hours, when the

separate pieces of bark had been fused, the taEa was

washed thoroughly in the river and hung to dry for about

two days. After this period of time an appropriate ex-

pert decorated the cloth using a paintbrush made of

strong coconut fibres o The designs he incorporated were

in general merely ornamental; though often they told a

story. Tapa cloth was discarded as early as 1891 j and

it is no longer made in Rarotonga. 3

One of the basic items of clothing was the maro, or

waist girdle which was named usually by that from which

it was made. 4 The maro-kura was a sacred crimson girdle

generally worn by the ariki or some member of his farlli1y i

or other persons of superior rank. It was ornamental

1. South Sea Bubbles, p. 161.

2. Legends, p. 70.

3. F. J. Moss, "Report on the Protectorate of the

. Cook Islands," New Zealand Papers Relating to Cook and

Other Islands, Justice Department, Avarua, Rarotonga, 17

January, 1891, pp. 103-04. Hereafter cited as New

Zealand Papers.

4. For example, the maro-rau-ti was made from the

leaves of the ti plant. S. Savage lists over a dozen

types of girdles." Dictionarl, p. 145.
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with red and yellow feathers, sometimes consisting of a

long strip of red tapa cloth and it was used at the

coronation of a chiefo l The ancient girdle of the

Rarotonganman was called purekau or pareu; the special

waist cloth worn by women during menstruation was called

the maro-toto; and there was also the maro-taka taka

which was a special kind of inner waist cloth~ somewhat

similar to an enlarged body belt p made from weaving

strips about three quarters of an inch wide.

T~e girls'dancing skirts were long and ornate,

while those of the males were short, much like a girdle. 2

A thick black garment (pakuku) made from breadfruit was

worn in time of mourning. It was fastened by a sennit

3belt (apaa). A pakakaku was an ancient garment similar'

to the pakaku, but generally it was worn with a tik~

in the form of a tiputa, similar to a ponch9. The

tikoru was a white cloth of medium thickness made especi-

ally for taunga robes and for decorating ancestral

4figures.

1. After the coronation the chief had the right to
wear it at any timeo This girdle was similar in nature
and significance to the Tahitian maro-ura.

2. Margot Johnson, Picture Plates, Nos. 8 and 16.
Hocken Library, Dunedin. Also general observations.

3. J. Williams, Missionary' ~nterprises, pp. 206
207. S. Savage, Dictionary, p. 221.

4. S. Savage, ib~o, p. 382.
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One of the main features ?f clothing in early days

was the headdress~ which often signified position or

rank. The general term for headdress was pare, and each

was specifically named after the rank of person who wore

it or the occasion upon which it was worno For example,

there was the pare-evatipi which was worn at a feast;

the pare-au which was used by anyone of rank or honor;

and the pare-ariki which belonged to the chief. A par-

ticular headdress might also take the name of the

material from which it was made, for example: maire, a

sweet scented plant; kota'a, the skin of the frigate

bird; bamboo; the outer skin of kakao reeds; a plant

called koai-naupara; or bird feathers. According to

Savage and Te Rei a sennit cap decorated with red

feathers and shells was offered by Tangiia to Karika in

the thirteenth centuryol

There were various ornaments or accessories. The

tiputa was a breast covering,2 and the ei was a lei made

of pitate buds worn as a headband. Sometimes the red?

sweet scented berries of the Eoroiti were also used in

the ei. Ear ornaments were made from shells and also

1. Stephen Savage and Tamuera Te Rei, An Ancient
History of Tangiia, Unpublished manuscript in the
archives of the Justice Department, Avarua, Rarotonga,
n.d., p. 15. Hereafter cited as, History of Tangiia.
The general name for a headdress of this sort was
pare-kure.

2. William McBirney, Folklore Tales of Cook Islands,
Manuscript in the Cook Island Library and Museum, Avarua,
Rarotonga, n.d., p. 59. Hereafter cited as, Folklore.
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from the small long nuts of the dwarf coconut palmo l

Shells and flowers were also used for ornate necklaces.

Sandals$ for walking on coral, were made from ratau

branches,2 while others were made from kiriau bark. 3

Warriors wore breast ornaments 4 and small wooden, almost

oval shaped decorations on the arms or around the neck

called rei o Children of rank also wore rei. 5 One of

these ornaments observed by the author in a burial cave

in 1971 was five to six inches long and about three

inches across, rounded at both ends, slightly smaller at

the bottom than at the top. S. Savage records that rei

were sometimes inscribed with the resemblances of gods

or fish and were worn by warriors, who believed that

they possessed the supernatural powers of a particular

god or goddess who protected them in batt1e. 6

A chief was distinguished by various Qther items of

clothing. He wore numerous finely made bands of skin or

cloth called pare piki around his legs and arms o These

were usually made from tapa cloth and pirau bark and

1. W.W. Gill, Jottings, p. 208.

2. Interview with Ngatangiia Rangatira Nia, June
1971. Hereafter cited as Nia Interview.

3. Maretu, Maretu's Life in Mangaia, Unpublished
manuscript in the archives of the Justice Department,
Avarua, Rarotonga, nod., p. 64. Hereafter cited as,
.Maretu t s Life

4. William Gill, "Extracts of a letter from the
Rev. Wm. Gill, dated Rarotonga, 14 January 1840,"
Evangelical Magazine, p. 43.

5. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, History of Tangiia, p. 9.

6. Dictionary, pp. 300-301.
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signified rank. 1 He also wore a "T'! shaped tapa cloth

on his shoulders, and his numerous headdresses were

always the largest and most colourful in the tribe

(vaka). The taunga~ or priest, wore a ~are piki around

his ankle and a shell necklace; and he usually carried

a fan in his hand. His clothes hung loose. His head-

dress was smaller than the chief's, usually with a band

of pirau bark and feathers from the tawaki or koravia;

and he sometimes wore a tapa cloth on his shoulder. 2

The fertile soil and sub-tropical climate of Raro-

tonga allows a year round luxuriant production of diet

staples, though the variety produced in ancient times

was limited. Rats, dogs, and pigs proved to be compe-

titors for food, and their numbers were controlled care-

fully. The few pigs available were reserved exclusively

for festive occasions. 3 Birds were more p+entiful, but

were scarcely large enough to provide meat for the

entire population. The ioi, rupe, and Eoputa were among

the favQuriteso The principal meat, or meat substitute,

came from the sea and most all kinds of fish were eaten

except those rare poisonous ones such as sun fish and

stone fisho The abundance of flora, however, assured

1. Maretu, Maretu's Life, p. 64.

2. Interview by author with Charles Cowan, eighty
six year old mataia,2£ of Ngatangiia, July 1971. Here~

after cited as Cowan Interview.

3. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 240-241. There
are some traditions of eating dogs and rats, but docu
mentation is lacking.
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that the people depended upon vegetation for their diet

staples. Chief among their daily foods were taro
i

ti,

bananas, plantains, coconuts, breadfruit, and chestnuts. l

Bird-hunting was both a vital part of food produc

tion and a sport involving considerable art. In season,

strong running nooses of coconut fibre were placed at

midday near the flowers of the coral tree (erythinia)

while the birds slept in the forest, and at evening or

dawn when the ioi came to feed on the nectar usually some

2
were caughto The rupe's favourite habitats were the

banyan with its yellow berries i the koka with delicate

flowers and seeds i and the karaka with light blue fleshy

seeds o When these trees were in bloom or bearing fruit

the Rarotongan made bird-lime by taking the gelatinous

substance from the bruised breadfruit tree, letting it

set for two days, mixing and pounding it with baked

candlenuts. The sticky substance was then spread on

branches which trapped the feet of resting birds; thus

the hunter could easily catch them o When the fruit of

those three trees were gone the birds congregated on the

later blooming neinei with its large golden flowerso

The birds were captured alive with slip-nooses; and

while some were eaten, others were kept in cages so that

their feathers could be plucked to adorn images of the

1. C. Pitman, to LMS, 6 November 1827 and 12 May
1831, SSL. J. Williams, Missi~y Enterprises, pp.
206-207. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 240-241.

2. Wo Wo Gill, Jottings, p. 78.
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gods and the headdresses of the chiefs. l

The koputa was another source of food and sport.

Considered an excellent food source, it was caught in

breeding season in its nests among almost inaccessible

rock crags. A young man at the cliff-top wrapped a

stout coir or coconut husk rope around his waist and

circled its upper end around the trunk of a tree while

he ~as firmly held by a near relative. He then lowered

himself over the precipice to the cranny where the bird

was nesting. If the fowler fixed his gaze directly

into the eyes of the bird, it would make no attempt to

fly, and was easily caught by hand. If the lad blinked,

however, the bird would be gone. "In its terror it

2drops real tears whilst uttering a low, plaintive cry."

The fresh water streams of Rarotonga are small and

other than a limited supply of shrimp offe~ed no food

supply. But, like all Polynesians, the Rarotongans were

vert adept at catching food from the ocean o Po-ika were

the special times for successful fishing. 3 Pa.rakoti

records a table setting out the va.rious phases of the

moon in which fish were plentiful. Iro was night two

when fish had become plentiful; nights eight i nine, and

twenty-three were also favourable for fishing; on nights

1. I:bi,d., pp. 78-79. Stephen Savage's penciled
note inside front cover of E TuatUa, 1908.

2. w. W. Gill, Jottings, pp. 78-79.

3. S. Savage, Dict~.onary, p. 257. See Appendix c.
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thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen fish could be found in

abundance in the shoals; and on the seventeenth evening

certain fish and crabs, especially the putara and the

paeoe, were numerous. Tane brought plenty of fish on

the twenty-seventh night, but they were scarce on nights

ten, twelve, and twenty-one. l

One means of catching fish was by the construction

of tidal stone enclosures on the reef. 2 Nearly everyone

participated in reef-fishing which was normally done in

small groups of three or fouro Each member of the group

carried a knife or a stick and a grass or kikau sack,

while the one in the middle had a f1are o The fish were

directed to shallow water by the noise made as the

fishermen struck the water or rocks and by the light

from the shore. Here they were easily caught. The

Rarotongan also was quite adept at catchin9 fish by hand

in the shallow water of the reef at low tide. 3 Another

1. Parakoti, Parakoti's Book, Manuscript in Justice

Department, Avarua, Rarotonga, n.d., pp. 16-17. Here

after cited as, Book.

2. Parakoti, LCMB, 15 January 1904, Vol. I, p. 109.

Vakai, Ibid., p. 111. The writer observed a number of

these enclosures on the roroka (reef) on the south side

of Rarotonga in 1971.

3•. According to W. W. Gill the only language for

the nape of the neck is katian9..a-ika "the killing place

of the fish." This is an allusion to what he claimed

was the universal practice of killing handcaught fish

by a bite on the neck while holding the fish laterallYi

Gill told of a lad who held the fish toward himself and

the fish jumped into his mouth, wedging itself, and the

lad died three days later. Jottings, p. 158.
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method of reef-fishing wa s the~ or fish narcotizing. l

The necessary poison usually was made from the ground

nut of Barringtonia speciosa, which stupefied the fish

but was not strong enough to affect humans. Sometimes

a small, very poisonous plant called Mata-ora was

pounded until the sap flowed o The liquid was used

2
immediately. One favourite spot was at Nikao where

about sixty acres were enclosed by coral block at low

tide. The ~ became quite a social function for both

male and female, and invitations were extended to allied

villages. In preparation for the event the Barrinqtonia

fruit was split, the seed kernel taken out and placed in

kikau baskets. These were then stored in scooped out

holes covered with moist leaves called vaerenga. An

announcement was sent out twenty four hours before a

suitable tide, and each man prepared a three-pronged

fish spear from a long hibiscus pole or, in later times,

a rough sword from hoop-irono On the afternoon and

1. Ibid., pp. 140-142. P. H. Buck, "Fish-poison

ing in Rarotonga, Hora,lf J:ourna1 of the polynesian

Society, 37 (1928), pp. 57-650 Hereafter cited as, JPS.

Dro Olsen, I Sudhavs Paradiset - On Rarotonga, Manus

cript in File 11/19, Premier's Office, Avarua, Rarotonga,

n.d., p. 8. Hereafter cited as, Paradiset. Angata was

a large mat basket carried on the reef by women, thus

catching fish in baskets came to be known by this term.

The word later was used to insult another man, as also

was the fishing phrase, karikao pao-ngata (the hard

shell of a fish equalling the hard heart of a man). S.

Savage, Dictionar~, pp. 29 and 89.

2. The poisonous sap from the reva plant was never

used for fish narcotizing as it affected the humans who

ate the catcho
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evening before the event everyone assembled wearing

necklaces of flowers and bearing food for a feast. Each

village was appointed a section of the beach, and very

few people slept that night. At about 2 a.m. the order

was given to carry the previously grated poison to the

edge of the water and just before dawn came the command

to spread the narcotico As the men walked through the

pool with submerged baskets, and evenly shaking out the

poison, catching fish or causing any distraction was

prohibited. Those who spread the poison then returned

to the beach to get their baskets, spears, nets, and

canoeso A gong was then sounded and everyone rushed

into the water with baskets attached to the waist. As

the poison began to take effect g the small fish came to

the top first and were gathered by the women and children

who carried clubs. The larger fish, such as mUllet,

were only slowed by the poison j and chasing and spearing

them was great sport. The Rarotongans believed that it

was unlucky to eat before the poison took effect. Cook-

ing therefore began only when a fair number of fish were

caught. After a meal the people returned to the sport

of chasing the larger fish until the rising tide ended

the activity late in the morning o Each fisherman then

shared his catch, putting on the heap some for people of

rank and some for those who were old or ill. The fish

drive was one of the outstanding festive occasions on

the island.

1. Frank Coffee, Forty Years on the Pacific, New
York, 1920, p.213.
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The lagoon at Ngatangiia was also a favourite area

for fishing. In calm weather and clear sea men in

canoes speared fish along the fringe of the big coral

blocks in the opening. l The rau was a fishing expedi

tion in the lagoon with nets. In the rau-makaatua

large sweeps or drags were often made by attaching

coconut leaves end to end. When darkness fell this con-

trivance was dragged through the shallows of the lagoon

encircling various species. The rau-po'ue was designed

to catch the koama in the lagoon. In this case the

drag was made by tying and twisting together the vines

and leaves of the po'ue plant so as to form a sort of

cable or rounded sweep, in which the koama fish were

2surrounded and caught.

Fishing beyond the reef was accomplished with hook

and line or a to 3 while standing on the edge of the coralo

Hooks were made, for the most part, from shell or bone;

however lads angled for shrimp with hooks made from

4pandanus leaves. Hooks and lines were also used in

canoes.

York, 1920, p. 213.
using the poison of
in large quantities
which usually moved
eating.

Coffee observed the fish drive
the utu nut. One other fish caught
(in the open sea) was the nanue
in schools and was very excellent

1. Dr. Olsen, Paradiset, p. 8.

2. S. Savage, Dictionary, pp. 298-299.

3. Ibid., p. 30. A'o was usually made of sennit.

4. W. W. Gill, Jottings, p. 184.
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Various other means were employed in fishing from

canoes. Large nets made from both sennit and kikau and

of various shapes were used from canoes in the kira or

ocean. 1 R· t ttaro ongans a racted the maroro or flying fish

to cand1enut torches in their canoes at night» catching

them in nets or hitting them with clubs as they jumped

toward the light.

Catching a turtle was cause for special rejoicing o

Turtles (at least the head of the first one), usually

belonged to the chief. The Rarotongan made soup from

the flippers; he used the grass-green fat below the

upper shell in soup and in basting meats; and he fried
. .

the eggs in green fat which became crisp and tasted much

like chestnuts o The tripe and liver were also cooked.

It was a great dainty of the South Seas. 2 The Raro-

tongans seldom ate the vavarua or sun-fish. It grew

very large and its tough skin was often two inches thick

and the natives believed that it caused a skin disease.

The everyday food staples, however, came from the

land. The people not only harvested edible wild fruits,

roots, and plants, but were very skilled farmerso Their

plantations, whether of trees such as coconut and bread-

fruit or of ground crops such as taro and bananas, were

1. L. Brown, ~egends7P. 73. A large fishtng net
was karu, the upper part was kari~-i-runga and the lower
section was karii-i-raro.

2. B. Grimshaw, In the strange ~uth Seas, No
title page, approx. 1904, p. 110. Hereafter cited as,
Strange Seas.
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well laid out, being slightly sloped and well-tended to

secure the greatest production. Instruments for turning

the soil and planting were made of wood o The Rarotongan

had select times for planting trees and other food

crops.l For example, the missionary found chestnut

trees growing i.n wide rows from the base of the mountains

to the sea. Taro (mamio) slopes, from six to eight feet

wide, were built in between, the sides of which were

covered with kape, the giant taro. The tops of the

slope were cultivated and often bordered with breadfruit o

Sugar cane also reportedly grew luxuriantly down to the

2sea.

Taro, the principal food, was scraped and placed

in the bottom of the umu with ti roots over it for

sweeteningo Taro required two hours to cook while a

whole pig required one night. 3 Rukou p taro tops, were

4also cooked and eaten. According to W. W. Gill the

only real fruit indigenous to Rarotonga, the Vi-apple

(Spondias du1cis), was considered a de1icacYo5 The

1. Parakoti, Book, p. 15.

2. J. Wi11iams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 206-
207.

3. Interviews with Matavera mataiapo and wife,
Motu and Tu Kore, June and JUly, 1971. Hereafter cited
as Kore Interview.

4. Maretu, Maretu's Life, p. 48.

5. W. W. Gill, Jottings, p. 201. Gill Considered
the breadfruit as a vegetableo
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coconut was eaten in many ways, and its milk was a

favourite drink. Db::, the sweet ca.ke-like centre of a

sprouting coconut, was a favourite food which in later

times was used as bread for church communion. Aka~~,

the fully matured coconut, was often stored until the

fluid dried, and the flesh inside loosed from the shell.

These dried nuts were called akari-takataka and were

kept for times of food scarcity.l Numerous varieties

of Ti roots, with some tubers four feet long, were eaten

primarily during the months of July and August o These

were cooked in an oven for twenty-four hours or more and

then eaten with grated coconuto The saccharine content

2made them delicious to taste.

Famine was well-known to the Rarotongan as a

natural result of hurricanes. At such times fish from

the sea and edible roots from the mountain ,slopes were

the main items of dietso A food called mai was made by

cooking breadfruit mash in an oven until it was about

the hardness of cheese. It was slightly acid, but it

was highly prized by the Maori, for it could last an

t
. 3en l.re year.

famine. 4 Chestnuts, a diet staple were grated and baked

1. Ibid., p. 14.

• 376.

3. W. W. Gill, Jottings~ pp. 178-79. Breadfruit
bears only once a year at Rarotonga and is one of the
mainstays of the diet.

4. Ibid., p , 193.
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with coconuts. Ripe chestnuts were stored in pits.

When winter scarcities arrived, the man with two or

three chestnut pits, a similar number ofmai pits, and

a number of old coconuts was thought to be well

prepared. l These could be of value in the aftermath of

a hurricane if the pits were on high ground.

!2va, a drink made from roots, was mentioned in

Rarotongan traditions as early as the eighteenth century

when Rakau-katau, ariki of Avanui, prepared four kinds

of kava for the feast for MakeaViroviro Rangi. 2 The

use of ka~ was never widespread.

Miscellaneous vegetable foods were quite numerous.

The stout and fleshy caudrex of the giant fern Anae was

eaten3 as were the cooked leaves of the poroporo planto 4

The milk of the green pandanus cone was used as a drink. 5

The grated renga root was one herb used to .improve the

taste of certain meats. Rimu was a seaweed eaten by the

1. Ibid., p. 196.

2. Apera Uriarau, Translation From Savage's Book,
Manuscript in Justice Department, Avarua, Rarotonga, nodo,
pp. 427-428. Hereafter cited as, Savage's Book. The
four types of kaua listed are Te kaua-titeniteni, Te
kaua-put~, Te 'ii1'aii:Qo-tirekireki, a.nd 're Rimu-kura. The
meanings of these are obscure perhaps relating to various
kava for different parts of the feast (titeni is a chant
or shout), or ranks of the people (~ta is lowly, poor).

3. S. Savage, Dictionary, p. 26.

4. T. Kore •

5. E. Reeves, Brown Men, p. 206c Interview with
mataiapo Tangata Simiani, chief School Inspector - Cook
Islands, Avarua, Rarotonga, July, 1971. Hereafter cited
as, Simioni Interview.
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Rarotongans.
l

Tradition records that oranges were

brought to the island by the Bounty mutineers although

they are not mentioned in the early lists of foods. 2

Food was prepared in wooden bowls, kumete, and was

cooked in earth ovens (~).3 Leaves were used as

4
plates, coconut shells were used as cups, and the meal

was eaten with the fingers. All food was distributed

equally among the members of the family, and what was

not eaten was wrapped in kikau and saved for later. 5

The early morning meal~ the first of two each day,

usually consisted of taro, breadfruit, and fish.

Rarotongan culture was, of course, neolithic.

Fishhooks~ ornaments, tattoo needles, knives and trumpets

1. W. McBirney, Folklore, p. 30

2. A. Buzacott, Missionary Enterprises, ppo 240-41.
Buzacott did not list oranges in his summary of foods in
l827 i but did include them in 1858. Many things were
added to the diet of the Rarotongan following the coming
of the Europeano Buzacott introduced sweet potatoes
from Tahiti after the disasters of 1830 and 1831. Then
followed a long list of foods the missionaries introduced
to assist the diet~ including yams, pumpkin, pineapple,
a better variety of pigs, poultry, sheep (though this
enterprise failed), rabbits, cattle, turkeys, ducks,
beans, limes, citrus, tomatoes, turnips, apples, coffee,
Indian corn, carrots, cabbage, rice, paupau, mangoes,
vanilla, guava, mushroom, grapes, honeybees, etc. w. w.
Gill states that oranges were introduced by the mission
aries. Jottings, p. 201. J. Williams agrees with Gill.
Missionary Enterprises, p. 579.

3. Thus the name for "feast" is umukai - umu is

4. In addition to kikau, the leaves of the lemon
hibiscus were gathered by the daughters of the family
for meals or to wrap hot foods. W. W. Gill, Jottings,
p. 199.

5. William Gill, Gems From the Coral Islands.
London, 1856, pp. 94-96-.--Hereafter cited a~ Gems.
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were made from bone and she11. 1 Shark's teeth were used

2for carving. Wooden instruments were numerous. The

wooden drum or 2ate was hollowed out of tamanu and was

struck with an ironwood stick (tou) in the right hand. 3

4Other wooden instruments included adze handles (anau);

carrying poles (~); tops; discs for the pua game

(from ironwood); and bamboo knives. Wooden agricultural

tools included the pointed coconut husker (oka)p5 iron

wood spading stiCks;6 planting sticks from moto or

tuitui; and digging poles from au or toa. Most weapons,

such as clubs and spears, were also of wood.

Many other items were constructed from wood pro-

ducts. Mats and roof thatch came from kikau or pandanus

leaves; water pipes were formed from the hollow Qandanus

trunks; and the mid-ribs of coconut leaves were locked

7together for brooms. Ropes were sometimes made from au

bark,8 though more generally from sennitn 9 The latter

1. The word for trumpet is ~, but more often the
term used was pu ariki (royal trumpet). McBirney, Folk
lore, p , 3.

2. W. W. Gill, Jottings, p. 223.

30 c. Pitman to LMS, 10 July 1833, SSL.

4. S. Savage, Dictionary, p. 27.

5. Ibid., p. 200. Nia Interview.

6. J. Willia~s, Missionarl Enterprises, pp. 208-209.

7. W. W. Gill, Jottings s pp. 184 and 205.

8. c. Pitman to LMS, 6 November 1827, SSL. Maretu,
Maretu's Life, p. 54.

9. Te Pa, LeMB, 12 June 1905, Vol. 1I, pp. 53-54.



was also used for various fishing nets and a general

carry-all net (akana). The fibres were derived from

partially decayed coconut husks immersed in the swamp.1

The strong lather of the tutu root was used as a soap

for c1eaning. 2 The general term for torches was rama,

but most were made from the cand1enut (tuitui) and were

called A'i-tuitui (candlenut fire).3 These were con-

structed by sewing the soft inside portion of the

candlenut onto the mid-rib of kikau. They were used

singly in the home or tied in bundles with parau bark

for night activities, especially fishing, burning from

the top much like a wick or candle. Kites were made of

coconut leaves although more elaborate ones of tapa were

later constructed. Kite flying provided much tribal and

chiefly competition and the kites were often lost to

view. 5 Young boys often used chestnut leaves for kites. 6

1. T. Kore Interview.

2. J. Wi11iams, Missionary Enterprises, p. 270.

3. W. McBirney, Folklore, p. 3. S. Savage,
Dictionary, p. 11.

4. M. Kore Interview.

5. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, p. 82. This author
observed numerous artifacts in two burial caves on one
of the islands of the Southern Cooks. See Appendix Ko
Among these were: (a) tioki - several small stone
adzes. One with handle, bound by sennit; (b) a burial
canoe in two sections; (c) noanga - a wooden pillow or
seat; (d) rei - wooden ornament of rank, almost oval
with a faint design. It was about five inches long and
three inches at the widest part; (e) tapa-ikei - for
beating taea cloth; (f) nanao - a small sharp pointed
tattoo tool; (g) reru - taro beater; (h) anqaanga tai 
coconut water flask; (i) kaa - sennit rope or cord"

6. W. W. Gill, JottinSiE., p., 198.
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stone was the ultimate material in their cUlture.

In war the warriors used stone spear tips and sling

stones. Cloth and in particular food pounders were also

made of stone, beautifully shaped. A stone drum was

called kara. l Seats (no'o anga) were made of two stones,

one horizontal, one vertical. 2 The islanders also made

a wide range of finely polished stone adzes, reminiscent

of types found all over Polynesia.

Rarotongan houses were simple in construction, ade-

quate for normal shelter, and easily replaced when

destroyed by time or storm. Today they are often called

kainga, the traditional term for a basic family unit.

3These rectangular or square structures were made with

1. Ibid.

2. J. Williams, M~~sionary Enterprises, pp. 206-07.
Interview with George Tara Are, Taun~ of Te-an-o-Tonga
tribe, July 1971. Hereafter cited as Tara Are Interviewo
Observationo

3. While the weight of tradition and evidence in
dicate the rectangular house was dominant, other views
have been preserved. B. Grimshaw printed a picture of
an oval Rarotongan house. Stranqe Seas, p. l14A. A
Ngatangiia ranqatira, Nia, had been taught that some
houses had been circular. Nia Interview. The drawings
of Bernard Thorogood in the Mission house at Avarua show
a pup tent shaped house with open ends. Bill Marsters
states that houses were never round while S. P. Smith
records that they were square. Interview with Bill
Marsters from Palmerston and Head of the L.M.S. Mission
in the Cook Islands (now called the Cook Islands Chris
tian Church), Avarua Mission Station, Rarotonga~ July
1971. Hereafter cited as Marsters Interview. So Percy
Smith, "Hawaiiki: The ..,1hence of the Maori: Being an
Introduction to Rarotongan History," JPS, 7(1898), p.
144. Article hereafter cited as, "Hawaiiki. I1 All
homes in Rarotonga today are rectangular.
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vertical poles, anchored in the ground, lashed (sennit)

with support timbers, and a double-pitch (A-frame) roof.

Roofthatc.h originally was of rau-ara (.Eanda~) and lasted

for seven to ten years; but as this material became

scarce kikau was sUbstituted, though it endured for a

shorter time of only 2 - 3 years. Today thatching a

house is still called "rau." Originally the sides of

the houses were open or covered with mats, though in

later years enclosure was accomplished by using small

stripped ~ sticks o There were no partitions, and the

only furniture was thatched mats, because such houses

were generally used merely for sleeping. Cooking and

entertaining took place in separate, though similar,

bUildings or in the open air. l House size depended upon

the number in a family more than upon its rank, though

ariki houses were always large. Maretu describes five

separate families which averaged sixteen members each,

2all living in one house.

1. The author observed in 1971 a thatched reed
house north of the Taraare marae in the Tupapa valley
with a raised floor owing to the danger of water and
ants o Mataiap~ George Taraare, title holder of an
ancient taunga title, believes it has always been so
constructed. Interview, July 1971. S. Savage and T.
Te Rei name two houses which Tangiia and Karika are said
to have built for women. History of Tangiia, p. 20.
Further evidence of separate dwellings for women has not
been found other than the statement by J. Wil1iams that
women were not allowed to live under the same roof as
theIr husbarids~ Missi~:.:l Enterprise~, pp. 214-216 ..

2. Maretu, Maretu's Life, pp. 60-71. C. Pitman
observed in the early days of extensive illness that
often twenty or more were ill in one house. 18 May
1830, SSJ. The most extensive work on the material
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The house of an ariki, mataiapo, ranqatira, or

taunga was surrounded by an extensive stone courtyard

called paepae. A ~pae was always private and might

be rendered sacred by the owner's tapu. Outlines of

Eaepae in ancient tapere areas of the lower Maungaroa

Valley and in the Takuvaine Valley are still visible

today. Paepae boundaries were usually marked with stone

or vegetation, and the ground was often covered with

small white pebbles. Footpaths to the houses were

usually strewn with white and black pebbles from the

beach. l

The Rarotongans were people of the sea. Their

ancestors came principally from Samoa, Tahiti, and the

Marquesas. The two most celebrated ancestors of the

present Rarotongan people, Tangiia and Karika, were both

great sailors, who made numerous voyages over the greater

part of pOlynesia. 2 Rarotongan traditions were filled

culture of Rarotonga is: P. H. Buck (Te Rangi Hiroa),
Arts and Crafts of the Cook Islands, Benice P. Bishop
Museum, BUlletin 179, Honolulu, 1944.

1. For further information on houses see S. Savage,
Dlctionary, p , 218; So P. Smith, "Hawaiiki," JPS, 7
(1898), p. 144; and J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises,
pp. 206-207.

2. Te Ariki Taraare recorded details of traditional
voyages of Tanglia-nui which supposedly totalled 18,360
nautical miles in sixteen tripso The longest recorded
was from Fijl to Easter Island, about 4,200 miles.
"History and Traditions of Rarotonga, Part 7 p " JPS,28
(1919), p. 184. Hereafter cited as "Traditions of
Rarotonga. I' These journeys obviously were expanded
through the years in a competitive society, but they do
indicate an extensive ability and history as navigators.
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with accounts of people arriving up to the time of the

appearance of the missionaries~ The landfall of the

foreigner was a common occurrence although the nearest

island was over one hundred miles away. There are also

numerous accounts in their traditions of people leaving

Rarotonga on voyages to seek land elsewhere. Te Paii,

ariki of Arorangi in the "fearful season," made a return

voyage to Samoa (750 miles).l The lack of appreciation

of this fact is evidenced in the record of Williams and

Bourne:

It is remarkable that the natives of these islands
should know the names of all the Society and
Paumotu Islands and that the Society Islands have
the names of all these Islands in their traditions 2by what means they obtained them is unaccountable.

Even after the arrival of the missionary the people of

Rarotonga and surrounding areas continued to sail to and

from such islands as Easter, Northern Cooks, Samoa, and

Tahiti. John Williams 3 complements oral traditions by

telling of a Raiatean chief named Iouri who long ago

went searching for other countries and reached Rarotonga

bringing a female and breadfruito 4 Mrs. Buzacott

records the arrival of a boat from and built by the

1. Aniterea, LCMB, 15 April 1903, Vol. I, pp. 53-
54.

2. 12 July 1823, SSJ.

3. J. Wi11iams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 57-58.

4. C. Pitman, 30 March 1830, p. 17, SSJ.
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left Rarotonga in 1827 en route to Aitutaki and landed

at Mangaia.
2

Miss Sarah Ann Buzacott reports that a

schooner built and navigated by Po1ynesians arrived in

Rarotonga in JUly 1854 from Rimatara, 400 miles distant.

These people had heard that "English" was being taught

in Rarotonga and wanted their children in the school. 3

A final example, Te Mutu, a toa of the junior family of

Makea (Te-au-o-tonga tribe), heard that there was toa

land in Fiji and sailed away.4

Polynesian navigation in general has been much dis

cussed. 5 The Rarotongans were adept at sea and at find-

ing their way back and forth between islands far apart.

The chief of Atiu showed John Williams, by landmarks on

his island, the direction to Rarotonga, after Williams

had been unable to find it on a previous voxageo Taylor

White recorded the use of birds in Polynesian navi-

1. Mrs. A. Buzacott, Excerpts in the Justice
Department, Avarua, Rarotonga, 7 October 1841, SSJ.

2. C. Pitman, 19 March 1830, SSJ.

3. 5 December 1854, SSL.

4 0 Aniterea, LCMB, 15 April 1903, Vol. I, ppo 53-
54.

5. On all this cf o G. S. Parsonson, Ancient
Voyaging in Oceania, unpublished mss of NZBC broadcast,
1963, and his, "The Settlement of Oceania" in Jo Co1son
(ed~) P61.vnesiah Naviqatioh (polynesian Society Hemoir
No. 34-;-Wellin9ton, 1963)-.- By the time of the missionary
the Rarotongarnhad greatly reduced their travels and
much of their navigational skills had been lost.
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gation,l and John B. Stair wrote of the use of stars

and constellations as guides from one island to others. 2

The morning star was called akatauria and was a princi

pal star of navigation in olden times. 3 Other factors

reportedly used included ocean currents and swells, the

sun and moon, clouds, lights, smells, and colour of

water.

w. Boner reported seeing on Mauke a large canoe

built of tamanu, sixty feet or more long, made in three

pieces with butt joints for sewing together o The larger

hUll was still in excellent condition in the 1890's,

4though the small one was much decayed. Cook, on his

third voyage, reported seeing at Atiu double canoes

which were very long i up to four feet deep, painted with

many black figures. Four foot long paddles which were

approximately elliptical in shape were att~ched to these

canoes. Jo Williams, in 1823, saw a double canoe at

Atiu with an elevated stage and a seat for the chief.

Jo T. Large describes double canoes in Atiu, Mauke,

Mitiaro and an outrigger at Mangaia. E. Best observes

that the double canoes were of two hulls? with a small

1. "On The Use of Birds In Navigation," JPS, 16
(1907), p. 92.

2. "F'Loa cs arn [sic] and Jetsam
Ocean: Or, Summary of Early Samoan
ment;" JPS, 4· (1895), pp... 109--110.
cited as, "Floatsam and Jetsam."

From the Great
Voyages and Settle
Article hereafter

3. S. Savage, Dictionarz, p. 19.

4. '~otes and Queries No. 144, Ancient Polynesian
Canoe," JPS, 10 (1901), p. 205.
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platform between them. One end of each hUll was sharp,

pointed, and planed, the other had a vertical swept-up

end-piece, the two hulls being reversed. l S. Savage

and T. Te Rei claim that in the thirteenth century Te

Rei's canoe was equipped with a triangular sail which

was taken down when they landed at Rarotonga and used

2as a temporary house. So P. Smith writes that the

double canoes of Samoa (the kind used by Karika) sailed

fast like the Malay troas (proas).

Both Tangiia's and Karika's canoes are reported to

have been large double ones with special navigators.

Karika reportedly had 140 men with him, while Tangiia

had two hundred people each on two canoes. Tangiia's

canoe is reported to have carried,a tiki figurehead. 3

The longer hull of the great sea-going canoe of Karika

is said to have been 150 feet in length,4 ~aving a plat-

form or house (orau) with a raised edge which was made

of slabs sewn with sennit. 5

The normal term in Rarotonga for any boat is pari,

1. "Ruatapu - A Celebrated Maori Ancestor and His
Cook Island Descendants," JPS, 15 (1906), pp. 213-219.
Article hereafter cited as, "Rua t.apu s " Eldon Best, The
Maori Canoe, Wellington, 1925, p. 203. ---

2. History of Tangiia, p. 23.

3. Parokoti, Book, p. 13.

4. This is clearly an exaggeration. The largest
recorded Pacific canoe was 118 feet. The Polynesians
lacked the technological capacity to launch longer
vessels.

5. S. P. Smith, "Hawaiiki," JPS, 7 (1898), pp.
156-157.
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though in practice it usually denotes a large sea-going

h . 1s.J..p.

tonga for their fishing around the island was a simple

outrigger, made normally of one tree trunk varying in

size, usually narrow but sometimes of considerable depth.

It had two booms, one which curved directly to the float,

the other being attached to four or five short connec-

tives lashed to the float. .They were usually made from

tamanu, toa, or pUka trees. A caulking material was

made by allowing the pUlp of bruised breadfruit bark to

set a dayp and then heating the hardened mass. 2 A net

was stretched across the stern of fishing canoes for use

as a basket or as a bait container. On the stern of the

seagoing canoe was a vertically extended carving - a

3noke or "friend at seao" Olsen has described a carvel-

built plank boat in general use in Rarotonga about 1870

which showed the later influence of Tahitians:

1. Evidently this is the same term as Eahi in New
Zealand. There is no "h" in the spelling of the Raro
tongan dialect. Ama was the outrigger of a canoe as
well as the lesser hull in a double canoe. The larger
hull was a kat~. An outrigger canoe was called a £ai
ama-kore. S. Savage seemingly is mistaken in spelling
the word p_~i~.. pictiona~, p. 220.

2. W. W. Gill, Jottings, p. 179 0

3. Interview Araipu Tere, school teacher on
Mitiaro, June, 1911. Hereafter cited as "Tere Inter
view .. " The writer watched the builc1inq of a canos:lJY
hollowing out a tree trunk and attaching the outrigger
in Mitiaro. The tools used were of metal but were
shaped like the ancient instruments and lashed to wooden
handles with sennit. Invariably in Rarotonga the booms
are today as described above. Elsdon Best, The Maori
Cano~., p , 203 ...
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The canoes in Rarotonga differ slightly from the
Tahitian. They are built of planks, sometimes
only with one side board in the bottom and a
narrow strip on each side~ but ·perhaps more often
with a wider bottom 9 so that they look more in
the form of a boat and can be managed without an
outrigger o But the flat bottoms are very suitable
to Rarotonga stone filled lagoons 9 the outriggers
are not as in Tahiti, fixed with crooked branches,
but have straight poles fixed over the gunwale of
the C?_cean l1 and reaching to the third pole. These
canoes are often incredibly small, and simple to
build. A pity that I did not know this art j when
we as lads, toiled with timber rafts on the rivers
in the North (or Norway).l

Canoes were a vital part of Rarotongan life and the

canoe builder was important in his community and was

proficient in his art.

1. Dr. Olsen, Paradiset, p. 8.



CHAPTER rwo

SOCIETY AND GOVERNMENT

The basic social unit in Rarotonga was the family

(ngati), which was a closely knit and local grouping of

blood relatives - the children of a common ancestor.

The ngati was a unit of kinship, society placement,

security, and ambition. It was the foundation unit of

large aggregates. The head of the family was known and

recognized by all, and the group was designated by his

name with the prefix "ngati." His authority over lands

and possessions was absolute, though community of pro

perty was the family rule and all members were cared for

and protected. Each person shared his house, lands,

food, energies, and talents and received in return the

opportunity to work, protection in time of war~ and a

food share even in time of famine. The family lived

together in the same Eaepae - a specially marked section
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or courtyard on which the ~ (house) was located.

Several generations normally lived in a single ~e

Family quarrels and jealousies were always settled with-

in the confines of the ngati.

In the family

tungane; an actual

a son was tama; a blood brother was

"sister was tuaive; the oldest child
J~

was tuakana while the youngest was teina; and brothers

in-law or sisters-in-law were taoketeo l The general

term for child was anau, and a father referred to his
u

children as ta1anau (my children) - a term also used by

a chief for his tribe. 2 Children were well cared for

and trained for their particular calling in life. In

each family there was a tupuna - an elder member whose

3special duty it was to look after the infants and youth.

c. Pitman erroneously saw in this system a lack of in-

terest in the children on the part of the natural

4parents. F. J. Moss summarizes:

The family - a group of agnates and adopted
children - was then as now, the unit in the
State. The authority of the head of the family
over the lands and possessions was absolute
and carried with it as absolute a control over
the whole of the members. Community of property
was the family rule, though a member might

1. Robert W. Williamson, The Social and Political
Systems of Central Polynesia. Cambridge, 1924, Vol. II,
pp. 200-201. Hereafter cited as, Political Systems.

2. S. Savage, DictionariL, p.Z7.

3. Te Ura, LCMB, 29 JUly 1908, Vol. IV, p. 210.

4. To LMS, 30 December 1840, SSL.
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cultivate for himself any particular portion and
keep the produce for his own use - if he cou1d. 1

Within the family there were numerous adopted mem

bers. Children from the same family or tribe were

usually adopted at birth or after weaning, and enjoyed

the same rights and obligations as others. Little

emotion was involved and formal adoption was completed

2at a feast. A child from another tribe did not become

a member of the vaka with whom he lived until he was

formally admitted. Until this was done he was known as

Tama Ua (child of the fire) and was sUbject to rejec-

t ' 3J.on. An adopted child had no legal right to the family

lands or titles; he could, however, be given occupational

rights for his lifetime, and then at his death his family

was under the direction of the ariki or the mataiaoo.

An adopted child with blood relationship to his adopted

parents could not alter the blood right of any other

4person o In general, however, the adopted members in

every family were not distinguished from the rest.

There were also servants within the family, usually

people received after being banished from other units.

For example, Karika expelled a cook named Tariu, and

1. "The Maori Policy In The Island of Rarotonga,"
JPS, 3 (1894), p. 20" Hereafter cited as,"Maori Policy."

p. 23.

3 0 Maori Customs Approved by the House of Ariki
1970. Mimeographed material, Justice Department, Avarua,
Rarotonga, Part V, p. 11. Hereafter cited as, "Maori
Customs."

4. Ibid., p. 10.
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another chief named Matoe took him in as a servant. l

In another case Tinomana assured Te Au Tuara that he had

no right to the land Akaoa because he was descended from

2servants.

Marriage within a ngati was normally forbidden i

although intra-family marriages were arranged sometimes

to protect rank or title. Patrilocal residence was the

rule at marriage i although the husband might be taken

into his wife's family as long as she lived. If she

died first her expressed wish that he should stay in the

family was binding on her kin. Polygamy was the rUle,

especially among ariki and other men of high rank. At

the time of the arrival of the missionaries (and much

later) chiefs had numerous wives. C. Pitman records,

Formerly Makea had eight wives, Kainuku a great
chief 7 (717), others 4-3 and 2 etc. Even now
we have been informed that some of the people
secretly have two wives. 3

Prostitution was unknown in Rarotonga, although pre-

marital chastity was not regarded as especially commen-

dable. It was usual and desirable for the girl of a

young unmarried couple to have one child before marriage,

presumably to prove her (or her husband's) fertility.

After marriage, however, chastity was the rule, par

ticularly on the part of the wife. 4 There was little

1. Piai, LCMB, 10 JUly 1903, Vol. I, pp. 57-58.

2. Ibid., p. 53.

3. 29 June 1827, SSJ.

4. F o J. Moss, New Zealand Papers, 18 January
1891, p. 106.
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sexual privacy. C. Pitman notes:

As soon as they arrived at the age of pUberty,
nothing seems to occupy their attention but
women. Little children of six or seven years
know more than many young persons in England
of twenty years of age, - in consequence of
their houses being all open, no separate
apartments, and their children being privy to
all that is said or done. l

Mrs. C. Pitman, assisting the wife of a great chief

deliver her first child, found the "place completely

filled with children of all ageso 0 0 Subjects of every

kind are talked over among themselves before their

children without the least shame.,,2

Natural numerical growth caused the formation of a

larger political unit of kindred ngati in geographical

proximity. As the senior father in each are was the

recognized and respected leader~ so in these clusters of

such units the most direct descendant of the original

family father or chief was also the recogn~zed authority,

because of his more immediate relations with the ances-

tra1 figures and because of his nominal ownership of the

land and its atinga. The size and power of such an ex-

tended unit (tapere) depended upon the extent of its

lands and the number of families invo1ved. 3 Through the

years, fifty-two of these extended family units deve1

4oped; twenty-four were in areas settled by the followers

•

2. Ibid.

3. F. J. Moss, "Maori Polity," JPS, 3 (1894), pp.
21-24.

4. See map on page This map is
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of Tangila; seven in Kainuku's domain, twelve in Pals

vicinity, and five in the disputed Matavera district.

In the Te-au-o-tonga settlement area twelve were clus-

tered around Makea, seven in the disputed Tupapa dis
1

trict, and nine on the west coast (Puaikura). There

was one federation of clans smaller than the vaka and

larger than the semi-local tapere, again in geographic

proximity.

By necessity the chiefs of tapere were closely allied

by location, interests, and, sometimes, blood. Thus

very natural groupings of sUb-tribes in districts (£i!e)

occurred. William Gill writes of an alliance of petty

chiefs in the Takitumu tribe. Buzacott refers to Vakapora

as a powerful principal chief of seven independent leaders

of Matavera and Tupapa. The six tapere of Avarua seem

to have formed the district of Makea himself, while the

other six under Makea's rule probably formed a second.

The seven tapere allied with Vakapora apparently made up

one oire in the Takitumu area, the nine under Kainuku

made up another, and the twelve under Pa probably formed

two sub-tribes around Ngatangiia. Tinomana's nine tapere

devised from a study of tapers maps provided by the Sur
vey Department, Harotonga a:nd .s t udy of Land Diagram
Books 1 to 13, Justice Department, Rarotonga 1905-1944.
Hereafter cited as, Land Diagram. Tapere crura matu).tui
first listed in the diagrams in Book 1J, 1944 has been
omitted as of late origin. Also see Appendix D for.list
of tapere.

1. Ibid. F. J. Moss, "Naor i Polity," J·PS, 2 (1893),
p.2?1. There are varied accounts of the numbers of dis
tricts. These are due primarily to the transitional
nature of the eighteenth century when there were fluctu
ations of allegiance in a number of districts, i.e.,
Matavera, Tupapa, and Avaavaroa which together included
as many as fifteen of the j::ap~.



probably formed only one district. Thus there seem to

have been approximately seven groupings of tapere in

loose confederations with greater chiefs, independent in

peaceful times but allied in times of danger. These

districts in geographical proximity quite naturally traced

their arrival in Rarotonga and their initial leadership to

Et common title.

The related oire gradually came together in tribes,

known as vaka (canoe), to signify the arrival of their
1

ancestors together. Another widely used term for the

tribe was kopu ~an~ata, from kopu (belly or pregnant)

and ~angat~ (man) - thus the offspring of a particular

person. A tribe was composed of all the descendants of

the leader and those who accompanied him in an origin91

canoe. An exception to this was the Puaikura tribe

which attained vaka status primarily from its descendancy

from Makea Karika though clans of various baclcgrounds

1. John A. Numa lists the gradation of social
units somewhat differently and in the following order:

The Ngati - the unit from a common human descent.
Mata-kei-nanga - the social unit common related and
" unrela t ed 0

!$!1 mua Vaka - the original members of the canoes
in their migration from Avaiki. These were also
unrelated arid ~elated but had one thing in
common and that was the gods they worshipped.

Koputangata - this claimed a common human descent
and divine descent. The main difference here
is that it would stress the relation through the
gods in the Nga mus Vaka as well as the relations.. ...
through the human descent in the Ngati and the
KO'Putangata;

A Pre-Eu"r'o'pe:::m 1'1i story of RBp'otonga, 1951+. Manuscript
in Turnbull Library, Wellington. Hereafter cited as
History of Rarotonga.
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were included. At the beginning of the nineteenth cen

tury there were three distinct tribes on Rarotonga. The

Te-au-o-tonga vaka lived in the north from Tuoro (Black

Rock) on the west to a point midway between the Tupapa

and Matavera streams on the east; Takitumu lands began

at Matavera and extended southward and westward ending

at Avaavaroa; Puaikura inhabited the western end of the

island.

There were differences in tribal organization o Te-

au-o-tonga was rUled by one dominant family throughout

its history. Within that family a dual chieftainship

was developed, but taunga and mataiapo were never in

fluential and there was no komono title. l In Takitumu

tensions between two unrelated ariki allowed greater

influence by mataiapo and taunga and prompted the origin

of the komono title. Puaikura, a conglomerate of many

kapu (clans), chose its ariki from three related branches

of the chiefly family. The selection of successors to

the title was conducted by the rangatir~; thus the taunga

and mataiaEo were never very powerful and no komono title

2
developed.

1. Interview with Queen Makea Nui Ariki Teremoana
of the Te Au 0 Tonga Vaka. Avarua, Rarotonga, June,
1971. Hereafter cited as Queen Makea Interview.

2 0 Interview with Tinomana Vaine, widow of Tinomana
ariki (Deceased, N6veinber· 1970), pua.ikura vaka; .Ararangi,
July 1971. Hereafter cited as, Tinomana Interview.
Interview with Pare Mataiapo, Representative of Puaikura
tribe in the Legislative Assembly af the Cook Islands,
Arorangi, Rarotonga, July 1971. Hereafter cited as,
Pare Interview.
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The social gradations of individual rank were

definite in Rarotonga by 1822. There were at least

eight permanent and one temporary grade in the social

structure: aioa (slave - usually a temporary status),

unga, kiato, komono, rangatira, mataiapo, taunga, vaka

ariki, and island ariki (king). Authority was strictly

maintained but relations between persons of all classes

(with the exception of ariki) were characterized by

remarkable freedom; none took permanent work in any en-

forced capacity; and domestic service~ in the western

sense of the term, was unknown. l

Slaves were normally captives, external to the

local clan structure, and therefore extant lists of in-

dividual rank omit themo The existence of slaves,

however, is affirmed by frequent references in vocal

tradition, as well as in late writings and .speeches by

both the Rarotongans and the missionarieso Slaves were

normally the result of military conquest and were kept

temporarily for work. They sometimes then returned to

their own clans, or by marriage gained rights in their

new surroundings. AS non-members of the social unit,

no portion of food was automatically allotted to them,

and they could not eat with members of the family. As

a modern informant notes:

They did have slaves and they would keep away from
an ariki. If a slave wanted to talk to an ariki

1. F. J. Moss, "Maori Polity," JPS,
p. 21.

3 (1894),
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he would send a messenger. He never talked
directly to an ariki or mataia~~. It had to
go through a proper man - tangata-rikiriki, or
tuikaa, that is a small man without a title. l

Savage calls these individuals - tau-taunga, although

2this term normally refers to anyone without rank.

Slaves were sometimes offered as sacrifices to the gods.

Unga was the designated term for servants,3 and

land tenants. 4 As F. J. Moss remarks, "The unga are

the lowest. They hold their land by sufferance and

their services are personal and menialo,,5 The name

very likely originated from either the smallest tuber

of arrowroot (unga) or from the hermit crab (unga) which

lives in the shell of other fish. 6 The latter is im-

probable j however, as the unga were a definite and

recognized part of their social unit, the main difference

between them and the kiato being their lack of land

7rights. The majority of people who landed with Karika

and Tangiia were unga, who were also known as tangata

1. C. Cowan Interview.

2 0 Stephen Savage, Historical Papers, Unpublished
manuscript in the Justice Department, Avarua, Rarotonga,
pp. 5-7. S. Savage, Dictionary, po 13.

3. William Gill, Gems, pp. 11-12.

4. J. Wil1iams, Missionary En~rprises, pp. 214-16.

5. "Maori Polity," JPS, 3 (1894), p , 24.

• Mana-r ,
Late Reverend Wo Wyatt Gill, L.L .. D.," JPS, 20 (1911),
pp. 128-129. Hereafter cited as, "Extracts."

70 Queen Makea Interviewo
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veve (poor people) tangata kirikiri (common people) and

rakiraki and _tuikaa. l These were the "labourers, '! mem-

bers of the social unit who had food rights (but minimal

standing).

A person who had a close relationship to an ariki

or a mataiapo and yet had only land rights and no title

was known as a kiato. His land rights were not usually

extensive, but were secured by family standing and

normally by long tenure. At times it was difficult to

distinguish between a kiato and a tangata kirikiri.

Thus, "Vaere was only a kiato, a nobody. The

House of Ariki defined kiato in two ways: they were the

born children of an ariki or mataiapo who had no title,

and, in some clans, they were strangers to whom the

ariki had granted landso They cUltivated the land, kept

livestock, performed work which benefited the entire

community, and sometimes provided food for an ariki

feast. 3

The rank of komono was clearly the outcome of a

process of evolution. One of the basic ways a chief of

high rank maintained effective authority was by granting

lands, titles, or positions of responsibility. A major

1. F. J. Moss, "Maori policy," JPS, 3 (1894), p.
24. C. Cowan Interview. The exact origins of the last
two terms are uncertain is the same as hunga in
New usage •

2 0 Te Rei, LCMB, 5 May 1908, Vol. IV, p. 121.

3. House of Ariki, Maori Customs, Part II, po 6 0
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difficulty through the years was devising adequate in

centives for the capable and aggressive junior male

members of a titled family. A chief might have many

sons, one of whom would be expected to assume the

father's title and through the years several subordinate

titles were created in the family for others. Often,

however, there was discontent in a ngati owing to several

junior members being of equal rank though not of iden-

tical age, talent or ambition, and frequently several

younger members had no title. "Mono" is a successor,

representative, or substitute; "ko" is simply an indica

tive prefix. 1 Such people were thus often employed as

representatives, or ambassadors, or substitutes for the

chief at meetings to make announcements to the people.

The title "komono" was, however, not substantive but

enhanced a previous rank. It had, moreove~, no land

rights attached to it as such, although the komono a1-

ways had such rights through other titles or family

connections. It was possible for a man to be both

2taunga and komono, or rangatira and komono. He was

normally the younger son of a mataiapo or an ariki - or

his child by a second wife, thus half-brother to the

successor of the family title. 3 He was always inferior

07-108 and 166.

2. Te Awai, LCMB, 5 May 1908, Vol. IV, p. 121.

3. S. Savage, Dictionary, p. 166. F. J o Moss,
"Maroi Polity," JPS, 3 (1894), p. 24. M. Kore reported
that a rangatira who acted as a spokesman for a mataiapo
was called a Va'a tuatuao Interview.
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to the mataiapo and never attained the status or author

ity possessed by the high talking chiefs of Samoao The

people paid him no special obeisance at ordinary times. l

Each rUling family would also possess a limited

number of honourable titles, known as rangatira. These

were gradually brought into being in a pgati when it

became necessary to gratify or reward a younger brother

who performed outstanding service in the competitive

system. Once established these titles were reserved for

the male descendants in chronological order of birth.

A son of a chief did not therefore automatically become

a rangatira. Today on the average, an ariki or a

mataiapo title controls five rangatirao 2 Naturally

these were men of much importance in everyday life, al-

though there were no restrictions on social intercourse

connected with the rank. 3 They mixed with and led the

1. The komono are not mentioned in missionary cor
respondence for many years, giving rise to the thought
that this might have been a late development stemming
from the English word "common" (cfo House of Commons).
Obviously, however, it is an indigenous word and there
were komono in the Takitumu tribe prior to the arrival
of the missionaries. Te Awai, LCMB, 5 May 1908, Vol.
IV, p. 121. In the nineteenth century there were no
komono in Te-au-o tonga or Puaikura vaka. Queen Makea
Interview. The House of Ariki used the term kauono to
describe a representative of an ariki or mataiapo at a
meeting which the chief could not attend o The kauono
only listened and reported to the chief, he did not
speak. "Maori Customs." As no other mention of this
has been found it is a variation of the ~~~~

•

2. M. Kore and Queen Makea Interviews.

3. C. Cowan Interview. Rangatira were very simi
lar to those on Tahiti.
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people in giving effect to the various desires of the

chief. Usually one of the junior members was the taunga

for the family, and nearly always the chief's toa and

toa tutara were rangatira. There was an area of land

attached to the title. According to Moss:

Rangatira hold under the mataiapo, under the ariki,
or other independent landholders. Their serVlces
are public and honourable, but rendered at the
call of the owner of their land and given to the
public in his name.

The ~angata kirikiri on rangatira land paid atinga (tri

bute), and the rangatira in turn gave support to the

higher family or tribal rank. 2 His was a place of dig-

nity and practical service or leadership. If this

branch of .t.he family became extinct the title reverted

to the ariki or mataiapo, who could keep it himself or

pass it on to another member of the family. When a

chief awarded a new rangatira title for exc~ptional ser-

vice it was then known as rangatira akaraua - i.e., an

increased tit1eo

There was also a situation in which a woman might

be called a rangatira. When the daughter of an ariki

or a mataiapo married an ariki or mataiapo or some one

1. "Maori Polity," JPS, 3 (1894), p , 24. J.
Wil1iams and S. Savage describe them as 1andho1ders j

while Wi1liam Gill mistakenly described them as a depen
dent tenantry, not above the masses. J. Wil1iams,
Missionary Entr;;rPl:',i,Eif2S , . pp. 214:-:LE3· S e., ?CtYClg~, Dicti:()I1
ary, 291-92. Wi1liam Gill, Gems, pp. 11-12.

2. Makea, LCMB, 13 March 1908, Vol. IV, p. 76.
Purua testified that the rangatira had special garments
to signify their rank, but no description of these has
been found. Ibid., p. 78.
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of another title, she was given a piece of family land

as a gift to her husband, and she and her children were

allowed to return to the lands and titles of her parents,

thus being called ranga-tira ki te 1ar a ,

The mataiapo were independent landholders of con-

siderable importance, second in rank only to the ariki o

They generally were leaders of independent clans who

accompanied an ariki in his canoe; they might also be

the head of an ancient clan within the bloodline of the

ariki; or they might be appointed to this rank because

2of outstanding valour. The title was hereditary, much

in the manner of the rangatira. 3 One early source calls

them "governors of the districts,,,4 and in their partic-

ular area they governed as ariki in a tribe. Takitumu

tradition claims that in the thirteenth century Tangiia

appointed the mataia~o and the komono, and explained to

them their relative positions: the mataiapo was to rank

beneath the ariki, with the komono below the mataiapo.5

The members of their clan gave them of the produce of

1. House of Ariki, Maori customs, Part IV, p. 9.
This was likely post-European in origin.

2. Wi11iam Gill, Gems, pp. 11-12.

3. P. H. Buck, Arts and Crafts, p. 11.

4. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 214-
2160 In I'1(';t119(';t,iCi .t.l1f;f;qt.l,i"Cil:e:r1t. .ra.r1Jc is "xavanah , I'

50 "Genealogies and Historical Notes From Raro
tonga," JPS, 1 (1892), pp. 20-24. v~ritten by unnamed
Rarotongan and translated by Henry Nicho1as. Hereafter
cited as, "Historical Noteso fl
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their lands to support the mana of their title, and

offered them service in projects for the common good.

The mataiapo in turn was responsible to the ariki and

could not,without running the risk of war, transfer

his allegiance to another chief. 1 A male tangata

kirikiri meeting a mataiapo in normal social intercourse

would step aside and sit down, while a woman would

2address him in a respectful manner.

The most powerful mataiapo were to be found in

Takitumu. In that vaka men such as Tamarua, Te Rei, and

Te Au arrived with Tangiia with rank and power inferior

to his primarily because he was the leader of the Ea'i.

They received generous portions of land, their tapere

grew, and they always had a major influence on every

tribal decision and even had a voice in naming a succes-

sor to the ariki. When they banded together, as seven

did at Matavera in 1849 determined to establish an in-

dependent sett1ement i their ariki was powerless to stop

them o Thus there came into existence an elevated rank

of mataiapo tutara - a mataiapo whose power and~ had

increased almost to the ariki level (beyond his own

clan). Thus within the Tamarua family there came to be

two independent mataiapo titles - Tamarua orametua, a

1. House of Ariki Maori Customs • 4.
season us pr

missionaries much trouble was resulting from attempts by
mataiapo at Tupapa and Matavera to either change their
allegiances or to establish independent ariki titles.

2. C. Cowan Interview.
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normal mataiapo rank, and Tamarui nui, a superior titleG l

Thus as Moss has written:

The mataiapo are the most powe.rf'uL class. Their
families have held the land from time immemorial
on conditions of public service well understood.
If for any reason one be displaced a successor
must immediately be appointed from the members of
the family. The title and tenure of the land are
perpetual and cannot be disturbed or interrupted.
The heir is the eldest son unless the holder of
the title name another son before his death o The
will so declared is obeyed or contested according
to circumstances of the eldest son, and 2as some
times been the cause of serious quarrel.

In Te-au-o-tonga, most of the leaders with Karika

were relatives (rangatira), and the power in that vaka

was always tightly controlled within the bloodline.

Later six mataiapo in Tupapa formed a semi-independent

tribe with basic allegiance to the Karika title. They

never exercised any real control over the ariki, al-

though they did contribute in a major way to the defeat

of Makea in the War of Tupe by withholding ,their toa.

As has already been suggested the leader of a vaka

(canoe) was recognized by his associates as their ariki

in a new land. Within a vaka each ngati (family) had a

chief. AS these developed into tapere and tapere grew

into oire, each unit had a chief of some rank. Every

member of each unit, including the chief, acknowledged

the authority of the ariki of the vaka. Initially he

l~ S~ Savage, Dictionary, p. 42. Tamarua-nui-te
akaariki, The History of rramarui-nui of Pou a.r a , Unpub
lished manuscript in the Justice Department, Avarua,
Rarotonga, p. 1, 1854. Teau Tutare, LCMB, 10 July 1903,
Vol. It p. 56.

2
0

Fo J. Moss, "Maori Polity," JPS,3 (1894), p , 24.
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exercised practical control over the total lives of his

people. Tribal lands were his to assign and atinga was

due to him much as an offering to the atua.

The chief then was nominally the owner of the en-

tire tribal lands. He would, however, give land outright

to mataiapo. The only obligations attached to that land

were the building and keeping in repair the ariki house,

and the carrying out of such public works as the tribe

might consider necessary for the general welfare. This

included providing food for a feast which the ariki felt

was necessary and providing support in time of war.

These services reminded the followers that the ariki was

the source of their own prosperity, and also provided

faithful support for the ariki. To refuse any of these

obligations was an act of rebellion which might well

precipitate a clan or tribal struggle. FO~ example, the

refusal by the Tupapa mataiapo to aid Pori was a major

contributing factor in the latter's defeat in the War of

Tupe (1820) and led to continued conflicts within the

Te-au-o-tonga tribe. In all other respects the mataiaEo

was an independent land holder and exercised the same

powers in his land as the ariki did in the entire tribe.

E Enua kai-matu was a term used to describe the very

rare situation in which one held land with no obligation

t 'k' 1o an arl 1.

1. J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, p. 8. This may
be a late term used to describe the land arrangements
for many in the settlements of post-missionary times.
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Normally the title of a clan was irrevocably tied

to the land. A title for possession of ancestral lands

or homes was Ipukarea.,l Upon rare occasions the title

and the lands were separated in the will of a chief. In

a particular instance a mataiapo named Kuru left his

title to a daughter, Taiau, but left the land to his

sons who were responsible for feeding the sister until

she died, when the title was to go to them. 2 Though

they were separated, the titleholder had inalienable

rights to the produce of the land.

There were two types of family lands to which the

family as a whole had no right. One was called enua

ariki taoanga (land to support the title) and the other

was enua rautao (land for planting). Only the person

holding the title had rights to these lands which stayed

with the title. Another area which went with the ariki

title, and some mataiapo titles, was that occupied by

the marae.

Doubtless the mana of the land was connected in the

mind of the Rarotongan with the ariki or ~ataiapo. Each

person using land, almost without exception, recognized

an obligation of atinga to the chief under which he

lived~ whether that chief be rangatira, mataiapo, or

ariki. 3 Atinga was that produce or service which a land

1. So Savage, Dictionary, p. 74.

2. Heka, LCMB, 15 April 1903, Vol. I, p. 6.

3. Jimmy Te Pou, LCMB, 23 March 1905, Vol. I, pp.
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user recognized as an obligation to the chief owing to

his relationship with the gods. It was given freely to

him upon demand o Thus obviously the land, in a nominal

sense, belonged at one time to the ariki but it was

recognized clearly by the tribe or clan that every mem-

ber of the family had a land right in common with all

his relatives o This right could be lost by some crime

against the family, sufficiently hideous to cause them

to drive him away from the community; otherwise his land

rights remained. l Lands could be taken from a title-

holder by a family or by a superior chief when the

action of the titleholder was at such variance with the

desires of the family, or in opposition to a superior

chief, that they could not bear it further. 2 This

necessitated banishment. According to the House of Ariki

the land belonged to the ariki and the tribe, but it was

used by the family who occupied the land. 3 It would be

easy to draw a false conclusion from the foregoing o

Although the land of a particular family did belong to

the entire kainga in its use and in perpetuity, control

325-326 0 Unpublished letter written by Col. W. E.
Godgeon, File 11/19, Premier's Office, Avarua, Rarotonga,
nod. Unpublished letter from IVlakea to Wo Eo Gudgeon,
ibid., 24 February 1905.

1. Appendix to the Journals of the House of Repre
sentatives of New Zealand o Vol. I, A-3, Wellington,
1906; pp,; 2-3", Hereafter cited by the·abbreviation,
AJHR.

2. Huka and Kautai, LCIVlB, 15 April 1903, Vol. I,
p. 9.

3. Maori customs, Part Ill, p. 8.
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of the land is a more accurate term than ownership in

Maori custom~ and no one thought of ownership in the

western sense. Within a tribe, clan, or. family there

were varying degrees of control. The lowest member of

the family in the social scale would have some land for

his use, although the size of the plantation and the

amount of the produce he was allowed to keep were small.

Though he might be a "tautaunga and a nobody" he still

had some rights. However, because he was the youngest

member of the most junior female lineage of the family,

or the adopted member from a distant relative, his share

was minimal. The closer one stood to the title, both

past and present, the more one's land rights increased.

A father gave pieces of land of varying size to children

as they married - older sons more than younger sons, and

males more than females. When the couple married, the

girl would go and live with the boy, and the father of

the girl would give him a piece of land as a marriage

gift. That land belonged to them as long as they had

children, then their children would occupy the land

after them. If they died having no children the land

would revert to the father or his successoro 1

The uncertainty over control of land arising from

ariki abuse which was so graphically illustrated at the

turn of the twentieth century, was non-existent in

1. C. Cowan Interview. F. J. Moss, "Maori polity,"
JPS, 3 ( 1894), p , 23.
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pre-contact times. In the "fearful season" there was

uncertainty from external sources, but not within the

family or clan relationships. In mission days, ariki

did manipulate people and lands more extensively, but

in the settlements the people as a whole gained land

control to a degree unknown previously.

These issues were rendered extremely complex due

to extensive intermarriage. Te Puretu gave the banished

Kamoe land and title, but also gave Kamoe his daughter

as wife so that the lands in effect remained his. Ariki,

by strategic marriage arrangements, manipulated land and

titles to an extensive degree. Makea especially was

adept at this. If the titleholder died without children,

relatives nominated a title holder and the lineage con

tinued o The late claim that in such a situation the land

reverted to the chief who would be responsible for the

remaining members of that family and would have the

right to dispose of the land in whatever way seemed best

to him, was not true in early times. The chief became

involved only if a family or clan died out or were

banished. If the land owner died with young children,

the ariki could appoint someone to look after the land

until they reached a responsible age. l This also

applied to an ariki, only if this were in his own E.9ati.

The House of Ariki maintained that when a title holder

gave. land to someone e.lse, he still maintained a life

1. AJHR, A-3, 1906, pp. 2-3.
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interest in that land. When he died, however, those

persons he had put on the land would then own it out-

right, and the next title holder and his descendants

would have no more right to it. l This was a post-contact

policy as the life-interest concept basically originated

in Rarotonga with Colonel W. Eo Gudgeon. Ownership or

usage could be passed on to the next generation to

blood relations only.2

Land could not be sold outright in Rarotonga and

cannot even to this day. In ancient times, however, a

title holder might be granted perpetual use of land.

For instance, there was a dispute over land at Tokerau

. d " 3. d'whLch Makea Tamuera " sol I for a p i.q , Aqa.tn , accor ~ng

to the claimant Te au Tutara, Tinomana sold land at

Akaoa for a horse. The next witness, Tikura, repeated

4the same story. The missionaries natural~y opposed the

selling of land in the European sense as they realized

that this would lead to alienation of tribal lands to

pakeha settlers. The chiefs and people obviously saw

the point of such a policy as soon as they began to

understand the western concept of land ownership. Had

they not done so, land would have been sold at some

1. House of Ariki, Maori Customs, Part Ill, ppo
8-9.

2. Ibid., Part V, p. 10.

3. Tinona, LCMB, 6 August 1907, Vol. Ill, p. 357.

4. Ibid., 10 JUly 1903, Vol. I, p. 56.
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stage - as every other mission-invoked concept which

was contrary to custom was violated upon occasion. The

ariki immediately benefited from the policy along with

the mission, but the people were the ultimate benefici-

aries, as this assured that their most prized possession

remained in Maori hands. Land was rented or leased to

Europeans as early as the 1830's, but this was never

done on a large scale o

The decisions of the ariki were final, yet in Raro-

tonga it is quite evident that he was careful to express

the will of his fellow chiefs (particularly the mataiaEo).

According to a later authority,

The power of an ariki would seem to have depended
much on the character of the men who held the
position, and even more on the warlike ability of
his younger brothers. His position may, however,
be described as a despotism tempered by the spears
of his followers. Though there was a point beyond
which the greatest ariki could not go with im
punity.l

The authority of the ariki varied to some degree in each

settlement. In Takitumu the ariki were regarded as

d b t , t.a i 2supreme, but were closely controlle y l1e ma alapoo

In Puaikura the ariki was supreme in power, even -

according to William Gill despotic. 3 Makea also was

powerful within the Te-au-o-tonga vaka. In each in-

stance, however, there was the continual possibility of

opposition and the need to please the more influential

1. AJHR, A-3, 1906, pp. 2-3.

2. F. J. Moss, "Maori Polity," JPS, 3 (1894), p. 24.

3. Gems, II, 11.
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clan chiefs. None of the vaka ariki could afford to be

dictatorial.

The chief's power derived from several related

sources. He was the chief of a ~gati or l~pere from

which he derived practical power. In 1828 when Makea

travelled toRa'iatea with John Williams on the Messenger

of Peace he appointed a regent in his place (his eldest

son, Davida), and gave the lesser chiefs special in

structions for his absence. l The practical need

probably related to the ngati-Makea more than to the Te-

au-o-tonga vaka. The chief's right to ask for food

before a feast and for a community work which he felt

benefited the people, also gave him considerable practi-

cal power over the lives of his people. Refusal to obey

an ariki's instructions to assist in the building of the

are korero (place prepared for tribal meetings) might

result in banishment and the seizure of the offender's

2house and property. The main source of the ariki's

power was his possession of the mana of the gods. His

person became sacred (tapu) to his people and so did

particular items selected by him for consecration. He

was thought capable of soliciting either the blessings

or the curses of the atua. Thus to honour him was logi-

cal and practical. Then he was nominally the overlord

of the lands and a portion of the produce was his upon

1. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprise~, pp. 164
and 169.

2. House of Ariki, Maori customs, Part VII, po 12.
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request to uphold the dignity of the ancestral figures

and the honour of the tribe. The house the tribe built

1for him was always superior to other~, the tangata

kirikiri were always available to assist with his neects,2

and utmost care was taken to show him due respect. He

was considered sacred, and other tribesmen came close to

worshipping him. 3 When he ate he sat on a special seat

called atamiro and was fed from an ariki kumete by ser-

vants. Anyone else eating from this bowl "would get

sick and probably die.,,4 rrangata kirikiri would never

enter his are, though mataiapo and rangatira might with

special permission. On the arametua (main road) an unqa

upon meeting the ariki would bow or step aside and sit

down, not daring to speak unless first being spoken to.

A rangatira or komono would also bow and wait for him

to begin any conversation. A mataiapo did not bow and

might sometimes speak first. 5

From the beginning of the dual occupancy of Raro-

tonga by Tahitian and Samoan vaka, the Samoan ariki was

recognized as superior, giving rise to the concept of

1. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 208-212 0

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 26 August 1841, SSL. In
missionary times the chief laboured "equal to his
people." C. pitman, 12 October 1830, SSJo

stood between

4. C. Cowan Interview.

SSJ. The taunga
•

50 C. Cowan and Go Taraare Interviews.
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an island ariki (king). The king's supremacy, though

to a large degree nominal outside his own tribe, was

nonetheless recognized by all. Even in later days when

a king was defeated in battle he was still recognized

as the supreme authority of the land and was given tri-

bute as its ariki. According to J. Williams, Makea

enjoyed a limited supremacy over the whole island and

the people called him king. l This concept was passed

to C. Pitman on his arrival in Rarotonga and he refers

to "king" Makea in his Journal. 2 "There are three prin-

cipal chiefs - Makea, Tinomana, and PaD The former I

believe is considered as king, or the Head Chief. 1I 3

1. Missionary Enterprises, PPo 183, 216-218.

2. 12 May 1827. S. Savage denied the existence of
this concept arguing that Williams was mistaken because
he landed at Avarua and was told that Makea was ariki,
mistaking this for a kingship. S. Savage felt that had
Williams landed at Ngatangiia or Arorangi and been told
that Pa or Tinomana was the ariki he would have assumed
that one of them was king o Notes on Cook Island Tra
ditions, Manuscript in Justice Department, Avarua,
Rarotonga, p. 12. Hereafter cited as, Cook Island Tra
ditions. Savage, however, did not take into considera
tion that John Williams was familiar with the island of
Rarotonga for sixteen years before his death. It is
true that he went there with the pre-conceived idea of
there being a king over the entire iSland, and yet the
distinction between a supreme ariki of the island and a
tribal ariki clearly was made to him during his stay.
He did not write his book immediately after his landing,
but a number of years later when he was familiar with
the thinking of the Rarotongan people. He certainly
was aware of the fact that Pa and Tinomana as well as
Kainuku aI1cl l'a.Eil<a. YJ~J:~ c:()ns~dE=.t:"ecIClr~l<:~, ~tl~11~~ ::x:
perience led him to conclude that Makea was superior in
rank.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 6 November 1827, SSL.
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There are many evidences of the elevated status of the

Makea Karika title. Traditions from the very beginning

of Rarotongan settlement include this concept. The vast

majority of testimony of the missionaries and visitors

through the nineteenth century concluded that Makea was

king.

In their intertriba1 wars the numerous descendants
of Tangiia defeated the less numerous descendants
of Karika in many a conflict, but the regal
supremacy was allowed to remain with the Makea
Karika family.l

Chalmers looked upon Makea as the "head chief ll;2 G.

Herbert and C. L. Wragge both concluded on their visits

that Makea was the most powerful man on the is1and. 3

According to another source, at the Makea installation

feast, the ariki was taken from the marae at Arai-te-

tonga to the Pureora marae in Ngatangiia where ancient

incantations pronounced his supremacy over ,the whole

4land. This concept is implied in several other ways.

According to Bill Marsters, Pa and Kainuku have no land

in Puaikura or in Te-au-o-tonga; Tinomana has no land

outside his own tribal boundaries; but Makea and Karika

1. W. W. Gill, "Genealogy," AAAS, p. 630.

2. J. Chalmers to LMS, 9 December 1874, SSL.

3. G. Herbert, South Sea, pp. 151-61. Clement L.
Wragge, The Roman~e of the South Seas, London, 1906, p.
132. Hereafter citedas,RQffi.;1JlGg.

4. S. Percy Smith, "Arai-Te-Tonga, The Ancient
Marae at Rarotonga.," JPS, 12 (1903), p , 218. Article
hereafter cited as, "Arai-Te-Tonga."
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In

addition, such a position is implicit within this sort

of organization. Equality at the highest level would

render the competitive society meaningless. Thus as the

various ngati grew and formed tapere and then oire,

there was always the tendency to look to someone as the

supreme leader who might prevail over other tribes. 2

Five tapere might join together in economic or military

competition against another district, but as long as the

leaders were of "equal" rank there was ineffectiveness

and disorder. This is exemplified in the upheavals of

mataiapo in Matavera and Tupapa in the eighteenth cen-

tury. When the Matavera mataiapo conquered Avaavaroa

they did not simply divide the land among themselves,

but first selected Kainuku as the ariki of Avaavaroa and

gave him his portion. As districts formed~ the people

naturally sought out someone who was to be the represen-

tative of their atua and thus their ariki. Two or more

tribes would recognize the same need. The ariki selected

would not be given extensive practical rights in vaka

other than his own, but he would be recognized as "regal"

in authority, and be surrounded by a greater or lesser

number of taunga suitable to his exalted rank. In

brief, in a competitive3 and highly ancestral society

1. Interview.

2. The authority so gained might nonetheless be
merely ceremonial. Cf. Tahiti and Tonga.

3. The concept of a competitive society is dis
cussed in detail in Chapter Four.
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in which the ariki were seen as the descendants of the

gods, an ultimate ariki or king was necessary.

The "king" was greatly venerated; in conversa.tion

no one dared to look upon the ariki's face; and to steal

his food would bring certain disease and possibly death.

His name indicated a close relationship to the gods. l

He controlled the calendar as the mouthpiece of the

2
gods, and at times he was provided with a bride in

3miraculous fashion by them. Buzacott describes Makea's

power as unlimited;4 A. R. Henry states that the island

ariki sat down on the prostrate bodies of slaves, rarely

5touching the ground; and anyone who crossed Makea's

6shadow in ancient times was clubbed to death. J. Numa

records that the person of the high chief commanded

immediate recognition and profound respect; once he had

passed through the secret and most sacred part of his

inauguration, his person, his clothes, his food, and

everything connected directly with him became sacredo
7

1. "Makea" means the headache and saliva of Rongo
and Tane.

2. W. W. Gill, "Genealogy," MAS, pp , 629-31.

30 Ibid., Jottings, p. 2440

4. To LMS, Fall [sic] 1839, SSL.

50 A. R. Henry, ed., ~e Aka tauira: Guiding star.
Newspaper, . Rax:-otongg, 22 .J1.l:LY :L~3~,.p.§.

6. Richard Lovett, James Chalrners Alias Tamate,
London, 1905, p. 80.

7. History of Rarotonga, p. 1.
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It would, however, be easy to exaggerate the power

of a vaka or an island ariki, as it necessarily follows

that rank based on competition alone must be fragile.

Wherever mana is cumulative and conferred on ~he title,

a semi-sacred figure emerges. He is dangerous as the

possessor of mana since no one can touch him 9 though he

can do anything. His family soon recognizes him as a

bar to ambition and, when possible, seizes powers from

him. The vaka, while using the benefits of his mana for

their protection and progress, also attempt to neutralize

it within the tribe. The result is that the king becomes

ineffective. Accumulative mana is very inconvenient,

making a mediator between the chief and the people a

necessity. The original solution to the problem was the

taunga, but he became so identified with both the ariki

and the atua that he became a part of the deterrent to

ambition and furthered the inconvenience to the tribe.

Thus a junior member of the rUling family, often a

successful toa, might become the real mediator and

secure effective power. The ariki then becomes a figure

head - a ceremonial chief who is given due honour but

who has no voice in the actual rule. Once this has

occurred, the new effective ruler, who is also recog

nized as an ariki, begins to accumulate mana and the

process begins to repeat itself.

the nineteenth century history of Rarotonga

centered around the question of who actually ruled. In

the eighteenth century the second son of Makea Karika

Pini (Makea Tinirau) had assumed the title of Makea
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nui ariki and the effective power of the Te-au-o-tonga

vaka. The oldest son retained the Karika title, much

honor, immense mana and little, if any, power c By the

time the missionaries arrived the possessor of the Makea

nui title was recognized as both vaka and island ariki,

and a third member of the family <Vakatini) was attempt-

ing to push Makea into a second ceremonial position.

Simultaneously the Karika titleholder was dissatisfied

and was attempting to regain at least some effective

rule. A similar three-way conflict was in progress in

the Takitumu vaka involving Kainuku, Pa, and the mataia~~

of Matavera.

The succession of titles was well-understood in

Rarotonga. Komono and rangatira were appointed by an

ariki or mataiapo originally, after which the title

stayed within a family. Once a title was received it

could be forfeited by defeat in war or by improper or

incapable exercise of the office. A family or clan

could remove the title for certain faults, principally

cruelty, ill treatment of the social unit, or unsound

ness of mind. l Mataiapo titles were occasionally be

stowed by an ariki, but more often were derived from

ancestral chiefly lineage. The mode of succession to

1. House of . Ariki, .... Maori .... Customs, Part ... J:., ... p.~.
This amounted to banishment. Incest and murder are
also listed as just causes though these are likely to
be of late origin. Individuals or entire families
could be banished for the same reasons or for refusing
to follow a chief's orders.
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this title was similar to that followed in the case of

the ariki.

Rarotongan titles traditionally passed from the

father to the oldest son if he was of age, otherwise the

succession fell to the previous incumbent's brother

since the title was originally derived from .the mother

of the brothers. l In 1823, Papeiha and Tiberio visited

chiefs around the island and returned to Avarua with the

eldest sons of all the chiefs who had consented to the

burning of their marae. The object was evidently to

protect their successors from the wrath of the gods, and

from any opposition which might arise from within the

tribe. 2 Upon Makea Pori's death his eldest son, Davida,

became ariki;3 Setaphano, eldest son of Tinomana,

attained the title at the time of his father's death. 4

Traditionally, females did not hold t~tles, al-

though one exception is known, that of a female ariki

named Papa just prior to Te Tumu in the Puaikura tribe.

The displeasure of the gods, however, was shown in that

the new ariki died at the end of the installation cere-

mony and seven years of famine followed. Women, however,

did transmit the title to their sons. Thus when for

some reason the normal process failed, the succession

had no
This obvious

e
also occurred if the incumbent

2 0 J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 78-80 0

3. A. Buzacott to LMS, Fall [sic] 1839, SSL.

4. Ibid., Mission Life, pp. 78-81.
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went back through the woman, though the woman did not

actually hold the title. "Under ancestral custom from

ancient times no female was ever allowed to hold a title,

only a male could hold a title."l

It was a hard and fast rule of the tupunas that
no females were to hold titles. But if those
females had issue and some of them were males,
then those male children were ~ligible to hold
the rangatira titles and land.~

In his Land Court testimony Vaimoto notes that some

parents gave land to their daughters, and others did

not,3 while J. Williams remarks that daughters were less

likely to inherit property than the sons, the general

rUle being that her person was her portion. 4 In mission-

ary times, however, it became possible for the oldest

female, as the initial transmitter of the rank, also to hold

the title. 5 The first female ariki of missionary times

was Te Vairua who succeeded to the title upon the death

of Makea Davida whose only child was an infant. She

was Davida's sister and the oldest surviving child of

Makea Pori. Although opposed by her two younger brothers

(Daniela and Abela), she retained the title with the

10 A. Uriarau, Savage's Book, p. 417.

2. Ibid., p. 441.

3. LCMB, 9 March 1906, Vol. II, p. 249.

4.M:i,§$:i,Qnary Enterprises, .E•.... ?~.?.,

5. House of Ariki, Maori Customs, Part I, p. 2.
Te Vairua became ariki in 1845. Similar circumstances
led to the succession of Queen Pomare V in Tahiti. It
has been suggest8d that the accession of Queen Victoria
in England might have had some bearing on the matter.
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support of the people and other chiefs. l Upon her

death, Davida's son (Karika) was only twelve years old

and his uncle, Daniela became ariki. In the Ngatangiia

tribe Upokd Tekau, a female, the only child of Pa-te-Pou,

succeeded him upon his death. By 1881 the Tinomana title

was also held by a female.

The greatest single factor which prompted changes

in the lines of succession was the tremendous depopu-

lation which occurred upon the arrival of the white man.

With death destroying entire families, alterations were

necessary if land and titles were to be passed on in an

orderly manner and retained as nearly as possible by the

original blood line. This involved not only the succes-

sion of women, but, as has been shown, that of fathers

and uncles rather than sisters' sons. Although the

original mode of succession was matrilinea~, following

the demographic disasters of the 'thirties and 'forties

2a mixed patrilineal-matrilineal succession was adopted o

The one basic requirement in the succession of

ariki was that the successor must be a blood relation

of the ariki family, though one exception to this is

recorded. At the turn of the twentieth century Maretu

was made "Pa Ariki" by the will of the deceased Pa.

1. A. Buzacott to LMS, september 1845, SSL. Te
Vairua diedTri ·IH57~ In this ···sarne year·Upoko··Tekau
became Pa ariki.

2. This process has occurred in numerous islands
in the Pacific.
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However, this aroused much antagonism and difficulty in

the Takitumu tribe.

If an ariki left no will then the title was given

to the eldest child if such a course was approved by the

ariki family. A will was given due cQnsideration but

was not necessarily binding upon the family,l and there

are instances preserved in which wills were ignored.

The request of Taao that Moana should succeed him in

land and title, was refused by Tinomana and her counsel. 2

Samuela Te Rei tells of an instance when the senior line

of an ariki family was dying out and willed its title

to the junior branch, and trouble resulted. 3

When the character of the successor was in question

or there was other uncertainty about the line of descent,

the family (usually the rangatira) met to decide the
- 4

most logical recipient for the titleo There was immense

pressure on the individual thus selected in the vaka-

taparangi ceremony to accept the title, although he could

5refuse. In some chiefly families, the ariki was chosen

1. House of Ariki, Maori customs, Part I, p. 1.

2. The Court, LCMB, 7 October 1913, Vol. VI, p.
254. Te Arua, ibid., 6 October 1913, pp. 251-52.

3. Manuscript of Samuela Te Reio 1909, Justice
Department, Avarua, Rarotonga, p. 100

4. The election of an ariki was known as vakata-

5. In 1971 the Kainuku title was vacant and the
rangatira of Takituffiu met and selected Tau Cowan to
become the ariki. A trained doctor, Tau Cowan married
Makea-nui. The--elect was, however, reluctant to accept
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from the various clans of the titular family rather

than from the eldest line of one clan o This was par-

ticularly true in the Puaikura tribe, where the ariki

families d~termined title successors. In the Takituffiu

area, when the rangatira selected a successor to an

ariki the choice had to be agreed to by the mataiapo of

the tribe, otherwise it might not be enforced.

As in aristocratic families in the West t there was

considerable intermarriage between chiefly families to

preserve and enhance rank. At the very beginning of the

Karika-Tangiia relationship the former gave the latter

his daughter in marriage. There are numerous instances

of such intermarriages recordedo There were, however,

definite rules to prevent excessive inbreeding. The

charge by the missionary of extensive incest seems to be

a biased misunderstandingo

the title. Charles Cowan said, "Well he didn't really
agree to take it, but his rangatira said he must take
ito" C. Cowan Interview.



CHAPTER THREE

RELIGION

Each Rarotongan clan or tribe had a set of tradi

tions which explained the origin of the earth, man, and

the great spirit beings of Polynesia. Although many of

the intricacies of their traditions have been lost, ade

quate information is preserved to give some insight into

the function of religion in their lives. One's place

in life and his relationship to the great beings of the

past was determined by one's genealogy, which always

led backward through many generations and chiefs to

great spirit beings - and ultimately to Papa. Thus the

concept of "god" was basically and irrevocably connected

withmenofvalour ..inone'sownanC~S1:r:>Y .... J1~:31:()J::'ical

beings whose important place in the background of a

family, clan or tribe led to their deification at the

head of the family. Practical religion was therefore
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linked with the direct descendant of those ancestral

figures who had once been mataiapo of the clan or ariki

of the tribe. l A. Buzacott recognized this basic con-

nection:

They had looked at religion in connection with the
chief; they were joint worshippers of his gods in
heathenism and when the chief cast away his
heathen vanities and professed to be a worshipper
of Jehovah they were content to fOll~W him in
what they considered to be his whim.

He also records a speech by a convert to the gospel who

stated that he had attended the services of the mission-

aries from the first and had never opposed them but

that .0.
he did not until now know that the word of sal
vation was sent to all, and that it was the duty
of everyone to believe the Gospel. [He had] 0 • 0

been accustomed to consider the Word of God as
resembling their heathen karakia's (prayers) and
intended only for those who had a desire to learn
them and for the priest, while n~ither sin nor
blame was attached to ignorance. .

Elijah Armitage records that the people were glad to get

rid of their "idols" and altars, for these had been long

used by chiefs to oppress them and that the change to

4Jehovah was more political than moral.

The people initially, through tradition, awaited

1. In this thesis the terms "atua,1t "gods," and
"ancestral figures" will be used interchangeably. Numa's
distinction of "bLood-e t.Le " being weaker than "God-ties I1

is invalid in Rarotonga, since the two are identical •
•

2. Missionary E~!erprises, pp. 57-58.

3. To LMS, April [sic] 1833, SSL.

4. To LMS, 25 March 1836, SSL.
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the appraisal of the new religion by their chiefs before

accepting or rejecting Jehovah. However, after conver-

sion, they discovered a more extensive personal in-

vo1vement in Christianity which prompted a major change

in their society. They found new, responsible works in

the mission which were offered and rewarded independently

by the chiefs.

The two key words in Rarotongan religion (as in all

of Polynesia) were mana and tap~. Mana was ~he great

power, might, authority, and influence of the ancestral

figures which was vested in the chief as their most

direct descendants. It increased in direct ratio to the

prosperity and strength of the chief's supporting social

unit.

Tapu was the setting aside by solemn ceremony of a

person or thing for religious use so that it was the

opposite of secular, and had, because of its connection

with the atua, formal restrictions as being sacred, set

aside, inviolable. Thus, turtles were sacred and a

portion of each one caught was offered to the gods while

the remainder was cooked in sacred fires and usually

eaten by ariki, or other men of rank. 1 There were

sacred bowls (kumete), fishing nets, plants such as the

taro kaka-kura, trees (ioe., pua) , and houses. 2 Tapu

1. R. W. Wi11iamson, Political Systems, II, 194,
277-78 and 500 0

2. C. Cowan Interview. Vaikai, LCMB, 5 January
1904, Vol. I, p. 110. S. Savage, Dictionary, pp. 81,
249, and 269.
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items could include portions of pigs or crops and, of

course, they always embraced the whole of a marae or the

person of the chief. Trees, fishing grounds, and gardens

could all be rendered out of bounds by erecting tapu

markers. According to P. H. Buck, tapu was the basis

for many traditions of social conduct or etiquette. For

instance, it was ta~ to pass food over the head of a

chief, and such a practice was not merely ill-mannered

but an offence against the chief and in turn an offense

against the gods o Again it was tap~ to eat in sleeping

quarters so that such things as breast feeding a baby

there were considered socially unacceptable as well as

an insult to the gods. 1 The tapu of the gods, as the

practical expression of mana, was the basic structure of

social order, so that when the ancestral gods perished

it was generally acknowledged (at a later date) that

order perished with them. 2 Religion thus affected every

phase of life and was tangibly present in the person of

the chief.

Thus Rarotonga was a theocracy with the powers of

"state" vested in the person of the ariki. Sometimes

the ariki was also the high priest and the awesome power

of tapu was resident in him, although more often a

priestly family (usually a junior branch of the ariki

clan) preserved the ancient traditions, presided over

1. The Coming of the Maori, Wellington, 1949, p.
349.

2 0 J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 127-234 0
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the necessary ceremonies, advised the ariki on religious

matters, and communicated the desires of the ariki to

the people. The taunga (priest) never achieved a posi-

tion of great power in Rarotonga. In later years

attempts were made by some to increase their power. For

example, a high priest anointed his grandson, Rongo-oi,

as ariki when he was not the proper heir to the title.

Again the Taraare family, descendants of Potiki-taua,

taunga of Arai-te-tonga, attempted to expand its priestly

powers by withholding its support from Makea-nui in the

war of Tupe. The general feebleness of the priests is

illustrated by the fact that when the missionaries

arrived the taunga occasionally opposed the chiefs'

decisions to destroy mara~, but never with any great

effectivenesso l

At birth and death, and at practically every occa-

sion between, the blessings of atua were sought. In

time of war or peace, planting or gathering, fishing or

sporting, building or destroying, illness or health,

offerings were made to the gods and their blessing sought.

Religious activity centered around the marae,

located in the koutu of an ariki or mataiapo. The koutu

was the large royal court which included a marae, a

Eaepae, and an are for the ariki family. On the koutu

the royal gatherings took place. For example, when

1. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 40-44. William
Gill, Gems, pp. 25-28 and 34-37.
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Tangiia landed he selected Te Onepoto for his koutu

and named the marae upon it Te Miromiro. l Often there

was more than one marae on a koutu. According to Savage,

when a speaker announced the title of a high chief he

would call out his name, his koutu, and then his marae.

Each member of the ariki family could proclaim himself

2a white pebble of that koutu in proof of his royal rank.

The opening of a marae was an important occasion

which Gill claims was often accompanied by human sacri-

fice, though this seems unlikely except in times of

3great stresso Each ariki had numerous marae and tra-

ditions preserve the names of scores of them. Te Pa

listed nineteen marae built by Tangiia in the thirteenth

century along with the names of their custodians;4 the

writer visited in Rarotonga more than a dozen marae,

the remains of which are still evident. Marae were

found in the Takuvaine, Avana, Avatiu, Tupapa, and

Maungaroa valleys. There were a number of marae remains

around the Arametua which are not so well preserved as

5'those in the valleys. Marae varied in their layouto

1. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, History of Tangiia i
p. 15 ..

2. S. Savage, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), pe 218 0

The koutu of chiefs were normally covered with white
pebbles.

3. W. W. Gill to LMS, 10 April 1845, SSL.

4. LCMB, 12 June 1905, Vol. II, pp. 53-57 0

5. See Appendix L.



The Taraare marae in the Tupapa Valley is shaped in the

form of a "T" with large rocks paving the entire area.

Each of the rocks represent people, particularly war-

riors, and the seats for the mataiapo and his rangatira

are still in place. Co Cowan presented a sketch of a

marae, built around a high place he called Eaepae. l The

ariki's seat, the okanunga, adjoined the paepae, and

special seats were also found for rangatira, taunga, and

visiting ariki or other chiefs. Toa usually stood, al

though they were allowed to sit on the Taraare marae.

Kainuku's principal marae, near the Avana stream, was a

huge mound of earth surrounded by a stone wall which is

now covered with growth. The Vaerota marae at the

mouth of Ngatangiia harbour centers around a large out-

crop of coral rock approximately twelve feet long, five

feet wide, and three feet high. The Muumuuatua marae

of the lower Maungaroa valley was more elaborate. Of

the four levels, the three upper ones had been paved

with stones and at one stage covered with kirikiri

(white pebbles). On the upper level were the seats for

the ariki and taunga, the altar stone for sacrifice, and

four large upright stones probably representing ancestral

figures. Each of the other levels had various seats for

chiefs and other upright stones on the left side.

1. The word Eaepae normally refers to the plot of
land especially marked and surrounding the dwelling of
an ariki,~, rangatira, or taunga. Often the
ariki had a home on his marae, thus possibly explaining
the paepae in Cowan's sketch. It was a high place in
the sense of being the dwelling of the descendant of the
atua.
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The most famous marae of Rarotonga was Makea's

Arai-te-tonga,l located on the Arametua about two miles

east of Avarua in the Tupapa area. A large area of

ground, mostly overgrown, shows signs of the placement

of rocks in special positions and contains a large quan

tity of small white stones, indicating, as traditions

say, that at one time this was a very large koutu and

marae. The seats which are along the roadside today are

obviously recent, but the large pile of stones suggest-

ing the altar area and the large upright atua stone are

more ancient. The upright rock is over seven feet tall

and about eighteen to twenty-two inches wide on each of

four sides. A sketch of this marae has been preserved

by S. Percy smith,2 though his placement of the Arametua

through the marae is unlikely. Ancient records show

that Makea owned land on both sides of the road and per-

haps the sketch includes the koutu while the marae was

entirely on the inland side of the road. This rnarae,

like most structures in the early days, probably had a

wall around it. Smith's description says that the ariki

lived at the house "Arerengi"; the lesser chiefs, when

they came to visit, sat on the seats by the road and

slept in the arekariei (house of amusement). When

1. Takitumu historians claim that it was originally
built in the thirteenth century·:5yTangIia.;·buta.11
detailed events thereon are connected with descendants
and followers of Makea Karika.

2. "Arai-Te-Tonga," JPS, 12 (1903), p. 218. See
Appendices K and L.
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offerings were made, the .~aunga sat on the chief's right

and next to him was the ariki-teiari, the priest through

whom fJIakea made his decisions known. On the next seat

to the right the heads of human victims were placed to

be sacrificed to the gods. Behind the ariki and taunga

seats was the large vertical anointing.stone, supposedly

from Avaiki upon which the ariki was lifted by the

mataiapo at his installation o Some distance to the

right of the chief was a large utu (tree), which tra

dition claims has grown continually since the thirteenth

century. Directly across the road from the~, offer

ings were made to the ariki, and seats for Pa, Kainuku,

Tinomana, Vakatini and other high chiefs were arranged

facing Makea. All objects on the marae were sacred and

might not be touched by anyone other than the taunga or

chiefs. Sometimes ariki were buried there,_ often with

their most treasured possessions o On each the marae was

one or more toa who were often of the ariki family and

trained, even in the arts of war, by the taunga.

The principal person on the mara~ was the taunga.

He was the ariki's tribal representative of the gods,

the wise man to whom people went for advice in times of

disaster or sickness, the official who looked after the

special ceremonies at birth, marriage, death, coronation,

and scores of other such occasions, the tribal seer, and

the walking repository in whom the accumulation of

knowledge of the atua was lodged. He underwent extensive

training in youth and, once sanctified, might not dis

close the ancient teachings except to those who were to
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use them in the same capacity.l As already noted, al

though he was a very important figure, yet in Rarotonga

he never achieved the independence of authority that

was found in some Polynesian islands, here being merely

an intermediary between the gods and the ariki and the

2
people. The number of taunga surrounding an ariki was

an indication of his mana. C. Cowan states:

The mataiapo would not have a taunga. Only the
ariki and there would be one taunga family to a
tribe or really to an ariki family. Kainuku's
taunga family was Tataraall: Pa's taunga is More
and Moatatua. Makea had two or three taunga,
before the Gospel. K~rika one, Vakatini none and
the Tinomana had one.

There were various grades of priests. The chief priest

was called Taunga-tumu; an assistant was the tauturu-

taunga; and there were priests who specialized in cer

tain matters such as the taunga-akaraetu (astronomer),

d ' d 'k' 4and the kau-taunga who ed~cate the ar~ ~.

The position of a taunga i.n a tribe is illustrated

in the following conversation between the author and

mataiapo Cowan:

cc: A taunga is a man who lets you know - say
for instance you are going to Aitutaki on
a canoe, a ~aunga would tell you what time
to go and if the weather is alright, or

10 J. Numa, History, p. 1. C. Cowan Interview.

2. Queen Makea Interview.

• •

4. M. Kore Interview. Stephen Savage unpublished
personal notes~ Justice Department, Avarua, Rarotonga,
n.d. Hereafter cited as, Personal Notes.
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not to go. He seems to know before, what
is going to happen. 0 0

JDG: What would be his relationship to the ariki?

cc: Sometimes you can be taun~ without any
relationship to the ariki at all as long as
you can do the duty or-the taunga.

JDG: Would the taunga have a lot of power?

cc: Yes, quite a lot. Every time there is some
thing to be done in a tribe the ariki or the
mataiapo consult with the taunga first before
anything is doneo • 0 They would always con
sul t with the taung a and whatever the taun.S1.2:.
told them to do, they would do.

The writer then asked mataiapo Cowan if the taunga had

as much power as the ariki.

cc: In respect of any work to be done, or any
journey going to another land to fight, or
anything like that, what is going to happen,
whether we are going to have a wind or rain,
the taunqa is the man for that, but the
power of the ariki throughout the tri~e, the
ariki has more power than the taunga.

The taunga was the tribal wise man in that he re-

tained the knOWledge of the vaka in relation to the gods.

He was also the seer of the tribe. George Taraare said

that a chief would ask the taunga the meaning of the

sound of drum beating, for he alone could tell whether

it meant war or peace. The taunga gave advice as to

whether or not to go to war, about eating questionable

foods, or about anything in which the tribe was in

doubt. 2 He was also the "legal" advisor for the ariki

or tribe, and trained young men called taunga a tauira

1. C. Cowan Interview.

2. Interview.
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to carry forward the knowledge upon his death. l The

taunga organized, repeated, and passed on the ancient

chants which had three sections called the pele, the

tako and the 2
u a ,

When a taun~ was called upon to change unfavour
able winds for a grand expedition of the chief,
he used his information about the windholes on
the horizon and with proper incantations would
withdraw plugs from certain holes, then rebuke
the wind which came through that hole and stuff
it up so that it could not come through the
particular hole. Then he would move around the
series of holes representing the thirty-two winds
until the desired windhole was reached. This
would be left open and a gentle hint to the children
of Taka that the priest wished the wind to blow
steadily from that quarter. 3

The taunga was the clan or tribe doctor. C. Pitman

claimed that the failure of the taunga to heal makeals

child had a direct bearing upon Makea1s accepting the

missionary Williams. 4 The taunga had remedies for

sickness - animal, herbal, and psychological. Various

illustrations are preserved describing the healing work

of the taunga. C. Cowan's description begins:

1. Colonel Wo Eo Gudgeon, "Te Umu-Ti or Fire Walk
ing Ceremony, I1 JPS, 8 (1899), pp. 58-60. Article here
after cited as, liTe UmU-'l'i 0 "

2. Apara Uriarau, Savage's Book, pp. 424-426 0

3. \'Jilliam "Jyatt Gill, ~y:ths a!l.d Songs Frs>m the
South Pacific, London, 1876, pp. 3l9f. Hereafter cited
as, Myths. According to William Gill the tau~ raised
up a few men in each generation to reprove iniquity,
E=)(11()r:t; .l1()I1e st;y, .. of~~J::'pl.lJ::'~ .. (];)J::'~yeJ:~)' and praise to
atua, and foretell a time when "seasons·brightof
shining light as full moon night" are yet to be seen,
and "may you live my sons beloved for the present is
not lasting." Gems, pp. 14-15.

4. To LMS, 2 February 1830, SSL.
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Before the Gospel, if a person were sick he would
go to see the taunga. If you had a headache, he
would pretend you had done something or stolen
the ariki's food, to cause the headache, or had
been after the ariki's wife, oi something like
that. He would talk to you and that was all.
He would use no medicine. There were no doctors
other than the taunga, just the taunga. In the
taunga family more than one person might be able
to doctor people. This was called the taunga
kopu tangata, doctor family, or family doctor.
Kopu is the belly from which the family come.
This would mean the people that live in the
same paepaeo l

He adds that if someone ate out of the ariki's kumete

his hands or his face would swell and he might die. If

an ill person said that he was sorry, the chief could

remove the punishment by forgiving him. On the island

of Atiu an ancient stone monument, which had been built

to represent one of the chiefs, fell down and the rocks

from it were then used by the Resident Commissioner in

terracing the grounds around the gaol. The man who did

the work then became partially paralyzed, and the taunga

demanded that the stones be replaced or the man would

2get no better o E. R. W. Krause told the story of a

Rarotongan named Matamua who in the 1860's returned from

four years in Tahiti. He sent letters to people who had

a little property promising death to them in three weeks

if they did not come to see him, and many people in

fear made the visit.
3

• •

2. Interview with Gorden Sawtell, then Resident
Agent for Atiu, July 1971.

3. To LMS, 24 December 1866, SSL.
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The taunga was also the purveyor of the countless

herbal remedies for various illnesses. For headaches

one might be told to smell frangipani blossoms wrapped

in their leaves,l and raw fish were used to cool the

heat in one's stomach. 2 There was an old taunga for-

mUla called a'puko'u for producing profuse perspiration,

much like a Turkish bath. 3 One remedy for backache was

a massage with coconut oil. A cure for urinary infection

~nvolved drinking for three days a mixture of komo

maori and miro o Piripiri grass was chewed until soft

and then bound with bark around a cut. Another cure

for infected wounds was water squeezed from the husk of

a green coconut. For the sting of a stone fish the

branch of a frangipani bush was scraped and squeezed in

4hot water; and another remedy for stings involved the

burning of iron-wood leaves, then putting a coconut

shell with a small hole on the place of the sting. For

intense pain a plaster was made from paue leaves beaten

until soft. Poroporo leaves were placed over an abscess,

and when a head had formed it was opened and a mixture

of paupau and opo leaves helped it drain. 5

1. M. Kore Interview.

2. Maretu, Maretu's Life, po 750

3 s. s o 11-12.

4. The remedy for the sting of a stone fish would
have to be speedily applied. In severe cases death
might supervene within half an hour o

5. M. Kore Interview.
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Many illnesses were believed to be caused by vari

ous spirits, and, of course, the taunga was called upon

to deal with them. The maki tUEQ~ was an illness

caused by being under the influence of some departed

person. A common post-European cure was a steam bath.

Chili pepper fruit was first added to the water, then

heated stones were placed in the water; while the patient

in the bath was enveloped in the folds of a tapa clotho l

Often however, the taunga employed auto-suggestion.

When disease was wide-spread it was a common practice

in pre-European days to cut down a meika (banana), scoop

it out like a canoe, then put pieces of cloth or other

items from those who were diseased into the meika and

send it adrift. By this action the disease was carried

from the island. When an evil spirit was thought to be

the cause of illness or trouble the taunga often would

go into a trance.

That means something like he is praying or he is
calling~ he is doing some contact with the spirits.
He would wake up and say, "Here he isll1" So he
talked but the people believed that he was not 2
talking. Somebody else was talking through him.

Uru tupupaku was the term for any illness which resulted

3from desecrating a marae.

The taunga served a useful and necessary purpose

in his clan or tribe. The criticism of a resident

1. S. Savage, Dictionarl, p. 416.

2. M. Kore Interview.

3. G. Taraare Interview.
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commissioner in later years reveals his frustration in

dealing with the health problems of that time, but does

an injustice to the taunga. The people had confidence

in the taunga, not only out of respect for tradition but

also because he could deal with their ancient illnesses

and troubles probably more effectively than the European

doctors. The commissioner wrote:

As for the tohunga, [sic] he is as dangerous to
the people of the Cook Islands as he has been in
New Zealand for any time during the last fifty
years, and in either place will not easily be
suppressed, for the simple reason that the Maori
has more faith in the tohunga than in the doctor.
There are certain aspects of the Maori mind most
difficult to deal with. For instance, if the
first dose of medicine does not effect an immedi
ate cure, it is not good, and he will have no
more of it. Again, he cannot see that food he
is eating can have. any connection with or effect
on, the malady from which he sUffers, and there
fore, if his complaint be dysentery, he will
continue to eat taro or unripe mangoes, and his
wife will neglect to cook him proper food because
she cannot see the necessity for so doing. l

The taunga also had a responsibility to aid in the

preservation of order in the societyo A. Buzacott des

cribes one manner in which he dealt with "crime.,,2 If

something was stolen and the thief could not be dis-

covered, the person robbed would give the taunga atinga,

adequate compensation for one or more ovens, according

to the value of the article stolen. The taunga made a

fire, heated stones, and danced around the oven uttering

1. Col. Wo Eo Gudgeon, Report of Resident Com
missioner, No. 1, The Health of the Islands, New
Zealand Papers, 31 March 1908, p. 12.

2. Mission Life, pp. 54-56.
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incantations against the unknown thief. He then in-

veighed against the atua to excite their anger toward

the thief and cause them to bring his spirit to the

oven. Thetaunga would actually "see" the spirit of the

thief writhing on the burning stones, and thrust it

through and through with his spear until it was pre-

sumably dead. This process might be repeated two or

three times, and the terror inspired by these perfor-

mances was so great that attempts were sometimes made

to kill the taunga and break the spell before he had

completed his purpose. More often the thief would ex-

pose himself, ask for mercy, or even die of fright. The

"sorcerer" upon a certain occasion was named Ma, who

became one of the first deacons of the church at Avarua. l

This belief in the direct intervention of the gods

in cases of misbehaviour made possible the placing of

curses, called tupaEa,2 upon evil doers, even until

recent times. 3 In the untit1ed papers of the Rarotongan

library there is a story of the finding of a large adze

in the Avarua school at Ngatiti in 1950. The adze was

taken to Mro Grant, the Educational Officer, but strange

things began to happen; so it was taken to the hotel of

the writer of the account and locked in a cabin trunk.

That night the writer's roommate had a nightmare and

1. Ibid.

2. Also called tup~£akuo

3. Go Taraare and M. Kore Interviews.
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awoke calling out "The adze!" The next night the same

thing happened, and the following day the adze was moved

to the administration safe allowing the roommate to

sleep in peace. The old people explained the story by

saying that the adze was evidently tapu and had a

guardian spirit upon it. The spirit did not affect the

writer because he tried to guard and respect it.

Violating tapu meant illness or death, and the

attendant result of desecration could be removed only

by the taunga on consent of the chief. The ariki,

descendant of Papa and Rangi (Atea), was thought to be

able to summon the spirit power of his great ancestors

to punish those who violated the sacred (tapu).l He,

through his taunga, could announce certain omens of dis-

aster, such as death if a grasshopper landed on an

individual, and no one doubted that he spo~e with the

authority of atua. This power became the dominant force

of order and authority in Rarotongan life. The people

listened to the ariki and taunga and feared the dreadful

consequences of violating any of their pronouncements.

They quickly performed any service or provided any sacri

fice to expiate contracted guilt.
2

Sacrifices to the ancestral spirit beings were

1. House of Ariki, Maori customs, Part I, p. 1.

2. William Gill's conclusion that they had a con
cept of a Supreme God and a definite conviction of sin
seems Eurocentric. Gems, pp. 15 and 17.
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offered day by day. Food was always shared with the

gods. One variety of tarE was especially sacred. l The

head and heart of the pig, a slit coconut, and certain

roots were offered to the gods upon the occasion of

2death. Other sacred things such as parts of the turtle

d th h k 1 " "f" 3an e s ar were a ways glven as a sacrl lce.

Much has been written about human sacrifices on

Rarotonga. These were offered in times of extreme dis-

tress but their extent, as in the case of cannibalism,

has been much exaggerated, perhaps by converts anxious

to humour missionary prejudices. Vaikotobu affirmed

that human sacrifices were offered to Tangaroa;4 Tino-

mana told William Gill at the opening of an Arorangi

chapel that he had seen many solemn ceremonies conse

crating marae in which human sacrifices were offered;5

and an old priest told W. W. Gill that he had often

offered human sacrifices. 6 The first statements to the

original missionaries, as well as most current traditions,

either minimize or deny this practice. J. Williams more

accurately stated that generally it was not practised

as widely in the Hervey Group as at Tahiti and the

1. S. Savage, Dictionary, p. 81.

2. W. Wo Gill, Jottings, po 87.

3. WilliCirn;:;()l1, Political Sysi::~ms, Volo II, pp. 277-
80 0

4. To LMS, 9 March 1837, SSL.

5. William Gill to LMS, 10 April 1845, SSL.

6. Jotting~, p. 79.
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Society IS1ands. 1 According to Williams two human vic-

tims were offered at the birth of a son to a principal

chief.
2

William Gill asserts that when great calamity

occurred two or three of the most wicked of a tribe

might be dispatched as sacrifices. 3

The gods from whom the chiefs descended were

visibly represented in various forms. The most common

was the "god-stick," usually made of an ironwood pole,

ornately carved with human figures on each end and

wrapped in thick rolls of native matting in the central

section. It was often very large and was adorned with

colorful feathers. 4 C. Pitman writes:

These idols consist of a long piece of wood,
about three inches round with a representation
of a likeness of their god at each end. No
respect as may be anticipated is paid to decency
in their construction. Around the middle of
this idol is wrapped large rolls of cloth which
were tutu'd or beaten by the old women and

1. Missionary Enterprises, pp. 551-556.

2. Ibid.

3. Gems, pp. 16-17. Gill graphically describes
in detail-suGh a sacrifice. He also was taken by a few
elderly men to a large pit which was said to be the oven
of national sacrifice, again showing European thought.
He claims that there were two types of such ovens: The
Te umu kimi ora (seeking salvation) and the Te umu
tarongaora (atonement). No other indication of such a
distinction has been found.

4. So Savage, E Tuatua Taito. The smallest of
the ancestral figures discarded at William's feet in
l827wo:sfiveyardslongand four inches in diameter.
James J. El1is, John VVilliams 'I'he J'v1artyr l\lissionary of
Polynesia, London, n.d., approx., 1899, p. 60. Here
after cited as, Martyr Missionarz.



placed in their maraes. 1

There were also carved god-figures in front of houses

and on the prows of canoes. Some were also made of

cloth and feathers.
2

Motoro, deified son of Tangiia,

was carved in stone and brought to Rarotonga by the

Tikioki ta~ere from Tahiti. 3 There were stone represen-

tations of these ancestral figures on every marae -

although they were usually uncarved. Gods might reside

not only in stones but also in animals, fish, trees,

clouds, stars, and winds.

There were many religious ceremonies, such as the

consecration of a person or thing as tapu and the re-

moval of tapu. The latter was known in Samoa as lulu'u---'
and basically the same service was used in Rarotonga,

the first occasion being that of removing the sacred-

ness of Tutapu's body so that he could be cooked and

eaten. The removal of a chieftain's title was an event

which also occurred during the lUlu'u, the ceremony

being performed by the one who bestowed the title or by

one who had the power to do so.

The opening of a marae was another great ceremonial

occasion. To add to the ceremonious atmosphere house

1. To LMS, 26 November 1827, SSL. J. Wi11iams,
Missionary Ente.!J2rises, pp. 113-117.

2. Gems, pp. 1 •

3. This stone is thought to be the one in the Cook
Island Library and Museum today. It stands about thirty
inches high and has vague features.
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posts were constructed which met standards of perfection

in relation to the wood and workmanship. Holes were

dug in which cloth and other items were secured, then,

the posts were dropped in the holes as people shouted

the names of the gods. Occasionally men were buried

alive at this ceremony.l Aoa-Marae was a special cere-

monial call or cry offered to the gods by the priest

when a marae was being built or renovatedo 2 Umu-taranga

~ was the sacrifice of a man to the ancient gods in

order to avert calamity,3 and, sometimes, on the eve of

4war humans were offered to propitiate the gods e In one

ceremony, called the Raumatauehi Raa, practised in the

Society Islands, and thought to have been practised at

Rarotonga, seven humans were required as sacrifices in

a feast of restoration upon returning from a battle in

5defeat to a desecrated marae. One of the great tribal

feasts was takurua or pakupu~ at which the gods and the

chiefs received their parts of the crops. No child

prior to the rite of superincision was allowed to attend

1. William Gill to LMS, 10 April 1845, SSLo

2. S. Savage, lLictionary, p. 30e

3. Ibid., p. 432.

4. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 551-56.

5. Ibid e Fire walking is reported from various
parts of the Pacific including Fiji. This ceremony came
to Rarotonga from Tahiti. Several European accounts of
this rite in the late 19~ century are availab1eo Col.
Wo Eo Gudgeon, "Te-umu-Ti," JPS, 8 (1899), PPo 59-6.0 0
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takurua ..l 'fhere was almost no limit to the various

ceremonies performed by the taunga to assure the tribe

or clan of the blessings of their great ancestors.

These were important not only because of present needs,

but also owing to the Rarotongan belief in existence

separate from the body.

Men's souls were believed to be immortal. Thus

dreams were explained as the spirit of a person wander-

ing over the island or even out in the spirit world

while the body slept0 2 Death was considered to be a

3form of sleep. It was traditionally thought that the

soul started on its journey to the ultimate home just

before death and that there was a point at which it

might return to earth. Sneezing was of tentimes ex-

plained as the re-entry of the soul into the body, thus

when someone sneezed in Rarotonga bystande~s would often

4exclaim, "Ah, you have come back." A. Buzacott tells

a story about a person who had died and then gained per-

mission from Tongaiti to return again to his orphan

children as they were being ill-treated. However, only

his spirit appeared, the children being informed that

he had not been able to obtain his body because the

roots of the tree had grown so through the years that

1. S. P. Smith , "Hawaiiki ,'I JPS, 7 (18;382 ,PP..
144-145, and 8 (1899), po 197.

2. W. Gill, Gems, 11, 18.

3. Ibid., pp. 13-18. W. W. Gill, Jotti~, po 880

4. W. Wo Gill, ~t~s, pp. 160 and 169. W. Gill,
Gems, 11, 282.
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after turning and twisting it about for a considerable

time he had to abandon it. l

Death originated with Tiki. Upon an occasion Ina

took her son to Vaiari-te-ngangana (the waters of life)

and told him that he might acquire mana by diving into

the water and coming up to the surface at the far end

of the pool. Although his mother demonstrated the

effectiveness of the process, Tiki neglected to carry

out her instructions and was ashamed because of the

derision of the gods. In his abasement he went to the

Pua-i-te-reinga that grew on the west end of his island o

Ina warned him not to climb by the dead branches but to

choose the green lest he should be killed. Tiki did

not obey, and she called to Muri and Akaanga to kill

him. Thus Tiki died 2 and his spirit fled westward to

Havaiki.

Naturally there were many customs associated with

death.

The people have a singular custom of preparing
cloth for the dying when near death. The friends
will tutu (make by beating) a piece of good cloth
and give it to the sick person, to whom perhaps
they scarcely even gave a piece of cloth when in
health. 3

The same author had earlier written:

When a person dies the friends and relatives each

1. To LMS, 1 •

2. Te Ariki Taraare, "History and Traditions of
Rarotonga, Trans. by So Percy Smith, JPS, 29 (1920), pp.
108-109.

3. C. Pitman, 25 October 1830, SSJo
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take a piece of cloth, as a token of their esteem.
Some of this cloth is used as a shroud for the
body and the remainder to tie round the coffin,
or rather, part of the canoe. I have known some
take the only piece of cloth they had remaining
to a deceased relative. 0 • The widow of the
deceased will mourn many days for her husband and
during that time will sit as it were in sack cloth
for she will not put on good cloth but the dirtiest
she has, or generally a very old moenga, or mat
and sit in a disconsolate state until her days of
mourning are ended. In their heathen state they
had much howling and screaming over the dead and
cut themselves with the teeth of fish etc., and
also manifested their grief by tearing their
flesh, etc. l

At death the home and the body were surrounded with

2mou.rrier-s, and an umukai of the dead was prepared. The

3entire funeral drama was called eva. The body was

wrapped in its best attire. J. Williams records that

the head was wreathed in flowers and other decorations

and a baked whole pig was placed on the body surrounded

by vegetables. The father addressed the son or daughter

to take these possessions and go to the gate of Tiki's

palace. The whole was then buried and if in a few days

there was no evil sign they would believe he had been

admitted. If a cricket was heard, or any other ill omen,

the grave was re-opened and the offering repeated until

successful.
4 Sometimes the body was put in a canoe and

1.

2.
p. 319 0

3.

4 0

Ibid., 6 JUly 1830.

Te Purutu, LCMB, 1 September 1908, Vol. IV,

w. McBirney, Folklore, p. 6.

Missionary Enterprises, po 557.
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carried to a cave forburia1. 1

When a man of rank was buried in Rarotonga his

adze, hafted and ready for use, was placed in his right

hand with a stone resting on his shoulder. His staff

was laid by his side, with his drinking cup, for per

sonal use in the spirit world o There was also an offer-

ing to Tiki, usually the head and heart of a pig with a

split coconut and a piper mfthysticum (kava) root. 2 If

the deceased was a female her cloth-beating mallet was

placed in her right hand and her every day utensils were

placed along with her body. The usual offering to the

guardian of the invisible world was made. 3 The burial

of a chief was called Takataka,4 the body normally being

placed in his own canoe; although sometimes a house was

built on the marae and the body placed temporarily on a

shelf within. 5

Souls leaving their bodies travelled west to Reinga

vaerua, the leaping place of the spirits which was at

Tuoro (Black Rock) in Rarotonga. Upon arrival there

some souls fell into a net. The rest halted at Nikao

at a stately weeping laurel tree to bewail their fate.

If they were not sent back to life, they moved on to a

1. L. Brown, Legends, p. 67.

3. Wo Wo Gill, Jottings, pc 87.

4. S. Savage, Dictiona£y, p. 146 0

5. L. Brown, Legends, p. 67.
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branch of a bua (or pua) tree (ironwood for those from

Ngatangiia). Under the tree was a circular hollow in

the rock where Muru (guardian of the evil state) spread

his net in case the branches broke, thus allowing him

to catch the spirit. Sometimes a strong spirit would

break the mesh and flee across the reef. There he faced

a second hole where Akaonga's net was spread from which

few escaped. l Those who fell into the nets were carried

off by "demons" to be eaten. 2 Warriors were automatically

among a second type of spirit who arrived at Reinga

Vaerua where they rested on green branches of the trees

and were carried away to the palace of Tiki. 3 Thus all

spirits were destined to live in one of two spirit

worlds: those who were favoured were admitted to the

presence of their ancestors and lived in pleasure; while

the others went to Po, a region of darkness~ horror, and

distress. 4 Or as another account records, the luckless

spirit traveller who had no present for Tiki was com-

pelled to stay outside the Rarotongan paradise in rain

5and darkness forever shivering with cold and hunger.

1. W. W. Gill, Myths, pp. 159, 169 and 225-237.

2. Ibid., pp. 218 and 227.

3. Ibid., p. 170. According to Motu Kore there
were three categories of souls - those who lived with
Tiki; those who remained outside in misery; and those
who were eaten. Perhaps the difference was determined
by the gifts offered to Tiki or perhaps the distinction
is indicated by the terms: vaeruat~ - good spir~t;

tupapa - bad spirit; pauare - evil spirito Interv~ew.

4. William Gill, Ge~, p. 18.

5. Wo Wo Gill, Jottings, p. 88.
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According to J. Williams the Rarotongan equivalent of

paradise was a very long house encircled with beautiful

shrubs and flowers which never lost their bloom or fra-

grance o The inmates enjoyed unwithering strength,

beauty, and youth; and the days were passed in dancing,

festivity, and merriment. The equivalent of the Chris-

tian concept of hell was to crawl in pain around this

paradise house watching the pleasures inside knowing

there was no chance of admission. l The outcasts who had

been banished from the clan for some misdeed were those

who endured this "hello"

The Rarotongans, like all Polynesians, had a series

of legends which explained the origins of things and

introduced certain ideas which today might be called

doctrines. Since many family backgrounds were involved,

the stories that have come down differ in various re-

spects. Their early accounts of the beginning of the

gods and of creation are, however, vague, and not so

well developed or preserved as those of several other

Polynesian societies. Ao was the earth and denoted life

or breath; Ao-teatea was the white or misty world (per-

haps the region of the clouds); Ao-mu-maramarama was

the whole universe, and especially the abode of spirits

2beyond death. One account of "the beginning" is

1. Missionary Enterprises, pp. 557-58. The deity
of "paradise" was 'l'iki; the guardian of "hell" was Muru.

2. So Savage, Dictionarl, pp. 12 and 30.



preserved by R. W. Williamson, in which Papa (the earth)

married Tetumu ("origin" or "source'I).. They had three

children, Te Uira, Te Aa, and Te Kainakaina, who repre-

sented the shooting pains of childbirth, the pressing of

the woman with her hands to her back during severe

labour, and the breaking forth of the fluid prior to

birth respectively. After this Papa gave birth to the

gods Rongo, Tane, Raunuku, Tu, and Tangaroa. From

Tetumu also came the god Atea and others. At some later

time there came the sound of great murmurings in the

centre of the earth and, upon investigation, the source

of the sounds was found, and certain chants were recited

stating that Papa would grow up thick and solid thus

giving birth to day and nighto She was then to flourish,

bear leaves, become upright, and provide homes for many

peopleo l Another tradition describes Papa budding and

becoming mature and beautiful. She had a child who

married Ina (the same as Sina of Samoa and Hina of

Tahiti), the daughter of Rongo, and from this marriage

the Makea Karika ancestry took its rise. 2 In a later

tradition the early Rarotongans are described as be-

1ieving that all things originated from Atea (the sky

1. Religious and Cosmic Beliefs of Central Poly
nesia, Cambridge, 1933, Vol. I, pp. 14-15.

2; Henry Nicholas,· ··"HistoricalNotes," ..JPS, 1
(1892), po 70. Further details of this tradition indi
cate that Rongo and Tane were the creating gods, al
though this is not made clear c Te Ariki-Taraare,
"History and Traditions of Rarotonga, II t.r ans Laced by
S. Percy Smith, ibid., 8 (1899), pp. 62-64.
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Father) and Papa-tua-muku (the earth Mother)e Some tra

ditions speak of Tukumu (Tetumu) in place of Atea. 1

None of the accounts use the name Rangi as in New

Zealand for the sky Father. Rangi is defined as the

ethereal space, the not-earth regione 2

A. Buzacott also preserves a myth concerning the

origin of the sun and moon. A goddess had a son who

claimed to be fathered by two gods and was finally cut

in half. The father of the top half threw it into the

sky and it became the sun e The other father threw his

offspring into the bush but then the first came and,

asking for the other half, threw it into the sky and it

3became the moon. An eclipse was explained by the

thought that Tangaroa had become hungry because he was

not properly fed and had eaten a portion of the sun (or

moon).

In their heathen state they told me it (an eclipse)
would have excited much fear and most of the
chiefs would carry food to their marae • • •
Formerly they supposed that Tangaroa, their
chief god did eat it as also the sun at the time
of an eclipse. 4

The natural remedy was to offer him so much food that he

became sick and vomited it out againo 5

1. S. Savage, Cook Island Traditions, p. 2~

2. S. Savage, Dictionary, p. 292.

3. Mission Life, pp. 74-75.

4. C. Pitman, 18 March 1830, SSJo

5. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, p. 75. W. W. Gill,
M~ths, p. 47.
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A number of legends are connected with the moun-

tains of Rarotonga, especially Te Kou$ There is the

story of a warrior named Au-make who came to Rarotonga

from Iva and used his walking stick to cut Rae Maru in

half. 1 Tongaiti and his wife Rangatira, were brought to

Rarotonga by Karika who carried fish and Rangatira to

the top of Te Kou. Toutika came and turned the water of

2Avana from north to east. Wo W. Gill adds that Ranga-

tira lived at Avarua and admired the spotted lizard very

much. Tongaiti subsequently entered the lizard; and when

Rangatira expressed her disgust, he enticed her to enter

the cuttle fish, and then he despised her. She thus

dived deep through underground channels and arrived at

Te Kou, while Tongaiti as a sea lizard pursued her.

Then the spring ran eastward and they diverted it to the

north, but Toutiki came and by trickery res~ored its

eastward flow o The lizard god was dejected and became

a dirty yellow reptile, and Rangatira retreated to a

fresh water pool near the shore as a cuttle fish. The

spring on Te Kou is reported to have salt water fish in

it, hence W. W. Gill's conclusion that the special deity

1. "An Account of Some Early Ancestors of Raro
tonga," Translated by A. H. Browne, JPS 6 (1897), pp.
1-2 0 Hereafter cited as, "Ancestors of Rarotonga."

2. Ibido, pp.3~4. SoP.Smith, ... "Hawa:UJs:i,"JJ2S,
7 (1898), p. 166. Eldon Best, "The Discovery and
Settlement of Rarotonga by Po Lyn e s Lans j " JPS, 36 (1927),
pp. 123-124.
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of the reigning Makea family was the cuttle fisho l

The Rarotongan placed great emphasis on his genea-

logy. This was his link to those in the past who were

outstanding men of valour, and, ultimately, it was his

intimate connection with the atua. The gods played a

vital part in every thought and action and inspired the

respect and fear which enabled the society to function

as it should. The tribe felt much pride in having as

its ariki one whose links with the powerful atua was

obvious in his person and in the success of his people.

As P. H. Buck notes of the New Zealand Maori:

The mana of a chief was integrated with the strength
of the tribe. It was not a mysterious, indefinable
quality flowing from supernatural sources; it was
basically the result of successful human achieve
ments. 2

Since the atua were primarily successful ancestors who

had been deified, this was but an extension of a cumu-

lative prestige. To the Rarotongan, supernatural source

and successful human achievements were identical. Con-

versely an extended period of disaster or poverty or

failure in battle might lead to the destruction of

chiefly mana and even the death of a god and his related

mana. It was precisely this situation, existent in all

three tribes in the 1820's which facilitated the death

of the atua upon Papeiha's arrival. The decision that

"gods" were dead had evidently been made by many prior

1. Life in the Southern Isles. London, 1891, p.
289. The female Rangatira was Makea's major atua.

2. The Coming of the Maori, p. 346.
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to that time; their final departure at least was un

regretted.



CHAPTER FOUR

A COMPETITIVE SOCIETY

Rarotongans were much addicted to amusements, which

the early. missionaries often regarded as evidence of

decadence and inexcusable waste. Their games, both

individual and collective, were numerous and varied.

For example, the author observed the youth of Mitiaro

spinning hand-made wooden tops, maintaining the movement

by gentle strokes with small brushes. He also observed

a number of youth engaging in the ancient pua game

across the road from the London Missionary Society's

bUilding in Atiu•. There the players stood at a starting

point, ran together to a throwing line, and slung discs

made from the centre of the green kuru (breadfruit).

Origirial.iythegame was played individuCilly or in groups

with ironwood discs an inch or so thick and about five

inches in diameter. These were thrown underhanded with
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the aid of a strip of bark which was 5 or 6" long and

was attached to the middle finger. The object of the

game was distance. There was a string game called fai-'
which was probably the Polynesian "cats-cradle."l

Numerous dart competitions included the umuto~£, a dis

2tance toss with long curved pointed darts, and teka in

which spearlike darts were thrown for distance so as to

skim along the ground and take off much like a flat

stone on water. Youth were much addicted to ball throw-

ing, and many could juggle seven or eight simultaneously,

often using the candlenut with its thick outer husk as

balls. 3

Dancing reportedly came to Rarotonga from a very

famous house called Te Arekarioi at Aitutaki. By the

18~ and early 19~ centuries there were numerous dancing

houses called kariei where the groups perfo~med,

warriors selected bridal dances, and all ceremonial

dances, were first rehearsed. 4 One of the most ancient

tribal dances was called the kapa. It was performed by

participants who sat in rows. The body was moved from

the hips while certain exercises were performed by the

1. S. Savage, Dictionar~, p. 11.

2. Ibid., pp. 9 and 32. S. Savage and T. Te Rei,
History of Tangiia, p. 9.

3. W. W. Gill, Jotti~~~, pp. 192-93.

4. L. Brown, ~gends, pp. 51-57. S. Savage,
Dictionary, p. 39. S. Savage and Te Rei, History of
Tangiia, pp. 35-36. This may have been related, unknown
to the missionary, to the arioi society of rrahiti.
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arms and hands, and the head swayed to and fro in move-

ment to a chant. The leader danced up and down grima-.

cing through various evolutions. The kapa-rakau was

one of the ancient tribal dances in which the men per

formed particular exercises with spears while keeping

step to a chant or song. At certain times during a per-

formance the points, and, at other times, the butts, of

the spears were clashed together, and then again they

were held rigidly out at arms' length with a qUivering

motion. Aka was an ancient tribal ceremonial war dance. l

Another group ~lusement was the tere party, in

which a group of people from one village, tribe, or

island, visited those of another and were feasted and

entertained for a number of days. Of course, the guests,

upon their return home, had an obligation to prepare and

invite the host to a party at their village. at a later

date. 2

1. S. Savage, Dictionary, pp. 13 and 85. The Aka
was similar to the New Zealand Maori haka.

2. They also developed a custom called £a reutai,
in which the leader of a tere party was sent directly
to the ~i or ma~aiapo of the host group who removed
the damp or wet clothes from the guest, and provided dry
garments for him. This, of course, implied that the
visitors were from another island and had arrived wet.
House of Ariki, Maori Customs, Part VII, p. 14. The
author observed the beginning of a tere party at Avarua,
Rarotonga. for a group from Aitutaki and he was also on
a boat carrying a terepartygroupfromT4angaiato Atiu.
Every activity was accompanied by the beating of wooden
drums and by various chants. Singing in unison and har
mony was called imene which suggests an European origin.
In late times imene tapu was a religious song; imene
mapu was an entertaining song. The 12e'e, a chant used
to produce a curse, was likely of earlier origin. M.
Kore Interview.
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The principal activity linking practical economic,

political, social, and religious life was the feast in

which the competitiveness of life found its chief ex-

pression.The greatness of an c?;riki was best shown by

his wealth and was more clearly understood by his com

petitors when he gave that wealth away.l The feast, as

the chosen vehicle for the use of wealth, marked every

significant occasion or decision from birth to death.

A feast for the vaka could be called by the ariki, for

the ~re by its mataiapo, for the taper~ by a mataiapo

or a rangatira, and for the individual ngati by the

father. The general term for "feast" was umukai. The

food was provided by the social unit giving the feast,

every member of the group being assigned a certain type

and number of food items (such as taro, bananas, bread-

fruit, fish, fowls, pigs). Each ngati, clan, or tribe

brought as much as their circumstances allowed.

The food was cooked in a large circular pit two

feet deep and up to fourteen feet in diameter which was

heaped with firewood and covered with stones. The ovens

were lit at midnight. Then the slaughter of pigs began

and this continued until 2:00 or 3:00 a.m. when the

1. F. J. Moss influenced Makea Nui to substitute
a western style banquet for a tribal feast. Her husband
said .that hewa~ .. o:ft.he twe1.tth ger'le.t'Cli:i:<?rl ():f'Etl ~.~r:~i3.rld
had never seen a meeting [of arikiJ conducted in such a
manner. Moss reported that they were pleased with the
new style and would continue it, in order to eliminate
waste. AJHR, 22 November 1890, pp. 92-93. The ~riki,

of course, as soon as Moss was pacified, immediately
resumed their normal customs regarding feasts.
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event was finished. When the stones were at white heat

they were raked even and covered with crushed banana

leaves. Whole dressed pigs and other food items were

laid on top and covered with fresh leaves which held in

the steam and kept the food clean. After this the ovens

were covered with earth. While the feast was cooking

the people chanted, danced, played, and made kikau bas-

kets. At daylight the food was laid out on leaves and

distribution began. An elderly man selected the largest

pig and called out the name of the guest of honour.

Boys would take the pig to his house. The one in charge

then assigned a pig or a portion to each person of im-

portance. Mats and women's hats also were taken to per-

sons of distinction; some were sent to other villages;

and the remainder of the food was cut up and shared by

all. Those receiving a whole pig might share it with

others, the distribution often requiring half a morning

to complete. Then people from other villages came,

marching to a drum beat, bearing gifts of flowers, craft-

work, cloth, toolS, and feathers. There were various

competitive activities in which even the ariki became

involved. Then the business of the occasion (such as

marriage, installation of an ariki, or the assignment of

land) was taken up.l When all was completed the hosts

went to their homes hopefUlly well pleased with their

1. The business was sometimes conducted earlier
in the day.
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An umukai was evaluated more by the

number and size of the pigs killed than anything e1se. l

Marama describes the feast at the finishing of Karika's

house: "None of the Ui rangatira of this place brought

11 ' h ,,2 ta sma pa q , T ey all brought large pigs • •• A

the opening of the Avarua chapel in 1827 a member of

the Takitumu tribe was appointed to count the number of

pigs so that they could strive to stage a larger feast

at the dedication of their new church building. The man

had difficulty in keeping up with the pigs as they were

carried back and forth, and he finally solved the dilemma

by'cutting the tail off every pig he could find, thus

counting about four hundred.

The arrival of important guests naturally prompted

a feast to assure the visitor that the hosts were a

powerfUl people. A visit by people of rank was never

unannounced. The proper and impressive welcome required

long preparations beforehand. When the Tahitlian

missionaries landed at Avarua in 1823, Makea, surprised

by the arrival of representatives of the Kooke, was so

bUSy preparing a feast he was unable to assist them when

local chiefs attempted to claim the teachers' wives. To

fail to provide a massive feast was much more humiliating

than any inability to protect the guests. G. Herbert

1. These, and all signs of wealth, were displayed
on portable platforms, called ata.

2. LCMB, 22 March 1905, Vol. I, po 308. Only the
names of numerous ancient feasts such as an9a-taku~a and
angai moko are remembered.
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describes a feast welcoming himself and a group of other

visitors to Rarotonga in the late 19~ century. The

guests were with the queen (~iki) and upon the sound

of drums, a procession of men with tremendous head

dresses similar to Guy Fawkes hats, Grenadiers caps of

the early Georges, and others reminiscent of the tiara

of the Roman Pope, came through the gate, and laid gifts

at the feet of the queen and the guests. The leading

man was typically barefooted but was dressed in a white

shirt with a native cloak of many colours and carried a

weapon which was half spear and half paddle with great

goggle mother-of-pearl eyes. He advanced with bounds,

and bellowed, roared and gasped o Every three words or

so terminated with a shriek IIHere are the bananas! Yowl

Yowl Yoicks! Here are the coconuts! Yoicks! Yowl

Yow!" Herbert recognised the man as the "sober elder"

at the worship service the previous day, never realizing

that this was a festive but also sober occasion. Then

the chief and queen from another district arrived bear

ing gifts, and as did all guests. More drums announced

the arrival of another procession from a third district.

There were two men performing a weird dance on a food

laden platform which was raised and lowered from the

shoulders of the carriers with much show. The crowd

then began to dance. In the next procession there was

a group of handsome young men in dark. green uniforffi$

with wooden muskets and a slight sprinkling of rusty

filing pieces. The colonel had a butcher's knife on

his belt for a sword, and the second in command carried
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a wooden sword. l The king's (ariki's) bodyguards were

dressed in red shirts and formed a line on each side of

the path to the ariki home. Women greeted the guests,

embraced, crowned, and girded them. The corps then went

through their drill marching in double lines, weaving

to and fro, in and out with great precision. Then the

numerous speeches began. As the visitors began to leave

to return to the ship the natives followed them dancing

all the way. The king's (ariki's) gift was a seamless

tapa cloth over thirty feet long. Other gifts which

were given that day included two long pieces of tapa,

thirty native mats, sixteen baskets, three old native

dresses complete with seaweed trimmings and revareva

crowns, an ancient sacred staff, shells, coconut cups,

and several old stone axeheads. 2

Marriages in common with all other agreements were

sealed by feasts. The initial arrangements were usually

made by parents when the children were very young,

especiallY in the case of chiefs' families. For example,

Te Rei's (mataiapo of Matavera) mature daughter was

promised to the nine year old son of another chief;3

Karika agreed that his ten year old son would marry

Makea's six year old daughter, and "they cooked an oven

1. This was The Volunteer of Chalmers' time.

2. G. Herbert, South Sea Bubbles, pp. 151-161.

3. C. pitman, 9 November 1829, SSJ.
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of food as a sign that the marriage was contracted • • • 1

This obviously was practised to ensure a proper marriage

for children of ranJc~ Concern for status might even

give rise to incest. The reason given to the mission-

aries for Makea having his sister among his. three wives

was that "she was considered to be too beautiful to be

the wife of anyone of inferior rank. 1I 2 Marriages were

celebrated on the marae, and provided obvious oppor-

tunity for competition in an exogamous society. Both

the selection of participants and the ihter-clan or

inter-vaka display of provisions and gifts were climac-

tic seasons of triumph in the quest for superiority.

As the bride and groom sat on special stone seats, the

taunga chanted genealogies and traditional poems of the

clan of each participant, besought the blessings of the

gods, and sprinkled water over their heads with a fern

leaf. The clothes worn by the couple and the taunga

were made of tapa cloth and Eirau bark. Cowan remembers

attending the marriage of Kainuku's son a number of

years previous which was celebrated not in the church

but on the marae~ He records that a taung~ talked a lot

and had the couple stand and sit many times. After this

3was over there was a feast and many gifts were exchanged.

William Gill records that from one hundred to one

1. Mrs. A. Buzacott, 16 August 1830, SSJ.

3. Interview. The ceremony sometimes followed
the actual feast.
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thousand coconuts, breadfruit, and bananas were prepared

at a wedding feast; 2,200 fish, 200 to 300 pigs, sweet

potatoes and other vegetables were also dressed and

cooked. P~esents were brought according to the ancient

custom of exchange. The bridegroom gave his portion to

the bride who distributed it among her family and friends.

She gave her portion to the groom which he distributed

among his relatives and friends. l The couple lived with

the groom's family, while the bride's father usually

gave them a piece of land as a marriage gift. 2

At a grand wedding in old times it was usual for
the bride to walk to her future house over the
backs of the prostrate bodies of her husband's
clan. In a like manner the bridegroom would walk
over the prostrate forms of his wife's clan. 3

The ultimate feast was at the installation of a

chief, especially an ariki. preparations were elaborate.

The exclusive throne on which the ariki was transported

was called the atamira. It was made from a tamanu

tree whose suitability was determined by its tall

straight trunk and high branches. The taunga intoned

chants as the tree was cut and shaped, and a mataiapo

supervised the work. 4 The main part of the ariki's

1. Gems, p. 54. At the feast of the firstborn
more presenfs were given usually of cloth. Normally
there were no gifts upon the occasion of other births.
c. Pitman, 9 November 1829, SSJ.

2. C. cowan Interview. For J. 1'1055, "The Maori
Polity in the Island of Rarotonga," JPS, 3 (1894), p. 23.

3. S. Savage, Etuatua Taito.

4. L. Brown, Legen~, p. 74.
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costume was the maro ariki which originally was a long,

elaborate, red sash with feathers of the same colour.

Its net was seven inches wide and six feet long, though

a new strip of eighteen inches was added each time a new

"king" was inaugurated. 1 The elaborate coronation cere-

mony began at the main marae attached to the title being

conferred. The name of the ceremony was aka-ma-invanga

from aka-ma-inu, to anoint with oil. 2 The basic parts

of the coronation ceremony, included the maro ariki, in

which the new chief was vested with the ceremonial

chieftain's staff; the akatainuanga, or the actual

anointing ceremony; the akapareanga ki te pare ari.ki,

or crowning activity; and the karakia, or ancient

chants of the title. The ariki was carried to various

places on the ata; many honours were bestowed upon him

at the marae of the other tribes; and then ,he returned

to his own marae to be placed upon the ~ stone. Finally

3amid the cheers of his vaka a great feast was held.

1. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, p. 552.
Williams remarks that three humans were sacrificed at
this ceremony. Te Ura noted that not only was this
cloth wound round Tinomana at her installation, but that
a maro was wrapped around Makea's palace at the feast
accompanying its completion. Te Ura, LeMB, 29 March
1906, Vol. II, p. 318.

2. S. Savage, Dictionarl~ p. 14.

3. House Q:tA,r;1l<:1,. MaQ,r;1 Cllsi::9Ills,J?af1::r:, P ? ..
Various miscellaneous details of these ceremonies have
been preserved. According to S. Percy Smith the ariki
of Te-au-o-tonga was lifted onto the large stone at
Arai-te-tonga by the mataiapo who repeated certain
chants. He then was taken to the marae Pureora at
Ngatangiia where incantations pronounced his supremacy
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The provision of food and gifts on such an occasion

stretched to the utmost the productive capacity of the

vaka. Each kainga brought a basket of food which was

presented to the new ariki by the leader ol the family

who proclaimed the name of the kainga, thus acknowledging

that all their lands were held under that particular

chief. l

As already noted, these were not merely extravagant,

festive celebrations but grand occasions of the display

of might or~ of a particular group of people. Since

inferior workmanship was regarded as humiliating, even

insulting, handcraft skills were important. But the

main attraction was the massive volume and excellence

over the lands, his rights to all turtles, sharks, etc.
He then was taken to PUkuranui, a marae where the slain
in battle were first offered. "Arai-Te-'I'onga," JPS, 12
(1903), p. 218. Among the details of Rongo-oi's coro
nation preserved was that he wa.s decorated with .P~

kura while sitting on a special seat on the marae. After
the taunga had proclaimed the child ariki, messengers
brought food and the platform on which Rango-oi was
taken to the other marae. The final act was his anointing
ing while standing on the ~ (special stone). Savage
and Te Rei, History of Tangiia, pp. 5-9. Taraare pre
serves an ancient installation chant and describes a
different order of ceremony at Tinomana.'s coronation.
After the chant, the taunqa invested Tinomana with the
maro and gave the land over to the new ariki. Then
Taraare prayed to the heathen gods and Vaimotu placed
the pare pute vera on Tinornana (evidently a special hat
of the Tinomana lineage, the words literally mean hat,
receptacle, and hot or fiery. The ancient idiomatic
meaning is uncertain). Finally Kainuku placed the pare
ariki on the ariki and the trip around the island on
the···pIatform····Catay···conclUded······the·······ceremony; LCrvIB;·······30
March 1906, voI:-"I I , p , 321.

1. Pori, LCMB, 23 March 1905, Vol. I, p. 322;
Makea (by Jimmy Te Pou), ibid., p. 326.
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of the food. It is obvious that originally this compe

tition was designed to maximise the production of food

on an island sUbject to storms and sometimes to pesti

lence. In normal times, however, the excess production

had to be disposed of in a useful manner, that is, in

such a way as to emphasize and even increase the mana

of the host. Thus it was directed to that purpose and

never was principally designed for consumption. Essen

tially this was connected to the quantity and quality of

the land, as well as the energy and expertise of the

people. Land was the prime source of production and was

an indication of the direct descent of the head of a

social unit from the atua. It was believed that the

origin of a family's (or other social unit's) land was

the atua. The people had been directed by the ancestral

figures to the land and, if it had been taken from

former inhabitants by conquest, the victory was made

possible by these ancestors.

The competitive element in the society, exhibited

in such festive displays, was designed to channel war

like instincts in a peaceful framework. A state of

tension was maintained which spurred the populace to

excellence. The rules were well understood and usually

were observed rigidly thus allowing the maintenance of

peace through an intricp.te balance of power. It \....as

inevitable that competition.. occasionally ... erupted into

overt war. The fine balance on the small island some

times would be upset by the arrival of people from other

islands. Sufficient accounts of landfalls are preserved
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to indicate that the coming of new canoes to Rarotonga

was not unusual. However, after the settling of the

island by Makea and Tangiia, there were no landfalls

with sufficient strength to overcome the tangata whenua.

Thus as new vaka arrived they were either driven off,

killed, or received by one of the ariki and given lands

in his tribal area. C. Cowan suggests that conflicts

of this sort occurred frequently. "The new arrivals

would fight to get land. Sometimes there would be a

fight every year."l

Many Polynesian wars broke out when an island be

came overpopulated; at that time adequate competitive

production and the further division of land by the

rUling ariki was not satisfactory to the younger members

of his family or the other important men of the tribe.

There were, as there are among all me~, limited

struggles from the beginning. Injustices were co~~itted

and had to be corrected. These conflicts of utu -

repayment for abuse, or revenge, in a word feud - were

common but were limited to the immediate persons or social

unit involved. When an injustice was committed it was

assumed that it would be avenged upon discovery. For a

person or social unit to accept an injury without any

attempt at reprisal was to acknowledge weakness. The

offending party was considered not merely the individual

who committed the initiaL deed, but his entire ngati or

1. Cowan Interview.
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When murder was committed, blood had to be shed

from the social unit of the offenders, though not

necessarily the blood of the killer. In most instances

the group which was responsible for the abuse did not

resist utu, rather they accepted it as inevitable. Most

disputes were intra-family or intra-tribalo For example,

once there was a disagreement in the Te Rei family over

a title. The two disputants went fishing o \-lhen a fish

escaped from Te Rei's position on the net, Ruanau ex-

pressed his anger by assaulting Te Rei and stealing his

wife. l Numerous accounts of battles from verbal insults

or the stealing of a particular portion of a pig or the

refusal to give the proper portion of a fish are pre-

served. Power struggles and personal tensions were

common in the family, clan, and tribe in the early days

of Rarotonga as in every area of the world. However,

these were not of major consequence and all island tra-

ditions agree that war was rare before the days of

Ruanunga and Rongo-oi. "\'Je did not fight in the very

2old times, only at later dates." Charles Cowan claimed

that there were only three real wars before the mission-

ary arrived.

Before the missionaries there were a lot of
little wars, not big wars, among the people

1. Samue1a Te Rei, Manuscript of Samuela Te Rei,
p. 16.

2. Taarua, LCMB, 29 July 1908, Vol. IV, p. 209.



within any particular tribe. Primarily between
the mat?ia~ not between the rangatira who
would always side with his mataiapo or his
ariki. l

Peaceful competition on the other hand served to

satisfy th~ demands of pride in accomplishment. It is

equally true that under certain circumstances such com-

petition irritated the participants and threatened their

essentially peaceful nature. In Polynesia, when one

group continually demonstrated superiority in its feasts,

the inferior competitor rarely thought of contesting the

issue militarily but set out to gain additional mana of

its own. When there was no possibility of re-dividing

the land and consequently increasing one's productive

capacity, frustration developed which often led to war.

If acceptable levels of relationship could not be estab-

lished and maintained through competitive production

(which also included skills other than agriculture, i.e.,

canoe building, cloth making, kite construction, and

carving),they of necessity were established through war.

The system which was designed to encourage excellence

and to direct competition into peaceful paths thus often

broke down. It is clear why the primary object of the

competitive society, the enlarging and improving of pro

duction, naturally led to an increased population. As

a consequence, the productive capacity of the tribe was

first enhanced and then, as the limited amount of land

1. Interview.
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was used, its competitive capacity was reduced. In
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these circumstances the more numerous party might well

violate the rules of the game and go to war. The re-

suIting conflict was designed to redress the balance by

securing the resources with which to compete. Its pur-

pose was not to acquire land permanently but rather to

reduce the productive capacity of a too successful

neighbor while enlarging one's own. In the days of

Tutapu and Tangiia there was great devastation with

1fires burning all over the land as a result of war.

When John Williams arrived there were no old coconuts on

the north, south, or west sides of the island, and only

a few breadfruit had survived the then recent IIfearful

2season" of war.

In war they didn't try to kill other people.
They would take a lot of prisoners, set fire
to the houses, take the land, and destroy
everything, trees, etc. They really would
not keep the prisoners as slaves. After the
war was over they would send them home. No
one stayed. 3

The conqueror knew that he could not keep the

people on the land, as their mana emanated from a foreign

.atua. ThUS, the land and its people, at the proper time,

would have to be returned to those from whom they were

taken. Of course, the Polynesian went to a new island

1. S.•.... P.Smith, "l:! awaiiki.,'f.JPS, 8C18991, pp.3Q
and 32.

2. J. lrll11iams, Missionary EnterpriseE., pp. 210-
214.

3. C. Cowan Interview.
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and occupied it, if possible, making servants or refu-

gees of the previous owners. But once ensconced on a

land, tribes were not prone to attempt to conquer more

land from mutually competitive tribes, since it was pre

ferable to show their superiority in life by out-producing

them.

In the "fearful season" of the 19th century, however,

the delicate balance on Rarotonga was clearly breaking

down. Numerous illustrations of this condition have been

preserved. For example, Miritonga, a toa of Karika,

lived on land at Tokerau whLcn was taken in the "'!fIar of

Tupe."l Again Huka testified concerning the conquest

2of the entire Avarua district by war. C. Pitman records:

This week the evenings have been devoted to con
versation with the principal chiefs as to the
propriety of what laws it would be best to intro
duce among the people. Formerly they used to
find some pretext to seize one another's kaingas
[sic] of land. Consequently nothing but quarrels
and war were known among them. The principal
difficulty appears to be whether the present
holder of the land shall keep what he has or
restore it to the person from whom it was taken.
If the latter be adopted it is likely to be
attended with many unpleasant circumstances.
The former at present appears to ~e the most
likely for continuation of peace.

Pitman's Journal is full of references to land disputes

in the early days of the missionary, obviously arising

from the very transitional political state .in which the

1. LCMB, 28 November 1906, Vol. III, p. 138.

2. HUka, by Parokoti, LCMB, 6 January 1904, Vol.
I, p. 119 0 court, ibid., pp. 137-138.

3. 28 July 1827, SSJ.
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missionary found Rarotongan society. This was assumed

by the orametus to have been a traditional and permanent

part of life, when in reality it was a very frustrating

late development.

Thus land as a means of production came to be a

major object of ambition~ Other kinds of valuable pro

perty were few. The land, however, carried with it the

opportunity of production of wealth and the obligation

to support the family.l The 1829 disorder in Rarotonga

centred around a power struggle between Tupapa and

Ngatangiia; in 1849 there was a similar dispute between

Matavera and Ngatangiia; both controversies involved

land. The ability of a chief to collect his atinga and

to grant land rights to relatives and men of valour was

crucial to his ability to maintain power o One of the

most disturbing factors therefore in Rarotongan life at

the time of the arrival of the missionary was the un

certainty that one could maintain his domination over

land, with its productive capacity. This was not due to

any break in traditions, but it was due to the collapse

of political order from the top.

Even then, wars were carefully controlled. In an

intra-family battle of revenge there were careful limi

tations and traditions which were observed by all. In

a general conflict only an ariki (never a toa) declared

war; An··ariki·····obviouslywoulddGthison1ywhenthere

1. F. J. Moss, "Maori. Polity, If JPS,3 (1894), p. 21.
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was adequate cause and a reasonable expectation of vic-

tory. Often battles were delayed until one side could

send for its allies or toao Another control was the

tradition that the ariki would send a messenger with a

challenge to fight called Aoa-tamaki,l surprise attacks

and ambushes being virtually unheard of in ancient times.

When everyone was prepared, the battle began; many

buried wrongs were revived and old hatreds were remem-

bered. There were regular battlegrounds half a mile

wide between each district where wars were fought to

protect the kainga. 2 One death often was sufficient to

end the battle, and more often no one died.

The accumulation of mana, an integral part of the

system, was a mixed blessing from which the most serious

conflicts originated. The principal source of power

was the possession of mana with its accompanying control

of tapu. Every success delivered increased mana to a

competing ariki. Initially his interests, and those of

his people, were served well by the corresponding re-

spect gained. Mana made him tapu; increased mana like-

wise increased his elevation and separation both from

his competitor and his own vaka. He then could make

more and more demands upon his tribe while their ability

2. J. Williams, Missiona~y ~nterErises, pp. 210-
14. This probably accounts for the tradition that the
Tapapa-Matavera boundary at one time was one-half mi.le
farther south.
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to restrict him decreased. He became virtually un

touchable even to his own vaka, as everything he touched

became sacred (tapu) so that no one could go near him or

serve him without danger. He then began arbitrarily to

coerce his followers into certain actions on threat of

personally imposed banishment or deatho The Rarotongans,

however, did not willingly submit to autocracy. At the

same time, the natural opportunities for advancement by

the collaterals of the ariki were stifled and they sought

ways to correct this injustice.

The cumulative nature of mana, which produced the

problem, also suggested a solution. As the ariki became

more and more tapu - even to the level of being sacred

the very source of his power separated him from his

people. It was essential that he be represented to the

people through a mediator or spokesman (komono in Taki

tumu and rangatira in the other vaka). This isolation

allowed younger men of high birth to assume control,

thus rendering the high chief·s power more nominal than

effective. Upon some occasions, especially when the

ariki was aged or infirm, this change was accepted as it

was considered adequate to be highly venerated and to

be given the accord of a semi-god. Upon most occasions,

however, the chief did not lapse into a ceremonial posi

tion quietly and internal power struggles reSUlted.

Theseconflicts·····couldnot be······· settled by the destruction

of another's food supply, for to weaken onee own clan

was to destroy one's mana as well as to reduce the food

and produce available for personal needs. Thus for the
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first time the need actually to destroy the enemy in

war became an essential factor in the Rarotongan way of

life~ These struggles became intense and prolonged and

were the main cause of a breakdown in 19~ century Raro

tongan society. It is also obvious that the cumulative

process of elevation would not cease after one full

cycle. In the Te-au-o-tonga vaka by the 19~ century, a

third branch was challenging the second, who held coer-

cive powers at that time.

As the breakdown of the competitive system con-

tinued, more attention was focused on the art of warfare,

and on the training of the toa. As a result, a new

class of warriors arose who tended to increase the like-

lihood of conflict. Warriors (toa) were usually trained

under the supervision of the taunga or rangatira. Cer-

tain young men including junior males of th~ ariki

family, were specifically set aside for this art. l The

young men were rigorously schooled in the use of weapons,

the development of physical strength and dexterity, and

the promotion of proper mental attitudes for combat.

They were not allowed to marry while in training.

There was a great deal of ceremony in connection

with war. There was a particular dress for war. Tepo

is pictured in William's Narrative of Missionary Enter-

prises in full war costume. When the followers of Makea

prepared to· drive······ away····· Goodenough and his men- from

1. The Taraare titleholder was a tea tutara.
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Arai-te-tonga in 1814, they first put on their \-.lar gar

ments.
l

In the battle between Kainuku and Pori shortly

after the departure of Goodenough, Kainuku covered his

body with charcoal ready to fight. 2 There were partic-

ular war dances and certain chants (or Ee'e) which were

shouted prior to battle. Many akateniteni (war cries)3

were rehearsed and used during battles. Lineages were

often recited to prove the superiority of a particular

mataiapo or ariki before the fight. At this time there

were also constant appeals to the gods, as an ariki who

contemplated the declaration of war always inquired of

the gods first to determine their desires. Karakia

were intoned, and at later dates prior to big battles,

human sacrifices were also offered. Stealing the gods

of an antagonist was a sure way to begin a war and was

usually practised by the victor after a bat~le. J. Numa

suggests that battles between Tangiia's day and the early

missionary years "were wars to win the favours of the

gods." It would be more accurate to say that they were

instruments to prove the superiority of one's god through

victory in battle or revenge for injustice. 4 Wars

1. Vakapora, LCMB, 6 August 1898, Vol. IV, p. 284.

2. Te Pa, ibid., 16 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 58.

3; S. Savage, Dictionary'·········p.·····19···.

4. History of Rarotonga, p. 3.
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always had a religious connotation. The chief warrior

of a defeated tribe was taken to the marae and killed ,
his eyes being given to the chief, who offered them to

the atua..It was common practice even before the days

of Tangiia to offer the eyeballs of a slain opponent to

the gods. In the battle between Ata-i-te-kura with

AUpopo, Pu-kuru came to help Ata-i-te-kura and AUpopo

was defeated e Pu-kuru swallowed his eyes, hence the

sa.ying, "Catch the eyeballs, offer them to Tangaroa in

the skies, Tauronga and Tane; an evil pastime is war. 1I 1

The ceremony and feast at the end of a battle was called

2aka-moe-rakau. The body of the dead warriors of the

victorious tribe were buried under a marae. 3 s. P. Smith

wrote that those slain in war (from Takitumu) were

finally taken to Motu-tapu island across from the

4Vaeroto marae.

The savagery and destruction of life which was

assumed by the missionaries in the 19~ century to be

typically Rarotongan was not truly characteristic in

their traditional history. Generally speaking their

wars were more humane and much better controlled than

the wars of the western world. This was no doubt true

1. S. P. Smith, "Hawaiiki, tI JPS, 8 (1899), p , 29.

2. S. Savage, Dictionary, p.16.

3. G. Taraare Interview.

4. "Arai-Te-Tonga," JPS, 12 (1903), pp. 218-220.
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throughout Polynesia (with the exception of Hawaii)e

In battle one death, such as that of a chief or more

often his toa, was sufficient to prove military superi

ority, to reduce the productive capacity of the compe

titor or to increase one's own such ability, and thus

to indicate the superior rnana of the victor. As popu

lations increased, and production of the larger clans

was affected more serious battles resulted involving the

annexation or at least the permanent usage of land. For

example, Anautoa claimed that the land at Kairoa was his

because it had been taken by war. l Piai testifies that

Akaoa was taken by Tinomana in the 19~ century by exter-

minating the original inhabitants of the land, the ngati

Teau. 2 Tamarua claimed the land of Mangaiti Kairoa as

belonging to his family through conquest. 3 S. Savage

and T. Te Rei tell the 19~ century story of Te Pa who

made war on Te Kou because they were trying to take his

4land by force. Peace was ofttimes secured by the ex-

change of portions of land which varied in size in ratio

to the seriousness of the dispute. The writings of the

missionary are fUll of statements concerning the con

quest of land. "We were often at war, one chief against

1. LCMB, 22 March 1905, Vol. I, p. 306.

2. Ibig.,lQJJ41Y19Q~, Vol. I, p~ 56 • .:r'llcigI11E:I"1t:
of court, ibid., pp. 58-60.

3. Ibid., 22 March 1905, Vol. I, pp. 317-318.

4. History of Tangiia, pp. 37-40.
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another,,;l or, "Wars were freQUent.,,2 They, of course,

were describing a generation keenly conscious of war,

having lived through the treacherous times of anarchy

and agnosticism. The breakdown of authority in the Te-

au-o-tonga tribe; the continuing resurgence of Kainuku;

the loss of power by Pa; the attempt of Tinomana to

assume a role of dominance; the arrival of an outside

influence with a new and dreaded instrument of war; all

contributed to an uncertainty and fear which swept

across the land and allowed war to rage out of control

as never before. People for the first time fled to the

mountains; Piako (the fort of Pa) was built high in the

Avana valley; and Maungaroa became a permanent habitat

for certain clans under Tinomana. punanga (stronghold,

retreat or fort) became an everyday word in the Raro

3tongan language. For the first time battles were known

to take the lives of a considerable number of peoPle. 4

At this stage other means of reducing the compe-

titors' mana were sought. Thus arose the end process

of eating the enemy and acquiring his mana. This was

1. Wi11iam Gill, Selections From the Autobiograph~

of the Rev. Wil1iam Gill, London, 1880, p. 109. Here
after cited as, Autobiography.

2. J. Wi11iams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 210-14.
Wi11iam Gill, ibid., p. 109.

3. S. Savage, Dictionary, p. 279.

4. The slaying of sizeable numbers of people pro
bably occurred occasionally earlier when the occupants
of an invading canoe were exterminated.
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the last step in competition. The ingestion of mana to

equalize the power of the clans happened only when the

system was too seriously unbalanced to correct it by

other means. A great deal has been written about the

cannibalism of Polynesians. For a people such as the

Rarotongans, who were not really warlike in the sense

of desiring the destruction of human life, cannibalism

was to a large degree out of character. Although it was

practised in Rarotonga, its extent was much less than

the missionaries believed and had seemingly become

generally accepted in the thought of the white man. All

of the traditions, to the author's knowledge, concerning

the battle of Tutapu in the l3~ century, end with the

story of an attempt to cook his body and the difficulty

encountered because it was sacred. Maretu and others

declared that this was the first cannibal feast on Raro

tonga. l S. Savage claimed that Karika was of old a

cannibal.

Quite a number of claims have nonetheless been made

that the people never were cannibals. According to one

informant the Taraare tribe did not eat people in olden

days.2 Another says that although many people claim

that there were cannibals on Rarotonga, he knew nothing

about it. 3 J. Numa wrote, "Cannibalism was unknown to

1. Maretu, HA vJord About Cannibalism at Rarotonga,
Translated by S. Savage, JPS, 20 (1911), p. 204.
Article hereafter cited as, "Cannibalism."

2. G. Taraare Interview.

3. C. Cowan Interview.
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these original settlers but the eyes of the fallen foe

was [sic] taken and swallowed in honour to the gods

'l'angaroa and Rongo ma Tane. H
l The Rarotongans first

denied to Buzacott that they had practised cannibalism;

then Marau confessed, then uriarau, then Tata, and then

Ma. These four became the nucleus and first deacons for

2the original Christian church in Rarotonga. This sug-

gests that the confession of the practice of cannibalism

was closely associated with the decision to go forward

with the establishment of the church at Avarua. If this

is true, then it s e erns that six years went by from the

time of the missionaries' arrival before they were told

specifically that cannibalism was a part of the Raro-

tongan way of life.

It appears that the natives formerly many years
back, did eat men, but not those who died a
natural death. Those only who were taken in
their wars. One old man told us he had eaten
men. I asked him if it were good for )ood, he
replied it was like the flesh of pigs.

Pitman's impression of cannibalism in the year of his

arrival was that it had been practiced, but in the

distant past. The majority of native traditions, how

ever, today claim the reverse that cannibalism was in

creasing up to the arrival of the missionary but that

only in the last hundred or so years had it been

1. History of Rarotonga: p. 3. Tangiia knew this
practice from Tahiti, where it was widely accepted.

2. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 54 and 59.

3. C. pitman, 3 November 1827, SSJ.
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practis ed very widely at all. Again Pitman reported

that he had had a talk with the jUdge (evidently Tupe,

brother of Pa Ariki) on cannibalism, who said that he

had never eaten human flesh though several living people

had. His father and grandfather had exhorted their dis-

trict not to do it lest their numbers should thereby be

greatly diminished which would be a serious thing owing

to the frequency of wars. l Those who practiqed it were

exceedingly ashamed, and it was not until 1839 that c.

Pitman reported that he was fully convinced that

cannibalism had taken place. He writes:

For several years after they embraced Christianity,
the natives were very reluctant to acknowledge
that they had been cannibals; and they endeavoured
to evade the subject by saying, flOur ancestors we r e
cannibals many ages back." But as light breaks in
upon their mind, they become less scrupulous and
do not hesitate to confess it; and they appear
astonished that the Lord, in His mercy, should have
visited such a race of people. On this subject
the following is an extract from my journal:

June 2. - The cannibalism of this people is
now proved beyond the shadow of a doubt. An in
stance was related this evening of their old
warrior, Tuaivi, who had been enjoined by his
father to take revenge on a certain family who had
killed some of his relatives. This the natives
considered binding; and in order that it might
not be forgotten, they punctured certain marks in
their throat and other parts of the body¥ If the
person or persons escaped during his lifetime, he
gave the same injunction to his children at his
death; thus it was handed down from generation to
generation, until the lust of revenge was satiated.
Tuaivi, having received his dying fatherts charge,
narrowly watched the family, of whom ther.e had
been ten, but five had died. One day coming upon
the family, he seized them all with the exception
of a daughter, slew them, put the bodies together

1. To LMS, January 1834 [sic], SSL.
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into one oven, when he and his relatives feasted
upon them with heathenish triumph.l

In an effort to hide their own cUlpability the natives

withheld information on the subject to the extent that

for twelve years Pitman was uncertain as to its prac-

tice. When the Rarotongans realized that the missionary

had expected to find cannibalism, they repeated all the

traditions of the past, possibly invented others, while

usually excluding themselves from participation.

There are various bits of information about how

bodies were prepared, and how they tasted. According

to W. W. Gill a long spear was inserted at the fundament

and pushed out at the neck. On this "spit" the body

was slowly singed over a fire, after which the intes-

tines were removed, washed in sea water) cooked in

banana leaves, and eaten by those who prepared the body.

Maretu, states that human victims were hung by their

heels on ironwood trees and the blood allowed to run on

the sand which turned quite red at the Vairota marae.

After a battle the people would pray to a god and the

slain bodies were carried to the Vairota marae and

buried in the ground at Paetae where they were left in

special holes for two days. Burial prior to eating the

body was the final gross insult of this society.2 The

1. c. Pitman, "South Seas - Mission at Rarotonga
(Extract of a letter from Rev. C. Pitman dated 10 August
1839)," Evangelical Magazine, 18 (1840), pp. 455-456.
The daughter who escaped was, at the time of writing, a
member of one of his classes.

2. The practice was common in the Pacific. It is
recorded e.g. from Tanna in the 1890's.
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fighters then arrived and took up the bodies and ate

them. Only warriors ate human flesh, and this was

fortunate, he said, for man's flesh was delicious to

eat. Human flesh was very rich, and fattening, especi-

ally the thigh and the region of the kidneys. Maretu

concluded that the fat of man was delicious, not strong

like a pig or a fish, and was very sweet. l

In the days of anarchy in the "fearful season" of

the l8~ century several occasions of entire families or

clans being killed, eaten, and their lands taken are

preserved in tradition. 2 Ngatikero, formerly a taun~,

claimed that in former times he was never without human

flesh on the hook outside his house. There are also

numerous traditions about the eating of several people

from the "Cumberland" in 1814. 3

Thus the festive competitions of the "south sea

paradise" represented far more than a lighthearted and

irresponsible manner of life. They provided, in fact,

the key to the functioning of Rarotongan society. To

be less successful than a neighbour was an obvious ad-

mission of less direct ancestral connections to the

great beings of the past. The chief visible expression

1.
and 209.

Maretu, "Cannibalism," JPS, 20 (1911), pp. 201
cf. Pitman, 3 November 1827, SSJ.

LCMB, 15 April 1903, Vol. I, pp. 53-54.

3. Maretu, "Cannibalism," JPS, 20 (1911), p. 207.
On pages 205-206 is a considerable account of slavery
a.nd cannibalism.
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of wealth and fortune was the production of food and

other items. This fact had implications much deeper

than the obvious necessity of subsistence. In every

viable society there is an innate incentive to excel in

some area of endeavour. The technology of the people

on this island, as in much of Polynesia, was extremely

limited owing to many factors including isolation,

illiteracy, restricted natural resources, and scarcity

of land. They extended that technology as mUch as pos

sible in their environment. Their instruments of shell,

bone, wood, and stone were highly developed as were

their skills in plaiting, canoe building, navigation,

agriculture, fishing, and hunting. Yet they were people

of diverse backgrounds on an isolated plot of land less

than twenty-six square miles in area, much of which com

prised almost inaccessible mountain peaks and ridges.

War in a military sense would obviously lead to much

slaughter and the ultimate domination of one party by

the other, which neither desired. Originally a number

of factors tended to minimise the value of military

solutions to difficulties, notably the availability of

fertile land for the original number of settlers; the

friendship at the time of arrival of the two main groups

arising from the necessity of fighting the former in

habitants and the brother of one of the ariki in the

landfal.l.s ; and the grant.ing o.f supremacybythat arlkl

to the other which initially served to satisfy the

immediate needs of each. Both groups, however, boasted

a proud heritage which served to assure the continuance
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of separate identity, and also to provide a continuing

desire either to maintain or to regain nominal supremacy.

In such a society the life style of one group was

obvious to the other. Laziness, indifference, or in

adequacy were noticeable and were reflections upon the

ancestry of that particular kainga, as well as upon its

ariki. Quite naturally there developed a rivalry, then

an intense competitiveness to outproduce the neighbour

in order to prove the supremacy of the people and the

mana of their ariki. There thus developed a simple but

extensive philosophy of supremacy by production. Sur-

pluses were obvious proofs of superiority and were

either displayed or given to the competitor. The main

gauge of success became the feast. Every occasion of

importance, whether personal or social, from birth to

death was observed by a massive feast which emphasized

the productive capacity of the host. Every member of

the group involved from the ngati to the vaka had a vital

function in providing the fare. contrary to the western

conception, this brought forth the will to succeed, to

produce more and better than one's competitors for the

sake of the ariki and the vaka as a whole. In other

words, the ancient Rarotongans were not an easy-going,

unconcerned, ignorant people. They pursued everything

that was possible within the limits of their technology.

Wj.llj.Q,m~ jl.,lcig~cith~j..f' "ci~pt:h c>~.th()l.lg.l1.t (3.z:1ci pr:()!'Llz:1(:l:i:i:X

of research" to be inferior to that of the European.

Then, quite accurately, he added that if:

wit, ingenuity, quickness of perception, a
tenacious memory, a thirst for knOWledge
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when its value is perceived, a clear discern
ment and high appreciation of the useful;
readiness in acquiring new and valuable arts;
great precision and force in the expression
of their thoughts, and occasional bursts of
eloquence of a high order, be evidence of
intellect, I hesitate not to affirm, that, in
these, the South Sea iSlander does not rank
below the European; • • • 1

The climate in which they lived demanded a more relaxed

pace in the heat of the day which was frequently mis-

understood as laziness, but the people often were out

most of the night fishing, and they were always cUlti-

vating and food gathering at the break of dawn. Compe-

tition spurred the clan to greater accomplishment in

every area of endeavour, and initially tended to prevent

war. However, as populations increased, the ability to

excel by production diminished and the growing of ten-

sions erupted in war. The "simple games and feasts"

thus led to a breakdown of rnana and E9ati authority,

producing ultimately the "fearful season" of war,

cannibalism, and, last of all, agnosticism. Without

these concepts the functioning of the Rarotongan society

is incomprehensible.

1. Missionary Enterprises, p. 516.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SETTLEMENT AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT

Rarotonga, by tradition, was once joined to Rai'

atea. On one occasion its inhabitants made a large drum

named Tai-moana and presented it to Oro, the god of war

whose residence was the great mar~ Opoa at Rai'atea.

Rarotongan priests took the drum to Oro and were killed

by the Ra1iateans. This action so angered the gods that

they took the island away.l It was found adrift by

Tonga-iti and his wife, Ari, who fixed its foundations

firmly at its present location. 2 Traditions record

numerous occasions when travellers found and either

temporarily or permanently resided on this island. The

1. J. Wi1liams, ~}ssionary Enterprises, pp. 56-57.

2. Te Ariki Taraare, "History and Traditions of
Rarotonga," JPS, 8 (1899), p. 74.
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early major groups in the great migratory period of the

7~, 8~ and 9~ centuries came from the Marquesas (Iva =

Nukuhiva). In the 10-13tb centuries these peaceful people

were sUbjected to pressure from Tongan late-corners who

attempted to take their land.

According to S. P. Smith, however, the probable

discoverer of Rarotonga was Vi te Rangiora, a famous

navigator of the mid-seventh century, who led many

voyages of adventure among the various iSlands ("every

place on earth,,).l E. Best on the other hand asserts

that the first to visit Rarotonga was Te Rangi Marama

who was directed there by the god Tumute-waro-waro [sic]

who was also named Timu-whenua. He named the island

Tipuaki Hawaiki or Tipu Hawaiki. 2 A. H. Browne agrees

with Best except that he concludes that Te Rangi and

Tumu-te-varo-varo are one and the same pers?n. Te Rangi

Marama's son Mo'o-kura sUbsequently married Kaua and

migrated westward. Later, while Te Rangi Mararna was

away visiting his son, Tangaroa arrived with his warrior

Au-make. This warrior cut Mount Raemaru in half and the

top part of the mountain drifted away to the west. Te

Rangi-Marama recognized this drifting mountain top and

1. "Hawaiiki," JPS, 7 (1898), p , 170.

2. t'TheDi5coveryandSettlementefRaretonga by
Polynesians," JPS, 36 (1927), pp. 122-123. Turnu-te
varo-·varo means "heart" or "source of li£e ll and is the
most used of the ancient names of Rarotonga.
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hurried home. l According to Te-aia the first people to

come to Rarotonga were descendants of Tute-Rangi-marama

(Tu of Tahiti was also from the same man), all of whom

descended from Tonga-iti and Toutiki. From Iva to Hiva-

oa to Tuamotu to Tahiti to Rarotonga came Aea, Te aia,

Tamarua, and Kainuku led by Tonga-iti. There is then a

list of nineteen others who followed them, including

one .named Vakapora. All of these were ariki but Tonga

iti was ariki over them all and was also Tamarua's gOd. 2

Another tradition states that a man from Iva by the

name of Ata-i-te-kura was the first to live on Raro

3tonga. Parakoti records that Ata-i-te-kura brought a

man with him named ApOpo, and later another man called

Aupopo-te-iviroa arrived from islands in the south (Te-

atua-apo). W. McBirney notes that two brothers named

AUpopo from Tonga arrived after Ata-i-te-kura and

trouble arose. AUpopo, as the leader of a new landfall

at Arorangi, desired the whole island and attacked the

people of the east led by Ata-i-te-kura and Urutu. The

latter sent to Tahiti for help and when refused went on

to Iva and secured the assistance of twelve Ea'i, i.e.

canoes-full of warriors. These Iva warriors were driven

1. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga," JPS, 6
(1897), pp. 1-21.

Z;Te;;;;a.ia.;··········"Gefiea15gi.·esaiid His tofical······No tes from
Rarotonga," JPS, 2 (1893), pp. 273-274. Hereafter cited
as, "Historical Notes."

3.
29-30.

s. P. Smith, "Hawaiiki," JPS, 8 (1899), pp.
Parakoti Book, p. 5.
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off the beach four times at Arorangi, after which they

sent the eldest son of Ata and one Iva toa ashore

dressed as women. They swam in at Titikaveka and sur-

prised Aupopo. Then they gouged out his eyes and

crushed his skull with a rock. The fleet dashed ashore

and all the Tongans fled or were killed; thus the har-

bour at Ngatangiia is called Vaikokopu in memory of the

dead Tongans in the water.~ However, descendants of

Aupopo were found living there by Tangiia-nui. 2 Accord-

ing to another source, in the late 9~ century there was

a war at Ha'apai in the Tongan group and fugitives fled

to Rarotonga where they became the Tangata-uenua, or

the first people of the land. 3

According to Te Ariki Taraare, after Tonga-iti and

his wife Ari (Rangatira) fixed the foundations of the

island, they named the various peaks in th~ mountain

ranges including Iku-rangi and Te Atu-kura. He also

records that they discovered the spring on the top of

1. Folklore, pp. 78-86. S. Percy Smith dates
Apopo's arrival in the 9~ century.

2. S. P. Smith, "Hawaiiki," JPS, 8 (1899), pp. 29-
30.

3. Ibid., pp. 12-21. Other very early arrivals
included an ariki named Ngare and a woman narned Toko,
both from Iva. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga,"
JPS, 6 (1897), pp. 1-2. Others mentioned as having
come··········:tn··ancient········times·············include·······Rata:i:n·········the8t.b··········century,
and Iro, Pa Kaukura, Te Marangai-raki, Iouri (from
Raiatea), Karli (a 9t.b century ancestor of Karika), Toi
and Atonga. S. Savage, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), pp.
202-203 and 211; Te Aia, "Historical Notes," JPS, 2
(1893), p , 276; S. P. Smith, "Hawaiiki," JPS, 8 (1899),
pp. 12-21; and J. \'Ji11iams, Missiona£y Enterprises, p ,
57.
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Tekou and divided its flow by placing two kakao (reeds)

in the stream. They then directed the main watercourses ,
Takuvaine and Airnanga (Avatiu),l to ~he north, and, with

the help of· their servants Nu and Nana, dug a well on

Tekou. At this point they went to another part of the

island leaving the servants in charge of the spring.

While they were away Toutika arrived on the island,

journeyed to Tekou and gave the servants new names, Tinei

and Pua-roa-iva. In so doing he was allowed to divert

the water to the eastern side of the island (Avana).

Toutika then gave them instructions and pretended to

Tonga-iti and Rangatira that he had been the first on

the island, thus assuming the lordship. Tonga-iti re

fused to acknowledge this claim and tried to prove that

he had arrived first by pointing out that his servants

were guarding the spring. According to a prearranged

signal wit.h Toutiki, the servants answered to the names

of Tinei and Pua-roa-iva rather than Nu and Nana. nso

Tonga-iti and Rangatira were beaten and left the moun

tain on the track to Avarua .. ,,2 Tonga-iti and his wife

consoled themselves by entering the bodies of a lizard

and an occopus , it!. HcBirney claims that Toutiki was on

the island when Tangiia arrived and this time he was

JPS,
"Traditions of Rarotonga "

2. Hanuira, "The story of the Visit of Tonga-iti
to Rarotonga, iI Trans. by Arthur ::1. Browne, JPS, 5 (1896),
p. 142. Hereafter cited as, "Visit of Tonga-iti."
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re-named Kainuku. l Apparently Toutiki worsted Tonga

iti because he was a priest of the marae at Arevananga

and also a great engineer. He is alleged to have carved

the opening of the reef at Ngatangiia and to have intro-

duced the miro tree, the mitie grass, the crab and fish

into the fresh water streams.

There are also numerous accounts of visitors to the

island. Rata was a great fighter and voyager, tradition

labels him as a revenge killer of an octopus, a shark,

a gigantic clam, and a sword fish which had devoured

his father and mother. In the 8~ century he allegedly

took possession of a district on the western side of the

island, then left to die in Upolu. According to S.

Savage the people he left behind formed the Vaiakura

tribe until the days of Tangiia when they joined him,

though maintaining independence within their own dis

tricts. 2 Kaukura was an ancestor (grandfather) of

Tangiia and also joined forces with the Tahitian on his

. 1 3
arJ..~J.va •

The most famous early visitor was Toi who completed

the Aranui of Toi, the road around the island (now

called the arametua). J. Numa dates his advent in the

1. Folklore, pp. 78-86.

2. "The RarotenganVersion o·f···········the Story of Rata,"
JPS, 19 (19l0), p. 153.

3. Maretu, "Cannibalism," JPS, 20 (1911), p , 204.
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twelfth century.1 A grandson of Toi named Atonga was

overtaken by a storm and driven to Raitatea while in a

Tahitian canoe race. Toi set out in search of his

grandson and visited many islands, including Rarotonga.

With seventy companions he then journeyed on to New

Zealand where he landed at Whakatane. In the meantime,

finding that his grandfather had gone searching for him,

Atonga went looking for Toi in a canoe which later be

came a part of the fleet to New zea1and. 2 Toi and

Atonga found one another at Ngatangiia where they

quarrelled and began a race to Mangaia, which Atonga

3won.

At the beginning of the 13~ century the island of

Rarotonga was inhabited by people from various parts of

the Pacific, but primarily from the Marquesas. 4 Land

was plentiful and only the occasional arrival of an

ariki or toa; intent on conquest or vengeance, disturbed

the peaceful existence of the Tangata-uena (= people of

the land). In the 13~ century two large and strong vaka

from Tahiti and Samoa completely altered the population

1. History of Rarotonga, p. 4.

2. Te Aia, I/Notes and Queries, No. 55, Historical
Notes," JPS, 3 (1894), p , 110.

3. L. Brown, "The Race," Le9...~nds. J. Numa records
the names of numerous other early s·e··t··t·l·ers... Historyof
Rarotonga, p. 4.

4. According to W. W. Gill Iva was Nukuiva (Nuku
hiva). Gems, p , 629. S. P. Smith agrees. "Historical
Notes," JPS, 2 (1893), p. 271.
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Makea was an ill-tempered Samoan

ariki searching for new lands while Tangiia was a

Tahitian chief fleeing from the wrath of his brother

Tutapu .. These arrived with large numbers of followers "ana

conquered the land which they have dominated to the

present time.

Makea Karika (Makea the terrible) was a Tongan

chief who lived at Manu'a in samoa. 2 In the middle of

the 13th century, however, the 'I'ui Hanuka (Samoans) ex-

pelled the Tongans who then went searching for new

lands. 3 Makea Karika was a quarrelsome chief and after

many battles, at the suggestion of his mother, he left

in two canoes, Te-au-o-tonga and Te Au-ki-iti, in search

of a new country.. He carried with him 140 men, went

back to Avaiki (both Brown and Gill believed this was

probably Savaii of the Samoa Group), conque~ed it, and

became ariki of the land. He then left his parents Eaa

and Ueue Nuku in Savaii and journeyed in search of Tumu-

te-varovaro. At length he landed at Avarua and set up

marae at both Avarua and Arai-te-tonga in honour of his

1. For further notes on the name "Rarotonga" see
Appendix E.

2. The name of Makea's palace which was built in
1837 was "Manua. 1I Queen Makea Interview. There is
still a lady named tfRardtonga" on the 'I'au island in the
Manua····group·.··.···.·o.f.·········.S·amoa. It··········is···········an·········ancient name ·.andis
derived from a far-away place. Interview with High
Talking Chief Velega, of Ofu, Samoa, JUly, 1970.

3. J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, p. 17. S. Ella,
"The War of Tonga and Samoa and the Origin of the Name
Malieta," JPS, 8 (1899). Makea's wife was Ina-nui-i-te
rangi, or Ina the great and heavenly. V~. W. Gill, Gems,
pp. 631-3.
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major atua, Rangatira. l Karika then returned to Avaiki

killing various ariki en route. On his return, designed
2 .

so he could bring the raukuru to Avarua,he landed at

Tupapa and left his relative, TU-Rarotonga, in charge

of the marae Arai-te-tonga, before returning to Avaiki.

On his third visit he brought a large group to settle in

this new land, among whom was Koputa who settled at

Kaena, where his ancestors are chiefs to the present

time. 3 After going away again he returned a fourth time,

landing at Vavaroa, appointing Teko or Moko as the

guardian of the PlaceQ4 On his sixth visit to Rarotonga

he brought his wife Marama-eru-tea, his "serfs," his

children inclUding a daughter Mokoroa-ki-aitu, his

people, his pillow, and his papa (genealogy), and went

1. H. Nicholas, "Historical Notes," JPS, 1 (1892),
pp. 70-71. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga,lf JPS,
6 (1897), pp. 3-4. Browne records another version of
the diversion of waters on Te Kou. In this Karika
placed fish in the lake on Te Kou, leaving Rangatira as
guardian with Tu and Nana. Toutika and Maru-maomao then
tricked Rangatira and diverted the waters to the east.

2.
bringing
offering
leaf.

H. Nicholas, ibid., p. 71. This refers to
the head or brains of a defeated chief as an
to the atua. It was brought on a breadfruit

3. Ibid. Karika gave Ruataki, where he landed on
this voyage, the name "The Great Footsteps of Karika .. "
H. Nicholas, "Historical Notes," JPS, 1 (1892), p. 71.

4. H. Nicholas, ibid. A. H. Browne records that
he 1:>l:'9.t:1.gh.~. .§,....gl:'Qt!P :l,~ci1:> y E1d9::~§Js~ .. 9n 1::h§:f·Qt!l:'~h y~$:i".-t:.. ,
landing on the west side and Pua-teki was installed as
the ruler, and the spot was named Tokerau-o-avaiki. It
was on the fifth trip that Moko, a relative, was made
ruler of the east side, which is now known as Titikaveka.
In effect Browne and Nicholas reverse the order of land
ings four and five.
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O thi t ' t R t h tT' 't 2n s .r~p 0 taro onga e me ang~~a a Mauke o

All of Tangiia-nui's immediate ancestors l~ved in Tahiti.

He was also known as Uenga and Rangi, and his adopted

father (actually an uncle) was Pou-vananga-roa who was

also named Maru. According to one Maori history,

Tangiia's brother, Tamatea-moa, came to New Zealand in

the Takitumu canoe. Pou-vananga-roa gave his children

their ,various titles: Maono was made ariki of Tahiti,

Tutapu was made ariki of Iva, Tangiia was made a tavana,

or subordinate chief, and trouble followed. 3 Tangiia

drove out Maono and seized his title, thus offending

his relatives. Tangiia and Tutapu argued over the

ownership of Vai-iria, a stream in the Mataiea district

of Tahiti (the south coast). They fought and Tutapu

returned to Iva and Tangiia voyaged to Mauke where he

married two sisters. Tangiia then returned to 'fahiti

and quarrelled with his sister, Rakanul, about either

some "insignia" pertain~ng to the rank of ariki or a

breadfruit tree. She fled to Ruahine. Tangiia next

journeyed to Savaii and was gone for some years before

1. H. Nicholas, ibi9..
2. A. H. Bro\".1ne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga," JPS, 6

(1897), p. 4. Nicholas writes that after he arrived on
.hlssi.xt.h.Vl$lt., ht; J::JlJi1t..t:'IIQ <::.Q,.n()g§, I119l"i1'l~g j::h.~m wij::h
140 men, sailed away and met Tangiia. Ibid.

3. According to one he was chief of Puna-avia, a
settlement of four classes of people so small that they
could not be seen in tall grass. J. B. Stair, IIJ?loatsam
[sic] and Jetsam," JPS 4 (1895), p. 104."
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returning to Tahiti with his children from Mauke.

Tangiia's father, Uenga, is reported to have travelled

extensively in the 12~ century to such places as the

Marquesas, Uvea, Tonga, Fiji, and New Zealand. Tangiia

retraced many of these journeys.l

Tutapu also visited many lands; some traditions

include Rarotonga among them. According to Taunga,

Tutapu was the leader of the original vaka which arrived,

settling in the north, draining the swamps, and building

a great mound marae called Iva-tele. 2 While he was at

Rarotonga Iro and Kau-kuru came, the latter giving

Tutapu the two gods - Rongo and Tane. Ira then went

back to Iva and Tutapu returned to Tahiti 3 with a war

fleet to demand of Tangiia their father's weapon and

other tribute of ariki. Tangiia gathered his nine clans

on the west side of Tahiti, and Tutapu gathered his

people on the east side. A war followed with great

devastation. Fires burned all over the land. Tangiia's

two sons were killed, one of them in the fire. Tangiia

then placed all his valuables on board his canoes

1. Toarua, "Extracts: The Voyage of Uenga to
Several Islands," JPS, 20 (1911), p. 142. The editor
claims that Uenga travelled a minimum of 3,575 miles and
that Tangiia's journeys were more extensive. J. B.
Stair, ibid., pp. 99-100.

2..:John Fraser'···········'I·The Orig·in·····o·f···········the··········Rarotongas,····II
JPS 6 (1897), p. 72 • .:J. B. Stair, "Floatsam [sic] and
.:Jetsa.m," JPS, 4 (1895), p. 104. This mound is now kno...m
as Kainuku's marae, and being a large artificial earth
mound, is different from all other sacred spots on Raro
tonga. Observation.. C. Cowan Interview. S. Savage and
T. Te Rei, HistoEY of Tangiia, p. 7.

3. .:J. B. Stair, ibid.
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including his gods Tonga-iti, Rongo, Tane, Rua-nuku, Tu,

and Tangaroa; and two stolen gods of Tutapu (Rongo-rna

uenga and Maru~rnamao).

The defeated Tangiia sailed west by many islands

and secured the help of the priests of his ancient gods

who gave him mana equal to the atua so that he would al

ways be the conqueror. Also they gave Tangiia many atua

and their accessories together with instructions for

many ceremonies, dances, chants, and new customs, which

afterwards were introduced into Rarotonga. Tonga-iti

is reported to have said to Tangiia, "There is a land

named Tumu-te-varovaro, thither shalt thou go and there

end thy days.1f At Fiji [sic] the group fell in with Iro

who agreed that Tangiia should go to Rapa to get Iro's

son, Tai-te-ariki, who would be an ariki, and from whom

came many of the Maori and also the ariki of the Ngati

Tangiia tribe of Rarotonga to the present Pa-Ariki.

Traditions then claim that Tangiia set out for Rapanui

or Easter Islands, 4,200 miles against the trade winds,

where he found the son of Iro and named him Te Ariki

Upoko Tini. He journeyed back to Huahine where his sis

ter Rakanui invited him to stay, but when he refused

she gave him the assistance of Pai who built a double

canoe. Then Tutapu suddenly arrived and Tangiia fled

to Pora-Pora, where Tai-te-ariki was appointed an ariki.

As they were installing him, however, before he was

girded with the scarlet belt (Maro-ura), Tutapu ar~ived

and Tangiia fled to Arangi-atea. Here Tutapu briefly

caught up with Tangiia, but Tangiia slipped away in the
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dark, finally journeying to Mauke where he met Karika.

There are many accounts of the meeting between

Karika and Tangiia, and there is considerable dispute

as to whether the meeting took place at Mauke in the

Cooks or at Makeatea in the Puamotu Group.l All accounts

of the Mauke meeting suggest that at least nominal

supremacy was ceded by one ariki to the other, each tra-

dition favouring the leader of its particular vaka as

the recipient. Savage and Smith, both drawing heavily

on Maretu who himself once held the Pa ariki title,

f th f T .. 2avour e supremacy 0 ang~~a. J. B. Stair says

simply that Karika gave a daughter as wife to Tangiia

and that Tangiia offered but was prevented by his crew

from giving to Karika the insignia of rankc 3 A. H.

Browne and H. Nicholas proclaim a clear-cut victory at

this meeting for Karika and his reception of supremacy

from Tangiia. 4 Practically all traditions agree on

1. Among those who believe it was in the Paumotu
is Maretu. "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), p , 218. S.
Savage, who acknowledges that the sources of his Raro
tongan history are primarily Takitumu historians, ex~

presses the belief that the meeting took place at Me'
etia, 60 miles east of Tahiti. Generally oral traditions
today and the weight of written evidence point to Mauke.
Interviews. A. Nicho1as, "Historical Notes," JPS, 1
(1892), p. 26. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga,"
JPS, 6 (1897), p. 4. J. B. Stair, "Floatsam [sic] and
Jetsam," ibid., JPS, 4 (1895), p. 107.

2.
and 208.

3.

S. Savage, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), pp. 202
S·;·········F;····Smith,···············'Haw·aiilC·i·,··· rr·Jps····, 8··········(··IH99)·············pp·~··········3U:.:32;

"Floatsam [sic] and Jetsam, tl JPS, 4 (1895), p , 107 ..

4. H. Nicho1as, "Historical Notes," JPS, 1 (1892),
pp. 71-72. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga,"
JPS, 4 (1897), pp. 4-5.
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certain details: the two canoes did meet; two men from

Karika's canoe swam to the pa'~ or canoe of Tangiia;

there was a skirmish after which Tangiia either attempted

to give or succeeded in giving Karika the pare-ariki,

while Karika presented his daughter as a wife to Tangiia;

Karika then gave directions to Tangiia (possibly in

tentionally inaccurate); and they both sailed for Raro-

tonga.

It is obvious that a competition occurred at Mauke

which necessarily involved the question of which of the

two ariki possessed the greater mana. The weight of evi-

dence indicates that Karika was the victor and from this

has come the original idea on Rarotonga of a single

island ariki. The circumstances suggest this as the

more likely outcome since Tangiia was fleeing in defeat

with two canoes of men, women, and children, while

Karika had left much of his clan at Rarotonga and set

out with 140 men on a voyage of curiosity or conquest.

Tangiia also was aware that aid was needed in order to

successfully confront the pursuing Tutapu, and, bestow

ing ceremonial supremacy at sea was in Po1ynesian

fashion a quiet way of achieving that end. Thus, after

the skirmish, gifts were exchanged, with the pare ariki

being given by Tangiia to Karika. Even Takitumu tradi

tions acknowledge that this was either attempted or

while no tradition holds that Karika attem-
.•..............................•...................................•.

pted to formally acknowledge Tangiia as supremel and

1. J. Numa and S. P. Smith recorded that Tangiia
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Karika gave Tangiia a daughter. The presentation of a

daughter was the more likely of the two gifts to be

offered in victory as an acknowledgement of the acceptance

of the defeated leader into one's family or clan. In

return the presentation of an insignia of royal rank,

equal or superior to the rank of the giver, was a normal

and logical gift from the defeated. Thus Tangiia offered

royal names to Karika, and when warned of death by the

two who swam from Karika's ~a'i to his, he called:

Yours is the pile of food, the slaves, the short
lip, the whale, the long hog, to eat (man); yours
is the canoe, what remains is the sister's por
tion. 1

Through varying fortunes for six centuries this concept

survived and provided one of the ultimate irritants in

vaka relationships on Rarotonga. The concept of Makea

being an island ariki, even nominally, was understood

and generally accepted by all the missionaries of the

19~ century - including Pitman who spent twenty-five

years in Takitumu.

The two ariki then sailed to Rarotonga, most tra-

ditions holding that they went independently after

granted regal authority to Karika after their arrival
at Rarotonga when the confrontation with Tutapu was
either imminent or in progress. J. Numa, History of
Rarotonga, p. 5. S. P. smith, "Hawaiiki," JPS, 8 (1899),
p. 32. This leaves S. Savage and T. Te Rei as the only
major objectors to the original granting of the ~e
aiTkI to··········KariK·a~ Te·······Rei·······was··········a:··mataiapo·······ofTakitumu,
while Maretu, the main source of Savage's information,
was a chief of the Tuaiva family in the same tribe and
who held the ariki title of that tribe briefly at the
turn of the 20~ century*

1. H. Nicholas, "Historical Notes," JPS, 1 (1892),
pp. 71-72.
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Karika had given Tangiia directions. l Karika landed

first and settled his ngat~ permanently at Te-rua-akina

at Kiikii (northeast coast).2 He then began to build

marae and houses, and to fight the clans then on the

iSland.
3

Karika was reported to be on a rocky crag at

Tuakata when he saw the big Takitumu canoe landing. He

hastened with his weapon to meet the pa'i and Tangiia

again repeated his submission of authority to Karika.

"Thine is the word, thine the putunga, thine the tuikaa,

thine the ngutu-poto, thine the raratea, thine the rara

~, here is thy canoe I give it thee. 1I 4 Tangii.a also

fought and defeated clans, the descendants of Apopo who

were living in the east and south. S He built his main

marae at Ngatangiia and named it Te Miromiro. The names

of numerous people who arrived with Tangiia are pre

served: Tamarua Poi was his principal navigator and

became a Mataiapo at Ngatangiia; Vakapora was also made

1. Some accounts of the voyage state that Karika
purposefully gave Tangiia incorrect instructions and
that the Takitumu canoe sailed far to the south toward
Fafa (a giant whirlpool). Tangiia escaped by finding
the water turning hot (or cold) and turned back to the
north, finding Tumu te varovaro from the south. This
is one explanation of the origin of the name Raro (south)
tonga (west). See Appendix E. J. B. Stair, "Floatsam
[sic] and Jetsam," JPS, 4 (1895), p. 108. S. Savage,
"Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), p , 202.

2. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga," JPS, 6

3. J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, p. 3.

4. Queen Makea Interview. H. Nicho1as, "Historical
Notes," JPS, 1 (1892), pp. 70-74.

5" S. P. Smith, "Hawaiiki," JPS, 8 (1895), pp. 29-30.
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a mataiaEo at Rangeatea 01atavera).. J. Numa lists nine

clans who arrived with Tangiia, while Te Pa preserved

the names of nineteen ariki and their marae. l These two

ariki then set about building koutu, houses, marae, thus

consecrating the land. There was plenty of land for the

two vaka (340 people combined) in addition to whatever

remnants of the tangata uenua remained.

There are two basic traditions concerning the

method of land division. In the first they journeyed

around the island together, establishing boundaries, and

sacred places. In addition they appointed custodians

to sections of the land and gave them mataiapo or rang~-

tira titles. In the second tradition the two ariki

engaged in a canoe race around the island, beginning at

the Tupapa-Matavera boundary. Makea sailed west along

the northern coast and then southward; Tangiia began in

a southerly direction along the east coast and turned

west. They met on the southwest coast between Avaavaroa

and Vaiamaanga, after which they set boundaries which

extended to the mountain peaks and along the sharp ridge

which runs east-west across the mountain tops from

Atukura to Te Manga to Te Kou to Te Rua Manga (the

Needle).2 Although this arrangement awarded more area

1 .T.~ A!=':i:l<::i: ...•... 'J.'<:1E<:1(;lE.~ ..J "'I.'E(;l(:l~'t:~'?rl::; '?:E f<:C:lJ:'?~'?r12.C:.' I'

JPS, 28 (1919), pp. 183-208. S. Savage, "Extracts,"
JPS, 20 (1911), p. 218. Tamarua-nui-te-akaariki, The
History of Tamarua-nui of Pouara, p. 2. Te Pa, LCMB,
14 June, 1905, Vol. II, pp. 53-54. J. Numa, History of
Rarotonga, p. 5.

2. Tuava, LCMB, 4 January 1904, Vol. I, p.
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to Te-au-o-tonga, land was plentiful and there was peace.

It might nonetheless be true that a major factor in the

peace was that Tangiia was still daily watching the

horizon for the arrival of his dreaded enemy, Tutapu.

• • • Tangiia decided that should Tutapu find him
here, he, Tangiia, would not flee again - let the
last battle be fought here, and if it must be so,
here let him die in batt1e 5 He therefore sent his
relative Keu to Tahiti to consult his, Tangiia's
uncle and priest, Fouananga as to the issue of the
battle that would be fought Tangiia and Tutapu.

When Keu got to Tahiti and consulted Pouananga
the latter did not speak a word, but getting two
bunches of pandanus fruit, he tied one at the bow
of the canoe and one at the stern and said to Keu,
"The bunch of pandanus fruit that I have tied to
the bow of the canoe represents Tangiia and the
one at the stern represents Tutapu - they are both
on the canoe. When you get out to sea, observe
which bunch of pandanus fruit will drop into the
sea. If the one at the bow drops then Tangiia
shall surely die, but if that at the stern drops
then Tutapu shall die. 1f •••

~~en Keu got well out to sea on his return
trip he observed that the bunch of fruit at the
stern had dropped off while that at the bow re
mained intact until he arrived at Rarotonga.

On Keu's arrival, Tangiia met him and asked
what message the old priest had sent. Keu told
him what Pouananga had said concerning the two
bunches of pandanus fruit. Keu also told him that
the bunch of fruit at the stern had dropped offo

Tangiia felt comforted and regained confi
l'dence•••.

One morning Karika's hand began to twitch, which

he considered a premonition that he would kill a man,

and Tutapu shortly arrived at the entrance of the

96. Tamuera, LCMB, 6 January 1904, p. 131. Queen
Makea Interview. Later as a third vaka evolved the
mounEaln·······peak baundarIes····exEended northwest to
Maungaroa and Te Reinga-o-Pora.

1. Se Savage and T. Te Rei, History of Tangiia,
pp. 17-18.
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harbour at Ngatangiia. Two uncles of Tangiia, Uenga

and Tautenga who were with Tutapu, rushed ashore taking

word to Tangiia of his arrival. Tangiia and Karika

offered sacrifices to their atua and joined forces for

battle. 1 Karika and Tangiia finally caught and killed

2him with all his clan. After Tutapu was killed Tangiia

rushed forward, gouged out his eyeballs and swallowed

them, in typical Maori and Tahitian manner. Rongo-ma-

tane called out from above, "Ariki kai wawe" (You eat

hastily, ariki). Tangiia replied, "But why would I not

eat hastily the eyeballs of Tutapu, the relentless pur-

suer?" Tangiia, however, took the eyeballs from his

1. Ibid., pp. 14-15. There are varying reports
of the battle - depending on tribal affiliation - which
give credit for the success to respective ancestors.
Both Maretu and Taunga suggested that Tangiia first
faced Tutapu alone and was being worsted when Karika
arrived. Maretu, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), p. 208.
John Fraser, "Folk Songs and Myths From Samoa," JPS, 6
(1897), p. 72. The tide of battle turned when seven
toa of Tutapu were killed at Kirikiri. Tutapu began to
flee and, as he was pursued by Karika and Tangiia, other
warriors were slain. Tutapu lost his fighting lei or
'ei and was wounded in the foot by a stone as he fled.
Te-Pa, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. II, pp. 55-57. J. Numa,
History of Rarotonga, pp. 5-7.

2. There is much controversy surrounding the iden
tity of the killer of Tutapu. According to J. Numa and
Te Pa, Tutapu was killed by Koroponga ki aua, warrior
of the Kainuku clan. J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, p.
6. Te Pa, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. II, pp. 55-57.
According to A. H. Browne and E. Best, Tutapu was found
by the Avana river and his skull was cleft by Karika
wj".th hj,,~ :famQV§.clJ,1,:Q .., N.i.na~enu.a. A•........... Ho Browne.. , .."Ances.~
tors of Rarotonga," JPS, 6 (1897), p. 6. E. Best,
"Settlement of Rarotonga,1I JPS, 36 (1927), p. 123. H.
Nicholas, J. B. Stair, Toarua, Maretu, S. Savage and T.
Te Rei all report Tutapu's death at the hands of Tangiia.
J. B. Stair, "Floatsam [sic] and Jetsam," JPS, 4 (1895),
pp. 121-122. Toarua, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), p , 14-1.
Maretu, JPS, p. 204. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, History
of Tangiia, p. 204.
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mouth and offered them to the gods. 1 The victors then

prepared to eat the body of the slain, placing it in an
. 2

oven of ngatae (coral tree) at Vai-kura. When they

uncovered the oven, the body was raw and remained so

after two further cookings on the Akapu-ao marae at

Titikaveka and at Arorangi. Traditions record that the

victors then sent for Kaukura, grandfather of Tangiia,

who was buried in an Atiuan cave. This appeal to their

deified ancestor brought them certain incantations to

remove the sanctity (tapu) of Tutapu. They were also

told to loose the afa (clothing) with which the body was

bound and use kuru (breadfruit) wood for the fire. The

body was thus cooked and eaten in what Maretu describes

as the first cannibal oven in Rarotonga. 3

Karika and Tangiia, with their families and fo1-

lowers, then settled in their respective portions of the

island. Karika was recognized as nominally supreme,

though he and Tangiia were ariki over their particular

ngati. Tangiia appointed his adopted son, Te Ariki

Upokotini, as ariki of the Takitumu. The work of

1. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, ibid., p. 19. Te Pa,
LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. 11, pp. 55-57. Savage and Te
Rei named the gods as Tongaroa and Tongo-iti.

2. S. Savage, "E:xtracts," ,JPS, 20 (1911), p. 204.
J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, pp. 5-7.

3. For the various details of this event see: J.
B. Stair, "Floatsam [sic] and .re t s amj " JPS, 4 (1895),
pp. 121-122. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga,"
JPS, 6 (1897), p , 6. Haretu, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911),
p. 205. Te Pa, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 213.
J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, pp. 5-7.
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dividing lands, bUilding koutu and marae, appointing

chiefs of varying rank, was thereupon continued and com-

pleted. "Then each man settled down on his own land,

and became· 'tangata enua,' [sic] or natives of the land."l

Trouble soon arose in the Takitumu area between

the Iva people who were on the land and the new Tahitian

vaka. The Iva were initially forced into a secondary

role; but, led by Kainuku, they gradually reclaimed by

force the land around the Avana river which had been

their former place of residence. Kainuku was then

recognized as an ariki equal to Pa. The two thus ruled

in the same general area under a loosely associated

tribal arrangement, but they were basically independent

of one another.

Through the years, landfalls continued, occurring

mostly in the north, and generally they wer~ repulsed

by the local inhabitants. H. Nicholas has listed three

groups who arrived in large canoes, each of which was

annihilated by Karika, while another group landed with

a leader named Tupe who was welcomed by Karika. 2 Some

time later Karika appointed Makea putake te tai as

ariki and sailed to Iva where he made a large tamanu

pa'i named Pata. He never returned to Rarotonga. 3

1. H. Nicholas,"HistaricalNotes,'J.J.P.S,I·.!1892),
pp. 26-27. S. Savage, Cook Island Traditions, pp. 7 ff.

2. L. Browne, Legends, p. 25. H. Nicholas, ibid.

3. H .. Nicholas t ibid., p. 74 • .<3 .. Savage, "Notes
and Queries: Origin o-fthe Names of the F<arotongan
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Thus by the 13th century the permanent inhabitants

of the island had taken up residence under the leader-

ship of Makea Karika, a Tongan from Samoa, and Tangiia

from Tahiti. With these ariki were many relatives,

friends, warriors, and others who had joined them at

various stops in their many voyages. These were given

of an abundance of fertile land suitable for food produc-

tion and they formed numerous tapere and oire. Each

ngati or clan lived semi-independently while recognizing

the superior mana of the Karika title in the north and

east, and either the Pa ariki or Kainuku ariki titles in

the east and south. For the next half millennium these

people lived together in relative peace, thriving under

their competitive system, thwarting the ambitions of any

hostile new arrivals, growing in number, and gradually

developing an increasingly complex politic~l system.

The various ngati spread out along the makatea and swamp

belt and into the thirty or so fertile valleys reaching

from the coast into the mountains. For eXilluple Mai set

tled near the Tupapa valley; Au settled at Titama;l Tuo

teote, Karae-mura, and Te Rei at Muri;2 Koputa at Keana;3

Arikis [sic], or High Chiefs, JPS, 18 (1909), pp. 217
218. Hereafter cited as, "Origin of Names."

1. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, History of Tangiia,

2 • IbLd , , I I , 25 •

3. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga," JPS,
6 (1897), p , 4.
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and Tamarua at Aroko. l Makea Karika originally settled

in the Takuvaine Valley, Tangiia along the Turangi

stream, and Kainuku in the valley of the Avana. The

density of population was greater on the east and north-

east coasts where the initial landings took place. In

Te-au-o-tonga most ngati lived from Avatiu eastward to

Tupapa; while the Takitumu vaka concentrated on lands

from Titikaveka to Tupapa. On the lands in the west and

southwest (which were primarily allotted to Karika)

lived a few of the new arrivals and scattered ngati who

were remnants of the Iva people, such as Te Au of Aro-

rangi and Tamariki of Avaavaroa.

During those years many ngati recognized their own

chief as ariki, while acknowledging superior mana in the

persons of Karika and Tangiia. These ariki, with the

possible exception of Kainuku, expected no authority

outside their own ngati or clan. Te Au at Arorangi was

ariki to his small ~gati, and he never pretended to be

2more. The same was true for Tamariki at Avaavaroa.

One of the men of valour awarded land and a mataiapo

title by Karika was Tokatama who had saved Makea's life

while he was fishing on one of his many journeys. Makea

renamed him Uriarau and gave his ngati Kirikiri (Kiikii)

as its land. The ngati increased in number, and at

1 •. Te Ariki Tara-are, "Traditions of Rarotonga,"
JPS, 28 (1919), pp. 66-68.

2. This family was almost annihilated in the
"fearfUl season" by Tinomana.
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some point in time Uriarau assumed an ~lki title. This

was retained by the tapere leader through nine genera

tions. l
Even as late as the l7ili century there were

seven ariki in the Te-au-o-tonga land area. 2 A similar

situation existed in Takitumu.

Those were years of peace on the island, with only

one or two inter-tribal wars. As in any society there

were individual arguments, sometimes involving the toa

of lesser chiefs which were primarily designed to prove

the supremacy of one's family, past and present. This

was accomplished effectively by the destruction of the

productive capacity of the challenger (or enemy) and

never involved widespread struggles for land or numerous

casualties.

The popUlation of most of the clans increased

rapidly, as births in a healthy, peaceful ~nvironment

far outnumbered deaths. Several extensive genealogical

tables of certain families record this growth. For in-

stance, Uriarau had six children, two male and four

female. One of these had no issue but the other five

produced between them forty-one children (one of them

had eighteen). Complete genealogies continue into the

fourth generation from only fourteen of the forty-one

(though all but two had issue). Of the twenty-two

1. A. Uriarau, Savage's Book, pp. 416-35. At least
nine different men were called ariki, some of them no
doubt were brothers.

2. S. Savage and T. Ta Rei, History of Tangiia,
IV, 1.
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children of the fourteen above, four lines are continued

in the tables with fourteen offspring. l Assuming that

the fertility rate of those families whose genea10gies

are not recorded was similar, the number of b1ood

relatives (excluding wives and adopted members) in the

Uriarau family would have increased from one in the

first generation to well over two hundred in the fifth

generation. If the fertility rate of the first three

generations was maintained throughout, there could have

been over 1,400 people in this line by the fifth gener

ation. It is, of course, unlikely that any tribe in

creased at such a rate, but it is obvious that what

began as a simple family unit of a husband, wife and six

children might well have expanded rapidly into a large

tapere or even into a sub-tribe. Through the years,

children in the family took marriage partners from sur

rounding ngati and tapere, including those 'of Vakapora,

Taraare, Makea, Te Tumu and Tangiia. From the descen

dants of Te Ora, grandson of Uriarau, sprang a new ~gati

(Te Ora). Some, such as Io-totora and Io Tama, no doubt

feeling the pressures of competition and overpopulation,

moved to Puaikura and acquired land. Au-rengo, a des

cendant in the time of Rupe, was given separate lands

and titles for bravery. Thus from a ngati was formed a

simple tapere called Punako, and from this arose an ex

tended clan at Kirikiri with at least three mataiapo

1. A. Uriarau, Savage's Book, pp. 3-6.
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titles, numerous lesser titles, and close blood-ties to

the other clans, especially those in geographic proximity.

As previously mentioned, Tamarua, chief navigator for

Tangiia, was given a mataiapo title and land between

Turangi and Avana. Among his children were three sons,

whose descendants formed three ngati, and later three

districts were named after them (Aroko, Aroa, and Kavera).l

At some stage of growth a junior member of the family

also received, or claimed, a mataiapo title which became

known as the Tamarua-metua rank. This same type of ex-

pansion occurred all over the island.

As the population increased (and this naturally was

encouraged by the competitive system) problems also

mUltiplied. The endeavors of each ngat~, tapere and

oire to prove their superior mana became burdensome and

unbearable. For example, Tangi-taura, a rangatir~ of

the Vakapora clan, along with his kiato refused to pay

the tribute due Vakapora mataiaEo, and in the ensuing

2struggle, was driven to the distant island of Rurutu.

As stresses increased, allegiances became more clear-

cut, and tribal relationships developed generally along

the lines of the initial canoe groupings. Thus Makea

Karika and Tangiia emerged as actual, rather than nominal

1. T.e A.,t;.:Ll-;:L::l'.. i=1..J::: e::i=1J:::.e ..' "T..l:'..C1,c:l:Lt::.~.()I'l~ ()f ft.C3:l:'()i:()I'lg<:1, .. "
JPS, 28 (1919), p. 68. Charles Cowan holds the Tamatura
nui mataia~otit1e today.

2. Vakapora-uatini, "Extracts," Trans. by S.
Savage, JPS, 20 (1911), pp. 216-217.
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vaka ariki. Many clan ar~ki were hesitant to join in

the larger aggregates and military struggles resulted.

Numerous ariki of smaller aggregates were thereupon

ejected, a few were killed, and lesser men took their

places. l

In the meantime, the holders of the two major

titles assumed increasingly more power, and were acknow

ledged to possess additional mana. Their endeavor to

retain power drove them to exceptional measures; their

increasing mana isolated them from effectual contact

with the people at a time when their expanded political

borders required the utmost in ability, authority, and

sympathetic understanding of those whom they aspired to

govern. The realization that accumulation of mana

diminishes effective authority was a source of serious

difficulty for the vaka ariki, especially when his title

tended to evolve into a ceremonial rather than an actual

designation. As early as the l3~ century, Kainuku, of

the Iva clans on the island, was allowed to retain his

ariki title while effectually becoming a part of Taki-

tumu under Pa Ariki. His title was thus for many years

more honorary or ceremonial than real; indeed, he was

in practice more a taunga than an ariki. However,

through the years his clan grew in strength so that

while Kainuku gradually accumulated power until he was

tua1 rUler simultaneousl

1. J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, p. 8.
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Pa became more venerated and less effective. At the

same time Karika was experiencing the same difficulties

of mana accumulation. In each of the two tribes an

ariki was banished in the process of the evolution of

the political structures.

The first of these ascending vaka ariki to arouse

the antagonism of his confederated clans was Rongo-oi

of Te-au-o-tonga. There are varying traditions concern-

ing his origin. The one most often repeated claims that

he was the child of Ruananga, a lesser ariki at Arorangi,

by the wife of Makea Te Ratu, the daughter of Takaia au

ngangana, taunga tutara at Arai-te-tonga. When Makea

discovered what had happened, he presented his pregnant

wife to Ruananga as a gift. However, when the child was

yet young, Takaia took him to Arai-te-tonga and anointed

him Makea ariki at a time when the normal successor was

not yet installed. Takaia was also a warrior and taught

the youth the arts of war with which to defend the

title. l Another account states that Rongo-oi was the

son of Atea, who, according to the available genealogi-

cal tables, was a fourth generation descendant of Karika.

Possibly Rongo-oi was the leader of a junior branch of

the Makea line (he was not the titular descendant of

Atea) who grasped a seeming opportunity to seize the

ariki title in a period of transition from sub-tribal to

1. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, History of Tangiia,
III, 29-30 and IV, 1. Toarua,"Extracts, " JPS, 20
(1911), pp. 14-142.
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tribal political organization,l and attempted to streng

then his position by claiming descent from a figure who

was widely worshipped in Rarotonga and much of Polynesia.

Contrariwise, other genealogies assert that he was the

proper'successor to the title. 2 The cumulative impact

of these facts is that at some stage in the Te-au-o-tonga

tribal development, the Ngati-Makea ariki and the taunga

tutara title holders were united in marriage and

attempted to expand the powers of both the ariki and the

taunga. The various clans refused to allow this and

banished the ariki titleholder to the sparsely settled

west coast. In the struggle at Least three of the seven

ariki in Te-au-o-tonga fled to Aitutaki,3 and Rongo-oi

became as Te Ariki Ape tini, the king with many faults.

Numerous changes resulted from this attempt to

secure the effectual rule of a tribal organization.

Rongo-oi has been universally regarded as the instigator

of serious warfare on the island.

During Rongo-oi's reign the art of warfare was
taught. Tekaia had already told him that place
could only be acquired by war. The teaching of
fighting was done at Taurupau when one learned to
fence and any other methods of warfare such as
the use of the stone and sling.

Rongo' oi then thought that he has "overcome"
[sic] the art of fighting and prepared for war.
He then started to make his weapons from the
"ono" and the "rupo, tl the wood used by warriors.

1·; W;.·······W;. GiTL; "Genealogy···,',·······KKAS,·············p;······o33;

2. Ibid., pp. 631-32. H. Nicholas, "Historical
Notes," JPS, 1 (1892), p. 74.

3. J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, pp. 11-12.
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He then made war on Takitumu and many people were
killed on both sides. The fighting got worse and
many were killed. This was the first time that
fighting occurred on this island right from the
time of Tangiia. The only time that fighting
occurred in Tangiia's time was when Tutapu-aru-roa
was killed.

Rongo'oi was eventually killed and ariki
descendants came from him. l

Although Rongo'oi was obviously an ambitious warrior and

an ariki who fought more than any before him, the situ

ation was such in his time that had he not fought, some

one else would have been obliged to do so. Caught in

the vice of opportunity, he attempted to explore the

narrow limits of a title whose vast accumulation of mana

increasingly separated him from his own people and

checked his aggressive ambitions. Por various reasons

his successor was not so plagued by veneration and was

able to accomplish what Rongo-oi began. The old order

of numerous sub-tribes with individual ariki was also

destroyed and, though Rango-oi was not allowed to fill

the VOid, his brother Makea Upokonui married another

daughter of Takaia and assumed the role which Rongo-oi 2

had both desired and made possible. In addition, Rongo-

01 was a vigorous leader and took with him to the west

coast the aggressiveness which sparked the gradual for

mation of a third tribal unit called puaikura. 3

1. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, History of Tangiia,

2. Ibid., p , 9.

3. Pu is source, stem or root; ai means a verbal
particle denoting cause; kura is red or royal. S.
Savage, Dictionary, pp. 11, 122, 269. This name thus
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The date of Rongo-oi's life is very difficult to

determine. Evidence indicates that he lived anywhere

from 1450 to 1700 A.D. W. W. Gill lists him eighth in

ascending order in the genea10gies of Makea-Karika (d.

circa 1250 A.D.) as given to him in 1883 by Makea Tekau.

Allowing 25 years per generation this would indicate

that Rongo-oi lived about 1450 A.D. In another account

of the same genealogy given to Gill by men of rank in

Te-au-o-tonga and Puaikura in 1869, Rongo-oi was placed

tenth thus making the approximate date of his life 1500

A.D. In another listing Rongo-oi lived thirteen gener-

ations before 1900, or about 1575 A.D. According to

Tinomana's genea10gies Rongo-oi lived nine generations

prior to 1823, or approximately 1600 A.D. Tradition

also states that at least two in the list of the

Puaikura ariki, Tekao and Papa, -ruled only a few days;

in fact, Papa was a female and died as she was being

installed as an ariki. If these two are eliminated then

1the date for Rongo-oi is the mid-seventeenth century.

Te Puretu testified that Tinomana Te Mutu was a con

temporary of Makea Pini,2 who lived about 1775. Te Mutu

suggests the tribe of divine origin and emphasizes the
excess mana of Rongo-oi as the cause of his expulsion
from Te-au-o-tonga. See ceremonial ariki discussion
in Chapters Two and Four.

1. Though such brief reigns are expected to be
offset by longer ones.

2. LCMB, 1 September 1908, Vol. I, pp. 316-318.
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was fifth in the Tinomana line, and a backward count

would result in the date 1650. Again considering the

two brief reigns mentioned above Rongo~oi could have

lived as late as 1700 AoD. Since the likelihood of

generations being left out of genealogies would be

greater in early rather than later days it is quite

likely that Rongo-oi lived sometime in the l7~ century.

At a considerably later date a similar cycle of

events took place in Takitumu, where traditions say that

a very cruel and extremely sacred ariki named Tinomana

was overthrown by a younger branch of the vaka and was

driven with his wife up the Avatiu valley over the

cliffs of the Maungaroa to Puaikura where his wife's

people received them. l William Gill writes:

• • • there arose a most tyrannical chief over the
Tangiia tribe; so sacred was his body considered,
that he rarely ever walked on the ground, but was
carried on a man's shoulder; and whenever he
appeared in public before his people, he was
seated on the naked backs of two or three of
his slaves, ••• , all land, and fruit, and fish,
and property, and persons in the district, were
sUbjected to the cruel despotic will of this
would-be god. 2

1. Tangiau, LCMB, 7 October 1913, Vol. VI, pp.
256-258. c. Cowan Interview. Also see discussion on
ceremonial ariki in Chapter Two. Several arguments say
that the first to be named Tinomana was Motoro, son of
Tangiia. S. Savage, "Origin of Names," JPS, 18 (1909),
p. 217. A. H. Browne, "Ancestors of Rarotonga,t1 JPS,
6 (1897), po 6. These would suggest that Tinomana was
the younger branch of the family and again raise the
possibiTity···of············aff······a:ttehipt···on··········the···par·t·····6f.·········the···tajjn~

member of the ariki family to seize power. Browne also
records that Tinomana first fled to Makea, but after a
brief visit went on to Puaikura.

2. Gems, pp. 3-4.
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On the west coast he joined forces with the descendants

of Rongo-oi, further strengthening their leadership,

though not altering the close blood~ties with Te-au-o

tonga. It is noteworthy that in each of these two in-

stances the overly-venerated ariki was banished - and

at a time when he threatened to abandon the purely cere

monial role he had been allotted. l

This sequence turned full cycle again before the

arrival of the missionaries, with different end results.

In Te-au-o-tonga during the days of the sons of Makea

Pini, Karika combined the ariki and taunga titles. 2

Makea-nui (Tinirau), his brother assumed the actual con-

trol of the ngati and vaka and ultimately the island

ariki title without a battle. However, Karika was

allowed to remain an ariki and receive most of the cere-

monial veneration. At the time of the "fearful season,1l

Karika rebelled against this ceremonial status, and

tried vainly to regain actual authority with the aid of

some of the Tupapa rnataiapo. Simultaneously, Kainuku,

whose title had been largely ceremonial, formed an

alliance with the mataiapo of Matavera and a ngatL-Iro

from Mangaia, and conquered Avaavaroa thus moving to

gain actual control of Takitumu. At the same time Pa

was having difficulty concerning his contact with the

1. The best similar example in the Pacific is the
Tui Tonga of TOngatapu.

2. Maretu, BooK, p. 10. S. Savage and T. Te Rei,
History of Tangiia, p. 41.
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people, which again was due to his excessive mana. In

frustration Pa reportedly insulted the god Tangaroa,

and his ngati "lost their heads" and, though not defeated

militarily, were led as animals and slaves to Arorangi. l

The rising power of Kainuku and the ineffectual reign

of Pa caused a junior member of the Pa ariki family to

drive out the legitimate ariki and usurp his title and

authority. However, the Pa title was diminishing in

authority and was approaching a more ceremonial status

when the orametua arrived. The missionary quickly

accepted Makea as the ariki of Te-au-o-tonga (rUling in

the name of both ariki) and as the island king, and Pa

as the ariki of Takitumu,2 thus giving to them the

effectual mana of European contact and inadvertently

contributing to the permanent relegation of Karika and

Kainuku to purely ceremonial status. The ceremonial

ariki retained his title, was greatly venerated, and was

allowed to receive atinga from the land for certain

feasts, but he had no voice in the activities and deci-

sions of the vaka. Thus at a late date Po J. Moss could

accurately write:

The laws of the Island of Rarotonga are made by
the rUling arikis [sic] of its three tribal
districts, together with two other chiefs

2. A factor perhaps overlooked in this acceptance
was the presence on board the mission ship from Aitutaki
in 1823 of close relatives of both Makea (Tapaeru) and
Pa (Iro).
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(also arikis [sicl by right of descent, though
not rUling) •••
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During these years there were regular new arrivals

at Rarotonga, most of whom were insignificant in number

and power. However, a mataia~~ named Iro with his E3~ti

arrived at the Tikioki reef opening from Mangaia and

was given lands at Titikaveka by Kainuku. 2 This ngati

strengthened the Kainuku title at the same time that the

internal struggle for the Pa ariki title took place in

Takitumu.

At the beginning of the l8~ century then, there were

three distinct tribes on Rarotonga. The largest and

strongest was Te-au-o-tonga occupying the entire

northern part of the island from Tupapa to Tuoro and led

by Makea Karika who also enjoyed the rank of island

ariki. Takitumu, with lands from Tupapa to Avaavaroa

was led by two unrelated ariki, Pa and Kainuku. A new

tribe had formed under Rongo-oi, blood-kin to Makea, in

the lands from Avaavaroa to Tuoro.

The l8~ century produced events of a magnitude un-

paralleled in the history of the island. In Te-au-o-

tonga a new rank of "high ll chief or "ceremonial" a.riki

was the result of the private ambitions of various mem-

bers of the rUling family. This extended contest

1. New Zeal a.pers, •

2. A. R. Henry, ed., !lA True story of Mangaia and
Rarotonga, It Te Aka Tauira: - GuidiI~.5L star, Newspaper,
Rarotonga, 3. June 1839, p. 5. Ibid., 10 June 1939,
p. 6. J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, p. 10. Samuela
Te Rei, Manuscript of Samuela Te Rei, pp. 3-4.
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weakened the vaka and threatened its traditional posi

tion of supremacy. Also in the latter part of the

century, the Puaikura tribe of the west coast under

Rurutini and his son Te Pai, began to exert for the

first time external influence and to show an interest

in dominance and expansion* They moved into the less

populated lands of the southwest and defied a strong

clan under Tamarua, mataiapo of Avaavaroa. There they

were victorious and then briefly claimed dominance over

the entire Takitumu tribe. Te Pai also attempted to

spread his authority past Tuoro in the north into the

Te-au-o-tonga districts with some temporary success.

At the same time independent groups of mataiaEo began

to assert themselves in the Avaavaroa, Matavera (Rangi-

atea) , and Tupapa districts. Wars therefore increased

in number, casualties, and scope.

Also of importance was the arrival one May day of

a tremendous ship off the coast of Takuvaine. It did

not stay, but a native went out to the ship and brought

back reports which staggered the imaginations of the

t
. 1na ~ves. The Rarotongan had heard of the strange white

man;2 they knew about his goods, guns (pupuhi), iron

1. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 199-
201.

2·. TEere·········are·······vagl..ie···········EEa:diEIOfls·of .... pa:pa:..,... a: corrtact
as early as the 16tl! century. J. Numa claims "that
during the middle of the 16tl! century, a Spanish ship was
wrecked here, but what became of the people that the
Rarotongans referred to as bearded and with skins to
which clubs did no harm (suits of armour) no tradition
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(kurima), and boats (tutu), and had actually asked their

gods to send him to them. Not very long after this, a

large ship did arrive, and from the description of the

natives vvilliams concluded that it was "The Bounty. 11

It arrived shortly after the mutiny had occurred. The

native who went out in his canoe and boarded the ship

reported that it was !fa floating island with two rivers

of water," two taro (plantations), with sugar cane,

breadfruit, and a keel that scraped the bottom of the

sea. The white skinned foreigners were called kooke. l

About the end of the century a canoe with two or three

people from Aana near Tahiti drifted to Rarotonga.

They told of strangers from Beritani who had come and

were teaching Jehovah as the true God and His Son Jesus

Christ. 2 The Rarotongan looked anxiously for the kooke,

his cUlture, his technology, and his atua.

preserves. Perhaps they were picked up by a sister ship.
In later years, gold and silver coins were found em
bedded in coral. They were dated 1547 A.D." History of
Rarotonga, p. 8.

1. William Gill, Gems, pp. 4-6.
~issionarv snterprises, pp. 199-201.
dently from the name of Captain James

J. Williams,
This was evi
Cook.

2. William Gill, ibid. Gill notes that the next
ship, the "CurnbezrLarrd j " appeared about twenty years
later. If this is accurate, the Tahitian canoe arrived
about 1800 for Gill thought that Goodenoughts visit in
the Cumberland was about 1820. H. E. Maude concludes
that this iIl~Q,l;matiQn ,l;§al.l..y <:::g,,'11~ J.~9rrl 2nE:! 9.g i::h~
Tahitian women aboard the Cumberland. Of Islands and
Men: Studies in Pacific Historv, Melbourne, 1968, p.
376. Hereafter cited as, Of Islands and Men.



CHAPTER SIX

THE FEARFUL SEASON: 1750-1814

The relative stability of life in Rarotonga began

to disintegrate in the time of Rongo-ai, who precipi

tated the disruption of normal tribal life .and by his

aggressiveness, introduced a more advanced concept of

war. After his generation, Rarotongan inter-tribal

existence was never to be the same again.

The population of Rarotonga had continually in

creased owing to immigration, a low mortality rate, and

a simple controlled concept of war. As more land was

required for basic sustenance, the authority and mana

of the chiefs were threatened as they had little land

to give to younger members of their own bloodline, or

to those who did them servIce: Without suffIcIent land

to produce large surpluses or to reward outstanding

achievement, the competitive system, the chief source
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of co-operation and loyalty, faltered. This prompted

ill-feeling, disputes, challenges to authority, wars,

and agnosticism.

Thus in the years following Ronge-ei, agnosticism

increased and the stability of the entire society was

disturbed. In a theocracy, military and economic success

are necessarily ascribed to the gods and to their human

representatives. In Rarotonga, any sustained setback

or defeat at the hands of the people of another chief

(or atua) automatically raised doubts about the power

of one's own chief (and god). The emergence of cere

monial chieftanship, moreover, raised serious questions

concerning the way in which the atua was to rule.

Banishment of ariki; changes in the possession of titles

which resulted from challenges from mataiapo or toa; or

conflicts within the ranks of the most direct descendants

of the ancestral figures, all led to a growing sense of

uncertainty towards the gods. Again increasing diffi

cUlty in producing the surpluses necessary to uphold

the mana of one's chief or atua, the mounting obstacles

to proper ambition in one's own vaka, and the rise of

influence of formerly insignificant clans or tribes all

undermined confidence in the old system of life which

was founded upon the mana and the tapu of the gods. In

frustration many silently wondered about the efficacy

tral heroes iki obviously ignored
...................................................................•..

the "god-given" guidelines of the past, and some chiefs

(and toa) even dared to challenge openly the system by

which they had lived for six centuries. Here, as in any
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religious society, the advent of widespread agnosticism

necessarily resulted in serious disorder. In the early

missionary years an aged Christian, -thinking back through

his youth described the latter part of the l8~ century

as a "fearful season."l

In folk memory the onset of the new period is linked

with the appearance of the kooke. In fact Captain Cook

himself never saw Rarotonga. The earliest traditions

focus on the passage of the Bounty immediately after the

mutiny.2 Oral tradition, also records visits by two

other European ships. Concerning the first it is said,

Three, four, five, six men came ashore with some
bags on their shoulders and went up the valley
here (Avana] and disappeared. No news about
them at all. In later years, up the back in the
valley, some more people came down with coins 
great Chilean dollars. They reckoned these men
left them running away. They reckoned they ran
over to the other side of the island and cleared
out somehow, but they were never seen any more.
This happened long before Goodenough.

The second, from the same source, involved a captain

named Koni.

The name of the ship is Kora. The ship was wrecked
down here at the point (Ngatangiia harbour] and
all the sailors got drowned except the captain

1. George Gill to LMS, January 1842, SSL.

2. Maretu records that a very large ship came by
which did not land, but two canoes went to the ship and
bartered some goods from the white people. The Maori
exchanged fowls, coconuts and bananas, and one of them,
Mcriei.;··········stolea······larg·e·······box········vJitn········the········orange····anC···mOtini
(pumpkin). The name of the captain was Maka~.~amarue,
one of the chiefs who went on board reported taro swamps,
young banana trees, young breadfruit trees, and many
packages of anae (a plant food) ••• with stones (iron).
The Rarotongas were astonished at this floating island.
Maretu, "t::xtracts," JPS, 20 (19l1), p , 192.
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and two of the crew, who came ashore with bags on
their shoulders, supposed to be money. It was
one of those pirate ships, you know, well, they
came ashore and stayed with one of the chiefs. .'Ka~nuku. They stayed for a while then Rarapu
wanted to kill him [the captain]. Kainuku sa.id
no, leave him, and see how they do later on.
But during the night, about a week after •••
These three men stole a big canoe and they ran
away in the night time. No news came through of
them at all. l

It is unknown how many ships appeared at Rarotonga

prior to the 19i1i century, since very little was left

behind by them in a material way. Perhaps, however,

they contributed more to the local culture than has

previously been imagined. At least the Rarotongan,

like the people in many Pacific Islands, began to look

for their coming again and developed a longing for the

stranger's technology. For example, there were pro-

phecies (or chants) among the people predicting the

coming of another race. 2

In the meantime power struggles were developing

with increasing rapidity, both within and between tribes.

Thus, for example, Makea Kino, who was 21st in line to

hold the regal authority of Makea Karika which had been

1. C. Cowan Interview. He claims that the captain
gave Kainuku a sword which was buried on the ariki's
rnarae when he died. Cowan believes that this sword now
is in his possession. There is no indication that a
Spanish ship ever reached Rarotonga and these were very
likely early whaling vessels.

2···~TETs·······wa·s·········aOu:5fress·········lTn}(eato·······tfie···gefierarrzed
feeling all over the Pacific that a new race was coming.
Of.G. S. Parsonson, "The Literate Revolution in poly
nesia, It JPH, 11, 1967, p , 39.
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passed down through the family for six hundred years,

was evidently unable to command the respect of his

people or to preserve the integrity of the Te-au-o-tonga

vaka. l According to traditions Rangi Makea - "heavenly

Makea," Kino's father was drovmed in Lake Tiriara on the

south of Mangaia. 2 It may therefore be that Makea Kino

had regal authority thrust upon him at too early an age

and that he was unable to cope with the increasing prob-

lems both within and without the tribe. Or perhaps his

failures were due to a wicked or oppressive rule which

prompted a reaction from the junior members of his

family. More likely, however, Kino was the victim of a

system which had bestowed upon his predecessors (culmin-

ating in Rangi) an accumulation of mana which made him

so tapu at the time of his installation that he could

not rule effectively. Whatever the case, ~rom Kino's

time there were two ariki in Te-au-o-tonga. His oldest

son, Keu, was the logical heir to the ancient title and

also the mana of the tribe's atua. He, the progenitor

of the Karika branch of the family, in effect became a

ceremonial chief with much mana and little practical

power. His half-brother Pini (son of Kino by another

wife and the immediate ancestor of the Ngati-Makea)

became the actual rUler of the tribe. It was this

1. \'1. ''l. Gill, "Genealogy," AAAS, pp. 631-32.
Just how and when Makea Patua Kino - Makea the badly
beaten - was defeated is unknown.

2. W. W. Gill, ibid.
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younger line that the missionaries accepted as being

holder of the "kingly" title. Thus v-Jilliams writes that

there were two ariki at Te-au-o-tonga, but that the

Makea Pini line wielded effective authority in the name

of both. Local tradition is unanimous and explicit on

this point.
l

Tutara, rangatira of Te-au-o-tonga, testi

fies that the Makea Karika family divided in the time

of Kino, that there were two Makeas, and the three

branches of the family went to their own lands and

2
people. Another chief, Potai, reports, "In the time

of Makea to patua Kino [sic] the three Makea families

split up and each branch divided off its own lands and

peoPle. 1l 3 Though later tradition has acknowledged the

head of the third branch of the family (Vakatini) as an

ariki, this was not the case until after the intervention

of Colonel W. E. GUdgeon. In none of the missionary

writings nor in the various minutes of meetings of the

ariki of Rarotonga in the 1880's and 1890's is Vakatini

considered an ariki. Gudgeon recognized that the split

occurred in the Makea title, but mistakenly believed

1. There are claims that a three-way split took
place in the Tongan tribe in order to make room tra
ditionally for the Vakatini ariki of the 20ili century.
This seems to be an addition at a later date. It is
true that there was a move on the part of all three
major branches of the Tongan tribe to gain either the

...........................................................................~;~~'~.~.~~ .• ~ =~,~= ..e~ ..~s ..~ ~or ina ent rule but for Vakatini
moves f

2. Tutara, LCMB, 29 July 1908, Vol. IV, p. 213.

3. Patai, LCMB, 29 July 1908, Vol. IV, p. 215.
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that it led to the emergence of three ariki. In a

jUdgment of the court, he thus records:

Makea Te Patuakino divided his authority and
ariki~ship between his three sons creating three
titles instead of one, viz., Makea, Karika and
Vakatini, each of whom should be independent of
the other; but shortly after, the Makea of that
day attempted to neutralise the acts of his
father and so far succeeded in getting one of
his own people made Vakatini, a man who had no
right whatever to the position since the true
Vakatini's sons were 1iving. l

From the middle of the 18~ century to the arrival

of Captain Phi1ip Goodenough (1814) an almost complete

breakdown or realignment of allegiances took place.

The tremendous impact of this upon the confidence of the

people, the effectiveness of tapu or ~~, and the

security of any ngat~, tapere or vaka can hardly be

over-emphasised. Some of the disputes and challenges

which occurred are preserved only in vague traditions,

while others are recorded in considerable detail. The

outcome, however, is obvious: within every tribe ancient

authorities were being challenged, old allegiances were

being dissolved, and struggles for power and land-rights

were every day occurrences. Inter-tribal relationships

were also affected. The weaker tribe of the past dared

to assert itself as supreme, and, for the first time,

groups of mataiapo shifted allegiances from one ariki

to another or appointed their own ariki.

1. W. E. Gudgeon, LCMB, 19 April 1905, Vol. II,
po 22a.
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The move which resulted in Makea Keu's "elevation"

to a high or ceremonial title was not a simple or calm

decision without resistance from Makea Keu himself.

Although details of the struggle are few, various facts

do remain which indicate the occurrence of a confron-

tation. At that time Karika had authority over lands

in Ngatangiia (Aremango) and Takituffiu (Te puna),l from

which he had to withdraw either because of weakness or

because of an attempt to gain the support of Pa and/or

Kainuku in his struggle against Makea. 2 Karika's

brother (and toa and tutara) was Tumu who married

Tepaeru, a daughter of the toa Rupe. Evidently Tumu,

as the leading warrior of the Karika clan, was defeated

in battle or gave up his bid for the continuation of

power. Thus according to ancient Polynesian custom he

went seeking land elsewhere. Another Te-au-o-tonga

warrior, Kauti, a toa of the marae, who seems to have

sided with Karika, was also driven out of Arai-te-tonga

though Vahapora attempted to prevent his banishment.

This is clear evidence that Karika sought and received

help from Takitumu. During this same period Kino also

gave Vakatini the Areanu tapere in pokoinu, near Black

Rock, though Pini later reclaimed it for the Makea title. 3

About this time there was also a definite bid for

1. Potai, LCMB, 29 July 1908, Vol. IV, p. 215.

2. Te Ura, LCMB, 29 July 1908, Vol. IV, p. 215e

3. Parokoti, LCMB, 15 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 69.
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power on the part of lesser chiefs in the Te-au-o-tonga

tribe. At Kirikiri there were three major ~utara 

Tapaenoa, Apai, and Te Ora - who began to make war

against Takitumu with the help of the toa of Arorangi.

When the toa were all together Tautu thought that they

were not strong enough and so he suggested that all of

the people (rau) fight the battle and "boil over hot

coals Takitumu." Tapaenoa replied, "Let the sun set

first," that is - so it is suggested - let us first

"kill the ariki." In the ensuing battle, in which the

whole clan participated, Tapaenoa and all his people

were killed by the Ngati-Makea and the Ngati-Vakatini,

and Karika's lands were divided between them. Obviously

Tapaenoa felt that the people as a whole were strong

enough to overthrow the to~ and the ariki, and he very

properly paid the penalty for his miscalcu~ation.l

Following the battle in which Tapaenoa was killed,

the people of Vakatini, who had been under Karika,

appointed an ariki among themselves - Vakatini ariki

with his paepae at Paepaepoto. They built him an ariki

house and offered karakia to the gods, and the ~ngatir~

and three mataiapo gave it mana. However, they did it

secretly so that Makea would not interfere with the .£..u~

(ceremony). Thus the Ngati-Vakatini used the Ngati-Makea

to defeat Karika and then declared their independence

1. Tumu and Tutara, LCMB, 10 September 1908, Vol.
IV, pp. 358-360.
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and appointed an ariki for themselves. l Makea Pini

neutralized this move on the part of the Vakatini ngati

by the marriage of his daughter, or "sister, to their

chief. She then encouraged her husband to adopt a child

from the Tinirau clan and named him to succeed to the

title.

A great warrior of the Vakapora mataiae£ family of

Rangiatea by the name of Io-totoro-i-Oroparu made an

attempt to become an ariki. He was the youngest son of

Vakaporo Nautoka Mieka and Puakaina (daughter of Uirarau).

He is described as a great warrior who was not afraid to

eat the food of the mataiapo on the marae. He married

a daughter of Te Ariki Taraare, and thus three of the

ascending ngati of Rangiatea were joined together. He

defeated the tapere in the Takuvaine Valley and pro-

claimed himself to be an ariki over the Vakapora-nqati.

His son, Io-tama, a great warrior acquired much land in

Puaikura. 2 Evidently this power struggle lasted for

several years, and was made possible by the inner strife

of the Te-au-o-tonga tribe which ended only upon the

return of Makea from Arorangi in 1822.

This same period was also characterized by trouble

in the other tribes. The disputes were widespread and

resulted in changing fortunes for every vaka. Puaikura

1. Te Pou, LCMB, 10 September 1908, Vol. IV, pp.
360-361.

2. A. Uriarau, Savage's Book, pp. 433-434.
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had been the weaker of the tribal units - a place of

refuge for outcasts, banished chiefs, or defeated

warriors. In a letter to William Gill, Tinomana Rurutini

remarks that before Christianity came two tribes made

war with Puaikura. The cause of the dispute is not

given, but about that time one of the wives of Teatuairo

- the latter being a man of importance in Takitumu who

was twentieth in descent from Tangiia - ran away to a

man in Arorangi. l Puaikura were outnumbered and fled

to the mountains. Later peace was made, but the "peace

of the heathen is not of long duration." Finally, as

Tinomana adds,

When my father died, the kingdom came to me••••
[about 1790J. War again grew but my enemies did
not overcome me. The name of one party was "Taki
tumult (completely tear up); the name of the other
"Taareotonga" (the southern reign).. The name of
my party was "Buanga Kura " (strength of the bread
fruit). The enemy obtained guns from a foreign
ship, fired upon us. Three were killed: all my
people were greatly distressed, because we had not
been accustomed to the firing of guns. If we ran
to the mountains we were not safe. Guns are strange
weapons. We kissed each other and again dwelt in
peace.

Not long after war grew among themselves.
Makea, chief of Avarua, was driven to me for
shelter and we were dwelling together, when a
ship came and brought the Word of God to this
land. I believ~d, and received the thing the
teacher taught.

Tinomana then asked the orametua about their new God

and new doctrine: "Will wars cease'? vlil1 my head be

safe? Will my children and people live,?Tl When he was

1. Samuela Te Rei, Manuscript, p. 9.

2. William Gill, Au~obi~graph~, pp. 186-187.
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told that peace would reign, he responded, "I then

burnt my gods. They blazed in the fire. I put away my

wives (seven in number), and put down all heathen prac

tices."l Thus Puaikura had been defeated by an alliance

between the Takitumu vaka and the Taraare-ngati of

Tupapa and eventually took refuge within the peaceful

domain of the new missionaries. It is significant that

Tinomana did not name the entire Te-au-o-tonga tribe as

being involved in this struggle, because, in the later

battle of Rupe and after the departure of Goodenough,

Taraare was aligned with Karika. The withholding of his

support from Makea was a major cause of the defeat of

the ngati-Makea in that battle with Takitumu. Thus the

testimony of Tinomana is further evidence of a split in

Te-au-o-tonga centered around an attempt by Karika to

regain actual rUle.

At some period late in the l8lli century Puaikura

enjoyed extensive military success. At Akaoa in central

Puaikura there lived an independent tribe called the

ngati-Teau, who insulted Tinomana and were exterminated

by him. 2 A son of Tinomana named Tepaii was ariki

(probably rangatira) at Nikao. This was during the time

of Makea Pini and is an indication of aggression on the

part of the Puaikura tribe, who were reaching northward

1. Ibid.

2. Judgment of the court, LCMB, 13 July 1903,
Vol. I, pp. 58-60.
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beyond their traditional boundary at Black Rock. l

Tinomana also made an attempt to spread his power to the

south in the Avaavaroa area, against an independent

ariki of the ngati-Makea at the time of Karika's with-

drawal from Takitumu land. The battle was won with the

aid of the mataiapo of Matavera but the power over the

land ultimately was given by the mataiapo to Kainuku

instead of to Tinomana. 2 Tinomana was expelled to

3Arorangi about 1800 A.D. In this same general period

Tinomana Te Mutu was turned away from the land of the

southwest named Areroa. This partially was owing to

betrayal by a man named Kamoe who then went to Arai-te-

tonga and was rewarded with a mataiapo title by Vaka

pora and Potikitaua. 4 In a number of testimonies given

before the Land Court of Rarotonga the battle of Avaava-

roa in the mid or late l8~ century was represented as

being a land seizure by seven mataiaoo who reportedly

took the land by force from a representative of Makea

and then appointed Kainuku Te Angoango as their chief. 5

Avaavaroa was then reconquered by Takaia who awarded

1. Poroaki and Parakoti, LCMB, 15 June 1905, Vol.
II, p. 72. Nikao was Te-au-o-tonga land by tradition.

2. Samue1a Te Rei, LCMB, 5 January 1904, Vol. I,
pp. 114-115.

4. Te Puretu, LCMB, 6 August 1908, Vol. IV, p. 287.

5. Parakoti, Teiao, and Testimony of the Court,
LCMB, 5 January 1904, Vol. I, pp. 115-117.
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this land to his toa. Tamariki, in defeat, fled to

A . I
rorang~.

A number of disputes also took place in the Taki-

tumu region of Rarotonga. There was a series of battles

between Takitumu and Arorangi, supposedly owing to an

insult to Ruariki, son of Tamarua. 2 According to an-

other account the war began when Pa gave Tinomana a

3sacred girdle of the god Tangaroa. The success of

Makea-nui in negating the effective rule of Karika may

have inspired a similar move in Ngatangiia. Since he

was so sacred that he was not permitted to touch the

ground, Tinomana ariki fled from Ngatangiia. Soon

after, Pa, who remained behind, ridiculed the high

priest of Tangaroa, so that when the taunga bit the

god's portion (pig's head), Pa nibbled a Toke-punga in

derision. 4 Meanwhile at Arorangi, Tinoman~ joined

forces with the descendants of Rongo-oi, whereupon the

insurgent Pa led his warriors against the Maungaroa fort

and was defeated. 5 Te Tika mataiapo is said to have

1. This is known as the ltTamariki War" and also
as "The Battle of 'Te Papaka" (the name of Tamariki' 5
are - kariei). C. Cowan dates this battle after the
Takitumu - 1'e-au-o-tonga war of 1815. C. Cowan"Inter
view. J. Numa, History of Rarotonga, p. 10.

2. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, History, pp. 8-10.

3··. Mar·e-eu,···JIExtracbs,J·IJPS f 20 (19.11)....., pp.•............205..~.206.

4. Uka, A Historical Record of Te Tika Nabaiapo.
Unpublished manuscripb, Justice Department, Rarotonga,
1912, p. 2. Hereafter cited as, Te Tika Mataiapo.

5. M. Kore Interview.
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lost eighty men in that battle, and most of Takitumu

(ngati Ta.ngiia) followed "like sheep" the directions of

Tangaroa to go to Arorangi. l This marked the zenith of

Puaikura's power. Originally the ngati Tangiia went to

avenge the insult, enlisting the help of at least one

clan of the Te-au-o-tonga tribe (nga-Aio) against the

Puaikura. They were initially defeated by the warriors

of Puaikura who took up their position on the ridges of

Maungaroa and rolled stones against them as they attern-

pted to climb up to the fort. Pa then granted the

sacred girdle to Tinornana, and the period of defeat

caused the people of Ngatangiia to become as "persons

2bereft of reason." 1Alhen the Puaikura people began to

kill the ngati Tangiia, Pa fled, but, being pursued by

a warrior, he turned and slew him. He was then joined

by the Kainuku-ngati, and again an attack was made on

Puaikura. At first they were driven back but a second

assault proved successful and ultimately they overthrew

the Puaikura vaka and led them away like animals.

They took one of the ariki's wives as a pet pig,
tied her like a pig and drove her along the road;
They led her to Piako and killed and cooked and
ate her there, besides killing a large number of
the other captives and eating them in revenge
for those of their own tribe who had been killed

1. Uka, Te Tika Mataiapo, p. 2. S. Savage and T.
Te Reiglve a lengthy Qe§cr:i,ptigIjgfj:h1§ series of
battles.

2. vv. W. Gill, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), pp.
205-206.
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and eaten at Arorangi. l

Even in success Pa felt it necessary to dwell in his

fort which was called Piako and was'located in the Avana

valley, for his new found power as ariki was insecure.

As the mana of the gods no longer assured the mainte-

nance of the title, savagery and cannibalism increased

rapidly, and the entire structure of life began to fail.

It was an opportune moment for ambitious men to

seize power. Groups of mataiapo around the island began

to capitalize on the situation. Those in Rangiatea felt

SUfficiently independent to assert their own authority

regardless of the wishes of their traditional ariki.

Accused by Pa of carelessness in bUilding a marae, the

insulted Tupapa mataiapo left him and gave their

allegiance to Makea Pini. 2 It seems more likely that

these had been only briefly under Pals leadership and

in this time of upheaval returned to their original

ariki (Makea). There is indeed overwhelming evidence

that historically Tupapa belonged to the Te-au-o-tonga.

1. Ibid. There are several references to a period
of seven years' famine about 1775. It occurred between
the reigns of Papa and Te Mutu in Puaikura, and is con
nected in traditions with the attempt to appoint Papa,
a female, as ariki.

2. Te Puretu, LeMB, 1 September 1908, Vol. IV,
pp. 316-318. Vakapora, LCMB, 2 September 1908, Vol. IV,
P..}?4.t1..IS()J:"~:f.rl:t:~J:"'I'~~Vl.. ?..?c:i'J'Ci9f;: .....E~<::()E<:1~ .:t:bCi1:. t his
was after the coming of the gospel. Historical Papers,
Small Notebook, Justice Department, Rarotonga, 1929.
It is almost certain that most of these had been sub
ject to Makea at an earlier time. The allegiance of
Vakapora changed on several occasions. The six ma~aiapo

were Taraare, Vakapora, Uirangi, Te Ana, Tamaiva, and
Te Puretu.
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There was also internal strife between these

mataiapo. When Kamoe returned from Arorangi, Te Puretu

gave him shelter;l and Aupapa and his family also came

from Arorarigi to take refuge with Vakapora until the

family used Vakapora's kite cloth for a cover at night.

Vakapora then turned them out, and, when Te Puretu re

ceived them, further trouble resulted. These ~aiap~

also had difficulty with Takitumu over lands they con

trolled in Titikaveka.

"We did not fight in the very old times, only at

later dates.,,2 If war was rare in ancient Rarotonga

and if Rongo-oi had introduced anew this awful art, by

the time of the "fearful season ll it was no stranger to

any vaka, oire, tapere, or ngati on the entire island.

The mana of the chiefs, the tapu of the gods, and the

law of utu seemed powerless to re-establish stability

and peace to this ancient land. The person to whom the

people traditionally would have looked for a solution

was Makea Tinirau, the island ariki or king. He, how-

ever, also proved powerless for the task, only just

succeeding in maintaining the integrity of his own vaka

1. Kamoe of Te-au-o-tonga had been living (probably
owing to marriage) in Avatiu with the Puaikura family
of Vaimotu. At this time Tinomana's influence had
spread into this traditionally Makea district. Kamoe
and··········Vaimoto quarrel.ed over waterright$, 1':i,nQI1'l9J)g.1'E:
Mutu separated them, sending the former back to Tupapa.
Timona, LCMB, 2 September 1908, Vol. IV, pp. 326-327.

2. Taarua, LCMB, 29 July 1908, Vol. IV, p. 209.
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by defeating the claim of Vakatini for a separate ariki

title, and minimizing the actual authority of the Karika

line of his family. His mana was not sUfficiently

powerful to bring order from chaos throughout the island.

The sequence of events is well exemplified in the name

sequences of the Makea title holders. First there was

IJIakea Te Patuakino, or, "Makea the badly beaten," the

ariki who was unable to preserve the unity of his tribeo

He was followed by Hakea Pini, or "Hakea the sorrowful",

who watched conflicting forces almost totally destroy

any semblance of stability within his vaka, indeed with-

in the entire land. Thirdly there was Makea Tinirau,

"Lord of all fish," who regrouped the actual authority

within the Te-au-o-tonga tribe, and set the stage for

Nakea Pori. The latter, also called"Hakea the fat",

was to find some solution to the problem of life and

government in an agnostic polynesian island. Pori was

to initiate the search, not through the evolution of

the old system to meet the new demands, but rather by

the acceptance and authoritative use of an external

order of which the Rarotongans had heard, for which they

had longed, but about which they knew very little.



CHAPTER SEVEN

CONTACT AND CONSEQUENCES: 1814-1822

One morning, when the air had turned cool, a mes

senger came running to Arai-te-tonga in a state of great

excitement. Kooke! Kooke! Over and over 'again he re

peated this word. Tinirau and Pori learned that a

large ship had appeared off the reef at Ngatangiia har

bour, and the people had massed on the shore out of

curiosity, hospitality, and fear. The ship had then

spouted fire and clouds and thunder, had sailed to the

north, and even then could be seen off the Tupapa coast.

Pori and Tinirau, with most of their people, hastened

to the shore where the Cumberland was sailing well off

the reef. It turned westward to the Takuvaine passage

at Avarua where these two chiefs welcomed the kooke to

Rarotonga. A feast was prepared, and the crew landed
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daily for a week gathering food. l With a supply of food

on board, they then sailed back to Vai-ko-kopu (the

harbour at Ngatangiia), and this time no guns were fired

and no hostilities offered. So the white man landed and

asked for supplies and for permission to stay. After

looking around, Captain Goodenough also asked for the

right to cut a quantity of the nono shrub and this, as

well as his other requests, were granted by Pa and

. k 2
Ka~nu u.

On board the Cumberland were eighteen to twenty

people. The captain was named Kurunaki (Goodenough);

his mate was Tivini (Stevens); there were four other

white men in the crew whose names were Tiaori, Tere,

Taparau, and Tumu; there were two black men ("Noors ") ,

named Kaoa and Tino; there were two New Zealanders named

Veretini and Tupe; also aboard were two Tahitian men

named Te Are and Tomi and their wives, Tavai and Tumai;

and there were in addition four white women; Mere, Nati,

and two others. 3

1. S. Savage, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), pp. 193ff ..
William Gill, Gems, p. 6.

2. S. Savage, ibid. For full details of the
Goodenough visit, cf. H. E. Maude, Of Islands and Men.

3. Maretu's list is the same except he says the
total number of women was four, not necessarily white.
He could have counted the two Tahitian women making a
·t.otal····in··t·he···········crew··········o·f···16·.·...... H·e······al··so·said······that······Ver·etini·········and
Te-Are were passengers on the ship and not a part of
the crew. William Gill says the crew was composed of
19 Englishmen, 2 New Zealanders including one woman,
and the captain of the ship. Gems, p. 7.
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Kurunaki hired a group of sixty natives and put

them to work cutting the nono shrubs which he decided

to gather, in the absence of sandalwood. For three

months relations between the crew of the Cumberland and

the Takitumu tribe were friendly.l But after this

period difficulti~s arose. There was theft, probably

both from the crew and the local people. The Rarotongan

women went off to the ship with the white men and co-

habited with them, while the kooke took any food they

found even to Arai-te-tonga where Makea Tinirau lived. 2

The crew on the ship spent much time ashore, and lived

in the homes of the Rarotongans. Veretini, one of the

New Zealanders, married Rangi-Uira, a niece of Rupe and

probably a daughter of Makeanui, and, at this remarkably

early date, reportedly told the people about Tiova

(Jehovah) and Tati-tarai (Jesus Christ), a~mighty rulers

of heaven and earth. 3

The opportunity to use the mana of the white man

was too tempting for the ngati-Tangiia who had been in

an unaccustomed position of servitude to their traditional

1. Vakapora, LCMB, 6 August 1908, Vol. IV, p. 283.
It is also suggested that when he found that the rumour
of sandalwood on this island was without foundation he
decided to take a load of nono (for its yellow dye qual
ity) rather than go away with an empty ship.

2. S.··········Savage, "Extracts··,',······· JPS,20 (1911);pp··;;··193ff;;
William Gill, Gems, p. 8.

3. So Savage, ibid. Maretu, Book of Maretu, Un
published manuscript, Justice Department, Rarotonga,
n.d., pp. 1-2. Hereafter cited as, Book.
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rivals across the island. They solicited the assistance

of veretini and Te- Are and a portion of Te-au-o-tonga,

and then journeyed across the island to battle with

Arorangi.Te-Are shot and killed several of the toa of

Tinomana, following which Veretini took aim at a group

of toa on an opposite ridge in the mountains. Makea-

Tuaiva (Karika) asked him if he could kill them from

that distance and when he replied that he could slay

them all with one shot, Makea said, "Do not, they are

relatives of mine."l \\7hen the war party, with its Euro-

pean guns, returned to the east, even Ngatangiia and

Avarua were filled with fear. 2 Tinomana's people were

distressed; the guns were new and so powerful that even

the mountains were no longer safe. Thus Tinomana went

at night to Ngatangiia and to Arai-te-tonga evidently

offering the attackers a section of land in Tokerau.

He then says, "~ve kissed (sic] and made peace. 1I
3

Tupe came ashore and lived with Pa ariki's son4

and married a native woman after the Arorangi battle.

He then formulated a plan to kill the white men and to

1. S. Savage, J._bid. William Gill, Gems, pp. 7-8.
Savage said that four were killed; Gill gave the number
as three. Vakapora reported t.hat "rneny " Arorangi toa
were slain. LCMB, 6 August 1908, Vol. IV, p. 283.

2. ~'lilliam Gill, Gems, p , 8; and Autobiograe0..Y"

3. Timona, LeMB, 28 November 1906, Vol. III, pp.
137-138. The reference is to the traditional method of
greeting by rUbbing noses.

4. C. Pitman to LMS, 9 June 1840, SSL.
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rid Rarotonga of their presence. 1 Kurikuri, relative

of Pa ariki, discovered the scheme and reported it to

the officers of the ship, who then came ashore one morn-

ing at dawn and killed Tupe at the door of the house

where he stayed. Pals son then assumed Tupe's name. 2

S. Savage says that Tupe committed sacrilege, stealing

pigs as far as Arai-te-tonga and all the ariki coconutso 3

This may indicate that Tupe was pretending to take the

Rarotongans' side while eating their food, or that he

was attempting to provoke Makea sUfficiently to cause

him to attack Ngatangiia while he was there with the

guns.

Kooke.

Again he may truly have planned to eliminate the

4At any rate, "then the trouble began."

Some of the crew distracted Makea Tinirau as he

sat on the stone named Kopuatoka at Arai-te-tonga while

the Ngatangiia stole coconuts, thus desecrating the

marae. The women of the koutu saw what was happening

and alerted the toa of Makea who put on their war gar

5ments and chased the Europeans. Different accounts

1. S. Savage, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), pp. 193ff.
WilliamGi11, Gems, p. 8.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 9 June 1840, SSL.

3 • If Ex tracts ,rr JP S, 2° (1911 ), p • 20 7 •

4. S. Savage, ibid. i'Jilliam Gi.1l, Gems, p. 8.
Maretu, Book, pp•....... 1..,,2. Maretucalleditthe .. "first
trouble."

5. According to Te Puretu Goodenough himself sat
on Tinirau's knees. LCMB, 1 September 1908, Vol. IV,
p. 318. Vakapora claimed that Taparau and Tiure were
taken to Arai-te-tonga with only their swords and were
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give credit to varying toa for the results. According

to one, Kamoe and Eua discovered what was going on and

chased the Europeans toward Tarnarua ·who killed two of

them, while they killed another. Ivla.kea then made Kamoe

a mataiapo and Eua a rangatira. Other accounts record

that Rupe, brother of Tinirau and the leading toa of the

Makea family, was the avenger. 1 He found the white men

resting at Titama with the coconuts and told them that

two kooke men must die (Tiaore and Tere). Rupe then got

an axe, ostensibly to cut wood from the Turangi are of

Tupe. At Avana he found Veretini with two Rarotongan

women, one of whom was Rupe's relative. The women were

cleaning Veretini's head of lice and upon finding him,

he severed Veretini's head and felt no sorrow for his

. t .. 2
s~s er, Rang~-u~ra. About this time, Tivini and

Taparau arrived, and Rupe killed the latter as Tivini

ran for the ship. Rupe pursued and Tivini once turned

to shoot him but there was no charge in the gun. 3 Fail-

Ing to catch Tivini, Rupe turned back towards Te-au-o-

tonga, and at Ivlatavera killed Tere and ate his body.

encouraged to steal coconuts from the mar~. LCMB, 6
August 1908, Vol. IV, p. 283. Also see S. Savage, ibid.,
and Wi1liam Gill, ibid.

1. Te Puretu, ibid. Savage, ibid. Maretu, Book,
pp. 1-2.

3. This is probably the origin of the Aitutaki
account given to John Williams in 1823 that the Raroton
gans were not afraid of the musket.
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Turning southward to Pouara, Rupe killed and ate Tiaori. 1

Soon after, a man named Moe at Titioki, who had taken a

New Zealand Maori woman as his mistress, on hearing that

kooke were being slain, decided to kill her. She cried

out, "Oh, heathen, have you no heart for one who has

done no evil and no harm?" Moe took no heed, but

2promptly murdered and ate her. Meanwhile, Tivini upon

reaching the ship safely, related the events to those on

board. The Maori there were afraid that they would be

killed in revenge, but the Europeans did them no harm. 3

That evening, the three white men who remained went

ashore to fight, and they shot and killed one or two men

4of Te-au-o-tonga.

1. S. Savage, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), p. 207.
Another account adds that when Taena followed the white
man from the marae, the European swung at him with his
sword, and Taena grabbed the sword with his hand and his
thumb was almost cut off. Taena then killed the white
man, and Kamoe killed another. Vakapora, LCMB, 6 August
1908, Vol. IV, p. 283. The people fled to Ngatangiia.
By that time Rupe was at Pouare eating a peace offering.
He then heard that two Europeans had been killed, and
he found and slew Veretini.

2. S. Savage, "Extracts," JPS, 20 (1911), p , 207.
Maretu, Book, pp. 1-2. H. E. Maude says Nati was
married to a man of the Ngati Virangi, who then openly
boasted of having a European wife. This aroused the
jealoUSy of the ngati Tamake'u of Tikioki who took
advantage of the atmosphere of killing to make her I'the
only European woman in all Polynesia to be eaten." Of
Islands and Men, pp. 359-369.

3. Maretu, ibid o

4. Timona, LCMB, 28 November 1906, Vol. III, pp.
137-138. C. Pitman was told by Tua-iva of the Makea
family - that four were killed and two were eaten. Rata
also told Pitman that five men from Sydney were killed
and four were eaten. The Aitutakians told Williams that
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The people of Avarua and Ngatangiia then fled to

the mountain Ta Muu-a-te-atua, where they stayed for six

1
days. The ariki then made to the crew a peace offering

of pigs, kava, and food. They loaded the ship with

nono, and for their work they were paid. Finally, the

Europeans brought the Maori ashore, who had been on the

ship, and left with a few hostages, among whom were

Mata-kava-au and Tapaeru-ariki (Makea's niece). These

they later left at Aitutaki.

Through the years Goodenough's name has been synony_

mous in Rarotongan history with misconduct. According

to William Gill he was guilty of rape and cruelty;2 and

Joseph MUllens asserts that "his conduct was of the

vilest, murder, vice, and waro • S. P. Smith

writes that his conduct was atrocious;4 and Ernest

Beag1eho1e concludes, "He molested women and desecrated

~~.1f5 The various traditions indicate that Goodenough

the Rarotongans tried to cut off the vessel and killed
four, and that the Rarotongans were not afraid of mus
kets.

1. Maretu, Book, pp. 1-2.
p. 169. The name probably means
the mother of the gods."

S. Savage, Dictionary,
"to seek peace from

3. A Brief History of the South Sea Mission Estab
lished and maintained by the London Missionary Society,

ished manuscript, microfilm at the Hocken Library,
..................................................................... "('>..,,..,, .

4. "Hawaiiki," JPS, 7 (1898), p. 194.

5.
1957, p.

Social Change in the South Pacific, London,
7.
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was not wholly responsible for the trouble, but he went

about his business of collecting nono, never refusing

to pay the natives, and not blaming "the workers for the

misadventures which happened on shore. It is true that

he allowed his crew to live much as they pleased, to

take sides in local wars, and to disregard the tapu of

the local marae. Such conduct was destined to bring

trouble, but did not necessarily indicate that a white

man was intentionally abusing the natives of the island.

Thus, one August day he and those of his crew then alive

settled their accounts with their workers, took on board

supplies, and sailed away. Rarotonga's first extended

experience with the kook~ came to an end.

The immediate reaction of the Rarotongans was con

fusion. Kurunaki was gone! His interest in the nono

shrub was puzzling. A few other kooke ships had sailed

by, understandably stopping for food, but Kuranaki was

different. Food had been scarce at Ngatangiia, yet he

had remained. The ways of these fair.-skinned strangers

were difficult to comprehend - how they built such boats

was a mystery ••• their knives, fish hooks, axes, and t

of course, their guns were magnificent - suitable for an

ariki or even for a god. Tinirau was seeking their mana

at a marae named after them, without apparent success.

Yet in those seas were other kooke, and one day they

would return to Raro and when did the iti-

cal and cultural makeup of the island was certain to

change. In the meantime Kurunaki's visit had been

turned from near disaster to victory. Rupe was toa
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supreme, as he alone had charged into the musket without

fear. Pori's toa, proud and confident, thus longed for

the chance to increase his mana, for he was not afraid

of Kapo, Tinomana, or Kainuku himself.

In 1815, with the departure of Kurunaki, a fairly

complicated political pattern evolved. Tinomana and the

Puaikura vaka were in their forts in the Maungaroa moun

tains having been driven there partially with the help

of the white men's guns. Groups of mataiapo at Rangia

tea, Tupapa, Nikao, Takuvaine, and Avaavaroa were rest

less, and at least one of the ancient taunga was quite

willing to renounce his allegiance to his ariki.

Kainuku, who had long been limited in power as a cere

monial ariki, was about to defy the actual reigning

chief, and had allowed himself to be declared ariki over

new lands. The Pa title was split and weakened. Pa and

Kainuku were both unhappy that Rupe, the ariki toa of

the Te-au-o-tonga tribe, had warred in their land and

had been primarily responsible for the expulsion of

Kurunaki. Makea Tinirau lost little in the Kurunaki

adventure except that his stores were gone, Tapaeru was

taken hostage, and Karika Keu had obvious designs toward

increased power. Also his chief toa (Rupe) was a hero,

and was spoiling for battle. Tinirau was too old to

fight and the mantle of responsibility fell on his

eldest who became the Makea nui •
........•......... ..•..•.................................

The Cumberland had nonetheless altered the life

patterns of Rarotonga very little. The first lengthy

experience with the white man had proved to be but an
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interlude in the "fearful season of continual war_"l

The kooke's presence disturbed the balance of power

momentarily, especially in giving the Te-au-otonga

people, under the proud Rupe, a false confidence in

their strength. The most lasting contribution to Raro-

tongan cUlture, however, was an increased admiration on

the part of the local people for the white man, his

tools, and above all his religion. His God was impor-

tant because st.rength was always associated \-Jith at~

in the Rarotongan mind, and thus people with the mighty

weapons of Kurunaki must possess a powerful God whether

he be good or evil.

The arrogance of Te-au-o-tonga was displayed by the

establishment of a "kariei" at Atukura. 2 At this par-

ticular kariei there were 140 warriors and many young

people, whose principal amusement was to ridicule the

Ngatangiia, very likely with the encouragement of Rupe~

They hurled insults at the neighbouring tribe in their

dances, using such words as: kakatea, Ikoko, and

3
l;coputo_~~~. Tua-iva, the ceremonial ariki of Te-au·"o-

1. George Gill, LMS, January 1842, SSL.

2. f>1aretu,
at this point is
wise indicated.
where ceremonial

Book, pp. 1-3. The basic information
derived from this source unless other
A kariei was a house for amusements,
dances were rehearsed. S. Savage,

3. Kakatea - a common climbing plant which fre
quents the coast. The word used was more likely akatea,
10e., Itmake white or pale," "to show the white of the
eyes." S .. Savage, Dictionarz, pp. 81 and 370. Ikoko
means to appear illo The words ikok~ and ikoke are
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tonga, made himself a red pare, like a European's hat,

and Makea Keu copied it. In order to celebrate the

possession of such a hat, he demanded kav~ and pigs from

the Te-au-o-tonga and its other arlki for a feast.

Obviously, Karika was making a bid to reassert his

authority over Te-au-o-tonga, and, as sUbsequent events

indicate, over the entire island. The food was brought

and put on a platform and carried to Vaerota marae in

Takitumu as a food offering to Tangaroa. As Makea Keu

was on his way to the marae, Tekau, the younger brother

of Pa ariki, seized Keu's hat at Turangi (home of Pal

and cut it to pieces. Keu went away in anger. Pa and

Kainuku were upset (probably through fear) and asked the

ariki family and the Te-au-o-tonga vaka to return. Al-

though the feast was held, Keu did not forget the insult

of Tekau.

About this time Manarangi, a descendant of the

Makea Tinirau line, was given, through adoption, the

mataiapo title of the Vakatini clan. Many of the lesser

chiefs and people resented this:

They - the arikis [sic] were too many for us and
we could not get the proper people elected. Keta
tried to get it from Manarangi. He asked for
both title and land and they would not take any
notice of him. They had grabbed the land and

adjec..tives meaningto .. be lean orthin.or wan.ting. ..Which
was used here is not certain. ibid., p. 69. K~utotara

- a very insulting term. .!S.£p~ is stomach, used figura
tively to denote the state of pregnancy - that of being
filled up - fUll, blistered. Totara is an adjective
which means rUffled, to stand up on end, spiky, spiny,
therefore scared, ibid., pp. 114-115 and 398.
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and there was no getting it back. l

Perhaps it is to this dispute that Temo'o referred when

he told a meeting at Avarua that just before the arrival

of the first teachers, ten people including himself and

Mamekaia displeased the chief Makea Pori, and took refuge

at Arorangi under Tinomana. 2 Relationships within the

northern tribe were therefore at a low ebb. The three

main ngati of the vaka were ill at ease with one an-

other. Tinirau made no move to upset the tenuous

balance, but the youthful Pori and the proud Rupe were

more impetuous.

About this time a mataiapo tutura of Takitumu,

Manavaroa, died. He left a young and beautiful widow,

Akaiti, whom young Kainuku Tamaka took as his third

wife. Makea desired her and kidnapped her. Takitumu

prepared for war - a wife of their chief had been taken

arrogantly by the young ariki of Te-au-o-tonga. They

went looking for her and burned one of Makea's houses,

but returned without Akaiti since Pori refused to return

her. When the war party reached Takiturnu and Tamaka

informed his father that they had not reclaimed Akaiti,

the Kainuku-metua said "We will fight Te-au-o-tonga."

Tarnaka replied "We are few and they are many," but the

father would not listen and painted his body with

1. Pora-a-Apai, LCMB, 19 April 1905, Vol. II, p.
18. Keta was of the third generation from Makea Kino
and his third wife.

2. Wo Wo Gill, Jottings, pp. 90-91.
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charcoal and sent the war message around. l

The next day there was war. The Takitumu tribe

divided their warriors into three groups with Muri on

the seaward flank, Ngatangiia in the centre, and Rangia

tea on the landward side. The ngati Makea depended,

primarily on three toa - Rupe, Tairiterangi and Mautaua0 2

Kapo, principal toa of the E9,ati-Karika watched the

fight from a hidden vantage point in the Tupapa Valley,

while Eo, the leading Vakapora toa (then aligned with

Karika) also refused to fight. Though the ngati-Makea

were weakened, Rupe sounded forth his battle cry: he

was an urua Ca large fish) who would break the nets of

Tangiiao Tangiia replied that when the heads of the

sons of ngati-Makea "are broken, we will 'get the 3woman o
lt

When the battle was joined, the outnumbered E.gati-fJIakea

were pounded with rocks. Au-renga, a nephew of Io

(Vakapora clan) saw Makea Tinirau in danger and dashed

in to save his 1ife0 4 Early in the fight, Amama of

1. Te Pa, LCMB, 24 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 58.
There is some confusion as to the name of the young
Kainuku. Te Pa called both of the Kainukus involved
"Kaora 1I in the above reference. Parakoti referred t.o
the Kainuku who took the woman to wife as Tamaka, and
then mentioned Koare with the inference that this is
the father's name. LCMB, 15 June 1905, Vol. 11, p. 75.

2. Parakoti, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. 11, pp. 63-65.

3. Ibid., Te Pa, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 57.

4. A. Uriarau, Savage's Book, p. 452. Two other
sources indicate that the man who saved Makea Tinirau's
life was named Putu and Makea gave him certain lands,
and made him his shield for life. He also gave him
another name and he lived at Tapai. The accounts
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Ngatangiia was killed, but not long after that Toapitara

of Te-au-o-tonga was slain, and the ngati-Makea began

to retreat. Pori attempted to make peace but refused

to return Akaiti. The ngati-Makea then asked for and

were allowed a period of time to obtain assistance,

whereupon Rupe went to Arorangi. Peace followed for six

short days. The people of Arorangi were not too anxious

to become involved, but finally Rupe and the Arorangi

toa arrived. Battle was then rejoined at Kiikii, where

Makea demanded that Ngatangiia should return home. At

first they refused, but as the battle began they were

driven back to Muri, where Karo, toa of that ta.pere,

was slain by Rupe. Then suddenly a spear struck and

killed Rupe, and his body was taken by the Muri people

who joyously feasted upon it.

As the defeated allies retreated northward and

westward, Kapo came out of hiding, called the ngat~-

Makea abusive names, and told them, "There is the road

to go," pointing to Arorangi. Makea and his people then

fled, grieving over the death of the young chief's uncle

- the tribe's great toa; the warriors followed the

fleeing people, and in their pursuit they cut down all

the coconuts and most of the kuru (breadfruit)

coincide as to events, only the names are different.
Ferhaps··themarrhad··········more·tna:none:na:me····a:sis···t5ften··the
case. Raea, LCMB, 13 March 1908, Vol. IV, pp. 79-80~

Purua, LCMB, 13 March 1908, Vol. IV, pp. 77-78.
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throughout the entire northern section of the island. 1

There is evidence that the arrival of the pgat~-Makea

at Arorangi was not whOlly peaceful. Ten men from Te-

au-o-tonga who had fled earlier after an uprising, were

designated food for a cannibal feast and the oven was

heated by Tuikaa, a warrior of Tinomana, but Makea Pori

was in no mood to destroy his own people and spared the

2ten refugees.

The following months and years were troubled.

Elated with success, Kainuku encouraged the mataiaE~ of

Rangiatea to assume the lands of the Te-au-o-tonga tribe.

Karika and Vakatini made unsuccessful efforts to assume

1. C. Pitman to LMS, September 1828, SSJ. J.
Williams, Missionary Snterprises, pp. 153-154. There
is conflicting testimony as to the extent of the battle.
Makea told J. Williams that 100 of his men 'were killed
and 90 of the enemy. Mission~ry Enterprises, pp. 153
154. Maretu records that the war lasted four and a half
years and that 730 were killed. He also notes that
Makea stayed one and a half years in Arorangi, whereas
most of the later testimonies indicate that Makea
stayed seven years in Arorangi. Quite a number of sources
put Goodenoughts visit in Rarotonga in 1820-21 and con
fuse the battle that took place after Goodenough left
with the war that occurred with Goodenoughts men. It
seems quite possible since Goodenough's visit was in
1814 and Makea returned from Arorangi in 1822, that
later traditions have simply put together these two
dates and have come up with a seven year period of exile.
Probably there was quite a period of skirmishing after
Goodenough left, and the battle of Rupe took place in
1820. Thus Makea and his people were in Arorangi about
a year and a half as Maretu claimed. The large number
of people killed seems unlikely but over a seven year

10d this mi well have occurred
.............................•.....••.•..............................................................................•......

2. Raea, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. II, pp. 61-62.
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refugees who thronged together found little peace and

much fighting and fear. The only ~ataia~ who remained

at Arai-te~tonga was Potikitaua. The mataia~ of

Tupapa stayed on their land while the l1;gati-Makea fled

with their ariki. l Io, who stayed behind in the Taku-

vaine area of Te-au-o-tonga and took possession of that

land, had the people acclaim him ariki, and appointed

mataiapo who gave him fish daily.2 He was then driven

from this land as the Matavera mataiapo entered and

thus fled to Arorangi where he attempted to make peace

with Tinomana Rurutini. Io and Tinomana then went to

Ngatangiia, but when the latter stayed for an extended

period of time Io returned to Maungaroa, and the people

made him an ariki there. 3 According to Kaimarama, Io

went back to the seven mataiaE£ on Maungaroa and was

made ariki of Te-Puaikura. He took then his makui-

rakau (spear) and started seizing land and killing and

eating the people of Arerenga. He also killed all the

people of the lands he acquired, introducing an expanded

concept of war to the mataiapo of Arerangi. 4 Purua

testifies that Putu, the man who saved Tinarau's life,

joined the war at Arorangi and received ten lands at

1.

2.

3.
p. 251.

4.

W. W. Gill, Jottings, pp. 90-91.

Io, LCMB, 9 March 1906, Vol. II, pp. 240-242.

Ibid. Kaimarama, LCMB, 9 March 1906, Vol. II,

IO, ibid.
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Wairaro. Makea also took part in that war, fighting

with the people of Arorangi. l In another instance in

the same area Tamatea, a Matavera mataiapo, came and

lived in friendship with Ta, an Arorangi toa, on his

lands. They later fought over a swamp and Ta was driven

away to Rangiatea, with Tamatea taking over his land.

Kainuku sponsored or supported most of this Rangiatea

t ' . t 2ac J.VJ. y.

Meanwhile the aggressive action of the Rangiatea

mataiapo in claiming Te-au-o-tonga lands quickly pro-

voked a reaction by the ngati of the northern vaka who

had not assisted Makea in battle. These mataiapo (rnost-

ly from Tupapa) soon realized that alone they could not

prevent the Rangiatea chiefs from occupying the land

and they then urged Makea to return. 3 Thus reunited

the Te-au-o-tonga advanced on Pokoinu, a traditional

tapere of the northern tribe now claimed both by Te Paii,

son of Tinomana ariki, and the Rangiatea mataiapo.

Kainuku, who had initially encouraged the Matavera

chiefs, now feared the united Te-au-o~tonga and aided

in killing Te Paii and forcing the mataiapo back to

1. LCMB, 13 March, 1908, Vol. IV, pp. 77-78.
Testimony of the Court, LCMB, 5 May 1905, Vol. II, p. 40.

2. LCMB, 15 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 71. Ta'lr or
Ta'iri······i··sf·lutteringorf··a:nning',····a:fld··········is·············symbolic···of fe·ar·;
S. Savage, Dictionary, p. 3320 Poroaki seems to be
saying that the Ngati-Makea panicked when Rupe was
killed and fled though not fully beaten.

3. Parakoti, LCMB, 15 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 69.
Raea, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. II, pp. 61-62.
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their own lands at Rangiatea. 1 According to Maretu, Pa,

Kainuku and their mataiapo felt sorry for Makea and

allowed him to return to his lands. It is, however,

more realistic to conclude that Takitumu could only

overpower a divided Te-au-o-tonga, and once that vaka

was reunited they retired quickly to their own tapere.

Thus Poroaki, a Te-au-o-tonga chief, claims that no one

really defeated Makea in the War of Tupe, but that the

fear provoked by the division in the vaka caused the

hgati-Makea to flee in panic.

I ask you who chased us out of this land I never
heard of it. You say Takitumu. I say you were
all frightened and fled to Arorangi. No one
went to Makea's house to turn him out. Tahir
killed. 2

When their division was healed the vaka again could act

from a position of strength. Observing both t~e greed

for land of his allies and the reunification of the

various ngati of Te-au-o-tonga, Kainuku ordered the

Matavera mataiaeo from those lands. They did not obey

and when a son of Pori was seized by Potikitaua, Makea

forced his back to his old lands at point. 3way spear

Both the Tupapa mataiapo4 and Kainuku assisted him.

1. Te Pa, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 57.

2. Paroaki, LCMB, 15 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 71.
McBirney says that this battle occurred five months
before·the·········arrival ofPapehia. Polk·lorefPt:>.44-45··.

3. Ibid., 14 June 1905, pp. 63-65, and 15 June
1905, p. 75.

4. Poroaki, LCMB, 15 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 77.
Raea, LCMB, 14 June 1905, Vol. II, pp. 61-62.
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The summary of the Land Court in a hearing on the

Pokoinu tapere, as worded by JUdge W. E. GUdgeon, is an

adequate description of the situation.

As to this the court is of opinion that Pa and
Kainuku knew that the land ought to return to
Makea and that they had the power to enforce
the decision by the spears of Ngatimakea. In
no other way can we account for the thirteen
mataiaE£ leaving this land. It was in point
of fact reconquered with the consent of Pa and
Kainuku. l

One day Tupe, Kainuku, Fa, and Tangirau went to

Arorangi. They were taking atinga of kava and pigs

from the people of Ngatangiia to Makea and Tinomana so

that peace would be reestablished. "We have come to

take you back, 11 they said. Makea Metua asked 111;4hat will

be my territory:" They answered - "Pokoinu (Black Rock)

to Te-Tarava-i-o-Iti and then to Toreaiva.,,2 Makea

agreed, and sent Vakatini and Avarua with the messenger

to a big feast at Pukuruanui. After three days they went

back to get Makea and his family. Makea Metua still

refused to come, but the people lifted him up and

carried him to Turangi where Pa saluted Makea and took

him to Yaerotakoetu with the Ngatitangiia. When they

1. 15 June 1905, Vol. II, pp. 8lf. Parokoti
claimed that Makea did not retake his land until after
the arrival of the Gospel. This claim is negated by
the fact that Makea was obviously at Takuvaine when
Papeiha arrived.

Toreaiva is a marine wading bird. S. Savage, Di.ctionary,
pp. 357 and 397. Thus the answer was that Makea's land
would extend from Black Rock to the sky to the sea.
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got to Avana, Kainuku also came and greeted him, and

they reanointed him ..;;a;;.;;r;.;;i;;;.;k~~;;;;.·,putting the marc kura around

his waist, and the tairi-kura (the ied ariki fan) in

his hand. There was a great feast of kava and baked

pig. The drums played and the people danced in joy at

the prospect of peace. After a feast of seven days, Pa,

Kainuku, and the mataia~o went to Arai-te-tonga and

built a house for Makea. Each person supplied one tim-

ber and one rau (pandanus leaf); the floor was of ~~~~

cloth and mats, and the paepae was cleared around the

house. They then planted coconuts and kape, and taro,

and.ti for Makea, before they returned home. John

Williams writes that they returned to their homes a

month or two before the arrival of Papehia. With such

tribute from other ariki it is certain that Pori's re-

turn was a triumph of the "spears of NgatiMakea."

As we have seen, till this time on Rarotonga, ex-

ternal influences had been minimal. The people had ad-

justed to the limitations of their environment and tech-

nology, and developed a highly competitive way of life.

Then as the population increased and political struc-

tures grew more complex the situation changed. The mana

of the gods now seemed less potent, and, in the struggle

for land, larger numbers of people were killed. The

delicate political balance was destroyed. After a brief

foray into power politics Tinomana had been driven back

into his territory and was living in a mountain fort.

Young Makea Pori had assumed the effective leadership

of his vaka and was making preparations to return to
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his tribal lands. Makea Keu still held the Karika ariki---...'-
title but had little effective power outside his own

ngati. The Rangiatea mataiap~ were occupying much of

his land and the Tupapa clans were asserting their inde-

pendence. Of necessity this situation was not destined

to last long, and how to achieve permanent stability was

the unanswered problem of each ariki and mataiapo.

There were no obvious means of restoring even a semblance

of the former tranquillity and peace, and the possible

options were few. Even the status auo was too tenuous
b

to attempt to maintain, and no one really desired to

try (with the possible exception of the Matavera matai~o).

To return to a simpler form of governreent was not pos-

sible either since the competitive system demanded in-

creased, not diminished rewards. The only plausible

internal solution to the problem was the creation of an

effective or practical king, and this well may have been

Makea's intention in the War of Rupe. Although some

factors favoured this solution, no one would really have

wanted to let Makea assume such powers, and the untimely

death of Rupe brought disaster to any such ambitions on

his part. None of the other ariki had the mana or

authority even to attempt to seize supreme power. The

multitudinous changes which occurred within that exist-

ing system were transitory, confusing, and productive of

and fear

tom of Polynesia in turning to the sea to find new

lands, but this was not a meaningful solution for a

number of reasons. The vaka on Rarotonga were large,
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numbering now thousands rather than hundreds and any

such movement could not involve the majority. This was

moreover not a situation which could be settled by the

withdrawal of one party, as the conflict involved three

vaka, two of which had internal ariki struggles, and

external tribal wars, and' three oire with ambitious

mataiapo tutara, taunga and toa seeking to rise to the

top in a time of change. Also the most adventurous

spirits whose skills would be required on any long dis

tance venture were being attracted to work on whaling

ships. Then, too, ava~lable land elsewhere was scarce

and far away, New Zealand being probably the nearest

goal where there was a reasonable possibility of ade

quate territory. It is true, too, that their forefathers

had sailed long distances and had been able to retrace

their steps, but much of their ancient navigational

skill was unused and forgotten. All of these frustra

tions led to an increasing conviction that the foun

dation upon which their society was based was to blame

for their trouble. The failure of an ariki in compe

tition of all types - especially war - was indicative

of weaknesses in the tribal atua and of the inability

of the ancestors to bring peace. There was disenchant

ment and a growing readiness even to violate taeu - an

outward proof of the rejection of their gods. This

agnostic stage was a necessary predecessor to a search

for some new basic system of life. l

1. G. SOl Parsonson, "The Literate Revolution in
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The most obvious alternative was the possibility

of adopting or adapting the way of the increasingly

present strangers in these waters - .the ~ook~ or paEa~~.

Glimpses of them had been gained from time to time, and

news of them had been received at least from Tahiti

where the missionary had resided for over 20 years.

Most of that which they had seen and heard was attractive.

The metua had taught that a canoe without an outrigger

would someday arrive,l and that a change for the better

2was to come. Thus the heartweariness with the old

state of things and the desire for external help in

finding a new way found expression in local proverbs,

such as: "Oh for a divine brother! as Tapai was wont

3to say; and, "Oh, for a divine protector. It

Yet no whit~ man had come to stay. Captain Goode-

noughts visit had ended in unpleasantness, desecration

of marae, renewal of old antagonisms, and death. No

explanation or source of the white man's power had been

offered. Thus the Rarotongans fought on in a desperate

struggle with a dying system. However, they lay in wait

for an external solution more than expecting to invent

or evolve one of their own. A late account of such

Polynesia," Journal of Pacific Histor:t" Canberra, II,
1967, p. 43. Hereafter cited as JPH.

1. Maretu,"Maretu'sIiife, pp. 58 and""" 70; He"also
found a god named Jesus Tangaroa on Mangaia. Ibid.,
p. 60.

2. W. Gill, Gems, pp. 11 and 15.

3. w. W. Gill, Jottings, pp. 88-89.
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expectation, nonetheless described the frustration,

agnosticism, and hope of the times:

There lived a Matavera man on the island by the
name of Tika-i-te-Ope and his gods were Tanganui
and Tohgaitia. He suddenly became mad and started
despising the various gods. He said liThe gods you
are worshipping ar.e not gods at all. There is
only one God and he lives up in the heavens. He
is the Lord over everything and He is my God.
Tangaroa is not a god and neither are Tutavake,
Tongaiti, Marumamao, Eturere, Tanginui, Te Uatai,
Rongomatane, Toutika, Taakura, Tumutoa, and Veteroa.
The gods you are worshipping are not real and they
are useless. The real God is up in the heavens
and He is my God. He has the "mana lf over every
thing. There will arrive here in the future the
pare Kotaa the .Eare kura and • • • a ship which
will bring Bible Cards TsicJ. The ship will call
here and bring pigs of all kinds and it will also
bring people who are of magnificent appearance."
This madman went on to say that when that ship
arrived here with women, he will give some to those
people whom he liked and also keep one for himself.
He prophesied all these things but no ship came.
He told both the women and the men that they will
welcome and be happy when the word of God arrived
for then would all kinds of new things and food
come to this island. When the people teased and
mocked the madman he swore at them and said lite
puaka a to lVletua." He threw stones at. the people
and ran away to Tinetini. That is why the people
said he was mad because he threw stones at the
people. He kept telling the people what he had
prophesied and said bad things about the people's
gods. He carried this on day and night. He did
not however, tell the people to abandon their
gods. Tika's prophesy eventually came true, for
four months after he first prophesied, a missionary
ship arrived bringing Papehia and Vaine-ino and
the latter's wife. The name of the captain of the
ship was Miei Taratara and the "orometua" was
Williams. The passengers came ashore at Avarua
where Tamatoa the Ariki of Aitutaki and one of
the passengers greeted those on shore. It was he
who brought the "orometuas" and three Rarotongans.
Of the three Rarotongans two were "orometuas" one
of whom had a wife thus making them three alto
gether. Tamatoa then called out to the Makeas;
~Cl. 'I<Cl.~lIll~\l,<3:lI<:1 'I'~rA()rnaJ1Ci ClI1cl t:11~ p<=()pl,~ ()~ 'l'~ }\lJ..
o-tonga, Takituffiu and Puaikura, "Here is the god
Jehovah and his son the Messiah Jesus. Here also
are two friends Vaineino and Papehia and two Raro
tongans Tairi and Te Iro. Tairi and Te Iro left
here in a canoe belonging to Tuaeu. The mummy
apples came from Ngana. Tuaeu built his canoe at
Ngatangiia and when it sailed away, Tairi and Te
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a European ship
the word of God
us. l
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Tapairu Ariki went to Aitutaki on
and stayed at Aitutaki, and when
arrived they three came on with

Thus the stage was set for an eager investigation of

that which the kooke had to offer.

1. Maretu, Book, pp. 7-8. Obviously later concepts
have been injected into this traditional story.



CHAPTER EIGHT

THE FORERUNNERS OF THE KOOKE: 1823-1826

While Makea Pori and his people were taking refuge

at Arorangi, a newly arrived servant of the London

Missionary Society, John Wi11iams, became ill in Rail

atea. When his wife's health also showed signs of fail

ing, the couple left in the Westmore1and for Sydney.

The dynamic and energetic Wi11iams, however, did not

take a simple convalescent cruise, but rather used the

trip to reconnoitre new islands~ On 2 October 1821, he

thus landed two native teachers at Aitutaki,l the scene

of one of the most successful missions in the Pacific.

As matters turned out, this was only the beginning. In

Sydney, John Wi11iams received news that among those

"converted" on Aitutake were several Rarotongans who

1. J. J. El1is, Martyr Missionary, pp. 36-46.
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On regaining his health,

\

Williams left New South Wales in the Endeavor on 23

April 1822, and returned to Rai'atea by way of New

Zealand and Rurutu. l His plans were to return to

Aitutaki and then to find the island of Rarotonga.

On 4 JUly 1823 J. Williams and W. Bourne left Rai'

atea, with six native teachers and their wives, and five

days later landed at Aitutaki. There the natives had

abandoned idolatry and had built a chapel. They were

amazed at simple technological accomplishments such as

the coral wattle and daub plaster. J. Williams took the

Rarotongan natives, who were among the Christians, along

with the Aitutakian chief, thirty-one native lIidols,"

and papehia,2 one of the two Tahitian teachers on

Aitutaki, and sailed in search of Rarotonga. Failing

to find it they made for Mangaia where, in spite of some

difficulty, Papehia swam to the island and returned to

say that the chief had asked for some teachers to come

ashore. However, when they landed with their possessions

1. J. J. Ellis, John Williams, pp. 36-46. These
were the Rarotongan hostages lefr-there by Captain Goode
nough.

2. Papehia is the hero of the early mission effort
on Rarotonga. He lived on the island most of the re
mainder of his life, primarily at Arorangi where he is
buried and his ance~tors remain. He came to be greatly
esteemed. by these people who formed. a Rarotonga.n adap=
tation of his name. The Tahitian spelling was Papeiha
and both spellings are found in the writings of the
period. Even on Rarotonga both have been used, i.e.,
the marker at Avarua marking the stone on which he first
preached the gospel honours Papeiha, while his tombstone
reads Papehia. Papehia gradually became the Rarotongan
appellation for him and is thus used throughout this
thesis.
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there was some unpleasantness and the chief assured

them that he could not assist them as all were "equal

on Mangaia." The teachers thus returned to the ship

and sailed to Atiu where Orsmond had left two teachers

a few months earlier.

The situation at Atiu was very depressing; the

native teachers were virtually starvingo Tamatoa, a

chief of Aitutaki, told Rongamatane, ariki of Atiu,

about the conversion of his island, and the latter

accepted the gospel. Rongamatane then went with them

to Mitiaro and Mauke, leading the people at both islands

to destroy their "idols." When he was told that

Williams wanted to go to Rarotonga, he gave him accurate

directions. The Aituans started from certain landmarks

and sailed straight until the stars became visible and

then followed the stars. The landmarks for Rarotonga

were stones pointing southwest by west. l

Before leaving Aitutaki J. Williams and W. Bourne

had been told by the people of that island that the

Rarotongans were ferocious, savage cannibals who had

endeavoured to cut off a vessel and had succeeded in

killing four of the crew. Supposedly, they were not

afraid of muskets but would rush forward in face of them.

In addition to being courageous they were also a very

1. J. J. El1is, Martyr_Missionar~, p. 50. J.
Wi1liams, Missionary Snterprises, pp. 91-98. It is
evident that the Atiuans had preserved through use more
of the early po1ynesian navigational skills than had
the people of Rarotonga as well as all of the Southern
Cook group.
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treacherous people, behaving with great kindness until

their visitors' suspicions were allayed when they began

to accomplish their evil designs. Williams and Bourne

discussed the matter on board ship the night they left

Atiu and decided to send the Rarotongan people and the

teachers from Aitutaki ashore first. These then were

to call a meeting, tell what had happened at Aitutaki,

and inform the Rarotongans that two teachers and families

from Rai'atea were on board who had come to reside with

them at Rarotonga. After receiving the response from

the principal chief they were to bring him out to the

ship. If more than the ship's canoe and one other came

from shore they would prepare to sail immediately.l

The Rarotongans on board, all of whom submitted to

having their hair cut en route, told Williams that theirs

was a beautiful island of mountains and of many people

who formed twenty-nine districts. 2 There is some dis-

pute as to how many Rarotongans were with v'lilliams, but

among them were several people of rank. Tapaeru was a

granddaughter of Makea, and Te Iro was a brother to Pa.

According to Maude, with Tapaeru was Mata kavaau of the

Kainuku ngati. If this is true then close relatives of

1. J. Williams and W. Bourne to LMS, 9 July 1823,
SSJ. It is of interest to note that a "principal chief"
was anticipated. J. Williams, Missionary ~nterprises,

2. Ibid., 11 July 1823. The twenty-nine districts
obviously referred to taEere and this probably was a
report of only a part of the island. It is unlikely
that anyone aboard would know or desire to speak for all
three tribes. Other sources indicate there were about
fifty tapere on the island.
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three ariki were aboard. 1

Rarotonga was sighted in the early morning and the

beauty of the massive, forest-covered. mountains impressed

Wi11iams, who assumed that he was its European dis-

coverer. He estimated that it was thirty miles in

circumference and was inhabited by six or seven thousand

pOlynesians. 2 Papehia, Te Iro, and Veheneino, the

Tahitian teachers assigned to stay at Rarotonga, went

ashore and were favourably received by Makea, who then

went with them to the boat. Makea was delighted to find

that Tapaeru was among those aboard and invited the

teachers ashore. Tanauara (Tahitian teacher), Veheneino

and their wives, as well as Taaori from Raiatea, accom-

panied him to the land for the night.

Preparations immediately began for a feast. Food,

gifts, and drums were ordered by Makea. The kooke, or

at least his representatives, had at last arrived with

intentions to remain, and they had come to Avarua. No

one on the island was to be allowed to miss this event;

there was great import in its significance as it related

1. Of Islands and Men, p. 360. Maretu, Book, pp.
7-8. J. Williams and W. Bourne to LMS, 25-26 JUly 1823,
SSJ. The above sources with the exception of Maretu say
that these and as many as three others were left on
Aitutaki by Goodenough. Maretu records that Te Iro and
a companion, Te Iva, had travelled to Aitutaki on a
canoe. Tapaeru helped protect the teachers on that
first troubled night, assisted papehia consistently,
became one of the first members of the Avarua church,
and was called the "mother of the VJord of God. I1 She
died on 19 February 1881, and was buried at the foot of
Wi1liams' cenotaph.

2. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 19-20.
He also estimated the population of the Cook group as
being between 14,000-16,000.
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to the mana of the king. A messenger hurried to

Arorangi and exclaimed to Tinomana.

Jehovah has arrived! From Aitutaki; he
has come to bring us God. l

Doubtlessly the same message quickly reached all the

people including those of Pa and Kainuku~ The excite-

ment of that night can only be explained in light of the

existing circumstances. This was not merely another

vessel, several of which had been seen through the

2years; this ship had come to bring Jehovah! The diffi-

cUlties in providing an instantaneous feast of suitable

size on this occasion were almost insurmountable. The

gathering and preparation of adequate amounts of food -

especially as this was mid-winter (July), and the col-

lecting of gifts required many hours. For Makea to fail

to present an unprecedented show of mana would have been

a sign of weakness and would have been unth~nkable to

him or his vaka. Doubtlessly every member of the Te-au-

o-tonga tribe was engrossed in the task throughout the

day and evening. One of the numerous advantages of the

competitive system was the cohesion it provided in situ-

ations such as this, when everyone felt his own honour

at stake and cooperated fUlly with some who, under other

1. W. McBirney, Folklore, p. 45.

2~ At least eight European vessels either sIghted
or stopped at Rarotonga from 1800 to 1822 according to
H. Eo Maude. Other than the Cumberland their contact
was brief, departing after bartering for supplies or
discovering the absence of Sandalwood. Of Islands and
Men, pp. 364-367.
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circumstances, might not be considered desirable company.

These moments of striving together furnished the bond

which bound the social units.

Before the actual feast could get under way trouble

began. The teachers and their wives were seized, not

with felonious intent but out of sheer anxiety on the

part of the various ngati who could not stand to be out

done. The frantic welcome of the Polynesians to the

kooke and his associates was rarely understood by the

Europeans, who could not know how anxiously the people

of the South Sea had awaited their arrival. This was

very likely the source of the problem at Vaikokopu when

Goodenough arrived in 1814 - a joyous curiosity which

was mistaken as hostility, for an aka, with all its

apparent hostility, is a welcome dance. This later

proved such a problem that a warning and fine was in-

cluded in the laws of Rarotonga.

• • • when a boat comes to the shore people must
not push into the water and take hold of a
foreigner and crowd him. When he is on shore
that is the time to receive him as a friend.
He who breaks this law will be fined $5. 1

Whatever the case, Tapaeru tried to intervene, urging

Makea to assist; the teachers also fled to Makea but he

was much too busy with the preparation of the feast to

become concerned or involved. The dancing, shouting,

drumming, and chanting about the wives continued into

the ni t

1. cf. Appendix A, XI.
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Then Kainuku, I-1akea's rival in the "fearful season,"

arrived, and, in order to defend his position or mana,

immediately demanded Veheneino' s wife. l\1akea, who

desired a teacher's wife for the same reason, refused

Kainuku's demand. Kainuku threatened to take her by

force and make her his fourth wife. His basic thinking

was portrayed in his reply to Tapaeru's charge of

wickedness: tlNo, it would be very good for me to take

the wife and let the husband teach the word of God."l

All of the chiefs joined in the competition for the

wives, 2being anxious that the teachers should stay.

The next morning Kainuku brought Veheneino Vaine some

cloth as a gift, and, when she threw it away, Kainuku,

evidently feeling humiliated, in the eyes of Te-au-o-

tonga, left in displeasure. There is no indication in
-

any record that Kainuku intended or attempted to return

and avenge this insult mi1itari1y. But it was impossible

that such a slight to a great chief should be over-

looked; only fear of the offending vaka prevented

immediate retribution. The only obvious explanation of

Kainuku's mild response to this action on the part of a

foreign woman was that he was not willing, even under

this circumstance, to endanger the new contact with the

long sought papa'a.

1. J. Wi1liams and W. Bourne to LMS, 5 and 26 July
1823, SSJ. In Missionary ~nteF2rises J. Williams wrote
that Kainuku had nineteen previous wives, pp. 99-103.

2. J. Wi11iams, Missionar~ ~nterprises, pp. 99-
103.
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The feast was finally held, but the native teachers

were quite ill at ease. During this sleepless night

Taaori, no doubt in the ceremonial or discussion stage

of the feast, talked about Jehovah. The Rarotongans

were surprised to learn that the atu~ at Rai'atea had

been destroyed, and even more amazed that the people

had not been killed. The missionary reports of this

conversation emphasize numerous doctrinal questions

(the origin of man, prayers, death, and the destination

of the body and soul) and the supposed confusion of the

Rarotongans in finding themselves unable to tell the

teachers where and how the first man's (Tu's) wife

originated. However, among the questions asked were

several which pointed to the political anarchy and the

spiritual agnosticism which then reigned. The Raroton-

gans were particularly concerned to know who had

actually burned the Rai'atean atua - for if this had

been accomplished by the Polynesians (rather than the

kooke) their own agnostic views would be strengthened.

Tradition though expressed itself in the statement to

Taaori by the Te-au-o-tonga that if they should destroy

their gods this would create an imbalance of~ and

the people on the other side (south or Kainuku) of the

island would fight them. Their chief question, so timely

in this "season of fear," concerned the state of the

wars at Rai'atea. were d mn·~~qsed to learn

that military struggles had ceased there and that the

islanders were considering seriously the teacher's

assurances of peace for all worshippers of Jehovah.
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This very practical dialogue is described by Williams

as of great importance in the conversion of Rarotonga. l

When the group went back to the ship after the long

night, they were naturally very upset and reported in

detail what had occurred. Williams and Bourne thereupon

determined to delay the attempt to evangelize Rarotonga

and to return to Rai'atea. Papehia, who had worked for

a year with much success on Aitutaki, nonetheless asked

to be allowed to stay and requested that his friend

Tiberio, be sent as quickly as possible to assist him.

When the European orametua showed some signs of mis-

givings, Papehia jumped into the surf and swam ashore

with only the clothes he wore, his Bible and a few

spelling books. The missionary vessel departed for

Rai'atea on the evening of 26 JUly 18230 2

The events of the next few months are difficult to

arrange chronologically. Papehia evidently was taken

to the~ of Makea Tinarau, "father of the present

chief. u3 upon the expression of his desire to tell them

of the true God and burn their atua, he was taken to the

road of Toi near the Takuvaine stream and there first

1. Ibid., 104-106. J. Williams and W. Bourne to
LMS, 25 July 1823, SSJ.

2. J. Wi11iams and W. Bourne, ibid., 25-26 July
1823.

3. J. Wil1iams, Missionary Enterprise~, pp. 171
172. Some later traditions claim that he was abused by
Makea and fled to Vakatini £angatira Te Pou, or that he
swam to Arorangi and was protected by Tinomana. Early
sources and the nature of the situation both negate
these claims.
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preached the gospel~l Large numbers of people came to

hear what he had to say, and two facts are obvious from

the beginning: the Rarotongans were ready to abandon

their ancient gods, and they were willing to consider

the arguments presented as to why they should accept

Jehovah.

Williams and Bourne record that when the teachers

told the Rarotongans of the new God, they readily ad

mitted that theirs were not gods. Again, they state

that the people feared to destroy their god-figures but,

when they were told that others had burned theirs, they

began to laugh at the atua. 2 As we have already noted,

E. Armitage, some years later, asserted that the people

long had felt their gods oppressive, being mainly con

venient tools for the chiefs, and they were happy to

abandon them. Nonetheless the people and the chiefs

considered the choice carefully. Papehia wrote to J.

Williams some years later that two or three days after

his arrival (on a Wednesday) the people were attentive,

on Friday Tinomana destroyed his marae, and on Saturday

another chief did likewise. He also told Williams in

1. Jimmy Te Pou, LCMB, 19 April 1905, Vol. II, p.
15. F. J. Moss, "Maori Polity," JPS, 3 (1894), p. 20.
There is now a hall on this spot named Tekapuaanga 
"the beginning." The stone from which he preached was
moved by Bernard Thorogood to the field on the north
side of the Avarua Chapel. Cf. Appendix K for pictures
of monument and grave of Papehia.

2. J. Williams and W. Bourne, to LMS, 25-26 July
1823, SSJ.
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1827-28 that after his first sabbath on Rarotonga about

twenty joined "them" including Davida, the eldest son

of Makea pori. l In the above mentioned letter, however,

Papehia suggested that other significant events took

place before the actual destruction of marae. At a very

early moment, a daughter of the king became ill. Upon

the advice of Papehia, Makea burned three marae and the

child recovered. Then when Papehia urged the blessings

of the "new" God upon an ill Makea, the priests demurred

and some chiefs wanted to send the orametua away. The

opposition to Papehia became critical, and an improved

2Makea had to rescue the teacher. Thus, the natural

opposition of the taunga to an outsider who was attempt

ing to replace them was thwarted by this chief who had

experienced eight years of difficulty attempting to

exercise the mana of the old gods, and who was impressed

by what he saw of the new.

Although a few marae might have been burned (no

chief destroyed all his sacred places at this time) to

meet a specific need such as Makea's illness, it seems

almost certain that several months passed to allow the

chiefs sufficient time to test Papehia and his mana

before they would give rein to their growing agnostic

tendencies and cut off all contact with the past.

1. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 171-
172.

2. Papehia to Williams, 2 February 1830, SSL.
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Tiberio arrived in December. l The aggressiveness of

the visits of this Tahitian teacher to chiefs throughout

the island, and the mixed reception even at that time

(early 1824) indicate that the discarding of the ances-

tral gods was carefully considered and generally

occurred early in the new year - not in the week of

2Papehia's arrival.

The relation of the European's cUlture, technology,

and religion in the mind of the Rarotongan is well

illustrated by another lengthy story. Te Ariki Tapa-

rangi, Tinomana's son, was brought to the rau-tamana at

Avarua to be anointed ariki. Te Iro found that the boy

had a boil on his head and finally convinced the grand-

father, who brought the boy for the anointing, to take

him to the strangers for treatment. They decided that

it would be necessary to cut the hair in order that the

boil might heal. The grandfather (Te Ariki Ikapea) was

concerned about the repercussions, such as trouble from

Kainuku and storms or famine from the atua. But he was

most impressed that the hair would be cut with European

scissors and that there would be no pain. Giving his

assent the grandfather left the boy at Avarua and went

at early dawn to tell Tinomana that the strangers had

had cut his son's hair with £apa'a tools. Papehia gave

1.
and 178.

2.

J. Wi1liams, 11issionary Enterprises, pp. 176
He came from Rai'atea aboard a merchant ship.

Ibid.
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him some journals to take with him. He met a warrior

named Kapa on the way who at first appeared hostile,

but Te Ariki Ikapea kissed him, (rubbed noses) and gav'§.

him a journal. Then Tinomana and the people were very

pleased with the account and made a feast in honour of

the grandfather. Te Iro then explained to Tinomana that

if he would burn his marae like the people of Aitutaki,

he could leave the mountains and live once more on the

beach. Tinomana then replied, "I think I will believe

in the word of God. I may die because of it or I may

live. You go and bring the strangers here." When the

strangers arrived Tinomana announced to the ariki family

and the mataiapo that his atua would be burned for he

wanted peace like that secured by the people of Aitutaki.

The mataiapo violently objected, and began to fight say

ing that generations of arilci had died but none of them

had burned their gods. Again, however, the objection of

certain lesser chiefs, doubtlessly with the strength of

the taunga on their side, was easily overcome by the

ariki. l The strangers then told the people to come to

Avarua on Sunday for prayer.

As we have previously noted a characteristic of

this period was the numerous attempts by men of lesser

rank to overthrow traditional authority. This struggle

1. S. Savage and T~ Te Rei, History of Tangiia,
pp. 40-47. C. Cowan asserts that the opposite occurred
in Arorangi saying that the mataiapo sided with the
missionaries and tnat Tinomana was forced to do like
wise. M. Kore recalls that Tinomana faced a power
threat from a younger brother and accepted the gospel to
strengthen his position as ~~iki. Interviews.
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was manifest throughout the island as each party weighed

the evidence to determine where their future opportunity

could best be found. A power struggle in Arorangi was

obviously a factor in Tinomana's acceptance. Kainuku's

experience on the night of the teacher's first arrival,

coupled with the fact that the orametua first showed

favour to Makea, undoubtedly caused that chief to move

only slowly toward acceptance. At the same time,

Kainuku's reluctance was probably a prime factor in Pa's

early acceptance. As one source claimed, Pa accepted

the gospel quickly "because it was brought by the white

man. Pa liked the white man."l Within the Vakatini

clan an account of the struggle has been preserved.

Vakatini rangatira is one of two mentioned in early

writings as being the first to accept the gospel although

the ngati-Vakatini "would not believe.,,2 The reference

in this instance is almost certainly to junior elements

in the family who were attempting to assume power on

their own account. Vakatini rangatira decided that his

best interests were to be found with the teachers, to

whom he sent his son for protection.

Then, of course, the priests generally opposed the

new religion on obvious grounds. Tekaia and Karika are

especially mentioned in opposition. 3 Karika, as a

1. Mo Kore Interview.

2. S. Savage and T. Te Rei, History of Tangiia,
pp. 40-47.

3. Ibid. Maretu, Book, pp. 8-11.
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ceremonial chIef, felt his dependency on the ancient

gods, while Makea was already agnostic. The universal

failure of the priests to stop the retreat from the old

atua indicates the growing disbelief of the people and

the consequential decline of the influence of the taunga.

In fact the inability of the priests to meet the cha1-

lenge of new disease served to increase the agnosticism.

Tuaiva offered to destroy his marae to avenge the death

of his two sons which he blamed on his "bad gods .. " This

almost precipitated a war in the Matavera - Tupapa dis

tricts, and the teachers did not come to burn the marae.

Later Tuaiva became ill himself and Karika's taunga came

to heal him - making many large god-sticks. His con

dition worsened until one night he dreamed that Papehia

came with his book, took him by the hand, and told him

that the swelling in his legs, which was probably Ele

phantiasis had gone down. By morning his illness was

gone, all faith was lost in the atua, and the same was

replaced by a willingness to follow the gospe1. l Makea

Tinirau on the other hand died in 1826 having never

accepted the gospel. The authority of his title had,

however,been maintained by his son Pori for seven years

and Tinirau was too old to be motivated by political

aspirations. Pori was last among,the ariki to accept

the gospel, possibly because he had the teachers in his

settlement; his sister or cousin (Tapaeru) and his

1. Maretu, ibid.
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oldest son, Davida, were with the .£,rometua; thus he had

enjoyed their mana and maintained his ancient mana as

well.

Between December 1823, and June 1824, at least

three ariki and numerous other chiefs renounced their

gods and made some move toward the acceptance of Chris-

tianity. The first two people who were reported to have

destroyed their marae were Tinomana and Vakatini, dif-

ferent traditions ascribing to each the primary honour.

J. Williams says that a priest (obviouSly Vakatinl)

brought his ten year old son to the teachers for safe

keeping stating his readiness to burn his "idols".

Though a crowd gathered the next morning calling Vaka-

tini a madman, the teachers demonstrated the impotence

of the atua by roasting bananas on the god-stick fire.

Within ten days, fourteen "idols" were destroyed, and

Tinomana had sent for the teachers. l Papehia pointed

out the advantages of Christianity centering around

peace, and stayed up most of the night teaching Tinomana

2a prayer. Leaving Tinomana to consider the matter,

Papehia returned to Avarua and found a feast in progress.

The people had one side of their faces charcoaled, some

were painted with stripes, and many were dressed as

warriors with large capes with white shells and feathers.

1. J. \'Ji1liams, t1issionary Enterpr.ises, pp. 176-
78. Vakapora told Buzacott that he had been the first
to destroy his marae and accept Christianity. Buzacott
to LMS, 18 November 1833, SSL.

2. J. Williams, ibi~., p. 174.
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The priests, who were in charge, defeated every effort

of Papehia to speak. l A week later Pa sent for the two

teachers. They stayed with him for several days and

destroyed numerous marae and returned to Avarua with the

oldest son of each chief involved. 2 It was at this time

that a huge chapel was begun in Avarua, and D. Tyerman

and G. Bennett visited the island. Although these

visitors did not gain the impression of total acceptance,

a year later Bourne reported a completely believing

people. In those twelve months the influence of the

chiefs was exerted to the full on behalf of the mission.

For instance, Abela could effectively tell the ngati-

Makea to be present for a meeting, or wear pare~, or

cut their hair, or give up their second wives; and the

people would see "that it was a good thing" and obey

the chief. 3 In true Rarotongan style, religion was the

primary concern of the chief. Thus the stage was pre-

pared for the arrival of W. Bourne (f1Borneyll) who

preached to huge crowds in the large building.

In March of 1824, Pa and Kainuku sent for Papehia

and Rio to come to Ngatangiia and burn their idols. On

their way, at Arai-te-tonga, Ima and the priest Potikitaua

1. Ibid., pp. 174-176.

2. Ibig., PP. 179-180.

3. Maretu, Book, p. 14. In June 1824 it was re
ported that idolatry was renounced and that the Gospel
was flourishing. Daniel Tyerman and George Bennet,
Voyages and Travels, 1?21-29. Ed. by J. Montgomery,
London, 1831, I, 121-22. J. Williams, Missionary Enter
Erises, pp. 99-103.
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opposed them and called out, "Your god is only a mis-

chievous god." They continued on their errand, however,

and burned all the marae except that of Tuaiva, the

~ataiapo whose request to come earlier had not been

answered. 1 They then forced their way on to his ~~:~,

burning it, and confiscating the god-sticks. Upon

learning of his loss, Tuaiva hit himself over the head

with a rock and smeared his face with charcoal, thus

declaring his anger. His ngati chased Tooa, who had

actually destroyed the marae, but failed to catch him.

Then that night Tuaiva had the dream (previously men-

tioned) of Papehia coming with the book and telling him

that if his marae had not been burned he would have died

in three days - "So stand up and stretch your legs, your

illness is better." Awaking he found that he was well

and strong, and he was sorry for his conduct on the

previous day. Thus the only idols then remaining were

at Tupapa, Matavera, Avana, and Taraapai.

Word then came that the people should go to Avarua

for prayer, and the report was that God could be seen

as the pages of the Bible were being turned. On Monday

the first-born children of the ariki and mataiap~ were

sent for and with these enrollees a school was begun at

Avarua. The royal children spent the weekdays with the

teachers and returned home on Saturdays for food. It

was then decided that it would be better for the people

1. Maretu, Book, pp. 8-11.
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to assemble and be taught at one place, so Makea gave

land on which to build houses, stretching westwards

from Pue. The first church bUilding was constructed

at Ruatara, and it was always crowded at worship time.

Thus it is apparent that, though the precise order of

individual decision to forsake the old gods is uncertain,

the agnosticism generated in the "fearful season" soon

expressed itself in action as scores of fires burned

across the island destroying the sacred spots, the god

sticks, and hundreds of years of traditions which bound

the society together. The task then, of replacing the

atua and the system, was for the next three years in the

hands of two Tahitian teachers.

Papehia is portrayed in tradition as a kind, devoted,

courageous orametua, while Rio was an impulsive extro

vert whose motives became suspect to many of the Raro

tongans. These two first set about the task of con

version by visiting all the major chiefs and discussing

the gospel. In this visitation they inadvertently gave

additional mana to the current rUling ariki, antagonizing

the challenging factions especially mataiapo and the

lesser chiefs. They also allied themselves closely with

Makea and Pa, making the situation more difficult for

Kainuku, Karika, and even Tinomana. Their message of

the futility of following the old gods and the i~~ediate

blessings of following the. new nonetheless struck

responsive chords in the minds of the people of troubled

Rarotonga. Peace at Rai'atea and Aitutaki suggested

possible stabil~ty that was so ardently desired in
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Rarotonga. To show the inadequacy of the atua, the

teachers adopted very dramatic gestures such as bonfire

roasts of bananas using godsticks for firewood, and

they selected a koutu and marae as the site of their own

taro swamps.

As the chiefs began to court their favour the

orametua gained confidence and used the authority of the

ariki to force acceptance. Among the first who embraced

Christianity was Abela, a son of Makea Pori, who was

chosen to assist Papehia. He used the power of the

Makea title to cause the people to cast aside their

idols, to cut their hair, and to put away their extra

wives until both chiefs and people submitted. Through

fear such vices as theft and adultery were halted. It

was at this time, in 1825, that Bourne arrived. He
-

thought that large numbers of people had been converted,

and he certainly baptized hundreds. l When trouble arose,

Papehia and Rio were familiar enough with European ways

to mobilize a police force or army of per-haps up to one

thousand men to impose the Christian principles upon the

people, or to prevent the overthrow of the Christian

group and the possible death of themselves. When war

did break out the Christians rapidly overcame the oppo-

sition. The victors treated the foe with some kindness

1. A. Buzacott to LMS, SSL, Inserted between
letters dated 20 October and 16 November 1835, SSL.
Papehia wrote that 1,000 were baptized. To Williams,
2 February 1830, SSL. Maretu agrees with Papehia, Ibid.,
p. 14. Account in the foloni~ (a Sydney newspaperr-of
23 June 1840 reported 200. ~angelical Magazine, 1841,
p , 613.
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and thus gave impetus to the ideas of the power of the

white man and the peace of his gods. The teachers also

quickly gained a certain ~~ as they represented the

kooke, and had been brought to the island by them. The

people assumed that the two teachers were aware of the

secrets of the white man's cUlture. Thus when Tuaiva,

Tinomana's son, and Makea's daughter recovered from ill

ness the strangers were given the credit, whether it

was due to them or not. Rio and Papehia might not

satisfy the curiosity of the Rarotongans toward the

white man, but they were the nearest thing to the papa~

that had come to the island to live and thus attraction

&ld curiosity were directed toward them. The chiefs,

therefore, saw them as status symbols and vied for their

presence. Vakatini tried to win their favour by being

the first to destroy his marae.- Tuaiva's attempt to

align with them was evidently rejected by the native

teachers. 1 Tinomana, as the first ariki to burn his

marae, courted the favour and the blessings which might

come from their promises and their mana.

The traditions of those early years indicate that

there was a continual struggle between Takitumu and Te

au-o-tonga for the residence of the native teachers.

One of the big factors which added to the important

status of these men was their promise that the white man

would return. Even though Rio, at one time decided that

1. Maretu, Book, p. 10.
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it would be better for the Europeans not to come <since

he would then be of secondary importance), still the

presence of the teachers represented the probability

that the ones who brought them would come again. It was

only logical, therefore, that those whom they liked and

with whom they lived would be favoured by the returning

kooke.

Thus the native teachers owed their survival and

influence in pre-white missionary days to many different

factors. They were able to demonstrate the weakness of

the ancestral figures, because such was already apparent

in the minds of both chief and people of Rarotonga.

Again they represented the kooke, a strange people whom

the Rarotongans somewhat feared and, yet, for whom they

longed. The initial advantage of bringing home close

relatives of two or three of the most powerful rulers

in the land strengthened the impulse of the chiefs not

to do them harm. A part of the prior knowledge of the

white man was a knowledge of his gods, and at a time

when their own atua were failing, it was natural that

the Rarotongans were quite interested in any information

about a new and more powerfUl deity. Thus the native

teachers' confident belief in the power of their god to

avert disaster and punish evil was effectiveo Papehia

and Tiberio soon added to this the personal influence

of the ariki to 9~P~~~1~ze on the current political

struggles. The pressure of men like Abela or Iro or

Tupe or Davida, close relatives of the chiefs, on the

tangata kirikiri and even on lesser chiefs also played
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its part. Either intentionally or inadvertently the

teachers promised the perpetuation of the power of the

governing ariki by increasing contact with European cul

ture and technology, and perhaps also they encouraged

the residence of European orametua who would bring

clothes, tools, food, cotton, rope, bellows, presses,

looms, stone buildings, ship-building, scissors, mirrors,

fish-hooks, knives, axes, and, of course, "the book."

Again, they came offering peace in a land where major war

had lately become a frequent fact of life. They also

offered the supposed stability of police and laws, though

this was used to perpetuate the power of ruling chiefs.

At least, however, a possible solution was offered to

the serious problem of instability. Another proof of

their knowledge of European culture was the construction

of huge buildings of lime and sand on coral rock. When

the Tupapa people constructed a bUilding on their own

putting lime on mud, it crumbled and fell after drying,

but the native teachers were able to show them how to

use sand and make it stand. The Tupapa building was

one hundred and eighty feet long, but in 1825 to the

delight and pride of Te-au-o-tonga a building was con

structed in Avarua six hundred feet in length. The

determination of Papehia cannot be discounted as a major

factor in the conversion of Rarotonga. Without his

willingne~s t9 stay Ci19n.§,tl1e xnissionary contact might

have been delayed many years and in the meantime other

arrivals could have altered the local situation dramati

cally.
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Then lastly the teachers had "the bookc" It was

magic. It was God. The Rarotongans had heard of the

strange skill of reading and writing, but they did not

understand it, so quite naturally they supposed it to

be the key which would unlock the secrets of the papata

technology. They ardently desired the tools, weapons,

foods, and skills of the European world. They also

longed for the kooke Jehovah because according to their

manner of thinking He was necessarily the source of such

marvellous aChievements. They believed it essential to

become literate in order to understand and benefit from

the God of "the book." The competitive system, with

its innate motivation, demanded not merely the temporary

possession of the new goods, but their permanent acqui-

sition through the attainment of the skills needed to

produce them. This strange phenomenon linked European

technology, culture and Jehovah into one mysterious

object of veneration.

When Papehia turned the leaves of the Bible, it
appeared to those present that they could see the
image of God in them because of the shininess of
the leaves of it. Tuaiva went back to Ngatangiia
and told the people that the real God was in a
cloth-bound book. 1

When the Rarotongans were told that God lived in heaven

they would look to the sky and shade their eyes in an

attempt to see Him. More often with curious pUZZled

exclamations they looked for God in "the Book." Papehia,

from his own experience in Tahiti where missionary

1. Maretu, Book, p. 9.
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assistance in unraveling the mystery of literacy pro

vided the spark to conversion, understood the Rarotongan

awe and from the beginning capitalized on it. Tiberio

brought journals and Bible cards which were distributed

to men in key places. These became status symbols, and,

perhaps, were held in a similar position to the god-

sticks or ancestral figures. Thus the concept of

literacy was new and powerful, and its impact upon the

society cannot be overestimated.!

In spite of the many favourable factors, however,

the period of the Tahitian teachers (1823-1826) was also

k d b ti 1 °to 2mar e y con nua oppos~ ~on. The readiness to cast

away atua with whom they were already disenchanted or

to embrace "the Book'! should not be mistaken as an irnme-

diate acceptance of Christianity as the substitute gUide

for social life. The political struggles already in

progress and the traditions tied to so many atua and

~~ae were not easily overcome, and there was much fight

ing during these three years. 3

Upon one occasion a man named Tapu sold his pare

kotaa and his tia to Nganuku-taringa of Vanga for a

1. More on this sUbject is included in the account
of the enlargement of the schools at the time of the
arrival of the European missionaries. Cf. Chapter Nine.

2. E. Beaglehole describes these years as a time
of growing interest and acceptance and mistakenly con
cludes that opposition really began in 1827. Social
fhang~ ,~9 the South Pacific, pp. 19-23.

3. Maretu, Book, pp. 8-19. cf. S. Savage and T.
Te Rei, Ancient History of Tangiia, pp. 40-47. Maretu's
account of these years is the most detailed available.
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1pig. When he went to get the pig, however, it had

been exchanged for a smaller one. An argument followed,

and Tapu's head was cut open by a stone. The Avarua

chiefs were enraged. Pa and Kainuku then sent word ex-

plaining the cause of the trouble after which the ariki

met and decided to give Tapu an "idol" and a pig in pay-

ment for the loss of his blood. However Nganuku refused

to make the payment and fighting resulted. The Christian

party went to settle the matter, with instruction from

Papehia and Rio not to fight but simply to collect the

debt. One of the Christians, who was hit by a stone

and knocked do~~ bleeding, arose and trampled on the

blood to hide it from the sight of the orametua. The

"heathen" were defeated and chased to the mountains.

Some were captured and their idols taken. Then the

people of Rangiatea (obviously the heathen in this story)

asked for clothes to wear into Avarua. J. Williams

describes the trouble as follows: some provoked the

teachers, thinking that they were weak since they did

not retaliate when abused. However when a Christian
I

was severely beaten passing through a heathen district,

war followed, and the Christians won. The captives were

taken by their long hair to the seaside where the chiefs

were stationed and were told not to kill as they had

1. Pare is headdress. Kotaa is the frigate bird.
Thus a £are kotaa is a headdress made with feathers from
the frigate bird. Such would be a sacred symbol of rank.
A tia was a neck ornament usually made from stone or
pearlshe1l and worn in order to secure divine protection.
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formerly done but to follow this good religion~ They

then acknowledged Jehovah's superior power and mercy,

and united in worship. The followirig day all the marae

were demolished and this was the end of idolatry. It

was after this war that the Christians were given land

on which to build houses in the settlement. l Then

everyone came to Avarua, built houses for themselves and

began to learn the word of God. The ariki and mata~o

gave pieces of land around the island as residential

sites for the orametua.

However, there was trouble later because Veea would

not help work on the orametua taro plantation on an old

rnarae site. A skirmish involving Rangiatea again followed

and many trees and houses were destroyed. Veea had the

backing of Kainuku, which again caused problems between

Tupapa and Takitumu. Then some of the chiefs (Makea and

Tinomana) took land from Pa and Kainuku, with the ora-

rnetua's consent, which they claimed had been taken from

them previously. The Christians selected a thousand

men as soldiers, with Tupe as captain, to protect the

ariki and orametua. The teachers consented to move the

settlement to Ngatangiia when the chiefs and people

threatened to give up their profession of Christianity.2

Though Makea Tinarau, Karika, and Tinomana moved to the

1. J. Wi11iams, Missionari Enterprises, pp. 184-185.

2. Pitman to LMS, 12 May 1827, SSJ. A hurricane
had destroyed the huge chapel a few months prior to
this. It was rebuilt quickly on a smaller scale.
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new settlement, Makea Pori with many of his ~ati re

fused to go. This confrontation brought Rarotonga to

the brink of war for the second time in a matter of

months and the dispute was settled only when the Euro

pean orametua arrived shortly thereafter. 1

Papehia and Tiberio had been taught to recognize

the separation between church and "stat.e." However, as

Christian Tahitian ministers to a heathen people whom

they regarded as lower than themselves and, in particu-

lar, as men who for the first time found themselves able

to wield semi-chiefly authority, they were inclined to

be excessively dictatorial. This produced tensions

between the teachers and the Rarotongans. The orametu~,

the new teacher of life, told the people that their gods

were false, that tapu was meaningless, and that the ~~

of the gods was non-existent. He told them that their

family structures were inadequate and evil, and that

pre-marital intercourse, polygamy, widespread adoption

of children, and communal living were opposed to the

will of the true God. Proclaiming killing as evil and

cannibalism as a crime against God, he promised peace

in exchange for the removal of their former practices

and concepts of sacredness, while he indicated that the

displeasure of Jehovah could be expected to visit them

if they refused. Thus the chiefs consented (with some

1. A battle was narrowly avoided (possibly by the
move to Ngatangiia) in a dispute with Kainuku over his
are. Maretu, Book, pp. 12-19.
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advantage to the hosts) to gather their clans or vaka

in large settlements, giving land, free of atinga obli

gations, to all who would come to live permanently.

Obviously involved in such a move was an attempt first

by Makea and then by Kainuku to secure island domina.nee

in the new structure. However, the Rarotongans were not

prepared for an effective king, and concentrated settle

ment proved too burdensome on the land and too prone to

arouse old antagonisms. It is inconceivable that Makea

would live long in the territory of Fa or Kainuku, and

the reverse was just as incredible. How could one re~

ceive the atinga and the respect due an ariki when he

lived in the house of another chief? How could he con

trol his people if not only ~apu was destroyed, but

also his power over lands and the settlement of his

people? Fapehia and Tiberio became assistants to the

ariki and so gradually encroached upon powers, favours,

and even lands formerly enjoyed by rangatira, mataia~o

and taunga. They were obeyed for a time out of fear,

but they were naturally disliked by many especially

the chiefs upon whose former position they infringed.

The local people were quite anxious to gain knowl

edge of the kooke from the Tahitians, but they were not

prepared to give the teachers chiefly powers. The

kooke's arrival immediately increased these tensions as

they.effectively reduced the importance and position of

the native teachers.



CHAPTER NINE

THE KOOKE AND THE PURSUIT OF

LITERACY: 1827

On 26 April 1827, Wi11iams again sailed from Rai'

atea for Rarotonga, this time with the precious and much

desired "cargo" of a European orametua assigned to

reside at this new outpost. Charles Pitman and his wife

were to be the expression of the long cherished goal in

Rarotonga - a real kooke who could unravel the secrets

of this impressive culture. At mid-day, on Saturday, 5

May the ship came within sight of Tumu-te-varovaro in

seas too boisterous for landing. The appearance of the

ship on the horizon undoubtedly aroused immediate excite

ment ashore, followed by the concern that it might sail

without being able to anchor. Everyone from unga

to ariki, as well as the teachers, Papehia and Tiberio,

spent the afternoon anxiously watching the drama. Agai.n

Makea prepared a feast and everyone gathered their gifts
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(what could be more meaningful than their "idols") for

the welcome. Through the long hours of the night the

villagers kept watching and, when the ea.rly dawn brought

slightly calmer seas, a large double canoe raced out to

the ship to be of assistance. Although much of the new

orametua's goods had to be left aboard, Williams and the

two Pitmans landed amidst the cheers of a thronging

crowd decked out in black dresses and bonnets on the

part of the women, and clothes of local manufacture by

the men. The feast was made the more magnificent and

thrilling by the announcement that the kooke had come

to stay! Wll1iams, who had first brought Papehia and

Tiberio and who now presented one who would obviously

know the mystery of the kooke even better than these

two, was the honoured guest. The gifts laid at his feet

included fourteen god-sticks, the smallest of which was

five yards long. l On Wednesday Tiberio preached at the

first worship service held after their arrival in the

2chapel at Avarua.

Aside from the long-range changes which would re-

suIt from Pitman's arrival, one very crucial alteration

was imminent - the planned move to Ngatangiia. On

Thursday, 10 May, Williams and Pitman assisted the

1. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 60
•

2. The new chapel was 300 feet long.
to LMS, 6 November 1827, SSL. J. Willi~ns'

were 250 feet by 40 feet. Ibi~.

c. Pitman
measurements
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people in the Shift. l Evidently Makea persuaded Pitman

to remain a few days with him, as he knew his settlement

would be especially bitter. Obviously the king made his

point for by 12 May Pitman, Papehia, and Tiberio had

agreed with Makea that the formation of two settlements

was the best means of maintaining peace and unity among

the people and chiefs, and that upon the arrival of the

next missionary each would work with one native teacher

at one of the two major settlements. 2 This obviously

did not entirely please Makea, but it appeared to be the

best he could do at that moment. Ironically the settle-

rnent at Ngatangiia, forced upon the teachers primarily

by Kainuku, probably had the opposite of its intended

long-range effect. The accident of timing resulted in

Pitman's living in Ngatangiia where he regarded (probably

owing to briefings by Williams) Pa as superior to

Kainuku. This also resulted in the establishment of the

more energetic and more practical Aaron Buzacott at

1. J. Wil1iams, ibid., pp. 113-117. C. Pitman
records that he stayed longer at Avarua and that the
move occurred on the 17th. To LMS, 6 November 1827, SSL.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 12 May 1827, SSJ, 63. The
transition from Tahitian teacher to pap~~~ orametua was
difficult also for the mission. As noted previously,
the native teachers had not been anxious for the kcoke
to come and reside on Rarotonga, for this obviously
would necessitate a decline in their own importance.
Tipg,t; io ,e$p§c:,i,~:J.:l..y ,t;gsi,.s tgg t:.h~ (3.\ltJ1qr i..t:.y of t:.h~

Europeans, and temporarily refused to return land gifts
or leave the island as Pitman thought necessary. How
ever, as the attention of the islanders turned to the
papa'a in search of their goals, the position of domi
nance in the schools and classes was assumed by the
kooke and, correspondingly, the Tahitian influence
diminished.
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Avarua,

Four thousand gathered to hear Willlams preach in

the Tahitian language on 12 Mayol The people at once

began the construction of a large, plastered chapel,

which would seat three thousand, at this new settlemente

Each tap~ chief was allotted certain portions of the

work. 2 The bUilding measured 56 feet wide and 154 feet

long and was furnished at each end with two doors and

on each side with three. As a gesture to celebrate the

termination of the old system (at least to the Europeans)

two large god-sticks were used for rafters. 3 On 5 JUly

a feast was held. There were numerous speeches, in-

eluding a lesson by Williams, marking the joyfUl opening

4of the chapel. A large percentage of the island people

moved into that settlement, built houses on land pro-

vided by the ariki (a source of increased ~~ in this

competitive soci.ety) and set about learning everything

possible from the kooke.

Pitman, with knOWledge of the work in Tahiti and

Rarotonga, immediately centered his effort around the

mystique of the book. Courses for the baptized, the

1. J. J. E11is, Martyr Missionar¥, p. 60. Maretu,
Book, pp. 19-22.

2. J. Wil1iams, Missionary Enterprise!, pp. 118-124.

3. c. Pitman to LMS, 6 November 1827, SSL. Pitman
was injured, to the serious alarm of all, by a falling
rafter during the construction.

4. Ibid., 5 July 1827, SSL. J. Wi11iams, I"Ussion
ary Enterprises, pp. 118-124.
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candidates for baptism, the adults in general, and the

children were arranged and organized into twenty-three

classes averaging twenty-eight families and twenty over

seers in each. l The people, responded eagerly, and

initially they learned rapidly even in the Tahitian dia-

lect. The presence of the European was desired to pro-

vide access to these goods temporarily, but, more impor-

tantly his presence was desired as a source of the

knowledge that they might be able to acquire that pros-

parity on their own. The Rarotongans had decided from

the very beginning that the attainment of literacy was

more meaningful, more practical, and more important than

all the mana of their ancestors. When one considers

the wide scope of the ancient system's influence it was

abandoned with remarkably little hesitancy. This aban-

donment was inevitable, as it was necessary in order to

2acquire the new system.

Meanwhile, the missionaries found it difficult to

distinguish between the decision to abandon the old

system as the price for the new, and the reservations

held in regard to the gospel. The immense problems re-

suIting from social and economic change which were

expected by the local populace were never fUlly recog

nized by the teachers. The staggering disruption of

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 6 November 1827, SSL.

2. This basic motivating factor has been termed
the "literate revolution ff by G. S. Parsonson.
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every facet of life was beyond the comprehension of the

European orametua. The Rarotongans endeavoured to come

to terms with the situation and even attempted to warn

the missionary that the decision to accept the new did

not necessarily involve the ilM1ediate adoption of the

Christian beliefs concerning sin and morality. C. Pit

man, in understandable, though likely inaccurate termi-

no109Y, related a conversation with Tupe, Pats brother,

which took place not long after he arrived on the

island. Tupe thus warned him:

Teacher, be not in haste; do not think so well of
us, be not deceived, we are wicked, deceitful
people. stop until you have been longer with
us, and know more of our character, and our way
of living.

A few weeks later he again said to C. Pitman,

Teacher, you do not know us yet. You think because
we come to the house of God, and the schools, and
do what you tell us, that we are good people and
love God. It is not so; we are deceiving you:
There is a great deal of private wickedness that
you know nothing of. Ere long you will know. l

Although Pitman could not comprehend the inner working

of the Rarotongan mind, as he could not understand their

cUlture, he quite quickly recognized that the people

were extremely anxious to learn to read and write.

Vaikotopu expressed the feelings of the people when he

connected literacy with conversion. He wrote that they

did not have a reverent regard for the way of Jehovah

which was taught by Papehia; but that Pitman expounded that

way more fUlly and taught the people to read and

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 9 June 1840, Evangelical
Magazine, 19 (1841), p. 620.
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write. l From 1823 to 1826 Papehia and Tiberio had spent

much time in classes and schools, teaching as best they

could the things which they knew about God. They were

handicapped, however, in their limited knowledge of

reading and also because of the scarcity of reading

material.

As soon as Pitman and Williams arrived they began

to teach the whole population through classes. "Schools

constitute one of the most important departments of

missionary 1abour.,,2 As early as August Pitman was

teaching the alphabet and the Tahitian catechism, and

by November many had memorized half of them8 The chil-

dren were taught at sunrise, then the overseers of

classes were given instruction, and each evening was

spent answering questions in homes. Mrs. Pitman gave

special instructions to the women, and all were schooled

in various sUbjects and arts. 3

Before the end of 1827 Wi11iams had translated the

books of Galatians, Hebrews, and the Gospel of John from

4the Tahitian into the Rarotongan language. Though

diligent in their attendance the people were slow to

learn until they received works in their own language,

after which their progress was unexcelled in the Pacific.

1. To LMS, 9 March 1837, SSL.

2. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, p. 63.

3. c. Pitman to LMS, 6 November 1827, SSL.

4. J. Williams to LMS, 21 November 1827, SSL.
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Although Williams promoted the teaching of English in

later years, when Gill and Royle arrived, he believed

then that it was necessary to teach"them in their mother

t 1"ongue; anything else would have excluded most of the

population.

The Rarotongans eagerly grasped each new concept

of technology which was offered to them - from the simple

bellows to the spinning wheel and even to the compli-

2cated steam engine. Yet "the art of writing amazed the

natives as much as any novelty introduced by foreignerso"

The natives seemed unable to regard the alphabet
in any other light than as a religious mystery,
utterly unintelligible to the uninitiated, and as
the primary test of sincerity and earnestness of 3
those who were anxious to adopt the new doctrines~

From the beginning, this interest was manifested in the

fact that a large percentage of the island's population

were willing to spend many hours each day in studying

all available written material. Buzacott, in this be-

ginning period, said that in his settlement a thousand

adults and fifteen hundred children had been taught by

49 A.M. each day.

1. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 122
123. The Hawaiian experience was valuable here, where
it became obvious that an English education would have
excluded the great mass of the population.

2. The idea that the Europeans "insisted" that
they use the papa'a tools is inaccurate. Cf. R. P.
Gilson, ItThe Background· of New Zealand's Early Land
Policy in Rarotonga," JPS, 64 (1955), p. 270.

3. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 63 and 66.

4. Ibid., p. 65.
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One day while the chapel was under construction at

Avarua, Williams needed a carpenter's square. Rather

than get it himself, he wrote a note on a piece of wood

and sent it by a chief to Mrs. Wil1iams. The native

was reluctant to take the message since he did not under-

stand it, and he fUlly expected Mrs. Wil1iams to think

him a fool. However, she took the chip, read it, and

then gave him the square. He ran through the settlement

shouting, tlThey make the chips talk!" and he wore it

around his neck for a long time. 1

In a matter of months the need for a press on which

to produce materials in the Rarotongan language had be

come obvious. 2 In the months that followed the need

became increasingly urgent. Learning in Rarotonga was

retarded because of the lack of Rarotongan books. 3 This

problem was intensified by two factors: the first

teachers had been Tahitian and had used their native

language, and there had always been a lack of slates on

4which to work. The interest and ingenuity of the chil-

dren was indicated by their replacement of sandboards

for writing with flakes of mountain stone. These flakes

were rubbed smooth with sand and coral and coloured with

purple dye from the mountain plantain. Some were even

1. J. Wll1iams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 118-124.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 6 November 1827, SSL.

3. J. Williams to LMS, April 1828, SSL~ Buzacott,
Mission Life, p. 67.

4. A. Buzacott, ibid. Pitman to LMS, 10 July 1828,
SSL.
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framed. For "pencils" they gathered ecinus or sea eggs

(which had from twenty to thirty spines) and burned

them slightly to prevent scratching~l When Buzacott

and Williams visited Tahiti in mid 1828, the mission-

aries there encouraged them to leave Rarotonga and go

somewhere else where the people were ready to receive

the gospel. Buzacott notes that interest in leaxning

was a major factor in their refusal to leave.

How could we forsake a people who fill the churches
with attentive aUdiences, and schools with plodding
scholars. It is true that not a single native had
yet given any evidence of the possession of vital
godliness, yet who could look upon these congre
gations and schools without hop~ng that better
times were surely near at hand. 2

The literate revolution might be extended to include

the entire concept of cultural change for literacy,

technology, prosperity, and religion were inseparably

connected in the minds of the Rarotongans. Through the

following years many fascinating products and skills

were to come to their shores that had been unimagined

in the past, and the impact continued to grow in their

minds. The arrival on Rarotonga (with Buzacott and

Williarns from Tahiti) of horses created a profound sen-

sation and "was not without its influence in favour of

the Mission.,,3 Through the years globes, models of

steam engines, mirrors, magic lanterns, clocks,

1. J. Williams, Missionari EnterErises, pp. 476-479.

2. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 57-52.

3. Ibid.
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microscopes, telescopes, and hundreds of other western

items amused and enthused them. Of course, tools such

as axes, hammers, saws, and scissors, were items to be

cherished for a lifetime~ For example, just before his

death in 1853, Kaisara, a Ngatangiia deacon, pUlled an

iron axe from under his pillow which had been given to

him twenty-five years previously. It was still in re-

rnarkable condition, though Kaisara h"id used it in every

pUblic work in that period~l Another indication of the

veneration for the book and kooke culture is seen in

the accounts of the first major opposition to the mission

after the arrival of the white teachers. At that time

(1829) the prime targets of the incendiaries were the

houses of the judges and the schoolbuildings. The

school at Ngatangiia was twice burned and the chapel

was burned once,2 indicating the likelihood that the

opponents of the mission felt that if the advance toward

literacy could be stopped, then the parties favouring

the new way could be overthrown. The schools and chapels

were rebuilt as soon as they were burned. \Vhen Tupets

house burned the first thing he tried to save, consider-

ing it his most valuable possession, was a portion of

the Scriptures in the Tahitian dialect. When he failed,

he cried out -

Oh teacher, the book of God is consumed! My
house, my property, never regard, but oh, my

1. c. P~tman to LMS, 8 April 1853, SSL.

2 6 George Platt, 21-31 December 1829, SSJ.
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book, my book, and oh, the house of God; will
not God punish us for this. l

The schools became the centre of activity as well

as the place where the competitiveness of the old system

found a continued outlet. In less than three years

practically the entire population were enrolled in the

classes. A place for the rangatira was found for one

rangatira was assigned to be in charge of each group.

Each class became a small competitive unit assisting one

another in house construction and other works and de-

vising means to see that all members of the unit attended

worship each Sunday. Pitrnan recognized that attendance

depended largely on the chiefs. 2 It is also certain

that accomplishments in memory were spurred by the com-

petitive nature of the people. Quite early in the

mission the teachers decided to concentrate on reading

and writing with the children, while stressing memori

zation with the adults. 3 Their accomplishments were

phenomenal. For example, a chief of Ngatangiia died on

8 June 1830, who had learned the skill of wood-turning

and, though he could not read, he had memorized from the

scriptures all of the Epistles of John, ten chapters of

the Acts of the Apostles, the first chapter of John's

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 9 June 1840, Evangelical
19 1841) • 619.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 22 October and 6 November
1829, SSJ.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 16 December 1829, SSL.
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Gospel, and a portion of Galatians. 1 In 1842 a young

woman repeated the entire New Testament from memory.2

Another facet of the schools which was compatible

with a competitive background and thus increased the

interest of the youth in learning was the yearly exami

nation. During these exams each child read a chapcer

from the Bible; certain boys were chosen to lead hymns;

and the children repeated as a body Dr. Watts ScriEture

Catechism, his first catechism for children, and about

one hundred questions from Brown's Catechism. On the

day following the examination a feast was held for the

children in front of the chapel which was followed by a

parade. Each class had its own flag made from native

cloth, and in the procession the boys were followed, in

order, by the principal chiefs, the jUdges and their

wives, and then the girls. They marched through the

settlement and the parents stood before their are

delighted at the entire project. 3 Pageantry and com-

petitiveness were two elements of life which the Raro-

tongan understood and enjoyed, and thus the yearly

examination became a permanent fixture of the schools ..

In later years James Cha1mers, resident missionary,

expanded this concept to the further delight of the

people. The twelve best scholars, male or female, from

1. Ibid., 2 July and 17 August 1830.

2. Ibid., 21 November 1842.

3. Ibid., 16 June 1831.
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each settlement (by then there were five) were selected

for competitive examinations.

In reading and Bible knowledge they far exceeded
my expectations. In geography, arithmetic and
writing their progress was also astonishing. For
four hours the examination lasted and throughout
the greatest interest was felt by all present. 1

This excited immense enthusiasm and also became a yearly

school feature. Through the years the schools were ex-

panded. New age groups were admitted and new sUbjects

were introduced. Each occasion served as a gauge of

the attitude of the people toward the mission. In

August 1832, a new school was opened in Arorangi, and

there were then approximately two thousand children in

the three settlement schools. 2 The rise in school

attendance at this point was the first clear indication

to the papa'a that the opposition had ended and that

the people had decided to become Christians. At the

beginning of 1833 there were 2,100 in the schools (500

in Arorangi, 700 at Avarua, and 900 at Ngatangiia).3

In mid-May supplies arrived for the schools from England

and they were very crowded with children anxious to

receive the sheets of printing. 4 By January 1837, three

thousand children were reported to be under in-

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 12 October 1867, SSL.

2. C. Pitman to LZVlS,. §Allglls-t 1.£332, SSL. New
schools were begun in Titikaveka in 1834 and in Matavera
after the disturbance of 1849.

3. J. Williams, Missio~ary Enterprise, pp. 476-79.

4. C. Pitman to LMS, 1 May to 1 June 1833, SSL.
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struction. l When it is realized that the population of

the island could have been no more than six thousand

(and might have been considerably less) this must repre

sent a total attendance of the children. There were

fluctuations in attendance through the years, but at the

lowest great interest in literacy was always indicated.

Numerous variations of the schools were attempted

from time to time. The wives of the missionaries

usually, though spasmodically, held classes for the

women in various sUbjects and skills. Mrs. E. R. W.

Krause actually conducted a women's school daily from

8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., with instruction in academic

sUbjects in addition to instruction in sewing, knitting,

crocheting, embroidery, cooking, and washing. 2 Upon

their arrival Henry Royal and Williarn Gill began a school

for infants, in which seventy-two enrolled, and Buzacott

reports that children were singing throughout the settle-

ment:

Little children will be there,
Who have sought the Lord by prayer.
In every infant school, 3
Oh that will be joyful, etc•••

Miss Corrie, sister to Mrs. Charles Pitman, conducted a

boarding school for girls which catered to children of

rank and which began with eight students plus several

• , •

2. E. R. W. Krause to LMS, 10 April 1863, SSL.

3. A. Buzacott to LMS, 1 August 1839, Evange1ica~

Magazine, 19 (1841), p. 403.
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day scholars. l There was a secondary school for boys

in the times of Jarnes Chalmers and W. W. Gillo 2

The innovation in which the Rarotongan was most

interested was the study of English. In the beginning

they were qUite content to learn to read and write in

their own language. Gradually the feeling began to

arise that they were not progressing in technology or

prosperity, though most could read and write in the

Rarotongan dialect. Thus, they reasoned that the mystery

must relate to the language of the papa'a. The demand

for and interest in the teaching of English is indicated

in the attempts made to give such instruction over the

objection of Pitman. Gill and Royal began teaching the

English language upon their arrival in 1839 at the in

structions of the directors of the Missionary Society.

This was soon abandoned by the missionaries, not because

of a lack of interest or ability on the part of the

Rarotongans, but owing to the lack of books, want of

time to study, and the feeling that it was impractical

in that no amount of effort would result in the replace-

rnent of the native tongue as the directors had thought

probable. 3 However, Miss Corrie, Mrs. Pitman's sister,

included it in her girls' boarding school, and a few

years later Miss Sarah Anne Buzacott, Aaron's daughter,

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 5 September 1843, SSL.

2. W. W. Gill to LMS, 25 April 1877, SSL.

3. Williarn Gill, Autobiograph~, pp. 64-65.
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began a school in English at Avarua. This again ex

cited much interest with the Rarotongans and of the

forty-four students in her classes, one half of them

studied English. l The news spread to other islands and

the people of Rimatara (four hundred miles distant)

built a schooner and sailed it to Rarotonga bringing

six of their children whom they wanted to learn English. 2

The departure of the Buzacotts ended this venture and

literacy in the English language was left for later

generations, much to the disappointment of many Raro

tongans.

Other than the daily schools there were two further

aspects of attaining literacy toward which the interest

of the people was directed most; these were printing

and "the Institution." In attempting to attain literacy

writing materials, printed articles, and books are

essential. The desire for printed papers and books, so

evident on Rarotonga, was but another indication of the

urgency that the people attached to this endeavour.

Their insistence on being taught to read and write forced

the missionaries to ask for a press and to translate

scriptures into the local tongue within weeks after

their arrival. Before the end of 1831 the entire New

Testament, as well as several other works, had been

translated into the local dialect. A. Buzacott had

1. A. Buzacott to LMS, 12 January 1854, SSL.

2. Miss Buzacott to LMS, 5 December 1854, SSL.
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translated Matthew and 1 Corinthians; J. Williams,John,

Galatians, Romans, 2 Corinthians, Hebrews, James and

Revelation, and C. Pitman Mark, Luke, Acts, Ephesians,

Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians, Timothy, Titus,

Philemon, I, II, III John, Peter and Jude. l Work began

almost immediately on an Old Testament translation while

various text books for local use were hurriedly pre-

pared. C. Pitman reported that when the Old Testament

translations were less than one third finished the people

were urgently wanting paper to copy the manuscripts by

hand. 2

In 1831, a second-hand press which had been used

by Barff, arrived from Huahine. 3 During the next few

years printing took place on a relatively restricted

scale owing to limited knowledge of the working mechan

ism of the press and to the lack of supplies. In 1839,

however, a new press arrived from England as a contri-

bution from the London Missionary Society. At the same

time five thousand New Testaments were brought by John

Williams from England which were received with exultation.

Two thousand of these were reserved for the outer islands

and the three thousand which were left were insufficient

to meet the local demand. They had been printed through

the offices of the British and Foreign Bible Society,

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 18 October 1831, SSL.

2. Ibid., 1 November 1837.

3. A. Buzacott to LMS, December 1834, SSL. Mission
Life, pp. 177-187.
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and the excitement engendered by their arrival was one

of the last sUbjects discussed in the writings of

Williams.

The countenance of a successful applicant glistened
with delight while he held up his treasure to pub
lic view, others hugged the book, while many kissed
it; some sprang away like a dart, and did not stop
till they entered their own dwellings and ex
hibited their treasure to their wives and children;
while others jumped and capered about like persons
half frantic with joy. You will recollect that
none are Given Away; those who had money to pay
for them were the first supplied, (the price was
three s.,) ••• the next were those who had dried
bananas or nuts to pay for them; • • • The third
class supplied were those on trust; and when some
came whose characters were such as to cause some
little hesitation, their appeals were pointed and
affecting. ltDo let me have a Testament; do let
me have the good word of God; perhaps by reading
it my heart can be made better." Others who could
not read, and were slack in their attendance at
school, would plead and promise to do better. "We
did not know," said they, "that our eyes would
ever have beheld such a sight as this in Rarotonga;
we shall neither eat, drink, nor sleep, if you do
not give us the good word of God." These are but
faint representations of never to be forgotten 1
scenes which occurred at this delightful island.

In the next few years printing became one of the central

activities of the island and literally millions of sheets

were printed, bound, and given or sold, to the people

throughout a wide area of the Pacific. The old press

was still in use in 1840, and 6,000 first class reading

books, 3,000 geographies, 2,000 copies of the first

sheet of Genesis and 3,000 James Church Member's Guide

1. J. Williams, "Last Days of the Reverend John
Williams, A part of the letter he was writing on the
boat at the time of his death," Evangelical Magazine,
19 (1840), p. 611.
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had been printed. 1 In the middle of 1841 the parts for

the new press arrived and J. B. Stair came from Samoa

to give instructions on printing to two Rarotongans.

He also gave to the mission 2,000 copies of Mr. Glover's

2Memoirs, and 2,000 copies of the sixth sheet of Genesis9

From 1839 to 1841 £9 sterling was spent on the print

3ing. The book of Psalms was bound in cloth and sold

at six cents each to help with this expense. 4 From 1839

to 1841 the printed material tota1ed:

2,000 each of the last five sheets of Genesis
(total - 10,000 sheets)

2,000 Psalms
4,000 Geographies
3,000 Arithmetics
3,000 James Church Member's Guide
6,000 First class reading Books~

According to demand a second shipment of 3,000 New Testa-

ments from the British and Foreign Bible Society arxived

in 1843. 6 In correspondence with the LMS, William Gill,

in February 1844 summarized the history of Rarotongan

printing and expressed his opinion that from the very

beginning "the distribution of sacred Scriptures was

second only in importance to the oral pUblication of

the Gospel." By 1843, 1,842,000 pages of various

1. Wi11i~~ Gill to LMS, 6 January 1841, SSL. Some
parts of the new press did not arrive for about two years.

2.

5.

Ibid., 7 June 1841.

Ibid., 8 December 1841.

Ibid., 17 september 1841.

Ibid., 8 December 1841.

Ibid., 6 January 1843.
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material had been pr~nted, and a need for a second press

and more type was reported. l

A. Buzacott was the energetic leader of activity

at Avarua,but the press did not depend upon him. He

left in 1846 to go back to England partly to recover his

health and partly to see the Old Testament translation

through the press there. In the five years Buzacott was

gone, Wi11iam Gill was in charge of the Mission. This

included the printing-room and a further 132,500 sheets

were printed, which included 1,590,000 pages, all of

2which were printed by young Rarotongans. By 1851,

fifty-three books besides the Bible had been printed in

3Rarotonga. In 1853, 141,000 sheets were printed, 1n-

eluding 133,000 sheets for the song books (7,000 hymn

books with 300 hymns each); 6,000 reports; 1,000 hymns

for the chapel opening; 1,000 calendars; and another

1,000 sheets for the schoOls. 4 The total which was

printed in Rarotonga from 1852 to 1857 was 360,032

sheets with 6,424 books bound in cloth and leather and

18,223 volumes bound and stitched in paper. 5 If there

1. Ibid., 10 February 1844.

2. Wi1liam Gill, Autobio2F~phX, pp. 244-245.

3. Cf. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 177-187 for
a list of the books.

4. A. ·auzacottto LMS,12 January.1854, SSL.

5. George Gill to LMS, 5 June and 10 June 1857,
SSL. As the Gosoel spread throughout other areas from
Rarotonga, the n~w works depended initially upon the
printed material from Rarotonga. By 1858 the Gospel
had gone to Manihiki, Rakahanga, Penhryn and other
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were the same number of pages on these sheets as ~n the

1846-1851 period, then almost 6,000,000 pages were

printed between 1846-56.

In 1854 a second edition of the scriptures reached

Rarotonga but 2,000 remained unsold five years later. l

A number of factors were ~nvolved ~nclud~ng a saturated

market with a vastly reduced population, less available

money due to a decrease in the number of ships calling

at Rarotonga, and the beginning of a feeling that l~ter-

acy was not going to produce the expected results.

During the stay of E. R. W. Krause the press was not

used as extensively as in prior years, and James Chal-

mers recommended that only small pUblications be printed

in Rarotonga, the larger volumes to be produced in Eng-

land. During those years numerous books were ordered

and a third edition of the scriptures arrived in 1874.

A new press was purchased jointly by the LMS and the

Rarotongans in 1871, and printing continued into the

mid-twentieth century. However, the Rarotongans grew

disillusioned with the quest and gradually turned their

attention to other means of utilizing the knowledge

attained to produce a meaningful way of life. Yet, for

half a century, an intense interest in literacy made

printing a major avenue of the mission's endeavour~

The most practical and far reaching expansion of

the schools was the establishment of the Institution in

1. E. R. W. Krause letter to LMS, 16 November
1860, SSL.
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The purpose of

this establ~shment was to train local teachers for

evangelistic work. Aca.demic training, instruction in

manual skills, and the opportunity to do evangelistic

work were combined to form an appealing outlet for many

Rarotongans. More than five hundred young men and their

wives studied ~n the Institution in the next few decades;

and. numerous others requested admission but were re-

jected. Such an activity was possible only because the

Rarotongan searched for the white man's mysteries and

thought they were in the BOOk. l From this search arose

a genuine missionary interest coupled with a desire on

the part of younger men to exercise ~nfluence abroad.

Two add~tional events in the year of the kooke

landfall are sign~ficant. Almost immediately upon

arrival, J. Williams began construction of a ship to use

in his miss~on travels. 2 His initiative was born be-

cause of frustrations caused by lack of transport but

almost certainly he failed to realize that this activity

was ranked by the Rarotongans second in importance only

to the schools. The Rarotongans had lost much of their

navigational skills owing to their pre-occupation with

the use of their rich land followed by the death of the

older ship-wrights in the depopulation through papa'a

1. A detailed presentation of the Institution is
found in Chapter Twelve.

2. J~ J. Ellis, John Williams, p. 59.
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d~sease~l As a former people of the sea, the Poly

nesians had been builders of great canoes for many hun

dred years. These were for the most" part constructed of

single hUlls hollowed from large trees, stabilized by

a'uoutrigger. For large ocean going vessels they

lashed two such hulls together to produce canoes from

60 to 100 feet in length. Two of these hulls were

joined by strong crosspieces on which a large platform

and bUilding (orau) were constructed to form the famous

double canoes which crisscrossed the Pacific carrying

entire vaka from island to island. The voyages of the

Spanish and Dutch mayor may not have missed Rarotonga

and its immediate neighbours, but reports of them had

definitely reached those shores. One of the chief aims,

therefore, in searching for the white man's technology

was ship building, and once the basic idea was dis-

covered and materials could be collected, every tribe

(ariki) was anxious to possess its own ship. As late

as 1891 the Rarotongans were busy building a .90 to 100

ton vessel from local timbers. 2 Thus, when Wi11iams

announced his intention to build a ship, the people

eagerly responded to his appeal for assistance. The use

of the tools was fascinating, and the bellows (which

Wi11iams had immense difficulty perfecting) were

1. As noted previously, the Atiuans, who were
dependent on contacts with other islands, were the
principal navigators of the Southern Cooks.

2. F. J. Moss, AJHR, 1891, p. 91.
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intriguing. Makea, in an occupation which befitted a

king, sat daily for hours watching or pump~ng the

bellows, doubtlessly studying the process for his own

future use. The ship, the Messen9..£r of PE;.ace:, was o:f'

modest proportions - being sixty feet by eighteen feet

with a displacement of fifty tons. l It was built in

three months, being launched on 19 December 1827 at a

cost of less than twenty shillings. It leaked badly on

its trial run, but after repairs made a visit to Altutaki

with Makea aboard.

The second event of significance was the formal

adoption of a code of laws based upon European concepts

and standards. The arrival of Papehia and then Tiberio

precipitated a basic change in the means of attaining

or maintaining stability in Rarotonga. The fires which

destroyed the marae and godsticks did much more than

consume the vegetation and the symbols of ancestors long

dead - the real death in those sacred groves was that

of tapu. If things were distinguished as sacred and in

violable by the solemn convocation of a particular godts

pete, and then the god himself was destroyed, of course,

everything related to him suddenly became secular and

available to a110 For this to occur in relation to one

1. J. IiJilliams to LHS, 21 November 1827, SSL., J.
Wi11iams, Missionarv Enterprises, po. 144-152. In the
book the boat-.:CS-(rescrr.bed~·as 0"£ seventy to eighty tons.
Other manual skills which lent weight to the appeal of
the mission at this time included a turning lathe at
Ngatangiia and a sugar mi11~ Ibid., Missionary E~~

pri~es, pp. 166-168.
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god was unusual, but a wholesale demolition of gods ~n-

volved essentially a total breakdown of the old equili-

brium. In the u£earful season" multiple power struggles

were occurring so that the mana of particular gods was

being questioned and widespread concern was experienced

in regard to how this series of struggles might term~-

nate. The wars we r e more devastating than ever, yet: the

struggles were contained within the old system, and t~

was largely respected. In 1823 the decis~on was made,

after years of expectation and several monthd deliber-

ation, that it would be more difficult to adapt the old

system to the present crises than it would be to discard

it entirely and start anew, accepting the external order

that Papehia and Tiberio represented on beha.lf of the

kooke. The ch~efs, who for ages past, had appealed to

their ancestral figures upon every occasion and had used

the effect of tax~ to regulate tribal life, understood

fully what they were doing. They were not certain of

the details of the way the new system worked but news

from Rai'atea and Aitutaki emphasized a cessation of

war, progress in attaining of western technology, in-

struction in the ways of the new god, and the main-

tenance at least of the authority of the chiefs. The

mana of the new God and the effect of his taou must be_........

evident in the existence of peace where formerly there

had been war, and the reSUlting standard of life was

proof of the superior~ty of the entire system. When

Tinomana burned or otherwise defaced the representations

of his deified ancestors, he publicly declared that the
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importance of his office no longer hinged on his descent

from atua. His power to set aside certain things,

places, or acts as taE£ was openly denied, and his

juridical office was effectively destroyed. ThUS, tech

nically, if an unga wanted to eat from the ariki's

kumete he could do so without fear of the gods - only

the secular might of the ariki himself remained to be

considered. The very or.der of society crumbled - the

well understood restrictions and protections in regard

to social manners, feasts, marriages, deaths, land, line

of authority, and a host of other things involving every

area of daily life were abolished. Then when Pa and

Kainuku and Makea did the same, they declared that the

principal differences between the vaka were no longer

existent, or, at least were no longer important. The

underlying motive of the competitive system was thereby

removed - for how could one prove the superiority of

his ariki as the descendant of the greatest atua, if

there were no atua71 Every concept of law in their land

was founded upon kindred to one another and to an atua,

and suddenly the foundation was gone! The impact of

transforming a competitive society motivated by the

asserted level of achievement of deified ancestors into

an openly agnostic system in a few months defies des

cription. Every standard of conduct, every restriction

for protection of person or property, every confidence

in one's place in history, every power and influence

(other than physical force), every value placed upon

people or things was suddenly removed. There was not
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merely a change of law, but a total abo1Lt~on of author

ity. Although the full impact was not immediately ev~

dent, and was never completely felt'Cas traditions

linger longer than the base upon which they stand), this

was precisely what occurred in Rarotonga in 1824.

There were various reactions. Tinomana and Pa, as

the weaker ariki, were ready to precipitate this s~tu

ation and depend on their association with the teach~ng

of the kooke to protect their positions, for they had

little to lose in relation to the other arik~. Anxious

to reta~n the veneration for the power of tapu, Karika,

who as a ceremonial chief was more dependent on ~~,

opposed the move as long as was possible. Kainuku and

Makea did not oppose the change, nor did they rush into

it. Ultimately the initial choice was simple for them 

destroying the atua would make military power the domi

nant factor of rank and they possessed that power.

Accepting the gospel, which was the next logical choice,

was not an altogether simple choice either. In fact

Makea Tinirau died in 1826, at least two years after the

burning of the marae, and he still had not accepted the

new gods. The tangata kirikiri had little say in the

matter as they had long accepted the principle that the

ariki, as the most direct descendants of the atua, con

trolled the peoples' relationships with them. Thus if

the ariki announced that representations of Rangatira

or Tangaroa or Motoro were to be burned, the order might ,

provoke consternation and fear, but it would be obeyed.

Those most likely to oppose the move would be the
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depended upon their success in the competitive system,

but it was founded upon an ancestral figure through the

ariki. Thus, an ariki could destroy the mana of a

Fangatira without his consent. The rangatira in general

had less confidence in his own ability to maintain his

rank in the resulting coercive system, yet he could not

prevent the emergence of the system. It is likely that

this type of situation was involved in the reported

power struggles of Ngatangiia and Titikaveka. The taun~

sometimes acquiesced in the decision of the 2riki, but

more often opposed it ineffectively.

Papehia and Tiberio represented a new system - and,

quite naturally, to the Rarotongan they were most

directly connected with Jehovah and Jesus Christ. They

were royally treated and responded accordingly. They

claimed for themselves women of rank, had the people

build their houses and plant their plantations, and they

received many kainga of land as giftS. l They exercised

chiefly authority in a context. they and the Rarotongans

1. Makea first gave Tiberio land - a kainga in
Avaavaroa which had traditionally belonged to that ~iki
but which had been conquered by the Matavera ~ataiapo

and given to Kainuku in the fearful season. This brought
the native teachers into old land quarrels and prcmpted
other chiefs to give them similar kain~. Cf. Pitman
to LMS, 10 November 1827, SSJ. Makea had evidently
given his daughter to Tiberio, as an outsider of rank
and she was pregnant by him when Pitman arrived. The
latter was distraught at such a thing and compelled
Tiberio to marry her. Ibid., 1 June 1827.
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understood. The new system of law was based upon them,

and they exercised it fUlly. Hundreds were therefore

baptized at their suggestion during the visit of Bourne,

and the people were summoned to worship by constables

during the visit of Vaughan.

When he arrived, Pitman was appalled to learn of

their actions. The concept of using intimidation to

baptize, to demand attendance, to take women or land

was completely beyond his comprehension.

The people have certainly been much oppressed and
in my opinion such conduct must give the people a
very unfavourable view of the Christian religion. l

Tiberio may not have acted in an acceptable manner for

his Christian leaders, but he had responded to near an-

archy with an authority, and in a manner which the people

of Rarotonga did understand. And, contrary to Pitman's

appraisal, they also appreciated it. Thus again Pitman

misunderstood the facts when he wrote:

The two native teachers have in many things erred.
They have exercised too much authority. The
chiefs as well as the poor people seem to be 2
absolutely afraid of them, especially of Tiberio.

There was fear of the teachers as they filled the void

of chiefly jurisdiction. The people did not understand

the laws they promulgated, but they responded to the

authority which they well understood.

certainly numerous chiefs did not look with favour

upon the intrusion of this new aristocracy. The removal

1. Ibid., 10 November 1827.

2. Ibid., 12 September 1827.
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of~ forced many to fight and find rank through

power, thus causing several skirmishes and at least two

wars, but the majority of the people clung to a new

application of an old system and supported the teachers.

Nothing in Polynesia increased mana quite so quickly as

victory in military competition - and this mana belonged

to Papehia and Tiberio in the years 1823 to 1826.

In less than a month Pitman had discovered the

nature of the actions of the native teachers, and he

became distraught concerning this matter. l He immedi-

ately encouraged the marriage of Tiberio and the

daughter of Makea (which was probably already arranged),

insisted on the return of the land gifts (which the Raro

tongan would not understand and which John Williams

opposed unsuccessfully), and made it known that no one

was expected to attend the schools and worship simply

in response to the demands of the constable~ (whose power

was locally considered an extension of ariki mana).

Pitman might not have understood the Rarotongan motive,

and he possibly overestimated the arbitrary power of the

2teachers, but he was able to dictate the actions of

the latter.

This day we had some of the kainga returned that
Rio had received from the people to their proper
owners. Between twenty and thirty belonging to
this settlement had been returned. Tomorrow I
understand he will return those belonging to

1. Ibid., 1 June 1902.

2. C. Pitman to LHS, 6 and 9 November 1827, SSL.
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other parts.
We are, I th~nk, l~kely to have a great deal

of trouble with the people in respect of their
kaing~. It appears that at the banishment of
Kainuku the servants of Rio seized the ka~£~as

[sic] of several chiefs and retained them to th~s
daYbThe d~fferent chiefs say that they do not
belong to the present propr~etors but there is so
much perplexity attending these things that it
requires a good knowledge of their language to
seek into it. l

It was the end of the year before Pitman succeeded in

relieving Tiberio of his duties, but the chaos resulting

from his actions began almost as soon as he arrived. In

1823-24 when the marae were destroyed, the immense

vacuum left by the destruction of tapu was at least

partially filled by Papehia and Rio, as the representa-

tives of the new culture and its God who thus virtually

filled the role of a new ariki title. Some semblance

of equilibrium was maintained in the society by wide-

spread use of constables who in-some degree exerciSed

the function of the komono. The competitive system con-

tinued and centred around the teachers themselves as the

honoured guests or even the replacement of the 90d-

figures. The people, while retaining their former

political system as far as was possible, rallied round

the teachers as the focus of the new authority. Pitman

quickly removed that SUbstitute, and crises again arose

in respect to social order.

There was a widespread and ~mmediate demand for

some system of law which would give a semblance of

1. Ibid., 30 December 1827.
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stability to life. The Rarotongans felt that the kooke

could do this effectively for he brought a reputation

for peace. In their insistence on teaching, they made

a system of order a first requirement. Pitman, with his

western concept of the separation of church and state,

did not comprehend immediately the necessary connection

of religion and political authority in the Rarotongan

mind. He also failed to understand a system in which

law of kindred ruled the land. Pitman had hoped to help

the Rarotongans gradually develop a new system of moral

law governing the personal action of the people which

would then allow them to solve their own problems, such

as the nature of civil authority, in a traditional

manner. He felt that laws concerning theft and other

matters might be required immediately,l and that others

would come later.

It is altogether against my wish to have anything
to do with the political concerns of the people.
But at present they know nothing of laws - not
even the meaning of the term. It is necessary
however for our personal safety and for the good
of the people that laws be introduced - when
finished I shall take no more part in them, more
than giving advice to the king and chiefs when
asked - my time will be fUlly occupied with their
spiritual concerns. 2

The Rarotongans, of course, had developed a legal system

appropriate to their situation involving kinship, i.e.

the feud, and intricately associated with tapu. It

ceased to function when tapu failed. The disorder of

1. Ibid., 29 June 1827.

2. ,!£i_q., 28 JUly 1827.
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mid-1827 was due to the arrival of the missionaries and

the relegation of the teachers to inferior status. Thus

discussions on a set of laws to give order to the new

system began almost immediately.

These dialogues were led by the chiefs, who raised

various questions over problems such as land disputes.

This was one of their basic difficulties stemming from

the "fearful season" when the old guidelines were being

broken. Since the past standards had been totally

removed how could it be determined who really owned a

disputed kainga? Was it now the traditional owner or

the one who had taken it by trickery or force? The

orametua did not attempt to unravel the rights or wrongs

of particular cases or to attempt to establish a reason-

abel standa.rd, but rather advised the acceptance of the

~tatus quo. That this was never really satisfactory to

any other than those who thereby gained from it is a

proof that the laws accepted were not dictated by the

~ook~, but rather were those which the chiefs deemed wise

and necessary.

This week the evenings have been devoted to conver
sation with the principal chiefs as to the pro
priety of what laws it would be best to introduce
among the people. Formerly they used to find some
pretext to seize one anothers kaingas [sic] or
land, consequently nothing but quarrels and war
were known among them. The principal difficulty
appears to be whether the present holder of the
land shall keep what he has or restore it to the
person from whom it was taken. If the latter be
adopted it is likely to be attended with many un
pleasant circumstances. The former at present
appears to be the most likely for the continuation
of peace. l

1. Ibid. These were suggested by the orametua
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For two months, long discussions continued almost dailyl

and finally the results were presented at a meeting in

Avarua. As was the case in any Polynesian gathering,

the right of dissent was recognized, and the opposition

of any important chief could defeat a suggested plan.

That all people including every ariki recognized that

the old order had passed and that new laws were needed

is indicated by the fact that no such objection occurred.

Pitman writes:

This day we went with the chiefs and principal
people to Avarua to establish the lawso • • •
We chose two chief judges for this place, one
for Avarua and one for Arorangi, and two under
jUdges in each district. It was not my intention
to have anything to do with their political con
cerns, but till they get accustomed to the laws
etc., it is necessary to give them council etc.
so recently emerged from heathenism they have
but little idea of these things. 2

According to Maretu this meeting was held to make the

laws, i.e., to gain the acceptance of the p~ople for

those laws discussed and agreed upon by the chiefs at

Pitman's suggestion. The ariki and mataiapo explained

that everyone was subject to the law. 3 The fact that

the two independent titles are mentioned shows that the

chiefs were attempting to bridge the gap left when the

as wise under the new system, and this advice carried
much weight since the chiefs were fully aware that they
were the learners of this new system. They were not in
timidated by the kooke and certainly exercised their
judgment before adoption.

1. J. Jo Ellis, John Williams, p. 63.

2. To LMS, 19 September 1827, SSJ.

3. Maretu, Book, p. 20.
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law of the kindred collapsed by assuring the people pub-

licly that there was to be one set of laws for everyone

including ariki or mataiapo ngati.

The laws themselves have been described, by il1-

informed modern critics, as arbitrary, theocratic pro-

nouncements by the mission. Such claims assume falsely

that the missionary legislated for the people. In

addition, they do not recognize the needs of the time

or the nature of punishments laid down. Unfortunately

no list of those first laws has been found, although a

summary published in 1879 claims to incorporate them and

a few others which were added or amended through the

years. 1 The laws emphasized personal relationships,

moral offences, and breaches of church rUles,2 and wer.e

primarily those adopted at Rai'atea. According to J.

Wil1iams the sUbjects included were theft, trespassing,

land stealing, rebellion, marriage, and acui, tery. 3 The

laws obviously were designed to protect what the mission-

aries thought to be, and the ariki wanted to be, the

status quo. They were designed to enforce Christian

concepts of morality and were not immediately understood

by the people. While attempting to treat all people

equally the laws confided the mechanism of enforcement

of social order to the ariki and his appointees (always

1. See Appendix A.

2. F. J. Moss, "Maori policy," JPS, 3 (1894), pp.
21-22.

3. Missionary ~nterprises, p. 113.
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rangatira). It is also obvious that they dealt with

what seem today to be insignificant matters, but it

must be kept in mind that there was a complete absence

of written law in the island. The punishments, subjects

of many jokes today, were designed to meet the needs of

an earlier era when penalties were more visible and

severe.

Forty-six laws were published in 1879 dealing with

offences ranging from the breaking of curfew to card-

playing, to murder. The first law related to sorcery:

No one is allowed to make evil use of any of God's
works such as asking a sorcerer to find out the
cause of sickness, or as to the discovery of a
thief. The penalty is for the sorcerer ten dollars
fine, and for the person asking him, five dollars
and forfeiture of any money that may have been
paid to the sorcerer. See Lev. XX, 6, Deut. viii,
11, Is. viii, 19.

Tattooing, walking with one's arm around a woman's

waist, and card-playing were prohibited. A person found

owning a deck of cards was subject to a ten dollar fine,

while those playing could expect to pay half that amount.

For rebellion against parents, children could be ordered

to build ten fathoms of stone wall. Other offences

called for two months in stocks. Laziness, as exhibited

in the failure to plant, was a punishable crime. Those

with several wives were to choose one and send the

others home. The death penalty for murder was later

introduced by the chiefs after an instance in which a

woman and her lover killed the husband. The laws were

amended occasionally especially after the problem of

intoxicating beverages arose. A person offending more

than once against the liquor laws was subject to
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perhaps significantly, a new law in 1888

dealt again with that problem.

The details of the laws agreed upon were not so

important to Rarotongan life as the means adopted for

their enforcement. Laws sometimes changed and, similar-

ly, were sUbject to being ignored. The mechanism of

enforcement, however, determined the base of power and

was more difficult either to ignore or alter. There was

never any serious likelihood that anyone other than the

chiefs would have that responsibility, since that had

been the case all through the past. Inevitably they

were still looked upon as the natural guardians of the

system. The papa'a orametua had never expected or

desired that responsibility and likely could not have

assumed it in any case. The ariki thus spent much time

with the teachers asking for advice and information

which assisted in creating the impression that under

Jehovah, they had been selected for that task. When they

therefore called a meeting of the people and presented

suggested laws and enforcement procedures, the people

generally accepted it as a part of the new system much

like the old.

Enforcement was to be enacted by police, under the

auspices of an akava (judge). Trial by jury was also

included in the initial plan, but was never implemented. l

In each tapere two policemen and two custodians were

1. \'lilliam Gill, Gems, II, 31.
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appointed, replacing the toa of anc±ent times and the

army of Papehia and Tiberio. l 'I'he number of constables

Lncr e a.s ed in the following years, arid during one period

any male member of the church, particularly a deacon,

was an ex officio policeman and could arrest and give

evidence against the accused. 2 The constables were paid

from fines for convictions (usually approximately one

fourth of the amount collected). The power of appoint-

ment to this position resided with the ariki and akava.

The dominant position in the new juridical system

was that of akava (judge). They were responsible for

hearing complaints, weighing the evidence, arriving at

a jUdgment usually with the consent of the ari~~ , and

1. Maretu, Book, p. 20. There were therefore
approximately two hundred law enforcement otficers, com
posing about 3% of the population.

2. W. McBirney, Folklore, pp. 47-50. During this
period the office of deacon become more powerful and
more desirable than many chiefly titles. This is not
as revolutionary as it might seem, since in most in
stances deacons were also chiefs, as this became a way
by which an ariki could reward or satisfy the ambitions
of his vaka.--Xlthough the ariki did not personally
appoint dea~ons it is certain that he wielded considerable
influence in the selections, and again, the inevitable
consultation of the orametua with the ariki before final
action, would be construed by the people as a meeting
to decide upon a choice with the ariki voice being domi
nant. Thus the desire to be a deacon-or a constable
became keen and the numbers increased. According to F.
J. Moss, Avarua had at one time as many as three hundred
policemen (fifty or so each in six sections) among two
thousand people. "Maori Policy," JPS, 3 (1894), pp. 21
22. At one· period it was reportedtcflat there were· one
thousand policemen on the island. History of the Cook
Island Police, Cook Island Police Department, Rarotonga,
1962, p. 1.
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imposing a fine.! The judges were appointed by the

ariki who always selected their ranqatira tutara. 2 In

later times there were also lesser jUdges, resulting

mostly from the traditional demands of a competitive

society for recognition. This system was quite under-

standable to all and to most people was acceptable. The

obvious objectors were the lesser chiefs and Karika and

Kainuku. There were, however, never any serious attempts

on the part of the jUdges to relegate the chiefs to a

secondary role.

A new system for establishing order and punishing

those who violated the rules thus came into being. As

disorders continued, violations were frequent, arrests

were numerous, rewards to the officials increased, and

the fines became more and more harsh. Public floggings,

confinements in wells, and even banishments were not

3unusual. According to one tradition, a woman was beaten

4to death on Papehia's orders for committing adultery.

c. Pitman comments:

I have frequently requested the jUdges to lay
aside the use of large ropes and to flog with

1. Usually fines were divided between the constable,
the akava and the ariki, with the latter receiving about
50%.-

2. Tupe, brother of Pa, was the first jUdge of
Ngatangiia, while the position became virtually heredi
tary in the Vakatini ranqatira clan of Te-au-o-tonga.

3. F. J. Moss, "Maori Polity," JPS, 3 (1894), ppo
21-22~ Moss ascribed to the brutality of the enforcement
of the new laws as being the main cause of incendiary
actions of 1829.

4 0 W. McBirney, Folklore, pp. 41-55.
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a proper instrument, at the same time I told them
that the flogging of women was a custom of which
we do not approve. l

upon another occasion, when Tevioio was killed by his

wife and her lover, the chiefs threatened the guilty

pair with capital punishment, but were dissuaded by the

missionary who felt that retroactive laws were unfair.

As punishment, the \-JOrd "murderer" was tattooed upside

down on the woman's face, and she was banished to Manuae

where she was left by J. Williams on his way to Rai'atea.

The man was chained to a stake at a house in Ngatangiia,

where he was fed by people on his lands and was watched

day and night by the constables. After five years his

2health failed and he was freed. It is significant to

note that the harshest punishments ste~ned from the ariki

and akava, not the missionary. Makea and Pa had become

effective ariki ~gain, having more dominant authority

in their lands than they and their predecessors had had

in a practical manner for several generations. The

island was never ruled by the missionaries, although no

doubt they felt that their power was dominant. The mana

of Jehovah which they inadvertently lent to Nakea and

Pa <and Tinomana at a later date), and the juridical

reform which they placed in those same hands, assuming

that this was where it should be, allowed those men to

r~le effectively in the absence of tap~. The chiefs

1. To LMS, 18 March 1830, SSJ.

2. A. Buzacott t Mission ~ife, p. 147.
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conferred with the ~a'a, much as they would have con

sul ted the .:t.aunga in the past, J. but they were not domi

nated by the teachers.

Thus in 1827-28 a new system as a basis for order

was established, granting to two ariki extensive practi-

cal powers unknown in the memory of any then alive. At

times this power was abused; and many of the penalties

which were enforced are difficult to understand in terms

of modern thinking, but they constituted a means of

effective rule welcomed by most in this period follow~ng

the "fearful season." The lesser chiefs who were not

included often felt ill-used. For instance a ~taiap~

of the east coast testified later:

It was bad enough in the old days when a man was
clothed with the mana ariki, but when the mana
ariki and the mana ture was combined in one
person, the people had nothing left them but
submission no matter what robbery or injustice
they might sUffer. 2

The year of the arrival of the ~a'~ was a time

of great change, which had been expected and desired.

The people in mass demanded and began receiving instruc-

tion in literacy and manual skills. "They did have a

great eagerness to learn the arts of civilization though

they felt no need for regeneration.,,3 Memorization of

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 1 December 1830, SSJ.

2. W. E. GUdgeon quoting Te Ura, IICMB, 17 February
1908, Vol. IV, p. 218. Mana ture was the new laws and
their system of enforcement.

3. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, p. 31.
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scripture, construction of new type buildings, and the

launching of a Rarotongan-European boat promoted a sense

of achievement in the new technology~ The people,

gathered in settlements, had moved from Avarua to Nga-

tangiia and part of them back to Avarua, owing to food

problems and traditional alignments. The settlements

themselves presented many problems including disruption

of land rights, food production, and loss of some free-

dom of movement. The mana of the new God was placed fUlly

in the hands of Makea and Pa, giving them practical

power previously unknown and arousing the opposition of

a number of other chiefs.

It must be recognized that, while the whole populace

thronged to the schools and seized the opportunity to

learn manual skills, only the Te-au-o-tonga vaka, the

Pa-ngati, and the Puaikura ~?~~ were satisfied with the

new juridical system. Kainuku, Karika, the'mataiapo of_ l~

Matavera, some taung~, and miscellaneous other challengers

were unhappy and constantly in opposition~ In reality

the opposition never ceased. There was war just prior

to Williams' arrival owing to the cutting of trees on

someone's ~~inga without permission for the building o£

the Avarua chapel. l In the month of his arrival Pitman

wrote that there was " ••• a little dissatisfaction

among the people of this district because a small party

has joined themselves to Makea, which would

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 28 May 1827, SSJ.
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terminate in war."l And there were difficulties through-

out the year over the question of monogamy, the new

system of law enforcement, and land disputes. And

ominously, within two months of the pap!'a arrival,

widespread illness arose

••• nearly the whole of this" day have been
visiting the sick. A great sickness at present
prevails - bleeding and purgatives appear to
be the only remedies for easing them - if not
visited ~mmediately they are seized - but few
recover. 2

1. Ibid. Maretu claimed that the burning of houses
began in Rarotonga before the arrival of Buzacott. He
said that Tupe's house was the first burned and the cul
prits were never discovered. Book of Maretu, p. 20.
It seems obvious that Maretu's chronology is in error.
Tupe was not appointed judge until late 1827. Missionary
correspondence indicates that the fires began in earnest
in 1829 while Buzacott arrived on the l6~ of February
1828.

2. Ibid., 9 July 1827.
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CHAPTER TEN

THE CONTINUANCE OF THE HFEAR}....UL

SEASON": 1827-1830

The Rarotongans accepted the gospel more slowly

than practically all other Polynesian people. The

arrival of the kooke oram~~, like the previous landing

of the Tahitian teachers, capitalized upon great in

terest in literacy and European cUlture, but it elicited

no immediate decision to completely accept the new call

ing of submission and conversion. In 1823 an immense

interest in papa'a culture had been unleashed among the

people. This was manifested by the full participation

in the search for a new way of life through the classes

and skills of the native teachers. The arrival of the

kooke personally increased the exc.itement.

The people thus gathered anxiously around the

papa'a teachers. When the arrival of Buzacott made it

possible to have two permanent settlements, practically
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everyone was willing to leave their homes and planta

tions and live near the teachers. The opportunity to

learn was thus enhanced, and the Rarotongans attempted

to accommodate their teachers in every way - except to

make that ultimate decision to become Christian. They

were anxious to study, willing to care for the strangers,

and to submit to a new concept of law; but they did not

understand nor accept the new system of morality or the

authority of the new God.

The kooke brought many things for which the Poly

nesian longed, and which they set about the task of

acquiring with diligence; but much time would be required

to assimilate them, and their dreams were doomed to dis

appointment from lack of resources and from confusion

resulting from mutual misunderstandings of respective

economic systems. The hospitality inherent within the

competitive system and the hope of receiving those

cherished products prompted the Rarotongans to gratify

any desire of the kooke. If he wanted a house or a

church building or a road it was freely built in the

manner similar to the payment of ating~ to an ariki.

He was given liberally of the produce of their land and

the sea from which came their basic livelihood. The

Rarotongans assumed that the kooke would enter the com

petitive system and reply with the gifts of his cUlture.

His response, however, was both mysterious and disappoint

ing. Assuming that their hospitality was a natural

response of gratitude for the receipt of the gospel,

the orametua never understood the basic differences of
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the two economic systems. l He therefore failed to

honour in the expected manner the obligation which gifts

should have provoked in return. To" add to the confusion,

the kooke seemed somewhat independent of the land, as

ships brought him boxes of goods for which he seemingly

gave nothing. It became apparent qUite early that the

missionaries did not intend to give the products of

their culture to every person on the island, nor were

the chiefs given sufficient supplies to satisfy the

needs and wishes of the people. The Polynesians then

set about trying to understand the mystery of the kooke

economy, and it gradually became obvious that the bene-

fits of his cUlture were available only when the native

was capable of showing some purchasing power. Slowly

they were to become familiar with the mystery of money

- the concept of an economy based on trade - and they

were to express their sorrow that there were no "gold-

holes" in their island. From the beginning this was a

source of frustratio~ and through the years the fortunes

of the island varied widely according to the frequency

of the coming of the whalers and other merchant vessels

offering money or goods for needed supplies. Tension,

rather than satisfaction, resulted from this situation

since it was controlled totally from the outside.

Gradually the Rarotongans developed a new, parallel

1. This does not imply selfishness on the part of
the missionaries. They, too, had given up much. They
simply did not understand the polynesian customs.
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system in wh~ch the kooke was included.

The major opposition to the kooke arose in response

to the first primary tangible facet of the literate re-

volution -this facet being written laws with permanent

power of enforcement vested in particular individuals.

Again, this was caused by the misunderstanding of the

social patterns of the two merging cultures. The Poly-

nesians had no law, as such, in the past. Control was

maintained by the concept that to offend a man was to

offend his kindred. The idea of independent jUdges or

fines paid to an ariki was quite foreign and unwanted.

Under the new system the law pronounced fines for all

offenders - wh~ch were to be paid to the chief. The

bene£~ciaries were the ariki and his appointees (rela-

tives) as judges and constables. The clan therefore

lost much of its ability to control the ariki. Their

customary law was private, dealing with kindred and not

directly or specifically with a king or other office

holder; the new published law virtually centered around

the king and thus altered the basic power structure of

society.l The first major effect, therefore, of the

literate revolution was the subtle but certain elevation

of kingly powers.

In December 1828 Tupe ventured an opinion to Pitman

that one of the problems with the opposition was that

1. cf. G. S. Parsonson, "The Rise of Germania,"
Historical and Political Stu~ies, 2 (1970), pp. 71££.
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they had always believed that to disobey their gods

(violate !apu) automatically brought some heavy judgment

upon themselves. Discovering that this was not true

with regard to the new laws, they believed that the

orametua were false teachers. l This belief had been the

basic structure of Rarotongan society for six hundred

years and could not be replaced in their minds quickly.

In reality the Rarotongan today very much believes in

the sacredness of certain ancient customs and places,

and he fears the tupapa-ku. One mataiapo in 1971 re

fused to enter a marae, saying that he had gone there

once several years ago and had felt strange immediately

2and then was sick for three days. Another mataiapo

refused to answer certain questions, and his companion

3would not speak at all, while visiting a marae. A cer-

tain house in Takamoa, Avarua is tapu to Rarotongans and
. 4

none will sleep there as it is cursed with a ~uEapa-ku.

The teachers had proclaimed Jehovah as the Almighty God

and had warned of tragedy if the people refused to

follow Him, but the old tapu of the ancestral figures

was still more effective in a practical manner than the

visible physical punishments of the new laws. The taunga

and chiefs in opposition doubtlessly capitalized upon

1. Pitman to LMS, 24 December 1828, SSJ.

2. M. Kore Interview.

3. G. Taraare Interview.

4. Interview with Mrs. Margot Johnson, Takamoa,
Avarua, 1971.
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this fact in arousing antagonism to the new law.

Although the tapu of the new God might be r.egarded

as suspect, punishment for violation of law was impos

sible to ignore. The ~ooke (and his Tahitian prede

cessors) did not have the training, disposition, or

power to command the obedience of the Rarotongans. They

believed in the separation of church and "state", and,

in designing the system of law enforcement so as to in

volve pre-selected individuals, they made a major mis

take. They arrived with a basic concept of a Polynesian

people who were dominated by a powerful ~riki, a chief

whose word was the final authority in all matters. They

assumed that Makea was an effectual king (rather than

ceremonial or nominal) and that Pa was the second most

powerful figure on the island. The thought seems never

to have occurred to them that Kainuku might ,be equal or

superior to Pa or even Makea. The power struggle that

had been going on (and was still unsettled) in the Makea

family, was misunderstood and, though they later wrote

of two r1akeas with one ruling in the name of both, it

is doubtful that this was appreciated for quite a number

of years. It seems that they never comprehended the

fact that the current political status was a new condi

tion with which the ceremonial lines were quite dis

satisfied and that the power struggle to determine who

might ultimately dominate was still far from over. Nor

was it apparent to the missionaries that the .ma!:aiapo

had legitimate power and were making claims to §E,iki

status. When these mataiapo were dissatisfied and
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caused trouble to the missionary, they were regarded as

rebels who should be dealt with by law through the ariki.

The kooke gave advice on how to fill the void left by

the loss of ta~ and confided this information to Makea

and Pa in particular, who then recommended to their

people that certain laws and enforcement procedures be

adopted. Once the people agreed, and it was logical for

them to do so, effective power was placed in the hands

of the two chiefs. Many of the laws were foreign in

their concept: for example, it was forbidden to be out-

side one's are after 9:00 p.m., or to be tattooed, or

to leave one's house (except for worship) during church

service hours on Sunday, or to work on the "Lord's dayll,

or to consult a taunga about illness or theft~ The new

penalties for offending against the laws were often
-

different from the old, more visible than in the past,

but in many ways less fearsome than the punishments

which followed the breaking of ~apu. If the laws were

thus readily adopted, the judges were also acceptable,

as blood related appointees of the ariki; but the con-

stables, as men of former low rank, often aroused con-

siderable antagonism.

The result of the adoption of the new laws was that

increased power was placed in the hands of Makea, and,

to a lesser degree, Pa. The elevation of Makea was

apparent almost from the beginning as he was given

special attention by the missionaries. On the trial run

of the ~esse~ger of Peac! to Aitutaki, Makea not only

accompanied Williams but returned with many gifts
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including seventy pigs, coconuts, mats, ta~a cloth, and

cats. l He also visited numerous islands on the first

trip to Tahiti, where he was received as a king. He did

not use the occasion merely socially, but he spoke to

people of other islands about events on Rarotonga, ob-

served local situations, and listened to the advice of

fellow Polynesian chiefs. He obviously deduced that

European culture was procurable without adhering to the

Christian religion, and he was advised by a Rai'atean

chief not to be over1y kind to the missionaries or they

would exploit him to the point of demanding that he and

2his people should provide their every need. AS a non-

Christian still who had in his possession Rarotonga's

first guns he thus determined to strike an independent

course. Te-au-o-tonga ceased to provide food for the

orametua; the protection of property broke down and

theft resumed; tattooing and wearing of the parekotaa

were renewed. 3 Hakea had If ••• certainly returned a

very different man from what he was before ". . .,
having taken in all the "sights and sins," he returned

home "hard to handle.,,4 Buzacott's impression was that

1. J. Wi1liams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 152-
154.

2. A. Buzacott to LMS, 1830, SSL. No further date
is attached but it was obviously written in December.

3. J. Williams, Missiona~y Enterpris~, pp. 218
'219. Maretu, Book, p. 22.

4. C. Pitman to LMS, November 1828 [sic], SSJ.
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he came back from Rai'atea in a troublesome spirit and

the people followed him in his change. l There was cer-

tainly dissatisfaction in Avarua for many months o

Our hearts have been much pained in consequence
of the people of Avarua returning to their evil
customs such as wearing their el's among them
selves with renga - all to excite--their wicked
passions. 2

This problem was intensified as the people returned to

their pagan practices and concluded that the God of

Heaven was not the God of immediate vengeance. Pitman

had some conversations with Tupe on the thoughts of the

people respecting evil customs.

He said that they thought formerly if they re
turned to them they would be visited with some
heavy judgment from heaven - if not death. But
finding they were not, they say that what the
teachers say to them is not true. 3

Makea evidently had decided to desert the mi.ssion

and reconstruct his authority with the power of guns

rather than gods. He wanted the muskets and the horses

without paying the price expected by the kooke. Makea's

attitude and action alarmed Buzacott to the point that

he publicly announced his intention to leave if the

hostility continued. This alternative was too extreme

for Makea, who realized that even muskets were useless

without powder which was obtainable only through main-

1. A. Buzacott to LMS, 1830 [sic], SSL. Obviously
written in December.

2. c. Pitman to LMS, 17 December 1828, SSL.

3. Ibid., 24 December 1828. A temporary chapel
was opened at pxorangi on 19 November 1828.
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His real dilemna was in

the probability that Buzacott's departure would leave

Pa and Kainuku, but not himself, access to European

goods. He therefore expressed his alarm at such a

possibility, and from that time displayed consistent

favour to the missionary.l

Makea then turned his considerable talent to the

fullest extension of his power through his control of

the law. On one occasion the people of Tupapa were

219.
such.

angered over an affront by an individual from Ngatangiia,

and when the words and persons of the orametua If •••

were not in the least regarded," Makea " ••• went up

and settled it. ,,2 vJi th increased confidence he then

turned his attention to an old land dispute with Tino-

mana, probably Nikao which Te Paii had occupied in the

"fearful season. 1f

Soon after Makea's return, a disturbance took
place between him and Tinomana of Arorangi
respecting some land concern. A slight skirmish
took place between the two districts, which
terminated in their separation, which has long
been Tinomana's wish. Mr. Buzacott sent for me
to know what had best be done in such a case.
We had conversation with the two chiefs and it
was agreed that Tinomana should go to his own
vaka or district and Papeiha the native teacher

1. J. t."illiams, MissionaEY EnterE;-ise~, pp. 218
Makea still made no move to join the mission as

2. C. pitman to LMS, 9 January 1828, SSL. Pitman's
illusion, ma~ntained generally through the years, that
the people respected him as the law should have been
destroyed at this time. The orametua was respected,
but the ariki was the power.
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should be settled over them. l

Obviously the settlement involved Makea getting his land

and Tinomana receiving a separate settlement, which was

essential to his integrity as the ariki. In less than

eighteen months after the kooke arrived, the Rarotongans

had succeeded in setting up three distinct mission

settlements. Hostilities increased rapidly as the deci

sions of the akava thrust more and more control into

Makea's hands. 2 As it became evident that Makea was

profiting politically from his association with the

orametua, the plight of the challenging chiefs, and many

of' the people, became more pronounced and more irritating

and opposition reached its climax.

Finally, when it became apparent that the making of

new laws was permanently to be placed in the hands of

Makea (with Pa and Tinomana) - that is to say that law

had ceased to be private - there was further trouble.

For example, Kainuku quickly realized that the power he

had amassed in the tlfearful season" could be perpetuated

only if he set himself up actively as a lawmaker. It is

certain that Karika came to the same conclusion, though

his actual power was minimal. Those whose lands and

rights had been diminished in that same period saw the

likelihood that their grievances would be perpetuated in

the new system. The mataiapo of Rangiatea and Tupapa

also comprehended the obvious fact that their relative

1. Ibi~., November 1828 [sic].

2. Ibid.
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positions of power on the island had declined and that

their in£luence in pOlitical matters had been practically

obliterated. Thus, when an individual of their oire

violated a law, he was taken - not before his own chief

- but before the jUdge, the brother of an ariki of a

different clan to whom they felt virtually equal. Thus

only Makea and Pa (and shortly after this Tinomana),

with their ngati, were happy with the new system of

authority.

The opposition which had been apparent in a few

from the beginning thus continued, expanded, and inten-

sified. Large numbers of people began to drift from the

settlements, returning to their lands and former prac-

tices. Opposing the concentration of power in Makea,

the people began to cast their support with the lesser

chiefs, thus:

About a fortnight since the chiefs had a meeting
to stop if possible the increase of wickedness,
by bringing the people into the city from their
lands. Great numbers live at their kainga~ and
there commit all kinds of evil. l

The resentment reached into the immedi.ate family of

Makea. Pitman observes,

I am much grieved at the disposition of the people
to return to their former evil customs. Several
young men, and two of them principal chiefs' sons,
have been marking themselves - a custom univer
sally prevalent among them formerly. The king,
whose son is one, is exceedingly angry and is
determined to have them jUdged; because it is done
in contempt of the word of God and the laws of the
land. He sent to us to know what punishment
should be inflicted.

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 22 October 1829, SSJ.
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above was Makea's son and one
Their present conduct in marking
is an evident contempt of the

The conduct of the younger generation was an expression

of opposition to the paths of conduct their fathers were

taking. In spite of ariki pressure upon the people to

stay in the settlements where they were more easily con

trolled, many moved back to their own lands. 2

Kainuku and the ~ataiapo in particular were dis

couraged over literate law and expressed their displeasure

in controversies over land. Disturbed by the unexpected

law-making authority of Makea, which they could not

attain immediately, they found one major factor limiting

his authority. The centre of the difficulty was power,

and, in the local mind, this was always connected with

the land. In the "fearful season" permanent alteration

of land ownership had become a reality, whereas earlier

it had been recognized as only a possibility. At the

close of the War of Rupe people who had been driven

from their lands, attempted to return and in many in

stances were opposed by those who had claimed them in

their absence. Also no one was quite sure who owned

Avaavaroa - though two ariki and six mataiaDo claimed- -'--

it. The mataiaEo of Rangiatea and Tupapa felt that they

had conquered much of the land of Makea and intended to

1. Ibid., 17 and 19 February 1828.

2. As noted earlier, there were sound economic and
social reasons for the move.
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They therefore were no doubt surprised to find

that the law did not deal with land disputes. Even more

unexpectedly, the £rametua, when approached for help,

refused to adjudicate, suggesting that the disputes be

settled by a general meeting of everyone - presumably

in a democratic manner. C. Pitman, noting that most of

the trouble was with "this k.ainga (land] businesst"l

writes,

The kainga business is also likely to be a source
of continued trouble, if not at once settled.
How to act I am rather at a loss to determine.
I told the people that I thought they should have
a general meeting - the ui arikis, ui mataiapos
and people and examine carefully to whom the
different lands really belong. And if they
requested it we would be their assurers and when
they had heard each side of the question, pro and
con, that we would give our sentiments and leave
them follow their own determination which ought
to be on the side of justic~ not regarding the
face or rank of any person. 2

As the troubles increased Pitman found it more and more
. 3

difficult to remain aloof from land concerns. Thus the

mataiapo found that the literate revolution had not ex

tended into the area of legal deeds, and that thus they

retained the power associated with land. Since they

had no law-making authority, they beg;:ln to exert power

through the only portion of the old system which could

still function in the pursuit of land claims.

One of the first issues thus contested involved an

1. Ibid., 2 January 1828.

2. Ibid .. , 17 February 1828.

3. Ib~d&, November 1828 (sic]. Pitman assumed too
much; they sought his advice not his decision.
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old "fearful sea.son" conflict between the :Fa ~.§..!:.i, now

associated with the koo~e, and the Tupapa (and probably

the Matavera) mataiapo, the latter two antagonistic to

the orarnetua by this time. When Makea, allied to Pa

through the mission and the law, intervened on the side

of Ngatangiia, suggesting a new inter-vaka coalition,

the mataiapo were even more upset, and it was then that

a son of Makea joined the opposition. The land in the

dispute was Avaavaroa which was claimed traditionally

by Karika, by the Tupapa-Hatavera ~at.aiapo (whose cere

monial chief was Kainuku), and also by Kainuku in actual

right. The argument became intense and war threatened.

Another disturbance took place between Tupapa and
Matavera, the parties were convened together for
war - parties judged - ringleaders among whom
were some chiefs were banished, that is their
lands were taken from them and given to their
next relative. If the fathers were living it
was returned to them, if not to their your.ger
brothers, the settlement was evidently that
which was imposed upon the people by Pa and
Makea and whatever it was it did not please
the people. l

Pa and his brother Tupe (the jUdge at Ngatangiia) asked

Pitman for advice: "I gave my advice, they said that

they would act upon it, indeed they will do nothing with

out the teachers' concurrence.,,2 The advice of the

orametua, however, was useless in purely customary

matters.

Tensions burst into conflict in 1829, the climactic

year of opposition. Makea, with his guns and the

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.
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Rangiatea mataiapo under Vakapora and the reported

blessing of Tiberio and Papehia, warred w~th Kainuku

and took his lands at Avaavaroa. l Pa escaped the loss

of land by cringing before Hakea or "playing the little

man."2 By February 1829, the kainga which had been

seized by Rio had been returned but the land dispute as

a whole at Avaavaroa worsened. Pitman counselled the

people of Ngatangiia to give in temporarily, on the

understanding that there would be a meeting to solve

the problem. The Avarua ngati, however, refused to

meet, and war threatened again. About that time Tinomana

sent word that it was his intention to return the large

district of land he had taken at the time of the banish-

ment of Kainuku. Evidently Tinomana had either. backed

Makea in his dispute with Kainuku and had claimed a part

of the Avaavaroa territory as his own by ancestral

right, but realized he could not defend his position or

had given it back as a part of the price for the third

mission settlement located in his vaka.

Tensions continued to increase. By the first of

May, Te Ariki Taraare had sided with Pa and Kainuku in

the dispute, a move obviously intended to minimize

Vakapora strength. Makea-Taraare relations had been

strained since the latter's refusal to help in the War of

1. Maretu, Book, p. 22. C. Pitman to LMS, February
1829 [sic), SSJ. Maretu also records that Tinomana was
in this dispute and in possession of Avaavaroa.

2. c. Pitman, ibid ..
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Rupe, after which Makea had taken his titles (the Te

Ariki Taraare family we r e j:,a~n.9...~ and toa) and land and

had given them to Potikitaua. The people of Ngatangiia

(evidently lesser chiefs or ~a.ti-·Kainuku) were enraged

and determined to take Taraare back to his land by

force, but Pa opposed it. l Taraare was not a tra-

ditional ally of Ngatangiia, and their determination to

take him forcibly back on his land was designed primarily

to retake territory from Makea which they considered

their own. Their action was an assertion of landright,

and an expression of opposition to Makea, as well as an

attempt to bypass Pa's authority, and thus to restore

Kainuku to his former prominence. Pa reacted as an ally

of Makea and the kooke to defeat this coalition, for the

ngati-Kainuku could not overpower Makea without Pa.

Pitman describes the morning of 2 May 1829:

At sunrise this morning there were men running and
shouting with their war caps on prepared for war.
One of the chiefs came running to me to inform me
that the major part of the people had gone to
Tupapa with an intention to fight. The cause
appears to be this, Te Ariki Taraare, a chief of
Tupapa, has come and joined himself to Fa and
Kainuku the two chiefs of this distr~ct to whom
they originally belonged. The other chiefs had
taken away his name, kiato and land and given them
to Potikitaua which enraged this people and they
were determined to take Te Ariki Taraare on his
own lands and if resistance should be made to
determine the quarrel by battle.

When Pa the ch~ef heard of it he went with
Tupe the jUdge and succeeded in causing the people
to return and for the present t9 prevent a fight. 2

1. Maretu, Book, pp. 21-22.

2. c. Pitman to LM5, 2 May 1829, SSJ.
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The expanding alliance in the exercise of law by

Pa with Makea and the kooke, increased the opposition

in Ta.kitumu. Those who were determined to reclaim the

land and to undermine the authority of Pa (obviously

the clans of Te Ariki Taraare and Kainuku) renewed the

"fearful season." On 4 May the chapel and other build

ings at Ngatangiia were set on fire,l and only a change

of wind saved Pitman's house. The schoolhouse at

Ngatangiia then was guarded every night lest it too

should be burned. Tupe's support for the elevation of

Pa and the enforcement of the new laws aroused the con-

tempt of those who opposed the system or Pa, and his

house was burned.

Our chief Pa, and the judge Tupe, have both dis
tinguished themselves very much lately to put an
end to the wickedness on the island, which has
brought them into much contempt and ridicule by
the worst kind of the people. • •• Numbers as
they passed by his house saw the flames and ex
pressed their pleasure by sneers and ridicule,
but he regarded it not, as he said to me he
knew it was suffering in the path of duty.2

Tupe was described by Pitman as the man who was greatly

responsible for the solving of the perplexities during

the land dispute.

Well do I remember, at a time when we were in
volved in much perplexity, owing to the disputes
about land, and all parties were preparing for
war, he proposed, in person, to go to the oppo
site party, if possible amicably to adjust the

1. Ibi~., 4 May 1829. Because of the trying cir
cumstances, Pitman had not seen Buzacott for three
months (though they lived less than five miles apart).

2. Ibid.
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points of difference; in doing which he had to
pass through a district infested by some desperate
young fellows. I stated to him the danger of the
attempt, and said, that it might probably cost him
his life. "Does the word of God," he said,
"justify my proceedings?" I could not but reply
in the affirmative. "Then I go, regardless as to
the consequences. God can, and will protect me."
He, without a weapon of defanse in his hand,
passed through the district of these desperadoes
(evidently Rangiatea, the area" of Vakapora) amidst
the scoffings and revilings of all. The sUbject
of contention was calmly debated; he returned home,
and in a few days, all was quietly settled and war
prevented. l

The conclusion, however, was premature. Fire as

the expression of opposition was not confined to Nga

tangiia. The school and two jUdges' houses were set on

2fire at Avarua, and there were also fires at Arorangi.

Pitman then reported that ten men had been set apart by

the chief to watch the mission premises, and men had

also been appointed to watch his own house and the house

of the judges. 3 The major part in the appeasement of

Pa, at least as far as the Ngati Kainuku were concerned,

had been played by Tupe and i.t was toward him that they

directed their vengeance. On 2 June the house of one

of the constables who flogged criminals, was burned. 4

Ten days later another constable, or "little jUdge," had

his house burned after he had been active in apprehend-

ing and bringing to punishment the troub1ers of the

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 9 June 1840, SSL. Evangelical
Magazine, 19 (1841), p. 619.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 4 May 1829, SSJ.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid., 2 June 1829.
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land. l The devastation was extensive: fifteen houses,

along with the chapel, were burned at Ngatangiiaj the

2school was set on fire twice at Avarua; forty coconut

trees belonging to Tupe were destroyed and some of his

aute trees. 3

Makea vainly attempted to use the law to break the

opposition. After three months of outward aggression

Pa and Makea publicly announced that they were aware of

its source, and within days action was taken to stop it

by punishing those whom the ariki and jUdges felt were

to blame. C. Pitman was not certain that their jUdgment

was correct.

In the last few days the chiefs have taken away
the lands etc., of a great mataiapo, Ko Vakapora,
in consequence of his great obstinacy etc. Most
likely some of his party or someone related to
him set fire to the house thereby thinking to
vex their chief. 4

A month later a meeting of the chiefs (Pa and Makea) was

held at Avarua and a man named Kotumuma, of the Vakapora

ngati, was convicted of arson and rebellion. Again

1. Ibid., 12 June 1829.

2. A. Buzacott to LMS, 1830 [sic], SSL. Obviously
written in December.

3. Pitman to LMS, 10 July 1829, SSJ.

4. Ibid., 13 July 1829. Vakapora wavered between
Makea and Kainuku and at that time seemed to be support
ing Kainuku. Contrary to Pitman's assertion, he did not
consider Pa as his ariki, but rather saw Pa as usurping
rightful powers of himself and Kainuku. Makea obviously
felt that Vakapora was a threat and thus an expendable
ally. This was the basic problem. On the fourth of
JUly the opening of. a new chapel at Ngatangiia (144 feet
by 55 feet) was well attended. C. Pitman to LMS, 16
December 1829, SSL.
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"From what our jUdge told me I

think it not clear that this was the man."l Contrary

to his advice, however, not only the man but all his

brothers were judged and their lands taken away. The

result was that Vakapora had his claims to land at

Avaavaroa and Tupapa taken away. In disputing this sec-

• • •

tion in the Land Court later, and seemingly in reference

to this particular date, Te Puretu testifies that at the

death of Ngatiara (mataiapo of the Te Puretu tribe in

the 1820's) there was an umakai of the dead at which a

dispute arose over who would succeed Ngatiara. When

they called out the share of the food for that part of

the family (Te Puretu's) there was a rush and Te Puretu

got it.

I bit it and there was a proper fight that day
I left and Makea's jUdge came along and made
peace.. Vakapora, a-ngana shouted "Let us wipe
them out today, these people of Vaikia. lI They
wanted to kill the Ngati te Puretus [sic). The
police brought us before Make~.. Makea, Karika,
and Vakatini were the jUdges.

Thus 1829 was a year of turmoil described by Pitman

as a period of war, fire, and flood. 3 Buzacott writes,

"••• the major chiefs support the law and the lesser

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 14 August 1829, SSJ.

2. Te Puretu,
319-320. Evidently
Kainuku, Karika had
with Makea and Pa.

LCMB, 1 September 1908, Vol. IV, pp.
in the disputes with Taraare and
been pacified and had cast his lot
He had thus become a judge.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 16 December 1829, SSJ.
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chiefs oppose."l The contest had turned on the question

of land. Progress had been made in some disputes; Tino

mana had relinquished his claims in Avaavaroa and Nikao

in exchange for a Pu~ikura settlement and schools; Makea

had restored small sections of land to chiefs for their

support against Kainuku, and he had also taken a pUblic

stand in favour of the missionaries remaining at Avarua;

Karika had accepted the new more meaningful "rank" of

akava and was in alliance with Makea; Pa had taken an

inter-tribal stance and urged certain of Ngatangiia to

accept particular claims of Makea which they had former

ly deemed invalid (obviously this was done as a part of

his attempt to use the new laws to regain authority lost

by war to Kainuku); four ariki Makea, Pa, Tinomana, and

Karika were supporting the new system and were either

jUdges themselves or had appointed brothers to that

position; and the first attempt from Matavera (probably

with Kainuku's blessings) to forcibly overthrow the new

law had failed.

Politically the new year (1830) brought little

change. The jUdges, especially Tupe in Ngatangiia and

Abela in Te-au-o-tonga, and their constables were busy

enforcing the penalties of the new laws.

Were it not for jUdge Tupe, a man who seems to
care for nothing that is said by anyone, as long
as he is convinced it is right and agreeable to
the word of God, I do not know what would be the
state of things with us. Those who attach them
selves to us begin to be scoffed at by the others

1. A. Buzacott to LMS, 1830 [sic]. Obviously
written in December.
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• • • the doctrine of future jUdgements - of
rewards and punishments - are ridiculed by
some • • • Satan is doubtless alarmed and well
he may be. For the island is taken possession
of by the soldiers of the Cross, their banners
are unfurled • • .1

The destruction of the homes of the constables and

judges and their other property, especially coconut

trees, continued. As rapidly as trees were planted they

2were broken or uprooted. The main struggle had centred

in Takitumu, with Makea and Tinomana in control in Te-

au-o-tonga and Puaikura. Only at this time did Pitman

begin to realize that the battle was between two great

Takitumu chiefs rather than against the new system.

Both Pa and Tupe were regular in attendance at the

Classes,3 but the popularity and power of Kainuku was

increasing. Pa's authority was being eroded so that

H ••• he is scoffed at, derided, etc. - in such a

manner as soon leads him to slacken his hands.1f4 Pitman

then noted, as though the thought were new to him, that

the two principal chiefs - Pa, a man of peace, and

Kainuku, a man of war - were jealous of one another. 5

1. C. pitman, 28 January 1830, SSJ.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., 2 February 1830. Throughout this year
the frantic search for literacy continued. Attendance
at schools and worship services increased. There were
now three schools daily at Ngatangiia (sunrise, noon
and 4:00 p.m .. ). C. Pitman to LHS, 17 August and 8
November 1830, SSL.

4. Ibid., 12 February 1830.

5. Ibid.
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ynwittingly the missionaries had played into the hands

of ancient rivalries and to a large degree had caused

the problem. Kainuku had forced the issue of the place

ment of the then single settlement in 1826 and when the

people moved to Ngatangiia they built on his land. How

ever, the kooke orametua did not recognize for three

years that Kainuku was a great chief. They directed

their entire efforts through Pa, probably through the

influence of Iro from Aitutaki and quite possibly with

the encouragement of "king" Makea who recognized Kainuku

as his only serious political challenger. Thus when

consultations about the law, the meeting with the people,

and the appointment of jUdges occurred, it was Pa who

had received the instructions (much as the taun~ had

passed on skills in the past), and the mana ture was

placed in his hands. This was the prime cause of the

violent reaction from the ngati Kainuku and the Matavera

mataiapo. The hostility was both military and psycholo-

gical. Kainuku often mentioned the fact that Pa was

living on his land and this humiliation caused Pa to

consider going back to Turangi (a mile distant). "Should

this be the case, others will follow and there will be

a very great difficulty to keep the people together_"l

A meeting of the chiefs to discuss the affair between

Pa and Kainuku was held on 16 February~ c. Pitman

accurately declared that he had "instructed the judges

1. Ibid., 15 February 1830.
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~n the nature of their office and that they had the laws

~n their own hands ••• ,,1 The meeting was hectic and

boisterous, and two significant statements are preserved.

"The principal chiefs of Avarua tabued [sic] the chief

and would not let him go ••• " and, "I requested the

chief to remain and not to remove to his land which he

consented to do.,,2 At the meeting Makea and Karika were

present, as were Pa and Kainuku, and the former two

ariki urged Pa to stay on Kainuku's land. When Pa

baulked, they evidently threatened him ("tabued" or

taputd). Since an alliance with Makea was Pats main

hold on power he could not violate this Iltapu .. " Pi tman,

not understanding this power struggle, felt that Pa had

responded to his advice.

In March, almost twelve months after the fires had

begun, Pitmants house was still guarded and a "wicked"

fellow from Tahiti was causing "much injury by relating

to the people their evil and pernicious practices. Too

many I fear will readily listen to such a one." 3 Agai.n

the reports of European contact other than through the

missionaries was having an influence on the people.

Once more, therefore, the four ariki affiliated with the

new system had to gather the people back into the settle

ments from their kainga. 4 Pitmants concluding remark

1. Ibid., 17 February 1830.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., 18 and 19 March 1830.

4. Ibid., 12 September 1830.
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for 1830 is:

I have been quite surprised to think of the great
chiefs receiving the Gospel when it so greatly
infringed upon their Greatness. A chief was a
sacred being and almost worshipped. l

In this reference, "receiving the Gospel" referred to

supporting the mission, not to their personally having

been converted. Pitman still had failed to realise that

the power which the chiefs sought was made possible by

the new system, and was made secure by the judges up-

holding the law of the white man. And though the ariki

were less sacred, they were more powerful under the

white man than they had been for several generations

under their own system.

Thus as the 1830's began there was still no ~ide-

spread decision on Rarotonga to become Christian. In

reality, the likelihood of such a decision occurring

was diminished in the atmosphere of conflict and hos-

tility. The reason for the long delay in conversion

seems obvious - the missionary had arrived at the wrong

moment, creating new tensions and lacking the wiscom or

power to settle the most basic conflicts of the past.

Although the people welcomed the orametua and pursued

an understanding of his CUlture, they could not accept

his way permanently until and unless old injustices were

righted through the literate revolution. They, there-

fore, kept their options open - desiring to settle the

disputes and then become peaceful under Jehovah. Theirs

1. Jbid., 14 November 1830.
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was not a negative decision toward the gospel, but a

postponement of a positive decision. They liked much

of what the missionary offered but obviously agreed that

they would not totally follow him under his God until

the old disputes concerning lands and the mataiapo

ariki relations were settled. Their wars were not

really between Christians and heathen - but rather were

simply old tensions which they felt had to be settled

before conversion lest the injustices be perpetuated.

They thus endeavored to come to terms with papa'a

cUlture and delayed the acceptance of his God. Peace

had not yet replaced the "season of fear."



CHAPTE;R ELEVEN

DISEASE, DISASTER AND DECISION:

1830-1833

At the very height of the wars and the fires an

other quite different series of events began and had

immense effect on the attitudes of the people both to

ward their conflicts and the gospel. Eight days after

Tupe's ~ was burned, heavy rains produced serious

flooding, and many houses and crops were destroyed. The

ngati-Pa felt certain that this was an expression of the

wrath of Jehovah and set about the rebuilding of the

chapel (which had also been destroyed) with great haste. 1

In August came the ominous report of widespread disease

and some death. 2 In December the visit of two foreign

1. C. Pitmanto LHS, 12 Hay 1829, SSJ.

2. Ibid., 27 and 29 August 1829.
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ships was to add impetus to this calamity over which no

one had control and which almost annihilated the native

population and destroyed the meaning of their hostili-

ties. This was but the beginning of a new "tupapa-ku."

The big news of 1830 was disaster through maki manuiri,

i.e., foreign disease! In Rarotonga, as throughout

Polynesia, one of the most upsetting factors involved

in the coming of the kooke was the disastrous effect

upon the health of the people. Through the years there

have been many arguments about the cause. Buzacott

attempted to blame the wars and famines and he was mysti-

fied that these should occur at times when there was

little intercourse with foreigners. l Another observer

offered what seemed to be proof to him that the cause

was not contact with papa'a. Perhaps, Sir Edward Belcher

commented, the premature attempt to change the clothing

habits accounted for most of it, and the change from

vegetable to animal diet must have had an effect, but

disease raged where the European had not been, and thus

they could not be the primary cause. 2 Wil1iam Gill also

was to be puzzled over this problem at a later date.

He commented that the people were comparatively clean,

their food was adequate, their climate was good, no

foreigners lived on Rarotonga, and the domestic and

1. Mission Life, pp. 104 and 109-112. To LMS, 5
December 1854, SSL.

2. Narrative of a Voyage Round the World, 2 volumes,
London, 1843, pp. 20--23. Hereafter ci t.ed as, Voya9.§.
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social order was peaceful, thus it must be due to "en-

tire want of physical stamina in the native constitution$tl

He also noted other supposedly related influences such

as famines, introduced diseases such as dysentery,

scrofula, influenza, a lack of prudence when the people

were ill, juvenile depravity, and the shortage of

females. He concluded that the depopulation had been

in progress before 1823 and the problem had lessened

after the arrival of the missionaries. l Although Maretu

attributed the diseases to the resulting weakness of

war,2 the natives generally observed that whenever a

ship arrived, sickness and death ensued. To the Poly-

nesian who had lived on these islands in relatively good

health for hundreds of years the concurrent arrival of

the kooke and these strange maladies could not be merely

coincidental.

The people are at present almost all ill with
violent coughs etc., which they call maki manuiri,
i.e., a foreign disease, owing to the visit of
foreigners. They say when a ship comes to them
it brings disease and when it departs the people
are sure to be ill and mention many instances of
the kind - and it is not an easy thing to per
suade them to the contrary.3

Of co~rse, those were days prior to Pasteur, and con-

temporary Europeans did not yet understand the bacteria

theory. Thus sickness on an island might be traced to

1. William Gill, Gems, pp. 120-123. The local
people did not agree with this.

2. Maretu, Book, pp. 21-22.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 2 February 1830, SSJ.
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~hips only if contact was frequent and illness aboard

ship was visible according to the European. The natives,

of course, were correct. Disease can be transmitted

from one p~rson to another by one who is qUite healthy

himself, and the time of greatest danger is precisely

when the contact is least. The fewer. the ships visiting

the island the less the opportunity presented itself of

building up an immunity to epidemic diseases. A single

vessel, and often a missionary ship might spark a very

dangerous epidemic, while those settlements removed from

the chief point of contact often felt the results most

severely.

Evidently the new diseases began at least as early

as the time of Goodenough's visit. As already mentioned,

William Gill noted that they began before the arrival

of the gospel,l and very probably produced an effect of

frustration and panic upon the popUlation during the

latter days of the "fearful season." One of the first

tests thrust upon the Tahitian teachers when they

arrived was to attempt to heal numerous people including

Tuaivi, Makea's child, and Makea himself. This demand

was not provoked as an academic test of the comparative

powers of the taunga and orametua, but was prompted by

a recognition of taunga failure. As in all areas of

thought and action, the Rarotongan turned quickly to the

1. The denuding of the popUlation of various dis
tricts before 1823 was more logically the result of
epidemics than military battles.
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kooke system only where their traditional methods had

failed, and not because they regarded the pa.pa'a as

superior in all things. 1 Their taunga had dealt

effectively through the centuries with the diseases in-

digenous to them, but they realized quickly that there

was nothing in their background or training which might

help them to cure the new afflictions. The taunga were

helpless and the people turned to the orametua for

relief. He usually failed, because he, too, was medi-

cally untrained and was not equipped with proper or

adequate medicines. When he succeeded in healing (or

if the patient recovered through natural causes while

under his treatment) the circumstance left a favorable

impression of the new God; when he failed, as he often

did, there was a corresponding reaction. The readiness

with which the people sought the aid of the orametua in

1823 is proof that maki manuiri already was present to

a fearful degree.

The papa'a orametua likewise found disease raging.

Two months after their arrival a heavy sickness came

2upon the people and few recovered. Both J. Williarns

and C. Pitman were out every day for a month or six

weeks visiting the sick, until their medicine was ex

hausted, while numbers were still dying. 3 A few weeks

1. The latter was A. Buzacott's impression.
Mission Life, p. 98.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 9 JUly 1827, SSL.

3. Ibid., 6 November 1827. J. Williams, Missionarl
Enterprises, p. 215.
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later Pitman received a small medicine chest but the

supplies therein were of very little help; and he

urgently requested salts, tataric emetic, laudanum,

calomel, goulardes extract, castor oil, and blistering

plaster, as well as a syringe and a few good lancets. l

The fOllowing year a very terrible disease (kokeui),

which ate away the flesh of the infected person, struck

the island and some were cured with calomel salts (mer-

2curous chloride Hg 2C1 2). The missionaries' houses were

like hospitals every morning, and Pitman asked the

society to send him medical books. 3 As already recalled

these epidemics continued during the incendiary period.

Then in March 1830, the most dreadful scourge of

disease and death (which was to continue in tragic form

for twenty years) came upon the land. The diseases in

volved inflammatory fever, dysentery and typhus. 4 Most

individuals and every home was affected; first scores,

then hundreds died. From two to ten a day died in

Ngatangiia for two months; and, when Pitman visited

Arorangi, he found it in the same tragic condition.

1.

2.
shake.

3.

c. Pitman, ibid., 29 November 1827.

Ibid., 10 July 1828. Keu is to tremble or
The disease was presumably yaws.

Ibid.

4. For general descriptions and further information
concerning these diseases, cf. A. Buzacott, ~ission Life,
pp. 98-109 and 285-288. J. Williarns, Missionary Enter
prises, pp. 28-84. C. Pitman to LMS, 2 July, 17 August,
and 8 November 1830, SSL. A. Buzacott to LMS, 17
August 1830, SSL.
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Medicine was administered to 75% of the population. 1

c. Pitman and A. Buzacott were infected, but owing to

their natural immunity soon recovered, and all their

time was consumed in "healing sick.,,2 The momentum of

the epidemic, which began in Avarua, in March, gradually

increased. The first people attacked seemed to live

longer and many recovered, but the disease daily became

increasingly severe. The Rarotongans were bewildered;

the missionaries naturally though erroneously ascribed

the situation to the intervention of an angry God. But

the two or three districts refusing to be a part of the

settlements and opposing the new system were hardest

hit. They were, of course, further removed from Euro-

pean contact than the others and therefore less immune

to the disease. The number of deaths in those areas

(primarily Matavera) was staggering, and entire dis

tricts were almost annihilated. 3 Most of those involved

in the arson throughout the island died though many of

them did so professing repentance to the teachers. 4

Many died from lack of nourishment, as entire families

were ill and there was no one to wait upon them. 5

The people are now much alarmed and are quite

l. C. Pitman to LMS, 9 March 1830, SSJ.

2. Ibid., 17 March 1830.

3. Ibid.

4. A. Buzacott to LM.S, 17 August 1830, SSL.

5. Ibid ..
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dumb; formerly they had many things to say
against the word of God, but now most appear
afraid not knowing how soon they also may fall
a victim to this dire diseasee 1

Williams and Vaughanwere welcomed upon their arrival in

June by a few children with death-like countenance,

rather than by the enthusiastic tho~sands of previous

2years. The settlements were overgrown with weeds and

many houses stood completely empty of occupants.

In a land of 7,000 people, three hundred died at

Ngatangiia, and two hundred in Arorangi,3 in less than

four months. When Williams arrived in June, 250 were
. 4

already dead in Avarua. The number of deaths up to 17

August amounted to eight hundred in the island and

before the year ended it had risen to over one thousand!

One person in every seven had died in less than a year1 5

It is impossible to appraise the total impact of

such a disaster. Although warfare was on the increase

and the resultant casualties were more numerous, no

1. c. Pitman to LMS, 18 Hay 1830, SSJ.

2. A. Buzacott to LMS, 17 August 1830, SSL.

3. c. Pitman to LMS, 17 and 30 August 1830, SSL.

4. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 280-
284.

5. c. Pitman to LMS, 17 August 1830 and 16 January
1831, SSL. M. Russell, Pollne~ia: or, An Historical
Account of the Principal Islands in the South Seas In
cludiES New Zealand, Edinburgh, 1845, p. 234. Hereafter
cited as, Polynesia, p. 234. Russell claims that twelve
hundred died at the places of Christian instruction.
l"laretu records sixteen hundred deaths. Book, pp. 21--22.
If these reports are accurate then as many as one in
five or six died at that time.
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traditions of extensive disease or extensive infanti-

cide, or even death, to this degree, in war, are pre

served prior to the missionary period. l This was the

greatest single tragedy that had come to Rarotonga in

its entire history. Even the "fearful season" was not

comparable in casualties or impact. It is no wonder

that the people were struck dumb and were urgently seek-

ing a way to end this fearsome curse. Mortality from

this series of diseases decreased late in the year and

remained at a reasonable level for the next twelve

months. Then the most damaging hurricane of that gener-

ation hit the island, destroyed the breadfruit, plan-

tains, bananas, stored food (which was already at a low

level), and left only taro and a few sweet potatoes.

To make things worse caterpillars (anue) consumed the

taro, and locusts (e) killed most of the remaining

coconut trees. 2 The people turned to the roots of ti

and plantain (the white man suffered for want of flour)

1. William Gill, Gems, pp. 120-123. William Gill
claims that infanticide was practiced on a large scale
at Rarotonga, centering around the tradition of killing
female infants when the family already had two or three
daughters. Ibid., pp. 12-13. W. W. Gill also records
that it was a common practice; though Williams wrote
that it did not prevail in the Hervey Group. J. Williams,
Missionary snterprises, p. 560. Very little tradition
concerning such a practice continues at Rarotonga and
it seems unlikely that it was a major factor inpopu
lation change.

2. It is more common for the caterpillar to con
sume the sweet potato than taro. It is also likely
that the "locust" was eithera-hispine or a rhinoceros
beetle or alternately a palm weevil of the genus
Rhyncophorus.
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and, as naturally as famine follows a hurricane, dysen-

tery accompanied the famine. Deaths again were

numerous. 1

This demographic disaster was not over - in fact

it was only beginning. The mid-thirties was a period

of isolation thus lowering the immunity for the next

assault, which came in the dreaded manner of the plague.

In 1837, as the ship left which bore his sick wife to

England, C. Pitman wrote, "We are visited with another

affliction, the influenza. The whole island is attacked

with it.,,2 Later A. Buzacott describes a disease which

began with a swelling of the glands of the neck, then

caused the whole glandular system to become affected and

"tumors" appeared on various parts of the body. Fever

then followed and the sufferer usually died, for they

had no recommended iodine with which to treat it. This

disease had been previously little known among the

t
. 3na loves. Early in 1839 Doctor Conquest visited the

island, examined the disease and could not diagnose it.

He said it was not strictly scrofula but iodine was

4likely to help. The same disease was described by a

surgeon with Belcher in May 1840, as fever rigors

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 29 September 1832, SSL.

2. Ibid., 20 March 1837.

3. To LMS, 1 January 1838, SSL. C. Pitman to LMS,
28 February 1828, SSL.

4. Dr. Conquest to LMS, 19 February 1839, SSL.
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followed by heat, dryness of skin and some headache.

Infections of the glands of the neck, groin and axilla

followed, and sometimes turnors in the small of the back.

Enlargement. commenced until the tumor impeded the func

tion of the neighbouring parts. l The description leads

to the conclusion that the bubonic plague was introduced

into this island in 1836 or 1837, and ran unabated for

2over two years. Seemingly some additional filarial

infection was also involved. The total of deaths was

second only to the year of 1830. 3 Two hundred and

sixty-four died in 1838 at Avarua alone,4 and in eighteen

months during the next two calender years 499 succumbed

in Takitumu. 5 It is almost certain that the plague

claimed more lives (though over a longer period of time)

than the 1830 disaster. 6 In understandable despondency

Pitman wrote:

It is my painful duty to state that death, steady
to his purpose, is still"coming up into our win
dOWS, and entering into our palacesY;cutting down
young and old; parents and children; baffling all
our attempts to save, and deaf to our entreaties to

1. E. Belcher, Voyage, pp. 20-23.

2. Wil1iam Gill, to LMS, 24 June 1840, SSL. C.
Pitman to LMS, 2 June 1840, SSL.G.S. Parsonson connects
this with the then recent introduction of the black
rat, Rattus rattus which would have infected the local
rats. Shipping calling at Rarotonga often touched at
Eastern ports.

3. C. Pitman, ibid, 31 August 1838.

4. A. Buzacott to LMS, 8 December 1838, SSL.

5. C. Pitman to LMS, 31 December 1840, SSL.

6. c£ vital statistic charts in Appendix L.
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1
spare.

As might be imagined by a people whose population had

been virtually reduced by half in ten years, Gill re-

ports that "there is a general lifelessness, lack of

energy is part of the sickness. Some go for months

while ill without washing.,,2 The frustration and

despair of the ariki as they helplessly watched the utter

decimation of their ngati and vaka are beyond descrip

tion - and the series of scourges was not yet past~

Two violent storms in quick succession in 1841 pro-

duced another famine and increased disease. "The people

indeed are failing fast and except the Lord have mercy,

the island must in fifteen or twenty years be depopu

lated.,,3 Then, when the situation seemed to be improving

and A. Buzacott rejoiced that for several months at

Avarua births had exceeded deaths,4 the fifth series of

tragic epidemics occurred. Dysentery, contracted from

a whaling ship, took one hundred and thirty lives in

three months. 5 There were new outbreaks in sUbsequent

years of whooping cough and influenza in 1848;6 influ-

enza, mumps, a type of "jaundice," fever, and ague in

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 30 December 1840, SSL.

2. Wil1iam Gill to LMS, 24 June 1840, SSL.

3. Ibid., 10 January 1842.

4. A. Buzacott to LMS, 1 June 1843, SSL.

5. Ibid., 11 June 1843. C. Pitman to LMS, 3 July
and 5 September 1843, SSL.

6. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp. 98-109. C. Pit
man to LMS, December 1848, SSL.
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1850-'51;1 measles in 1854 (which took one hundred

1ives)j2 measles and dysentery in 1857; and a new un-

described disease, dysentery, and trachoma (which killed

twenty-four children) in 1863. 3

The practical effect on the lives of the people was

highly disruptive - planting, fishing, hunting, food

gathering, public meetings, and feasts, were often

totally suspended. Death treated believer and unbe-

liever alike. In the twenty-one years from the estab-

1ishment of the church to 1854, one half of the 1,666

who had been admitted to the church had died and more

than twice as many candidates for church membership.

Thus in those years approximately 2,500 of the total

casualties were members of the church or candidates for

church membership.4 Although it is impossible to

ascertain an exact count of deaths the fact that initially

deaths were higher among those people not associated

with the church, suggests that the toll was enormous.

Relatively detailed reports are available covering the

years 1837 to 1857 which mention 4,040 deaths. Con-

sidering the one thousand deaths in 1830 and the ten

years for which no death totals are available, it is

1. A. Buzacott, ibid. William Gill to LMS, 31
December 1851, SSL.

2. A. Buzacott to LMS, 5 December 1854, SSL.

3. E. R. W. Krause to LMS, 23 January and 20 May
1863, SSL.

4. A. Buzacott to LMS, 5 December 1854, SSL.
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certain that well over 6,000 people died in the first

thirty years after \AJilliams and Pitman arrived, and the

figure was likely more than seven thousand. Without

considering the disasters from the time of Goodenough

to the arrival of Williams, the island population of

some seven to eight thousand was reduced to four thousand

by 1841, and to three thousand by 1845. An actual census

in 1854 recorded less than 2,400 inhabitants; there were

fewer than two thousand in 1862; and less than 1,900 by

1867. At Ngatangiia after 1837 there was not a single

year reported in which births exceeded deaths, and it

was not until 1852 that births gained the ascendancy at

Avarua, and 1857 at Titikaveka.

Initially there seems to have been little signifi-

cance attached to the epidemics in relation to the

mission, probably because the problem pre-dated the

orametua. Although C. Pitman regarded the dreadful

scourge of 1830 as a dispensation of grace,l the Raro-

tongans were not so certain. As has been said, the

death toll at first was naturally heaviest in isolated

areas. The possibility of the intervention of an

avenging God thus seemed plausible, and A. Buzacott

seemed to see a turn to the mission:

I have no doubt but that the afflicting dispensa
tion which has lately visited this island would
ultimately have its beneficial reSUlt. Yea,
already we see it in the pleasing change produced
on their people. Their attendance on the means

1. To LMS, 2 July and 18 August 1830, SSL.
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is now very encouraging~ The chief and people
appear more attached to us than ever and the
schools are in a flourishing state. l

At Ngatangiia also, a man named Buteve considered the

disease a result of heathen opposition. 2 However, with-

in three months it had become evident that friend and

foe of the mission alike were afflicted, and the ulti-

mate impacts of the scourges were disillusionment and

lifelessness. The time came when the people began to

feel that the price being paid for the white man's way

of life was too high - for of what value is an effective

system of life in the midst of death. Confidence in and

desire to be associated with the mission subsided,

causing a return to former practices on the part of

many.3 Then Pa ariki himself became ill and decided

that the disease was not due to the wrath of the kooke

God; as he put it: " ••• what is the difference between

4those who regard and 'those who regard not7 1f

Thus 1831 began with the pall of death and a ten-

dency to look backward for a solution to the problem of

stability in life. Pa ceased to support the mission,

and the people returned to countenancing such former

customs as lIeating raw fish, scenting themselves with

1. To LMS, 17 August 1830, SSL.

2. J. Williams, MissionarJL.EnterErise~, pp. 360
363. It was likely at this time Pa felt that the disease
was God's jUdgment for wickedness. J. Williams, Mission
ary Enterprises, pp. 280-284.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 8 November 1830, SSL. Pitman
saw it as increase in theft and deceit.

4. Ibid., 9 February 1831.
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certain flowers which ~s known to be done only for bad

purposes~"l The youth began more openly to pursue the

former methods of courtship including pre-marital inter-

course, and the strife between Pa and Kainuku returned

to its older form. 2 People were returned to their

former dress, tattooing was being practised again, the

schools were being deserted at Ngatangiia where two

young chiefs (one of them the son of Pa) publicly

declared the resumption of heathen customs and ridiculed

those who stood with Pitman. Why indeed follow those

who brought a God of disease and death? The state of

the mission was precarious. J. Williams, however, took

Makea with him to Ngatangiia to a meeting about the

situation, and at this gathering of the chiefs Pa and

Kainuku both declared that the revival of former prac-

tices did not originate with them. Tupe was then made

a deacon and a resolution was passed requesting Makea to

prohibit heathen practices. Makea, however, saw no

reason to do so and refused. 3 This meeting occurred

immediately after a fierce thunderstorm had set fire to

the bush in the mountains. According to Mrs. Buzacott:

Some report that God is angry with the land and
that some great evil is about to be sent to them
in their wickedness. The chiefs at Ngatangiia
have had a meeting and sent to get the consent
of Makea that they should all meet there at

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 16 January 1831, SSJ.

2. Ibi~., 1 February 1831.

3. J. Williams, Missionary Enterprises, pp. 381-
394.
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Avarua, also Tinomana and that all the principal
chiefs in this land shall be jUdged, some for
sins committed years ago in order to appease the
Almighty and avert the threatened evil. We ad
vised them to repent of their past sins and cast
off their present ones and give their hearts
wholly unto the Lord as being the best method of
obtaining His favour. l

In October the home of another cons~able was burned. 2

There was less difficulty in Arorangi than elsewhere as

Tinomana had nothing to gain from a return to pre-

European relationships. He, along with the respected

orametua, Papehia, held dominance in Puaikura. There

was no powerful set of mataiapo, nor was there any cere

monial chief to threaten the one ariki there. 3

Other lesser disasters occurred in the year. In

May the first real move into western economy and tech-

nology failed as the ropes the people had made to sell

1. To LMS, 8 and 10 July 1831, SSL. It is to be
noted that throughout the year the interest in the
literate revolution remained at peak level. Five hun
dred attended the first May meeting held at Ngatangiia,
which was accompanied by a feast. C. Pitman to LMS, 12
May 1831, SSL. In August five thousand attended the
opening of a new chapel at Avarua. Thousands of fruits
and vegetables were prepared and four hundred pigs were
killed for the feast. It was upon this occasion that a
man from Ngatangiia had to resort to cutting off the
pigs' tails in order to get an accurate number. A.
Buzacott, Mission Life, p. 212. J. Williams reported
200-300 pigs. Missionary Enterprises, pp. 78-86.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 10 October 1831, SSL.

3. Ibid., 18 October 1831. The law was evidently
successfully and rigidly enforced. As an example seven
men were banished in a canoe - at least one of them for
adultery.
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to ships remained for many months unpurchased;l and in

JUly a severe thunderstorm left the mountains burning

2for several days. These events, however, were not un-

usual within themselves and had little immediate affect

upon the attitudes of the people and chiefs toward the

mission.

By 10 December quite naturally C. Pitman was in a

state of depression, as the increase of wickedness and

return to former practices continued. Five of his oldest

boys had left the schools and joined the movement against

the mission. He had threatened his hearers with hell

fire without any real results. 3 Although between nine

hundred and one thousand children were at the school,

when Mr. Williams spoke at a feast there, the overall

atmosphere neared despair. 4

Nine days later the island was visited by one of

its most terrible hurricanes which began on Sunday night,

18 December. Pitman calls it the worst hurricane that

any native remembered. During the daylight hours on

Sunday several houses were blown down in his settlement,

and bananas and other trees were damaged, as was also

the chapel. At Avarua Buzacott's house and the new

chapel were blown down, and at Arorangi the chapel and

1. Ibid., 12 May l83l~

2. Mrs. Buzacott to LMS, 10 JUly 1831, SSJ.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 12 September 1831, SSL.

4. Ibid., 10 December 1831.
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nearly all the houses were destroyed. In a few hours

all the chapels and schoolhouses on the island, most

houses, nearly all the food, including the breadfruit

trees, were destroyed, though no people lost their

lives. l The Messenger of Peace was lifted by the fury

of the storm and washed several hundred yards ashore and

badly damaged. Williams' storehouse, which was on a

twelve-foot bank, was completely washed away and all his

2goods were lost. The Rarotongans lost everything in-

eluding their homes, food supplies, and gardens.

The dreadful scourge of 1830 followed very quickly

by the hurricane of 1831 seemed to have suggested to the

discouraged people that the series of disasters had come

from the white man's God, and somehow a way had to be

found to satisfy Him. To be sure the immediate reactions

were varied. Some left the settlements, driven by the

need for food, and went to live at their respective dis-

tricts saying that more calamities had come with Chris-

tianity than with heathenism. Many felt that these came

as jUdgments and that they must learn and come nearer

to GOd. 3 There must have been tremendous frustration

and grave doubts concerning any suggested action. The

famine was so severe, for example, that upon one occasion

only two hundred bananas were found on the island in

1. Ibid., 19 December 1831.

2. J. Williarns to LMS, 27 September 1832, SSL.

3. J. Williams, Missionary EnterE~ises, pp. 396-
400.
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place of the usual millions. l The immediate reaction

of the people was recorded by Pitman:

I should be happy to give the information that
the severe jUdgment had led the people to re
pentance, and deep humiliation before God, but
alas, it seems to have produced little or no
impression; on the contrary many are ~ar more
careless and indifferent than before.

It is certainly understandable that indifference and

carelessness should pervade the lives of those sorely

tried people. However, a meeting was held at Avarua as

soon as the hurricane was over, and a large number of

people charged the chiefs with responsibility for the

distress by provoking Jehovah through the resumption of

abandoned practices. Makea and Karlka were in no posi-

tion to deny the charge, for no other logical explana-

tion seemed available. A resolution was thereupon

unanimously passed ordering the-suppression of the old

customs and the observance of the new laws. Sensing the

feeling among the people, Makea proposed that he and his

fellow chiefs be tried and punished. 3 This action

marked the end of Makea's opposition; and he now res-

ponded to the demands of his ngati that the message of

the orametua be accepted. At the same meeting, J.

Williams and A. Buzacott proposed the immediate recon-

struction of the chapel. Potential opposition was

squelched when Williams gave each important chief an

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 27 September 1832, SSL.

2. Ibid., 24 December 1831.

400.
3. J. Williams, Missionarz ~nterorises, pp. 396-
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axe, or saw, or hatchet. Work began immediately on the

chapel as well as the reconstruction of the Messenger

of Peace. Three days each week were reserved for

gathering food and three days for building. l When the

ship was completed, J. Williams and A. Buzacott went to

Tahiti to purchase supplies. Work on the Ngatangiia

chapel did not begin until two months after the hurricane. 2

The year 1832 was marked by disease, famine, and

finally reconstruction. A rather severe gale in Decem-

ber complicated the recovery from hunger and illness,

and the chief concern of the people remained survival.

The opening of the new year (1833) was far from pro-

pitious as far as progress of the mission was concerned.

On 6 February, in a very downcast mood, C. Pitman

reports that the schools were out of hand; seats were

broken, the building was in bad repair, the youth were

out looking for food, help was hard to keep, and willing

teachers were ill. The people were too busy planting

and hunting food even to rebuild the chapel.

In this period of gloom the church was begun. C.

Pitrnan records that although there was no sign of "the

1. Ibid., J. J. Ellis, John Wil1iams, p. 96.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 17 May 1832, SSL. This was
the third chapel at Ngatangiia, one having been des
troyed by fire in 1829 and the second by the hurricane.
It again should be noted that interest in literacy
remained keen throughout and some native evangelists
went to Samoa in this year. Also Kainuku was somewhat
pacified by the beginning of separate teaching at
Titikaveka. C. Pitman to LMS, 8 November 1832, SSL.
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outpouring of the Holy spirit,,,l there were a few who

were determined to fpllow the Lord.

We have about ten whose conduct, conversation,
prayers and knowledge of divine things, are such
as to lead us to hope are real followers of the
Lamb. It is my desire in the formation of the
Christian churches, that the minds of the people
may be deeply impressed with the sacred nature of
the ordinance of the Lord's SUffering, and the
great sin of those who abuse it by their unholy
conduct. I at present propose to receive but
three, and let the others for a few months be
spectators which will afford me a further oppor
tunity of watching their conduct, and ascertaining
their views of this inter2sting and holy insti
tution of our dying Lord.

There is some uncertainty as to just when the

formation of the churches took place. A. Buzacott wrote

in a June letter that the church was established in

Avarua on first Sunday of April. However, in a May

letter he had written that the church was formed the

first of "this month." On that occasion five Rarotongan

men and one native teacher, Pau from Aitutaki, were

3admitted into the church in Avarua. On Sunday, 5 May,

Tupe, Iro and Kaisara were admitted and a church was

d t t
.. 4forme a Nga ang~~a.

Though there were still trying moments in 1833, the

1. To LMS, 7 April 1833, SSL.

2. Ibid., 20 April 1833.

3. A. Buzacott to LMS, 19 May and June 1833, SSL.

4. C. Pitman to LMS, 1 May-l June 1833, SSJ. A.
Buzacott later wrote that they met at Avarua on 6 May
1833. Mission Life, pp. 54-59. William Gill records
that the church was established at both Avarua and
Ngatangiia on Sunday, 6 May. Gems, p. 50. C. Pitman
calls the three members at Ngatangiia the "first fruits
of the Rarotongan mission." To LNS, 21 May 1833, SSL.
Note that two of these three were brothers of Pa.
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formation of the church and the admission of the few

marked the opening of the flood gates and started a race

to the Mission. The people admitted to the church

initially were individuals of political standing and

they began visiting around the districts and encouraging

everyone to come to worship. This was generally inter-

preted as a chiefly instruction to be present. Quite a

spectacle was made of the Lord's Supper at the first

service. l A large congregati.on gathered, and afterwards

nearly everyone stayed to watch the five partake. Con-

tinually the mystique of this service was a matter of

curiosity which hundreds or even thousands assembled

to watch. The impact of this ceremony was definitely

favourable, and many began to enquire as to the means

of admission.

On the formation of the two churches, the acceptance

of the gospel accelerated rapidly. The May meetings

(with feasts) were exceptionally well attended, with as

many as a thousand gathering at the Avarua meeting and

five hundred at Ngatangiia. Seven hundred children

participated in the children's examinations at Ngatan

giia,2 and almost five hundred attended school there

daily. School attendance was stimulated by the receipt

of further supplies of printed material in the Rarotongan

1. The first services of the church were held six
years to the day after C. Pitman's arrival on Rarotonga,
and almost ten years after Papehia came ashore.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 21 May 1833, SSL.
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dialect in the latter part of May, when the children

eagerly received their sheets and were busy all that

day reading them. l As food supplies became more plenti

ful building activities again increased. By August

there were seven hundred daily in school in Takitumu,

attendance at worship was also above average, and regu-

lar weekly Thursday evening services were being held at

Titikaveka. 2 In the visitations throughout the dis

tricts, the deacons (and other helpers) found that those

who formerly had scoffed now welcomed them. On the last

day of August seven more were admitted to the church at

Ngatangiia and to the missionary there was "everything

in every area of endeavour to encourage •

As opposition declined, the movement in favour of

the mission increased. C. Pitman wrote that prejudice

1. Ibid., 1 May to 1 June 1833, SSJ. Williams
arrived back in Rarotonga after a fifteen week voyage
and remained for several months completing the trans
lation of the New Testament which he then took to
England. The British and Foreign Bible Society printed
five thousand copies. J. Williams, Missionary Enter
prises, pp. 476-479. Also during this stay Wil1iams
built the second mission ship at Rarotonga - the Olive
Branch. He had sent the Messenger oL Peace to Tal1i ti
to be sold, expecting to charter a vessel to return to
Tahiti on his way to England. No vessel appeared, how
ever, so he built another. On his way to Tahiti in
July he found a Mr. E. Armitage at Eimeo who had been
sent out by the Directors to teach weaving to the Poly
nesians, so he returned to Rarotonga bringing Armitage
with him and arriving in October. C. Pitman to.LMS, 15
October 1833, SSL. Buzacott to LMS, June 1833, SSL.
J. J. Ellis, John Williams, p. 123.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 7 July to 8 August 1833, SSJ.

3. Ibid., August 1833.
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was fast dying land the chief cause was the epidemic,l

and Buzacott agreed that adversity increased interest

in religion. 2 In October a taunga, along with three

male students, asked to join the Society and by the

middle of that month people were crowding forward to

3join that group. This was a gathering for special in-

struction which Pitman formed for people who were

interested in the Mission, but not yet ready for baptism

or for church membership. Forty were admitted in the

first ten months of this year, and ten more were pro-

posed at that time for membership. Among those were Pa

and several other great chiefs in the surrounding dis-

trict, signalling the temporary end of the mataiapo

rebellion. C. Pitman explains:

This Society is a body distinct from the church.
It consists of ten classes of men and eight of
women, over each of which is placed a head or
leader. Those only are admitted against whose
present moral character nothing is alleged, and
who are willing to submit to the standing rule
of the Society. Each class meets on Sunday to
discuss the lesson. 4

In the same letter Pitman observes that there had been

"an apparent shaking amongst the dry bones. " The long

years of hesitation and opposition were coming to an end.

The church members in Ngatangiia met privately on Tues-

days and Saturdays, and on the latter day they divided

1. Ibid., 7 September 1833.

2. To LMS, 18 November 1833, SSL.

3. C. Pitrnan to LMS, 6 September through October
1833, SSJ.

4. Ibid., 17 October 1833.
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into three groups and visited the districts. Nine

others offered themselves as candidates for church com

munion in October? among whom was Pa. l Along with the

six male members of the church there were seven candi-

dates, two of whom were female. Tamatapu was admitted

on 4 October making the sixth local member of the church

2at Avarua. By this time A. Buzacott was having so much

inquiry about the church thathe had to restrict the days

on which people could come for discussion. C. Pitman

writes:

Viewing the state of our Mission, this part of the
island, and every department of labour, never did
it present such pleasing appearances. The steady
consistent conduct of our members so far as I am
able to judge, and their willingness in any way
proposed to benefit their countryman, affords me
unspeakable pleasure. 3

The reports were full of statistics showing large num-

bers in classes. For instance, on Thursday, 19 December,

923 were in the children's classes at Ngatangiia, and

on the following Sunday worship attendance was 2,800;

1,800 were adults and 1,000 were children. On the last

day of the year an actual count was made of the children

in the school, and the total was 582 boys, 394 girls, a

total of 976. The year ended on a note of triumph when

at Ngatangiia four new members were added to the church

1. Ibid., 17 and 26 October 1833.

2. A. Buzacott to LMS, 18 November 1833, SSL.

3. To LMS, 19 December 1833, SSL.
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including Pa, the principal ariki of that part of the

is1and. 1

Thus 1833 was the year of beginning. The church

had begun in Rarotonga in the midst of sickness and

famine, and at a time when the missionaries seemed more

depressed by the prevalence of adultery than at any

previous time. Perhaps they began in desperation, con-

vinced that there were a few sincere believers in Christ

and that they should organize these and forget the

resistance which was all they were entitled to expect.

Whatever their thinking, it was definitely true that the

power and heart had gone out of the opposition; the main

irritants had been removed or lessened in all but one

instance, and the people, apparently stunned and con-

fused, had decided to go all the way with the orametua~

As the attractiveness of the white man's cUlture mani-

fested through the literate revolution sparked an initial

acceptance of the teachers and extensive participation

2in their projects for ten years, so disaster broke the

back of the opposition and led to complete acceptance.

The Rarotongans after a long decade began to turn to

1. Ibid.

2. Throughout the early years of the mission as
the entire population was engaged in a furious pursuit
of literacy, the people listened to the te~chings of the
orametua, submitted in large part to a new juridical
:system, but were not committed to the abandonment of old
family and clan customs. For instance, the trial of
fertility prior to marriage, to them was a practical
(even more so with the depopulation) and age old custom
persisted in, though to the kooke and his God it was
fornication.
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Christ. With the establishment of the church there was

created a new "in-group" to which the chiefs obviously

were drawn. The mystique of both the Lord's Supper and

the rite of baptism, made its impression upon these

people whose ancient ceremonies had been stripped away.

The decade had been a long one of trial and oppo

sition - accompanied by universal interest in what the

white man had to offer, especially literacy. There were

those who seized the laws and enforcement procedures

suggested by the papa'a to fill the void in the current

political vacuum. At times the success of the mission

was questioned by everyone, and at no point was there

any certainty that it would achieve its purpose. The

effect of the message, however, was finally to be felt.

The ultimate factor in causing the people to decide to

cease their opposition to the Mission is unknown, and

yet certain things seem obvious. The ariki who had

aligned themselves with ~he orametua were obviously

those who were gaining power, and were becoming dominant

by capitalizing upon the new laws and technology. The

opposition decreased accordingly in its effectiveness.

And then there were the continuing scourges of disease

and natural disasters. Arguments raged for five years

as to whether these were a sign of the evil of the white

man, or an indication of the displeasure of his Gods.

The timing, though, of certain disasters seemed to indi

cate the latter to a great number of people. Especially

significant was the terrible demographic catastrophe of

1830, followed by the revival of ttheathenism" or custom,
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which was succeeded by the most devastating hurricane

that could be remembered. From th~ first, the Raroton-

gans had expected to become Christians, but hesitated

until the serious disputes (and injustices) of the

"fearful season" were solved. They, obviously, were

surprised that the papa'a had no immediate remedy for

their difficulties, particularly the land disputes.

When he suggested they correct them by mutual agreement,

they returned to hostility. Although settlement of a

few of the disputes was reached, opposition continued

and increased. However, the demographic disaster vastly

reduced the tensions as so many of the protagonists were

carried away, and the political arguments seemed irre-

levant. Although the disputes were not entirely solved,

the pressure of hostility was removed making the massive

turn to Christ, which they had long contemplated, pos-

sible.

There were no more fires, no more land disputes,

no more wars or threats of wars, and, on the surface,

there was no opposition to the jUdges and the law. l The

strength of the opposition had failed. The total impact

of this series of disasters,culminating in the hurri-

cane of 1831, formed a foundation for the rapid expansion

of the Rarotongan mission. A year was spent in overcoming

the tragedies, but by the beginning of 1833 the ariki

1. In December 1833 one home was burned at Nga
tangiia, which seems to have been simply an individual
act of opposition or personal enmity which was not re
peated. C. Pitman to LMS, 19 December 1833, SSJ.



were well established in their authority; and the people

no longer were willing to support the opposition of the

lesser chiefs. They were impressed that the God of

Heaven was a powerful God and agreed to serve Him.

By the beginning of 1834 the people of Rarotonga

had fully accepted the way of the white man and his God.

In the following decade there was no mention in any of

the letters, from either A. Buzacott or C. Pitman, of

oppos~tion on the part of the Rarotongan toward the

Mission. There were brief periods of decreased attendance;

there was depression due to the swelling tide of death

by illness, but physical opposition to the Mission had

collapsed. After ten years of indecision and opposi-

tion, the chiefs and people of Rarotonga had made up

their minds that the way they were to walk was the way

of their orametua.



CHAPTER TWELVE

THE PERIOD OF EXPANSION:

1834-1845

The following twelve years were filled with excite

ment as the Rarotongans entered into the orametua's way

of life without reservation. As a traditionally reli

gious people the decision to become Christians filled

an important void. The agnosticism into which many had

lapsed as a result of the "fearful season" was both

strange and undesirable. The enthusiastic pursuit of

literacy which had continued for an entire decade had

not satisfied their desire for a divine influence in

life. As that period of energetic activity (relating

to the fulfi1lment of the fervent desire for the kooke

culture) ended, there had still been no meaningful

centre around which to build a functioning society. The

demographic disasters of the early thirties, (along with

other factors) removed the political importance of
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unsettled injustices and created for many an atmosphere

of despair. In that setting at first a few, then hun

dreds, then thousands decided to follow Jehovah. With

this acceptance there came a fuller understanding of and

appreciation for the church as a vehicle of fellowshipt

competition, and kooke contac~ as well as worship.

Naturally a time of rapid growth followed for the church

on Rarotonga, as well as an inspiring period of sacri-

ficial evangelism overseas.

The remaining years of the '30's were marked by the

rapid growth of the church on Rarotonga. The commitment

of the Maori to Jehovah was extensive (causing the

papa'a orametua to exult in the positive condition of

their work). A. Buzacott describes it as a state of

religious excitement,l and C. Pitman adds, "we have had

more to encourage us in the last twelve to fourteen

months than in any other period.,,2 John Williams re

calls the island in 1823 when all were "heathen with

their idols and marae", with no written language, no

knowledge of the Sabbath, and no Christian worship. To

him the contrast with the year 1834 was thrilling since

by that time all were professing Christians, and there

were 6,000 meeting in spacious chapels each Lord's day

for worship. Also by this time literacy had become

widespread. Families set aside two periods for prayer

1. To LMS, 1 July 1834, SSL.

2. Ibid., June 1834 [sic).
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each day, and everyone began to hold the Sabbath as a

day of rest. l Attendance at the daily schools and wor-

ship services surged and application for admission to

the church was made by practically everyone. 2

To the Rarotongan the full acceptance of Jehovah

as the source of daily decisions filled the void created

by the prior time of agnosticism. It was quite natural

to them that the technological "Revolution" should then

accelerate. New chapels, schools, houses, fences, and

roads were constructed everywhere by the free labor of

the Rarotongan people. These activities provided a new

outlet for competition and were entered into eagerly.

The people were continually exposed to new and wonderful

areas of achievement. For example, in 1832 a second

hand press was received which made possible a vast

pr.inting exercise which continued for over a century.

In late 1833 an artisan named Elijah Armitage arrived

to teach the people how to make cloth from idigenous

cotton. By the middle of the following year when Charles

Barff arrived, he was greeted by Makea who was wearing

a shirt of local manufacture. 3 The manufacture of

1. Missiona~ Enterprises, pp. 574-575. He noted
that this description applied to the entire Hervey Group
with the exception of a few individuals at Mangaia.

2. See Apper.dix L for a series of statistical
tables illustrating the local expansion of this period.

3. A. Buzacott and C. Barff to LMS, 7-11 May 1834,
SSL.
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cotton cloth had begun in all four settlements by the

beginning of 1835. 1 The marvel of the white man's

bU~lding knowledge was further enhanced when w. c.

Cunningharn, of the Church of Scotland, arrived from

Tahiti. Cunningham rented ten acres on Rarotonga to

raise sugar cane. He then volunteered to help the people

construct stone buildings, and on 20 March 1836 a chapel

was begun at Titikaveka. 2 This chapel was completed in

1839 and was described as a "building unequalled in the

South Pacific. ,,3 Thus C. Pi tman records: "The chiefs

tell me the people are working more willingly than ever

4in the past." Through this period there was never any

1. Twelve spinning wheels and a warping machine
were in operation in Avarua alone. C. Pitman to LMS,
June 1834 [sic], SSL. Barff, ibid., 20 December 1834
and 8 January 1835. E. Armitage, ibid., 23 June 1835.
A. Buzacott, ibid., 20 October 1835. The frustration
which was repeatedly experienced by the Rarotongans in
their quest for papa'a technology is perhaps seen in
the cotton industry as vividly as in any area. As they
mastered the techniques involved, they became aware of
the fact that with less labour they could grow sweet
potatoes and trade for cloth. The Rarotongans were
interested in practical reSUlts, and once the novelty
of any new (but impractical) skill was gone, it was
discarded. Through these years, however, the novelties
were numerous and the quest was fresh, so they pressed
on with enthusiasm.

2. This certainly pleased Kainuku and set off a
new series of competitive rivalries. At precisely
this time Makea began a ten-roomed palace which was
completed in 1837.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 11 May 1839, SSL.

4. Ibid., 30 June 1836.
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necessity of reproving a member of the church. 1

The movement in favour of the mission reached its

highest peak in 1839. By that time practically every

person was a member of the society of students, a bap-

tized believer, a member of the church or a candidate

for admission into one of these. Detailed accounts of

numerous conversions are preserved. One of nine ad-

mitted to the church in JUly confessed: "Friends, I am

the man who hath forsaken God. Formerly my attendance

at the house of God was regular, but afterwards I grew

careless and indifferent." He then told of two narrow

escapes from death and continued, "the wrath of God

followed me wherever I went, and I began to be greatly

alarmed." He was then "directed to the Lord" by one of

the workers, and the next Sunday as he watched the

Lord's Supper being administered he grieved:

Oh, if I had not gone back, I might have been
admitted as a guest at that feast. My former
wicked life came to remembrance. Many have I
killed in my heathen state; Oh, I have been a
wretched being. One Sabbath I came to the
chapel; your assistant Maretu ••• exhorted
us. • • • With such force did his words come
to me that I thought IO was stoned to death.
Rest I had none all that night. In the morn-
ing I went to the teacher to tell him my feelings
and state of mind. He talked with me and
directed me to the way of mercy, which greatly
relieved me of my burden. I now give mysel~ up
to Christ to be saved by Him - only by Him.

Again a man and his wife acknowledged the influence of

1. A. Buzacott, ibid., 20 October 1835. C. Pitman,
ibid., 30 June 1836.

2. c. Pitman to LMS, 11 May 1839, Evangelical
Magazine, 18 (1840), pp. 196-197.
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the ariki in their application for church membership.

The man related that his own mind was deeply impressed

by the chief, and he had resolved to follow the Lord

fully .. Again Pa referred to the time of his brother's

death and said,

Listen, my friends, to what I have to say. Our
friend is dead, and we are spared. Choose you
this day whom you will serve; as for me, and my
house, we will serve the Lord. No longer follow
the evil course of this world - forsake sin 
cleave to the Lord, for we also shall die. Follow
me, this is my determinatione As for me I will
call upon God and the Lord shall save me. l

Pitman summarized the state of the work:

You will be as pleased to hear, as it is grati
fying to me to relate, that God is still smiling
upon our feeble efforts to promote his glory.
We have taken down our harps from the willows,
and tuned them afresh to the service and honour
of the every-blessed God, who has enabled us,
through his abounding mercy, to sing the Lord's
song in this once heathen land. Those who were
formerly afar off, are now, we humbly hope,
through the peace-speaking blood of atonement,
brought nigh. Many stouthearted rebels, who long
manifested the most determined opposition to
divine truth, have been made to surrender to the
all-conquering arms of the Prince of Peace;
whilst we who have witnessed it are led to say,
"Sharp, 0 Most Mighty, are thine arrows in the
heart of the King's enemies, whereby the people
fall under thee." The proud and selfrighteous
have been constrained to renounce all their vain
pretensions, and as poor helpless, sinful
creatures, to implore and accept of pardon,
through Christ alone. The dying, as they have
descended the dark valley, have cheered our other
wise drooping spirits, by declaring that Christ
was their rock, their trust, their salvation;
that in consequence of his atonement, and perfect
righteousness, "they feared no evil," but were
going to be with him, "who loved them, and gave
himself for them." Such, beloved brethren, are
the triumphs of the Gospel in this once benighted
land. Such are some of the reasons we have for

1. Ibid.
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taking down our "harps from the willows. III

For Pitman, the pessimist, so to exult, cooperation and

conversion must have been at its zenith.

Any doubt relating to the wisdom of their choice

to follow Jehovah, was totally removed by a rapid

sequence of the most exciting events imaginable in the

last year of the ~hirties. In February the mission ship

arrived with a new press and a number of tracts from the

Religious Tract Society. Also in the cargo were 5,000

copies of the first edition of the Rarotongan New Testa-

ment printed through the offices of the British and

Foreign Bible Society. There was immense jubilation

when these copies of the printed word arrived, and the

2demand far exceeded the supply. In addition, the ship

brought reinforcements to the ranks of the orametua in

the persons of William Gill to work in Arorangi and

Henry Royle to assist Pitman who was chronically ill. 3

1. Ibid.

2. Wil1iam Gill to LMS, 1 July 1839. C. Pitman,
ibid, 11 February 1839. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, pp.
69-70. Two thousand of the New Testaments were reserved
for the other islands of the Cook Group.

3. C. Pitman, ibid., 11 February 1839. A. Buza
cott, ibid., 27 March 1839, and, Mission Life, pp. 49
and 70. Tinomana and Puaikura were very pleased at the
assistance and the elevation in public esteem to be
gained by having their own papa'a. The precise. reaction
of Pa to the prospects of a second orametua in Takituma
is uncertain, although it is likely that he shared the
hesitancy of C. Pitman. AS a result of that hesitancy,
H. Royle left after the birth of his daughter in March
and went to Aitutaki where he stayed for almost forty
years.
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The new arrivals broadened the activities relating to

literacy. Instruction in the English language,l a

2special class for boys, and an infant school were begun.

An exciting climax was achieved when John Williams

presented a message from the Directors, the results of

which would utilize the religious maturity while en-

hancing the competitive principle of Rarotongan society.

He announced that the LMS were aware of the urgent need

for more teachers throughout the Pacific. Faced with

an ever growing shortage of papa'a orametua and an ever

increasing demand for more teachers, they felt that the

work would have to be done largely through native agents.

The problems experienced in the past with these Maori

teachers could be reduced or eliminated by better prepa-

t . 3ra ~on. The Board had thus decided that both the need

1. C. Pitman objected to this lest the natives
then understand the bad language used on visiting ships
and be led astray. J. Williams, however, argued that
their character and habits would never be elevated much
more unless they learned English. J. Williams to LMS,
27 March 1839, SSL.

2. A. Buzacott, ibid., 1 August 1839.

3. The gospel had first reached Rarotonga and the
other Southern Cooks, through the use of native evan
gelists. Almost as soon as J. Williams had settled C.
Pitman and A. Buzacott, he set out for Samoa taking with
him teachers from Tahiti and Rarotonga. Te Are, of
Tumu-te-varo-varo, was among seven teachers placed in
Savaii in 1832 and three additional teachers left with
Williams for Samoa two years later. Among those was
Teavawho was placed at Manoro and stayed there 20 years.
William Gill, Gems, pp. 47-48. Maretu, Book, p. 26.
IJater writings claimed that Teava was the first mission
ary to Samoa. "Missionary Meeting at Sydney,!! Evangeli
cal Magazine, 18 (1840), p. 63. R. Lovett, James Chal
mers Alias Tancote, p. 114. J. Chalmers to LMS, 24
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and the problem could be met by establishing seminaries

or institutions on various Pacific islands in order to

train Polynesians and send them to the field. The

Directors have long been convinced that greater
effort should be made to diffuse the Gospel in
the South Sea Islands, and other parts of the
world, by means of native teachers and evangel
ists, and acting upon that conviction, they
determined, previous to the departure of the
Camden, to attempt a seminary at Rarotonga, for
tne tneological education of pious young natives'l
with a view to their engaging in Missionary work.

J. Wi1liarns thus returned from England in 1839 with the

news that this work should begin in Rarotonga. l An in-

stitution was to be established and Pitman was initially

d t b 't '. 1 2expecte 0 e ~ s pr~nc~pa •

Institution became a reality.

In that same year the

When Pitman hesitated to

assume responsibility, Buzacott became its principal and

entered into the project wholeheartedly. His sentiments
\

May 1876, SSL. In the next few years several other
Rarotongans were sent to Samoa and then despatched to
other places of work. Numerous other volunteers were
rejected as unsuitable. Although some of the workers
became outstanding teachers, in the first decade of the
Mission the disappointment of the white missionary was
very keen as he found the native teacher to be inade
quate in many ways. Included in their weaknesses were
a proneness to malaria, a temptation to abuse the use
of power, and engaging in age-old practices repugnant
to the missionary though considered normal to the Poly
nesian (especially extra-marital intercourse). C. Pitman
continually urged the greatest caution in the use of the
native agents. J. Wi1liams and Ao Buzacott, citing
successes at Rurutu, Rarotonga, and elsewhere felt it
better to take advantage of an opportunity through the
use of ill-trained and poorly equipped men than to fail
by default.

1. LHS Directors. I'South Seas - Mission at Raro
tonga," Evanqelical 1"lagazine, 18 (1840), pp. 197-198.
See Appendix G.

2. Other institutions followed at Tahaa in the
Society Islands and at Malua in Samoa.
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were expressed in a letter to the Directors:

The great importance of such an institution makes
me willing to do my utmost for its advancement.
Nothing appears to me more likely as a means to
give permanency to the work of Christianity among
these islands, than an efficient and well in
structed native ministry; and let me urge upon
the Directors, with all who long for the advance
ment of the Redeemer's kingdom, the necessity of
assisting us by their earnest supplications that
God would raise up from among the youth of these
islands many men of piety and understanding,
capable of filling with credit the sacred office
of the Christian ministry. The discouragements
we have had in the inconsistency of some, will
make us doubly careful in the investigation of
candidates, while the continued good conduct and
usefulness of others, with only a limited educa
tion, encourage us in drawing the conclusion
that with a more liberal education many will, in
the hands of Him who works by means adopted to
the end, be more extensively useful. l

The original object was to train young men and their

wives in spiritual matters and in mechanical arts so

that they could lead the people spiritually and train

them in the new mechanical skills at the same time. A

large tract of land at Takamoa, in front of Euzacott's

home, was purchased from Makea Pori for one hundred and

fifty dollars, upon which to build the school. 2

1. A. Buzacott to LMS, 1 August 1839, Evangelical
Magazine, 18 (1840), p. 404. In retirement years later
in Sydney, Buzacott recalled the joys of thirty years
work in Rarotonga "watching the savage become civilized
and the cannibal become a disciple." Among other things
he notes, t'The Institution also and printing press have
effected great things in helping forward the work of
God, both in the Rarotonga group and many groups of
islands in this great and wide sea." To LMS, 9 February
1858, SSL.

2. Ibid., September 1839. This agreement was com
pleted with Makea Davida after Pori's death. The Fra
ternal Order of the missionaries, a committee of all
Cook Island eapa'a orametua established in February
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The chiefs and the people were naturally enthusi-

astic about this work, although Takitumu were more

reserved because the seminary was to be at Avarua and

their orametua was not involved. Since the arrival of

Papehia, the Rarotongans had been impressed with the

authority which accompanied the position of native

teacher to heathen lands. As the knowledge of the kooke

culture was the most desired gift in Polynesia, the one

who possessed and shared it would be inevitably a person

of considerable importance. In the mid-thirties, con-

version added the incentive of the gospel concepts of

salvation and damnation to the former motives. Thus

evangelism, the principal purpose of the Institution,

contained three basic appeals to the Rarotongan. To a

sea-faring people it offered travel to far away lands;

to a competitive people it provided the enhancement of

rank or the attainment of new authority in the work of

the orametua - teaching even ariki; and to a religious

people it extended the privilege, often through suffer-

Ing and death, of sharing their faith.

1839, established the initial basic rules for the school.
In order to be admitted men had to have been members of
the church for at least twelve months, to be of decided
piety, to be able to read and write, employed at the
schools, active in visitation, and willing to serve a
three months' probation period. If the student was
married his wife shOUld also be of decided piety, and
normally the couple should have no more than two chil
dren. Of more impact, each student was to be allowed
one fathom of cloth per month and the same for the wife.
Two fathoms of cloth were to be given to anyone who
would supply the students with native food five days a
week. Willlam Gill to LMS, 30 August 1839, SSL.
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In the exciting days while waiting for the Insti-

tut~on plans to f~nalize, the Rarotongans moved enthus~-

ast~cally to show their concern for the lost. Aux~l~-

aries to the London Missionary Society were formed at

Avarua ~n August and in Arorangi a month later. On the

occasion of the beginning in Puaikura, "••• the chapel

was crowded to excess • • ." and vJill~am Gill records:

Mr. Buzacott, who kindly attended, gave a brief
historical account of the parent society, the
first declaration and subsequent prosperity of
the Gospel at Tahiti, and the present state and
extent of the Society's operations~ To these
statements the people listened with intense in
terest, and indicated by the expression of their
countenances that their hearts were deeply
affected. At the close of Mr. Buzacott's address,
Papeiha, the first native teacher sent to these
shores, showed that it was their duty to form a
branch Society to aid the parent Society back
home; and after expressing his hope that they
would pay proper regard to that duty, proposed
that Timu, the chief of Arorangi, be appointed
treasurer for the ensuing year. This being
seconded by the elder deacon of the church, it
was unanamously carried. The next proposition
was, that Setephano, one of the chief's sons, be
appointed Secretary, which was likewise carried;
and after the parties proposed had expressed
their consent, several other speeches were
delivered. l

Upon both occasions there was, of course, a feast, and

from this time forward annual collections were taken to

aid in the Society's work. At the Arorangi meeting

seven hundred pounds of arrowroot, $14.50 in money,

thirteen fowls, thirteen bundles of piere (sun-dried

bananas), thirty-two native baskets, forty-two sling

stones ("stones of murder"), a basket of breast ornaments

1. Letter to LMS, 14 January 1840, Evangelical
Magazine, 19 (1841), pp. 42-43.
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and other "heathen fineries," seven baskets of sea-

shells, and a large number of "heathen eardrops" were

contributede l The collections became outlets for the

intertribal competitive traditions. The Societies them-

selves provided another opportunity for the enhancement

of mana or rank, and in every instance which was re-

corded in detail, the officers were either ariki or

their close relatives. The tremendous response to the

idea of a Society on Rarotonga indicates that there was

a genuine and growing inner conviction and a sincere

concern for "the lost" on the part of the Polynesians.

The deep shock felt in Rarotonga at the death of

Williamu (Williams) on Erromanga on 20 November 1839,

added (or clarified) a new dimension to this desire -

the concept of toa for Christ spreading out over the

Pacific in a peaceful battle of conquest. As a Raroton-

gan put it upon receipt of the news of the martyrdom:

Brethren, wipe away your tears. This is my ques
tion to you. What about the workl Who will stand
where Williamu felll ~~ho will go and complete the
battle which he began? e • • I look to the mission
ary and I look to you, and I tell you that the
desire of my heart is to be put on board the next
ship that comes to our land, and to be taken to
that land of Erromanga and to be put on shore in
the midst of the heathen who murdered Williamu. 2

For the next fifty years they proved their willingness

to stand where Williamu fell, and hundreds of them truly

became Christian "toa."

1. Ibid.

2. William Gill, Gems, I, p. l2ff.
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Marama and Rupe were fully admitted to the InstL-

tution soon after it opened, and before the first year

ended eleven were in attendancee Applicants for admis-

sion were numerous. Those first admitted were usually

men of rank. The sUbsequent policy of admitting only

those who were likely to profit from the study was a

source of potential political disruption of rank and

prompted the chiefs to seek special training in various

ways for all of their children. The problem was two

fold. Men of rank would be less likely to want to

travel abroad and those of exalted status probably would

not be allowed to do so. On the other hand, those who

did go often returned with an inclination to give them-

selves airs. This proved to be a source of irritation

to the chiefly class. Even with these problems, the

Institution was enthusiastically received. In 1840 four

stone cottages for the students were constructed and

four more were planned. l In the first ten years 109

students (69 male and 40 wives) had passed through the

school; by 1860, 210 had enrolled; the number was approxi

mately 350 by 1883; and it increased to over 600 (380

men and 250 wives) by 1910. 2

The students and teachers at the Rarotongan Insti-

tution received their chief vocational training in

le A. Buzacott to LMS, September 1839, SSL. The
~tudents spent four hours a day on mechanical and agri
cultural pursuits, and a similar period on instruction
in the Bible and in other scholastic subjects.

2. cf. Appendix L for enrolment statistics, and a
sketch of the Institution grounds.
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evangelism and within two years the actual work began.

On 14 July 1841 Rupe was set aside as the first

missionary from the Institution and was assigned to

T M · 1amarua, anga::l..a. Rupe was left at Mangaia by Buzacott

who seized the opportunity of a visit to New South Wales

to evangelize a number of islands on the way. Five

"pioneers" and four wives from the Institution, and six

single young men from the various churches who had

studied briefly at the Institution, accompanied Buzacott.

Matiatia, who had returned from Samoa and had been 1ate-

ly married, was also with the group as was his new • .&:w::l.. s; e.

Two of the seventeen were to be left on Penrhyn (Tonga-

reva) , and the others were to be placed according to the

2advice of the Samoan brethren. On his return from

Sydney where he left his children for schooling, Buza-

cott went first to the Isle of Pines. Here he found

that the teachers had been forced to leave two days

earlier because the chief, Matuku, blamed the gods of

Samoa and Rarotonga for a dreadful epidemic. 3 Buzacott

stayed there at anchor two days but no one of conse-

quence came out to visit him so he went on to New Cale-

donia and found Ta'unga, who was already able to speak

fluently in the local language. Teura was left in New

1. William Gill, to LMS, 1 October 1841, SSL.

2. A. Buzacott to LMS, 1842 [sic], SSJ. (The next
paragraph in his letter is dated 2 April 1842.)

3. cf. R. G. and Marjorie Crocombe, The Works of
Ta'unga, Canberra, 1968.
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Caledonia. At Tanna in the New Hebrides Buzacott and

his company found the teachers healthy and the work

prospering.

In the first ten years native agents from the In-

stitution were also sent to the Navigators, the Isle of

Pines, Lifu, Mare, and Efate in the New Hebrides. In

the 1850's workers were sent to additional iSlands in

cluding Tongareva, the Loyalty group, and Hawaii. l

After a decade 51 of the 109 students who had passed

through the Institution were teaching in various islands

of the Pacific. 2 Of the 1,666 persons admitted to the

churches in Rarotonga from 1833 through 1854 over 70

(4+%) had become evangelists. 3 By 1860, 210 students

had been through the Institution. One hundred thirty-

two of these had taught or were then teaching the Gospel.

Forty-six were teaching in the Cook Island Group; a

similar number were in western polynesia and Melanesia.

The evangelistic fervor continued unabated throughout

the entire century, as indicated by the constant and in-

4creasing number who were willing to go twenty-two in

the thirties; thirty-nine in the forties; forty-five in

the fifties, and fifty-two in the sixties. At least

1. cf. Appendix L for a partial list of the yearly
despatch of teachers from the Institution and their
destinations.

2. William Gill To LMS, 1 September 1849, SSL.
Sixteen of these were wives.

3. A. Buzacott to LMS, December 1854, SSL.

4. The following figures are minimum.
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three groups were sent out in the seventies by Cha1mers,

several to the New Hebrides and New Guinea. From 1872

to 1891, 104 were sent to New Guinea and by 1910 over

three hundred had served outside the Cook Islands as

native orametua. l

Their work was not easy and disappointments were

many. As we have already noted, the entire teacher task

force was compelled to leave the Isle of Pines in 1842

because the local chief blamed the gods of the Cook

Islands and Samoa for a devastating epidemic. 2 This

was followed quickly by the reception of news from the

3Society that no new ventures were to be begun. But the

major enemies and sources of frustrations were disease

and death. Every young person as he left his home for

service abroad realized that he and many with him might

never return. Through the yearS, eighteen (including

four children) died as martyrs, the first being Rangi

in the massacre at the Isle of Pines in 1842,4 and the

1. Lovett, The History of the London Missionary
Society, 1795-1895, London, 1899, I, 353. Hereafter
cited as, History of LMS. Bernard Thorogood, Not Quite
Paradise London, 1960, pp. 39 and 103. Thorogood states
that 183 men had served and since most were sent out
with wives the three hundred figure is probably low.
Also the author's lists indicate that 209 had gone to
teach by 1874. cf. Appendix L.

2. A. Buzacott to LMS, 4 January 1843, SSL.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid., 3 June 1844. George Gill stated that
eight had been killed by 1860, though Thorogood's "Roll
of Martyrs" displayed in the Avarua Mission House names
only four of these. The four whose names are unknown
are likely wives but bring the total to twelve. If the
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last Akaearua in New Guinea in 1889. Death claimed

far more of these "tea" and members of their famd Lde s

through disease. l Prior to the beginning of the work in

Papua one had died in New Caledonia, three in Samoa,

four in the Loyalty Islands, and seven in both Hawaii

and the New Hebrides. Malaria took a heavy toll in New

Guinea as it had in the New Hebrides. Of 104 teachers

sent to that country from 1872 to 1891, forty-seven died

in their work.
2

It is significant that despite such prevalent and

continued difficulties the Rarotongans were not only

willing but anxious to go and teach. When death claimed

one teacher there was another, and oftentimes two, to

replace him. Upon one occasion w. W. Gill wrote:

two children and wife of each of Anederea and Mateura
who were killed at Hood Bay in New Guinea on 7 March
1881 are added the total is eighteen.

1. B. Thorogood lists 70 deaths including eight
who were killed. He omitted at least 10 martyrs. Also
he lists only one dead in New Guinea through 1877,
whil e \'1. vJ. Gill wri tes of 1 7 who had died there by
that date. To LMS, 25 January 1877, SSL. The earlier
account is likely to be nearer accurate. It is also
noteworthy that many more Samoans went abroad and died.

2. R. Lovett, History of LMS, I, 353. W. W. Gill
was shocked at the terrible llblunde1.'ing" in sending a
second group of teachers to Port Moresby without a
European. He suggested that the missionaries build
their houses "on poles like the natives," move to
higher ground, and arrive in May rather than November.
To LMS, 25 January 1877 and 24 April 1880, SSL. cf.
G. S. Parsonson, "The Problem of Helanesia" , Hankind,
.Sydney,Vo1.6 (1968), pp. 571-84._
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A day or two ago letters came to hand from New
Guinea informing us of the martyrdom of 4
teachers, two wives of teachers; and four dear
children!! Alas! Alas! Materua, wife, and
the wife of Anaderea were my children in the
flesh. In 1872 I took Anaderea and his wife to
New Gu~nea • • • The sensation produced on this
island is profound. ••• Our May [meeting]
was held on the ll~ where I told the sad story.
strange to say, a promising youngman stood up
and there and then offered his services in the
room of the slain! I have accepted him. This 1
is the grand, heroic, side of native character.

These latter day vikings of the new God were true heroes

in the esteem of their people. Early in 1878 a large

group of ten teachers and nine wives were chosen to go

to New Guinea, but the availability of transport caused

delay. Chalmers wrote that if he had realized that they

were not to arrive at their destination well before the

rainy season, he would not have selected any to go. He

then added, "But the thing is done. The nine students

have taken a pUblic farewell of the churches, have been

feted as future heroes, so that nothing could induce them

2to draw back." The competitive system was still at

work in exploiting this new avenue for the achievement

of esteem and rank. The spirit of the great ancestral

navigators, the esteem of the orametua "title," and the

desire to take God to the "heathen'! comprised a mul tiple

and irresistible motivation to the youth of Rarotonga.

When the missionary attempted to detain one who had

formerly been selected for missionary duty because of

1. To LMS, 27 April 1880, SSL.

2. To LMS, 30 May and 28 August 1878, SSL.
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his health, he begged, "Let me work and die in New

Guinea. Death comes to all. lf l

Thus the establishment of the Institution in 1839

was indeed an exciting event with long lasting effects.

Opportunities for learning, travel, competitive action,

and spiritual service which exceeded any in the past,

were available to the ariki and the people. The out-

reach of the gospel was a major facet of the Rarotongan

mission and a prime ingredient in the continUing develop-

ment of the church and society on that island.

During the years from 1840 to 1845 the people con-

tinued to throng the schools and the churches. Eighty-

eight percent of the adults and 95% of the children

attended either the schools or the various classes.

Eighty-five percent of all of those who were old enough

on the island were under instruction, and approximately

125 were baptized while 90 were admitted to the churches

annually.2 In May 1840 Sir Edward Belcher visited Raro-

tonga, and his SUbsequent positive reports pointed to

the excellent physical condition of the mission, the

happiness of the relations between the Rarotongans and

the orametua, and the devotion of the islanders to

Jehovah. He writes:

••• the roads, enclosures, church, school, and
private residences are an age in advance of

1. W. W. Gill to LMS, 24 April 1880, SSL.

2. cf. Appendix L.
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Tahiti. •• It reminds me of what I expected at
Tahiti, if their laws had been enforced. l

Buzacott's home, which surpassed any he had seen among

the missionaries, was placed on a terrace cut from a

steep hill, and its furniture was made from tamanu wood

which surpassed Honduras mahogany in beauty. The main

road which was as wide as in England ran one-sixteenth

of a mile back from the sea and was perfectly level. The

chapel was of wood and plaster construction, and it

accommodated approximately one thousand people. The

school, though less impressive, was of similar construc-

tion and was directly across the road from the chapel.

Between the church building and the missionary's home

four neat stone cottages had just been completed for the

students in the Institution. Each cottage was twenty

feet four inches long by sixteen feet wide and was

designed to accommodate either a married couple or two

single students. Their state canoes were made from the

tamanu tree which grew to great size in Rarotonga and

were very beautifully carved. 2 There was an extensive

shed near the landing at Takuvaine which served as the

market place. The produce on Rarotonga was similar to

that in Tahiti, but poultry, especially large turkeys,

and vegetables, were finer, cheaper, and were readily

1. E. Belcher, Voyage, pp. 15-19. The remainder
of this paragraph is from the same source.

2. According to Belcher a tamanu tree near Buza
cott's home measured twelve feet in diameter at its base.
The island was infested at that time with myriads of
mantis which destroyed the coconut trees.
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available, upon application, from the chief "who con-

troIs the market and prevents any undue demands." As

Belcher landed, Makea, who was superintending purchases

for whaler captains, was "tidily dressed in European

costume, - cotton shirt, white trousers, and white frock

coat." Concerning the presence of resident foreigners,

which Belcher strongly opposed, he noted that:

A very judicious code of past regulations is
printed, and a copy furnished to every vessel
on arrival; non-compliance excludes communi
cation. Deserters find no refuge. Spirits
are prohibited; and order at night is insured by
preventing any foreigner remaining ashore after
dark.

At sunset everyone, including Makea, set out for the

chapel in a very orderly fashion. There were none of

the "unseemly noises" he had heard at Tahiti.

It is true that these years were touched by some

tragedy. For instance death continued to reap its en-

larged harvest and on 19 October 1839 Makea Pori died.

The good chief Makea is gone. He was invaluable
while he lived; his influence and power, great
as it was, was given to God. He died most happy.
I never knew a chief I loved so much, or thought
so highly of. He will be a great loss to the
mission; but I am happy to inform you his son
Davida is training in his steps.l

His son and successor, Makea Davida, had neither the

close connection with the orametua nor the strength of

character of his father. By assuring A. Buzacott prior

to his installation of his determination to live more

1. J. Wi1liams in the letter he wrote on the
Camden on the eve of his death, £vanqelical rV1a g a z i n e ,
18 (1840), p. 611. Williams was killed while attempting
to land teachers at Erromqnga in the New Hebrides on 20
November 1839. cf. Appendix H.
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as'Jehovah expected, he expressed his des~re for the

continued presence of -the E..e.pa f a. In these five years

approximately 2,000 people were claimed by death and the

population was vastly reduced. By the mid-point in this

period the population had fallen to 3,600 which was less

than one-half that of fifteen years previous. l The num

ber of deaths decreased as the population thinned but

the extent of the disaster had not lessened.

other than the teachers and students at the Insti-

tution, the young, who were reaching adulthood, having

been sUbjected to the schools and churches all their

lives, were not so enthusiastic. There were possibly

many causes. They had never personally known the in-

stability of the Ilfearful season," thus it was difficult

for them to appreciate the relative equilibrium of

their society. It is possible that they felt a betrayal

of their culture to the papafa by their metua and found

a lack of opportunity to achieve rank or honour in a

western system which taught equality. L~kewise many

evidently felt that the sexual restrictions under the

new regime of the gospel were too stringent as most con

verts were suspended from the schools at some stage for

fornicat~on.2 Buzacott remarked that many of the young

had left the schools and joined the "filthy and lewd,

1. William Gill, Autobiogra~~~, p. 107.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 21 November 1842, SSL.
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lawless " people. l The defection, whatever the cause,

was to grow and to continue almost unabated for the next

th~rty years.

The most serious challenge to the mission was the

appearance for the first time of a secular alternative

to the orametua. In February 1837 a small group of

runaway seamen landed at Arorangi, and Tinomana was

tempted to allow them to remain. Papehia was as useful

as a Tahitian teacher could be, but he was not a £aEa'~.

C. Pitman was much upset and insisted that Tinomana

shoUld send them away at the first opportunity. In

typical Rarotongan fashion the ariki gave the assurances

required and then pursued his own course, and even Pit-

man detected a lack of determination on the ariki's

part. Makea and Pa, of course, readily agreed to pro-

hibit other white settlers since none were available,

and they were pleased with the orametua. Late in 1837

another European arrived from Samoa and obtained the

permission of the chiefs of Ngatangiia to stay and build

a vessel. On the arrival of an Australian ship this

man encouraged the crew to disregard the regUlations of

the ariki and, according to Pitman, he attempted to draw

the chiefs away from spiritual matters. It was only

when the missionary threatened to leave that Pa ordered

that no one should go on board that ship, and the

1. Ae Buzacott, ibid., I June 1843. This provided
a difficulty at times for-the Institution as it resulted
in many of the applicants for admission being older
people. Ibid., 3 June 1844.
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constables were out day and night to enforce this edict.

Finally at a pUblic meeting the ariki sided with the

orametua and ordered the man to leave, though many

1people were in favour of his being allowed to stay.

It was indeed impossible to keep such people out: Buza-

cott notes, without further comment that Rarotonga was

being visited more often by ships.2

It was of course, inevitable that this new develop-

ment should give rise to strife. Under the new system

of things the chief was closely aligned with the mission-

ary, who was the main contact with European cUlture.

Any attempt to change this, or apy intrusion by other

white men, not only upset the missionary, but, more im-

portantly, the ariki. If a white man of any other

af~iliation should come and associate with the mataiaoo
• +

or the lesser ariki who were still quite anxious to

reassert their power, then the authority of the ariki

which had been dUly recognized by the missionary might

well be challenged. The new literate law of the ariki

was thus implicitly threatened at a time when it was

being more and more vigorously imposed. This beginning

of a secular alternative to the mission occurred at a

time when the people were caught up in the mass exercise

of Christianity, and they thus hesitantly rejected it.

In later, less exciting years they would reconsider.

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 1 November 1837, SSL.

2. Buzacott to LMS, 1 January 1838, SSL.
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However, the enthusiasm and conviction of the

period kept the potential trouble sources submerged and

these were years of continual progress. On 1 January

1845 the Arorangi stone chapel was opened. Its massive

walls were twenty-five feet high with a double self-

supporting roof; there were galleries on three sides;

and the building comfortably accommodated one thousand.

At the opening feast fifteen hundred people from all the

settlements attended, and the four hundred members of

the three churches sat together. Tinomana and the

Puaikura vaka were delighted and evidently felt that

their status had been truly elevated to equality with

Te-au-o-tonga and Takitumu. The competitive system was

functioning well in activities centred around the church.

The fiftieth anniversary of the London Missionary

Society, the arrival of the new-mission ship, John

Williams, which had been purchased by contributions from

the children of England,l and natural competitiveness

prompted massive contributions to the Society. The

church and people at Arorangi gave a total of 2,591

pounds of arrowroot and $34.50 in cash to the regular

1. There were four ships by this name in the nine
teenth century. The first was launched in 1844 and
wrecked at PUkapuka in 1864; the second was built the
following year and was wrecked at Niue on its maiden
voyage; the third was built in 1868 and sold in 1894;
and the fourth, which was steam powered, was built in
1893 and used until 1929. Three other successive vessels
by this name were used in the twentieth century. George
Gill and his wife arrived in the Cook Islands on the
first voyage of the first John Williams and were assigned
to Mangaia after a five months' stay on Rarotonga.
William Gill, Autobiograp~y', p. 154. Buzacott to LMS,
24 January 1845, SSL.
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and Jubilee funds;l Takitumu, reporting two months

later, gave 6,833 pounds of arrowroot and ten dollars

cash to the funds. 2 The number of candidates for bap-

tism and communion was exceptionally large, and already

in twelve years approximately eight hundred had been

admitted to the church. 3 For the first time since the

arrival of the orametua in the mid-forties disease was

somewhat abated and births were almost equal in number

to deaths. By 1845 the period of expansion at home had

reached its peak. Through the troubled years to come,

missionary expansion to other lands remained one of the

basic appeals of the gospel to the people of Rarotonga.

1. Setephano to LMS, 18 June 1845, SSL.

2. Pitman to LMS, 28 Augu~t 1845, SSL. Buzacott
was very ill at this time and no Te-au-o-tonga report
is available.

3. At this point available statistics indicate
that the actual church membership was approximately one
half the total admitted. Most of the losses were through
death. For instance of 194 admitted at Arorangi, ninety
seven were still there, eighty-one were dead, nine had
been expelled and seven were away as teachers. Thus
the fact that there were four hundred church members at
the Arorangi feast suggests a likely total of admissions
of approximately eight hundred.



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

THE PLATEAU: 1845-1867

Enthusiasm and commitment to the mission reached

its peak in the mid-forties. The following two decades

were "plateau" years in which the Rarotongans evaluated

the results of their conversion and its alternatives.

A number of factors were involved in the decline of the

early enthusiasm. It was virtually impossible to main

tain the momentum of the 'thirties. This was especially

true as the people began to realize that the prosperity

and technological advancement they sought were no nearer

to becoming indigenous than when they had first begun,

and indeed they might never be achieved. At the same

time the missionaries were rapidly aging in the tropical

climate - C. Pitman was extremely feeble, and by 1845

A. Buzacott was in desperate need of a trip to England

to recuperate. The decreased activity was worsened even

more by a bitter feud between the Europeans which
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In the first week

of that year George Gill arrived with discouraging news

about the French-Tahitian difficulty. This, along with

bits of information about the "war between the English

and the natives of New zealand," greatly disturbed the

people so that every sailor arriving on the iSland was

closely questioned. As enthusiasm for the mission began

to diminish, a dangerous period began in which the

people decided it worthwhile to examine possible alter-

natives. This attitude necessarily produced a trend

toward secularism and a readiness to rebel.

The first extensive exposure to the white man's

culture from a secular view occurred in March 1845, when

thirty shipwrecked sailors were marooned ashore for

several weeks. The young people thronged around the

sailors, along with a few adult non-Christians. This

union resulted in accusations of cargo theft against

some Christians. Obviously unaware that the Rarotongans

were exploring a possible alternate route to their

cherished goals, A. Buzacott concluded that the foreign

influence was evi1. 1 The young people, who had grown

up with the mission and were not as familiar with the

past as their elders, were particularly anxious to

search for other avenues of action and began to forsake

the mission and go abroad in large numbers. 2

As age groups within tribes began to polarize for

1. To LMS, September 1845, SSL.

2. C. Pitman to LMS, 3 July 1849, SSL.
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the first time, the rule of succession became a politi-

ca1 issue. Upon Davida's death, Te Vairua (Rio Vaine),

the aged eldest daughter of Makea Pori's second wife,

was named as his successor. A number of factors contri-

buted to making possible the reign of Rarotonga's first

female ariki. Among them were Vairua's exemplary life,l

Makea Davida's lack of issue, possibly the knowledge

that there was a queen on the throne in England, the

precedent of female succession in Tahiti, the support

of the new laws and of the missionaries, and changes

necessitated by the demographic disasters. There was,

however, opposition to so far reaching a change. Accord-

ing to Buzacott her brothers were jealous but the people

and other chiefs supported her and thus she was

appointed. 2 The Vakatini rangatira and clan attempted

to secure the ariki title, but were defeated by the

joint effort of the ngati-Karika and the ngati-Makea~

Jimmy Te Pou, rangatira of the Vakatini clan, testifies

that in the days of Makea Tuairi certain lands were

taken away from them "owing to the trouble we made over

the election of that 3woman."

In May 1845, Makea Davida purchased a thirty-six

gallon barrel of rum from another American whale ship,

introducing one of the major permanent influences

1. Mrs. Buzacott to LMS, n.d., SSL. Mitchell
Library Mss. A. 384, p. 8.

2. A. Buzacott to LMS, September 1845, SSL.

3. LCMB, 23 March 1905, Vol. I, pp. 325-326.
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against the mission. The Fraternal Order expressed

grave concern over the introduction of ardent spirits

and Ao Buzacott's simple reaction was, "we tremble."l

The judges ordered that the rum be poured into the sea

and the Christian community took a pUblic stand against

its introduction. The Fraternal Order noted:

Yet we have much reason to fear that as temptation
increases upon the people and Captains are found
disposed to make it an article of barter, it will
become a trial of no ordinary character to our
stations, and lead to results as awful as those
over which we mourn, among the Society group~ ••
We continue to exhort the churches and the people
against its use and steadily to maintain the 2
existing laws which prohibit its introduction.

Within weeks Makea Davida was dead, reportedly from ex-

cessive consumption of alcohol. This marked the be-

ginning of a serious problem of self-discipline and cast

a gloom over the people of the Te-au-o-tonga vaka and

the church throughout the island~

Thus began on Rarotonga what has been called

throughout the Pacific by G. So Parsonson, "the Rum

Rebellion." The consumption of alcohol began through

curiosity and, for some, as a protest against the

mission. It continued and increased until it became a

positive destructive force a terrible strength-consuming

disease. The Europeans used it to gain access to the

people who grasped it in defiance of the mission, and

often found too late that the craving for it was a real

1. Ibid .. William Gill to LMS, 16 June 1845, SSL.

2. William Gill, ibid.
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weakness which they could not control. They in turn

sought to possess it through any means, and so positive-

ly encouraged secular trading contacts. In 1850 some

Tahitians taught a few Rarotongans how to mix and fer

ment orange ruml and the people, especially the young,

were quickly engrossed in its manufacture and consump-

tion. At the insistence of the orametua, those in

authority quickly and pUblicly tightened the lines of

fellowship and undertook to stop the entire process.

Willia~ Gill writes:

For some months the right and power of law and
order, were sharply contended with by those who
wished to introduce drunkenness and consequent
disorder; but the authorities of the island
proved themselves equal to the occasion. By
their firmness and diligence the e~il was sub- 2
dued and the triumph of the wicked was cut off.

The triumph of the mission was only partial and temporary

as the climactic reaction of the late 'sixties and early

'seventies was focused upon bush beer gatherings.

Natural disaster once again added to the misery and

dissatisfaction of the time. In the last few days of

February 1846, C. Pitman wrote that they had experienced

a dreadful gale which had destroyed the breadfruit and

bananas, but had done little damage to the buildings.

At the time he stated that conditions were encouraging

though "many of our young people manifest a restless

and insubordinate spirit, and appear ready to embrace

1. William Gill, Autobiography, p. 256; and Gems,
p. 105.

2. Gems, p. 105.
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any opportunity to overturn the present state of things

•• _ Death still thins our ranks_"l And then on 16

March there occurred the most destructive hurricane ex-

perienced in Rarotonga in the nineteenth century. Two

prior gales, A. Buzacott wrote, left a few bananas,

breadfruit, and coconuts and did not damage the potatoes

and yams. The natives had felt that the famine would

not be too severe, but then the main storm struck and

we "resemble a company of poor emmigrant.s [sic] landed

on a desolate island with scarcely anything to supply

their present necessities•• _ .,,2 The rains began on

Saturday 13 March and worsened on Sunday; the next day

when a meeting was held to discuss building a new school

house the winds were steady and from the east, and

since the stormy months were passed no one was really

concerned. Just after sunset though the hurricane

struck. The winds shifted to the west-southwest, the

1ightning was terrible, and everyone sought refuge in

open fields. 3 The floods swept the settlement, the

water from the mountains meeting the waters from the

sea, causing even the door of Buzacott's house (built

on the side of a hill) to give way and the inside of

his house was flooded. 4 By morning, at Avarua, all but

1. To LMS, 28 February 1846, SSL.

2. To LMS, 23 March 1846, SSL.

3. Wil1iam Gill to LNS, 22 March 1846, SSL.

4. A. Buzacott to LMS, 23 March 1846, SSL.
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two of the 217 houses were destroyed, of which 121 had

been good wooden frame houses plastered with lime, some

of which had had stone walls. The Institution house

remained, but the cottages and workshop were gone. In

Ngatangiia there was total devastation. Two vessels

were swept ashore; Pitman's library and manuscripts were

washed away; and he almost drowned. "A few headless

coconut trees are the only conspicious objects in the

universal wasteo"l At Titikaveka only the stone chapel

remained, and in Arorangi the chapel, the houses, the

books, everything was goneg 2 According to A. Buzacott

ten years of labour could not restore the settlement at

Avarua,3 and the same was true islandwide. In accordance

with natural processes dysentery accompanied the follow

ing famine. The people scattered once more to their

plantations to start the process of planting again and

to search the valleys and mountains for food upon which

to subsist. The rapid reappearance of the recently

introduced pumpkin was the only tangible sign that the

new culture was.any improvement upon the old in over-

coming natural disaster.

The period of recovery was a trying time. Diseases,

including influenza, affected many and caused numerous

deaths. 4 The movement of the youth to adventure and

1. Ibid., C. Pitman to LMS, 14 May 1846, SSL.

2. William Gill to LMS, 22 March 1846, SSL.

3. To LMS, 23 March 1846, SSL.

4. C. Pitman to LMS, 5 February; and 3 July 1847, SSL.
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discovery through going away to work in ships was

accelerated. l A. Buzacott, in failing health, set out

for England, and was replaced by William Gill. Before

he departed there was a bitter feud between C. Pitman

and the other two missionaries over numerous differences

centering around the question of who was to translate

and print the Old Testament, which ended all communica-

tions between the two kooke-run mission stations. The

Rarotongans were aware of the ill-feeling and were in

fluenced by it. 2 Perhaps the local effect is best

illustrated through an occurrence in 1848. On 28 June

the new stone chapel at Ngatangiia - the competitive

response to similar buildings in the other tribal areas

- was opened. The significance of the event was that

the competitors were not there to be impressed. For the

first time in the missionary period, and perhaps ever

on Rarotonga, the happiness of a major achievement had

to be "enjoyed" alone. It was hardly possible to invite

the Te-au-o-tonga vaka to the opening of a chapel with-

out also asking its orametua. But C. Pitman was un-

willing to meet with W. Gill or to have any intercourse

with him. 3 The frustration in Ngatangiia was severe as

the building had not been constructed merely to have a

place of worship, but rather because stone buildings

1. Ibid., 11 November 1846; and 28 October 1847.

2. H. Royle to LMS, 25 June 1847, SSL.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 30 June 1848, SSL. William
Gill to LMS, June 1848 and 31 December 1848, SSL.
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were new and more impressive than older styles. There

was some humiliation in the fact that Titikaveka and

Arorangi had completed such edifices earlier, but there

had been much joy in anticipating the displaying of

their building to Te-au-o-tonga who had a chapel of the

old style of wood and plaster construction. The occasion

of anticipated success turned into an event of humili-

ation in that the traditional competitor did not even

come to look or to share in the feast. It is almost

certain that Te-au-o-tonga and Puaikura were also upset

- not that they missed the feast - but because the entire

system of motivation which they understood and which had

been long threatened was about to fail totally. With-

out the competitive system, individual rank and group

accomplishments would become meaningless.

In that climate of antagonism even the welcome

arrival of relief goods from the London Society produced

further irritation. l When the first relief vessel

arrived the people were told by some of the sailors that

the goods were for them (not the missionaries) and were

to be divided immediately and directly. They thereupon

refused any work for the mission until they received

their share. The youth were again to the fore. As

Pitman writes: "We have another generation of natives

now to deal with, what would have satisfied qui~kly the

1. The kooke orametua had a bitter dispute over
the manner of distribution, but they agreed that the
distribution was to be made by and through themselves.
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m~nds of the fathers, will not the minds of the chil

dren."l In the final distr~bution the ariki shares were

d~vided equally among Makea, Pa and T~nomana who were

called "the three major chiefs.,,2 It ~s poss~ble,

though unl~kely, that Kar~ka had been ~n a cerernon~al

pos~t~on for suff~c~ent a per~od of t~me to understand

that act~on though he would not be happy w~th ~t; and

~t seems imposs~ble that Ka~nuku could have understood.

The unrest of a grow~ng segment of the populat~on

thus began to man~fest ~tself ~n open disputes for the

f~rst time s~nce the acceptance of the gospel. For

example there were then two or three ~nfluential ch~efs

who made no profession of being Chr~stian which was a

rad~cal change from a decade earlier. 3 From available

information ~t seems that they were dissatisfied with

act~ons over land titles which were enforced by the

akava and ariki. A rangatira ~nvolved in one of the

disputes was Putu, a descendant of the man who had

rescued Makea Tinirau ~n the battle at Takituffiu thirty-

five years earl~er. In 1849 Makea Te Vairua attempted

to reclaim the land at Vaimuri in Tupapa which had been

given as a reward to Putu's ancestors. Raea, a witness

in the Land Court on behalf of Putu, told how the Putu

ngati had come into that land; he claimed that there

1. To the LMS, 28 October 1847, SSL.

2. William Gill to LMS, 31 December 1848, SSL.

3. William Gill to LMS, September 1849, SSL.
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had been no trouble about it for three generations; and

appealed to Makea to consider the people who had saved

their ancestors. 1 An attempt was also made at that time

on the part of the Makea ariki to take back land given

in the war prior to the coming of the missionaries.

There are indications that in this dispute it was really

Daniela, a brother to Te Vairua and her successor,2 who

caused the trouble. It seems likely that there was a

power struggle going on within the Makea-ngati, and

Daniela was acting on his own behalf. There was also

an attempt in the time of Te Vairua to take the ariki

title from Karika. In a case concerning five sections

of land in Ruatonga (Avarua), there was a discussion

concerning an ancient dispute over the area between the

tapere of the Vakatini and Karika branches of the Te-au

o-tonga tribe (this land also had been involved in the

1829 dispute). Tutara, a mataiapo of the Te-au-o-tonga

tribe, testifies that during the reign of Te Vairua a

meeting was called of the ariki, the mataiapo, the

rangatira, and all of the people, at which the ariki

proposed that if the French should come that they tell

the French that Tuaivi (Karika) was not an ariki. Two

of the mataiapo of the tribe (Tutara and utanga of

Anautoa) opposed the idea, and supported Karika, enabling

1. LCMB, 13 March 1908) Vol. IV, p. 80. This
would have been in the days of the Vaikua Ariki (1845
1857).

2. Purua, LCMB, 13 March 1908, Vol. IV, p. 78.
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him to maintain his title. l The details are few, but

this was a dispute of major magnitude.

The most extensive problem was in Takitumu. Kain

uku was embarassed and angry over the slight shown him

in the distribution of the relief goods. Pa and the

ngati-Tangiia were humiliated by the communication

barriers which ruined the expected triumph of their

chapel opening and suspended the practical operation of

the competitive system. The Matavera mataiapo were

still unhappy at the elevation of the power of Pa under

the new system. They also saw the rapid depopulation

of Takitumu where the mortality rate was much greater

than in the other two tribes and were drawn to the

healthier and increasingly strong Te-au-o-tonga. As a

result of these conditions an attempt was made in that

year by the mataiapo to overthrow the power of Pa ariki,

or to effect their independence from him. Two powerful

elements in Takitumu, Kainuku ariki and the group

rnataiapo at Matavera, had been displeased by the deference

accorded to Pats position by the missionaries at the

time of the enactment of the laws. They initially had

opposed the mission (after the arrival of Pitman) with

two years of hostility. In the beginning of the 1830's

an unusual series of natural difficulties coupled with

unparalleled demographic disasters had removed the

vigour of that opposition and both elements became

1. Tutare, LCMB, 23 March 1905, Vol. I, p. 327.
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they observed the deteriorating condition of the Ngatan-

giia vaka as a whole and the increasing power possessed

by Pa through control of the law and regulation of access

to European goods, and they determined to gain that con-

trol for themselves. There was no intention in 1849-

1850 on the part of most of the people involved to leave

the church, nor was there any design to return to the

old forms of law and life. The crisi~ was finally pre-

cipitated by the hurricane of 1846. The site of the

Ngatangiia village was rendered unfit to rebuild upon

or to accommodate the entire Takitumu tribe. The natural

food shortage required that the people return to their

1ands for sUbsistence. Incensed by his omission from

the best allotments set aside for chiefs, Kainuku made

an effort to reassert his authority in the Takitumu vaka.

Charles Cowan has referred to this as an intra-tribal

power struggle to determine who would be the ariki. C.

Pitman states that there "was an attempt at the subver-

sion of the authority of the ariki of the districts in

this section of Rarotonga, and for no other cause than

his impartial administration of justice~~ Kainuku used

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 28 November 1849, SSL. Pa
Te Pou, the Ngatangiia ariki at the time of Papehia's
arrival, evidently was advanced in years by 1849. He
died in 1857 and was replaced by his daughter, Upoko
Tekau. There is no evidence to suggest that she was
involved in this power struggle, although the precedent
of female ariki in Te-au-o-tonga and the age of Pa Te
Pou would ma~reasonable an attempt by the natural
successor to gain the title.
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an alliance of his ngati, the dissatisfied youth, his

ancient allies at Matavera, and a few malcontents to

make a grab for power. William Gill writes of "dis

affected evil-disposed young men" who were invol.ved, 1

and C. Pitman claims that the move was begun by a man

who had been put out of church for adultery with his

father-in-law's wife. 2 Two of the mataiapo in this

faction were members of the church and they attempted

to influence the people against Pa. Tradition, pressure

in the church, and effective control of the system of

law, were all in Pa's favour and the people had no

desire to fight when he made it known that he was not

3ready to step down. C. Pitman records that only three

of sixty church members in the outlying districts joined

the movement. 4 Thus the vaka refused to support Kainuku

and the mataiapo, and Pa retained his title. 5

The problem did not end there. The mataiapo of

Matavera had supported Kainuku evidently because of an

understanding that they would be granted independence

1. Gems, p. 104 and Autobiography, p. 225. There
were from twenty to thirty youth involved. C. Pitman
to LMS, 3 July 1849, SSL.

2. To LMS, 3 July 1849, SSL.

3. To LMS, 3 JUly 1849, SSL.

4. M. Kore Interview. Pa It.

rUler and wanted all the people •
• •. ."

wanted to be the

5. Ibid., 28 November 1849. In this letter C.
Pitman writes that the insurgents endeavoured to dis
unite the two principal chiefs, Pa and Kainuku. He
again failed to recognize the position of Kainuku.
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and the right to control the law within their own dis-

trict. The precedent of separate settlements had been

set at Titikaveka and Arorangi, and they determined that

Matavera should also have its own schools and teachers.

The food shortage had been serious and had provoked

antagonism on the weekends when the vaka gathered at

Ngatangiia every Saturday and spent the night in readi-

ness for the services on Sunday. When everyone cooked

their food there were shortages of banana leaves. Pa

grew angry and the tangata kirikiri "got wild" over

their use of the fo1iage. 1 The people and chiefs of

Matavera then met, decided to build their own school and

h 1 d i f d P f t · t d .. 2cape ,an n orme a 0 na ec~s~on. Pa, C. pitman,

the deacons, and the native teacher Maretu all talked to

them and argued (without success) that it was unnecessary

to have another settlement only two miles distant. 3

Three were expelled from the church for their partici

pation in the "insurgency.,,4 The mataiapo were also

told that they could not form a school or settlement

because they had no teachers or missionaries. In this

case, however, no threats from Takitumu or pressure from

1. C. Cowan and M. Kore Interviews. Motu Kore
holds one of the ancient Matavera mataiapo titles: Cowan
holds the Tamarua mataiapo title at Ngatangiia. Both
men were very familiar with this event and basically
agree in detail ..

2.. Ibid.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 3 July 1849, SSL.

4. Ibid., 28 November 1849.
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the church, short of war, could stop this movement for

it was backed by the people of the district as well as

by the chiefs. War was barely averted. A temporary

building, probably thatch, was constructed at Matavera.

Services were held, and they began to develop their own

burial ground. l When the church at Ngatangiia would not

provide a preacher they substituted one of their own

people, seemingly one of the three who had been ex

2pelled. This, however, did not satisfy the Matavera

people as they wanted further instruction in religion

and European technology and independent access to Euro-

pean goods. After securing the backing of some chiefs

in Tupapa and Avarua, they sent a delegation to Puaikura

and Te-au-o-tonga and requested a teacher and affiliation

with those districts. According to Co Pitman they

offered "to annex all these districts to the territories

4under the government of Makea." Neither Makea nor

Tinomana was involved,S however, and Pitman's "Makea"

was likely Karika. They then called a meeting of in-

fluential people in Avarua, with Arorangi in attendance,

1. Ibid., 3 JUly 1849. Cemeteries around the
chapels were begun at the time of the arrival of the
missionary. The refusal to continue to use the burial
ground at Ngatangiia was considered a serious break
with the vaka and the church.

2. Ibid. Pitman refers to them as persons of
"loose habit."

3. Ibid., 28 November 1849.

4. Ibid., 28 November 1849.

5. Co Cowan and M. Kore Interviews.
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and asked that W. Gill come and officially open their

building and that a teacher b~ appointed over them. l

Pa, upon learning that such a meeting was in progress,

sent his toa to Matavera and burned the building. 2 When

this news reached the meeting, the Matavera leaders pub-

licly declared their allegiance to Te-au-o-tonga and

then went through their area seeking support and urging

all the chiefs to ignore the law enforcement of Pa. The

burning of their building was an act of war, and they

prepared to fight. Pa did not desire a military con-

frontation and at a meeting at Ngatangiia it was sug-

gested to the people of Rangiatea that they live on their

lands and build a school house, but not consider it a

separate district. When this proposal was refused, the

people of Ngatangiia began to construct a schoolhouse

at Matavera on their own obviously to replace the one

they had burned. This was considered an admission of

error on their part which satisfied only a few of the

people and none of the chiefs of Matavera. The action

was considered an act of trespass; and the Matavera

leaders gathered their allies from Tupapa and Avarua

armed with spears and muskets (those brought from Tahiti

in 1829); and forced the Ngatangiia back across their

land boundary. Pitman was totally unaware of the con-

flict and supposed that all Ngatangiia were asleep. "We

1. Ibid. Pitman to LMS, 28 November 1849, SSL.

2. Ibid. C. Pitman said that Pa himself set the
fire.
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were all in quietness not suspecting danger nigh."l

There was, however, a night of frantic activity and "up-

roar" as preparation was made for a further possible

fight on th~ morrow. The next day Pa and two relatives

met the Matavera people personally. Pitman notes -

erroneously - that Pa's sudden appearance "petrified the

insurgents.,,2 The Matavera people considered that Pa

had already committed two acts of war in trespassing and

in burning their property and they could not honourably

allow this to continue. Their self respect demanded

either that their terms be met or that they fight~

Therefore, when Pa and his relatives arrived with the

ariki of Avarua and Arorangi, a meeting was held at which

the demands of Rangiatea people were conceded. A school-

house was to be erected, a new district was to be
- 3

formed, and the people were to live on their own lands.

A separate akava, ~a'a orametua or church was not

agreed upon. Thus the risk of war subsided. It is

obvious that a genuine attempt was made (with some suc-

cess) by chiefs of ancient rank to settle their feelings

of mistreatment within the framework of the church.

An atmosphere of tension continued throughout most

of 1850. 4 H. Royle, who attributed this to the bitterness

1. C. pitman, ibid.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. Ibid., 11 November 1850.
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among the missionaries, and the excessive generosity of

the London Missionary Society, writes of an atmosphere

of strife on the island. 1

By the middle of 1852 the strength of this series

of confrontations was gone. The mataiapo of Rangiatea

were satsified with the establishment of their own

station; the dissident youth were left without the

leadership of these powerful chiefs and many continued

to depart in the ships; and each intra-vaka dispute had

terminated in the re-assertion of authority by those

closest to the mission. Prosperity returned as crops

were renewed and an increasing number of European ships

stopped for supplies. 2 In periods of economic well-

being there seems to have been a greater readiness on

the part of the people to align themselves with the

mission. Of course, the ships continued to bring dis-

ease, and influenza was rapidly followed by mumps and

then a type of jaundice. By April nearly everyone was

ill and most pUblic services were suspended. The death

toll for the year was 119 (compared with 70 births).3

1. To LMS, 15 December 1849, SSL. As already noted
the European factors presented greater opportunity for
trouble but the basic disputes were purely Rarotongan
in origin.

2. In the two years 1850 and 1851 sixty whalers
and twenty merchant vessels called at Rarotonga, where
they did £3,000 worth of business,mostly trade.
Wil1iam Gill, Gems, p. 124.

3. The extent of this continuing tragedy is seen
in the fact that in Te-au-o-tonga alone from 1836 to
1851 inclusive, there were 1,260 deaths compared with
424 births. William Gill to LMS, 31 December 1851, SSL.



The mission-aligned priki who had been relatively satis-

fied with the economic prosperity saw the re-assertion

of chiefly authority and of mission influence at the

expense of the secular alternative. In April the epi-

demics began to sUbside, and Makea made a pUblic stand

against "bush beer" and promised severe punishment for

offenders. Its use continued on a wide scale, however,

staggering and reeling being common on the roads of all

districts except Arorangi. l There was obviously a show

of enforcing the law for the benefit of the papa'a but

many chiefs as well as commoners were habitual drunkards.

In May, a young man who was well educated and a leader

of the "wild" element among the youth, suffered an

agonizing death because of alcoholism and this had a

restraining affect. 2

Meanwhile in April at Ngatangiia and in June at

Avarua and Arorangi there was a sudden increase in

attendance at school and worship, in enquiries concern-·

ing the classes and baptism, and in requests for admis-

sion to the church. c. Pitman calls it a reawakening,

while Mrs. Wil1iam Gill describes the actions of mid

3year as a "visitation of grace." During a four month

period in mid-year from ten to thirty a day at Avarua

and Arorangi requested personal counselling or

1. Co Pitman to LMS, 23 JUly 1851, SSL.

2. Ibid. William Gill, Autobiography, pp. 256-257.

3. C. Pitman to LMS, 23 April 1851. Mrs. William
Gill to LMS, 1 October 1851, SSL.
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instruction from W. Gill, and a total of more than three

hundred made confession of sin. l In Takitumu 250 "from

the world" united or returned to the classes, and by

November nearly all of the youth had entered into the

"outer courts" of the temple and many sought entrance

into the "inner courts.,,2

The rush to the church happened so rapidly that it

startled the missionaries. "We are filled with amaze-

ment at the unexpected and comparatively instantaneous

change ., • • ." 3 T th i h fIt' th_n e r searc or an exp ana ~on ey

suggested three things: the anxiety of the people to

read the whole of the Scriptures in their own tongue,

Pitman's strong stand against liquor, and a spirit of

prayer in the churches. 4 The human and local explanation

is obvious for the people had never left the church,

with the exception of a sizeable percentage of the young.

From the time of the hurricane they had been engaged in

a desperate struggle for survival, and the search for

food prevented many from participating in the daily

church activities. In the trying time of recovery, old

political animosities were aroused, primarily through

the distribution or maldistribution of relief goods.

The ens~ing struggle included an unsuccessful attempt

1. Mrs. Wil1iam Gill, ibid.

2. c. Pitman to LMS, 18 November 1851, SSL.

3. Ibid., and 23 August 1851.

4. William Gill, Autobiography, pp. 256-257.
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to displace Pa Te POu, and a revival of a political

entity at Matavera. The conflict was serious, approach-

ing open war at one point, but had been resolved to the

satisfaction of practically all of the people, with the

possible exception of the ngati-Kainuku. Then at the

beginning of the year illness suspended most activity on

the island. But when this subsided the people were

anxious to continue their pursuit of the papa'a cUlture

and God. They followed what to them was the natural

course, and the chiefs urged their people to resume life

as before. l The missionaries could not comprehend it

because they had not understood the trials of the past

five years. The Rarotongans then were ready to press

on in the interrupted but non-abandoned search for an

understanding and mastery of the way of the papa'a.

The decade of the 'fifties then became a period of

growth in the church despite changes in the staff.

William Gill went back to England in 1852, and C. Pit-

man 1s health forced his retirement to Australia in 1854.

w. W. Gill arrived in 1852 and worked primarily in

Mangaia. A. Buzacott returned to Rarotonga with the new

edition of the scriptures in 1852 and laboured until

failing health forced his permanent retirement to Aus-

tralia in 1858. George Gill replaced him temporarily

until Ernest Krause arrived in 1859. These years were

1. Iroand Maretu, men of chiefly families, went
among their ngati as emissaries of the church and the
chiefs urging all to give up evil and return to the
schools and worship. C. Pitman to LMS, 18 November
1851, SSL.
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"nearly the whole of the adult popUlation are in the

church" at Avarua. Between thirty and forty stone

houses had been built since the hurricane. He viewed

with sorrow a deplorable condition at Ngatangiia and

Titikaveka, with Pitman being "past'labour."l He could

not, of course, understand the internal conflicts which

had divided and almost destroyed that tribe while he

had been away, and he concluded that the only way to

end the estrangement between the people of the different

stations was to persuade Pitman to retire. There was,

however, no cause or inclination on the island for open

hostility.

Prosperity in the western sense was at its peak in

this period. For example,fifty ships called at the

island for supplies in 1855. 2 Many young people went

to sea, mostly on whalers, as a result of a number of

youth who brought home thirty to one hundred dollars

3each. Although the contributions to the London Society

were large throughout these years, the people longed

still for the secret of the economic base of European

culture. Queen Makea wrote:

You know that ours is a land of poverty. And
that we have no "gold holes" here. The firewood,
sweet potatoes, and poultry are the only means
by which we can obtain money. We wish very much

1. To LMS, July 1852, SSL.

2. Buzacott to LMS, 22 March 1855, SSL.

3. Pitman to LMS, 31 December 1853, SSL.
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to get money, one part to be for ourselves,
and the other part for God. l

With an abundance of food again, building activities

resumed. An arched stone bridge was constructed at

Ngatangiia along with many stone walls and houses through

the island. The masterpiece of the "decade, and probably

the century, was the new chapel at Avarua. Impressed

with a building in Melbourne, A. Buzacott secured the

plans for it and organized its construction in 1853.

Fourteen classes were assigned particular tasks and

2given six months to complete them. The walls were of

coral, three feet thick and thirty feet high with strong

buttresses and gothic windows. The tower at the front

of the building was fifty-six feet tall, and there was

a vestry at the other end twenty feet by fourteen feet

(inside measurement) which proved very useful for Bible

classes. The chapel was sixty-six feet by forty feet,

with galleries on the sides and one end, enabling it to

seat a thousand comfortably. A. Buzacott proclaimed the

chapel as the "wonder of the iSland,,,3 and its opening

1. Queen Na Makea to LMS, 4 October 1855, SSL.
In 1853 the three islands of Mangaia, Aitutaki and Raro
tonga contributed 12,559 pounds of arrowroot and
$516.84-1/4, with slightly less than half given at
Rarotonga. Their prosperity is shown in the fact that
at the same time $2,246 and 3,263 pounds of arrowroot
were collected from the sale of Bibles. A. Buzacott to
LMS, 12 January 1854, SSL.

2. Buzacott to LMS, 16 January 1854, SSL. The
chiefs worked along with everyone else.

3. Ibid., 6 July 1853.
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was accompanied by a great feast which everyone attended.

The Institution prospered, an increasing number of young

teachers went out to spread the gospel, the churches

grew, the schools were full, and the press was kept busyo

Matavera received Mataitia, its first resident native

teacher, in 1853, and formally established its own

village and church in 1858. 1 Though disease and death

were still affecting unusual numbers, this decade was

characterized by full commitment to the Gospel and the

new laws.

Yet life on a rather isolated Polynesian island

does not remain static. As has been suggested two ex-

ternal changes were then taking their effect - the

arrival of the traders and the departure of the last of

the original missionaries. The Buzacotts saw the chal-

lenge of the trader in spiritual rather than economic

terms and urged the London Board to send a young man to

Rarotonga.

The present is a critical era in our mission 
Foreigners of some wealth and little religious
principle are beginning to reside amongst us and
it will require all the missionary's energies to
guide the natives in their present novel and in
some respect perilous circumstances. 2

In the following year A. Buzacott's health completely

failed. In his valedictory remarks he summarized his

thirty years at Rarotonga as follows:

1. Ibid. George Gill to the Brethren, 4 December
1858, SSL. A second supply of Rarotongan scriptures was
received in 1857.

2. Mrs. Buzacott to LMS, 30 December 1856, SSL.
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The savage became civilized and the cannibal
became a disciple ••• by hundreds. Ours
has indeed been the joys of harvest 0 • 0

The Institution also, and printing press have
affected great things in helping forward the
work of God, both in the Rarotonga group and I
many groups of islands in this great wide sea.

In those thirty years nearly half the population had

become active members of the church; all could read and

most could write; clothes and houses were largely Euro-

pean in style (which Buzacott considered an asset);

cattle and better breeds of pigs and fowls had been

introduced; sweet potatoes, pumpkin, pine-apple, arrow-

root, tapioca, and many other items had widened the

vegetable diet and were invaluable in time of famine;

and many manual skills had been taught to both men and

2women.

Though the old patriarchs of the mission were both

gone, the work had to continue. Perhaps it would never

again have the stability and momentum that it had during

those fifteen glorious years from the beginning of the

church till the dispute in the late 1840's and then

again in the 1850's. The Hervey Island missionaries

felt keenly the need for assistance. A resolution of

the Fraternal Order meeting on 15 June, at Avarua

lamented that, after thirty years successfUl labour,

the London Missionary Society:

Appears ready to abandon the infant churches
raised uE by the blessings of God upon their

1. To LMS, 9 February 1858, SSL.

2. A. Buzacott, Mission Life, p. 240.
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Erayers and their efforts. In 1833 there were
only five communicants on the island of Raro
tonga. In December last there were upwards of
900 in this island alone. In the entire Group
there are about 2,000 church members. l

It went on to point out that although during the past

four years the Gospel had been introduced to Manihiki,

Rakahanga, Penrhyn (Tongareva) and other islands by

native teachers from the Institution, all of these

depended on the press at Rarotonga for books.

was for more, not fewer, labourers. 2

The need

There was in fact to be no increase in the number

of European teachers though in August 1859, the people

of the island extended a lavish welcome to Ernest Re W.

3Krause, Buzacott's successor. Nonetheless, there was

evidently every intention on the part of the majority

of the people to continue their pursuit of the new cul-
-

ture by close association with the mission and its

European representative. Although factors of change

were developing which would promote a widespread and

deep dissatisfaction with their then present course, at

the time of the arrival of Krause the mission remained

the centre of law and life. The new missionary was im-

pressed with the general efficiency and order with which

everything was conducted. 4 The enthusiasm for a new

1. W. W. Gill to the Brethren, 15 June 1858, SSL.

2. Ibid.

3. E. R. W. Krause had worked briefly in Atiu in
the 1840's.

4. E. R. W. Krause to LMS, 8 December 1859,
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permanent missionary manifested itself in what Krause

terms a "mysterious" revival in 1860. Without any un-

usual action on the part of the church, a group of young

men in Manarangi's clan (Vakatini-ngati) announced that

they were giving up drinking orange rum. Ninety-one

others in Arorangi and 137 at Avarua made the Same con-

fession, though the movement did not extent to Takituffiu

where there was disappointment over the loss of European

1contact. E. Krause was amazed and seemingly deceived.

The It revival" was no doubt show of support for the wh Lte

contact while life among the people basically continued

unchanged. Manarangi was totally opposed to any change

in the status quo, as he was the supreme akava at Avarua

and closely connected with the British trader, Nicholas,

who had been allowed to settle in Avarua in 1856.

Nicholas, who favoured the mission, had experienced

little trouble in obtaining permission to stay and

7 September 1860 and 21 June 1861, SSL. W. W. Gill'S
later appraisal that Krause was unpopular on arrival is
unfounded and reflects an attitude which developed in.
the following years. To LMS, 3 July 1865. Krause was
by nature inclined toward criticism and pessimism and
within months of his arrival modified this initial im
pression. Language problems were more serious than he
had anticipated, attendance at services was extremely
sparse, the "grasping disposition" of the Rarotongans
"grieved" him, he was appalled at the many "puny dis
eased children," addiction to intoxicating beverages was
widespread (23 were expelled from the Ngatangiia church
in two months and " ••• many of the chiefs of the
island and of the royal family were slaves to it"), and
the people, too, he thought, were steeped in adUltery.
Krause to the Brethren, 7 September 1860 and 25 January
1861, SSL.

1. Ibid., 7 September 1860.
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originally lived in Manarangits house. l That same year

a French trader remained at Ngatangiia for the coming

of the next ship and by the time it arrived "••• he

was well in with the Ngatangiia people and was allowed

to stay.,,2 A desire for alcoholic drink and for trade

and traders were two major factors indicating a trend

toward secularization.

As indicated, although the difficulty had been

glossed over temporarily in the early ~ifties, the weak-

ness of the Rarotongans for intoxicating beverages con-

tinued to be a problem. Large groups of people met

regularly in the bush for parties around the barrels of

orange beer and coconut toddy. Many of the chiefs and

judges were involved and thus the akava refused to en-

force the law, explaining to E. Krause that such action

would cause their gardens to be destroyed at night. 3

The situation was exacerbated by the large number of

ships calling each year at Rarotonga with European

spirits readily available. In 1859, a large group of

young men held a loud and boisterous feast in the bush

coinciding with the May meeting and causing the Mission

to separate its activities the following year into the

different settlements. This made it more difficult for

1. Mrs o Buzacott to LMS, March 1857, SSJ. Two
great-greatgrandchildren of Nicholas are at present
students at the University of otago.

2. Ibid.

3. E. R. W. Krause to the Brethren, 25 January
1861, SSL.
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the young men to disturb the worship.l

The revival was short-lived as old frustrations

returned and the new orametua offered no solutions.

Prosperity faltered as the number of whaling ships which

called annually at Rarotonga dropped from an average of

forty-sixty to ten in 1860. At a time when it seemed

to the Polynesians that mastery of European ways should

produce more wealth, they found increased frustration.

Frequent mention of this difficulty is found in the

correspondence of the missionary; in mid-1860 no whaling

2ship had called; the diminution of the whaling fleet

led to a decline in the external income of the iSland;3

in 1862 the fleet had entirely disappeared. 4 There were

other ships but they came in smaller number and provided

less trade. In addition, every attempt at indigenous

industry proved futile. As those before him Krause

tried to help in various wayso For example, he urged

the growing of coffee to supplement falling income, and

several thousand trees were planted. But just as arrow

root was not wanted, so the coffee crop was a failure. 5

There were some temporarily successful ventures. Bees

were introduced in 1864, along with Hamburg grapes,

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid., 21 June 1861.
April and:l7-July 1861, SSL.

3. E. R. W. Krause to LMS, 15 March 1862, SSL.

4. Ibid., 29 August 1862.

5. Ibid., 25 January 1861 and 21 June 1861.
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Sea Island cotton was

developed in the mid-sixties, and this enabled the

people to produce twice the quantity of fibre with half

the seed. Two thousand pounds of this "Krause cotton"

were sold in 1864 for eight cents a pound compared to

four cents for native (Peruvian) cotton. l Bucket-making

also was added to the manual skills taught at the Insti

tution,2 but none of these provided any answer to the

real quest of the Rarotongan. Even the novelties of

European culture were no longer a source of enthusiasm

as in former years. A working model of a steam engine,3

a rolling guide of chronology, a twelve feet by six feet

map in the Rarotongan dialect,4 and a water pump on the

mission premises 5 gave some impulse to learning but pro-

vided no increased tendency to prolong the search.

Furious building activity, an old formula to satisfy the

competitive nature of the people, had nothing new to

offer, as the scarcity of materials made it impossible

to excel the works of the past. In 1863 the "road of

the gospel" was constructed, and all the people were

allowed to choose house sites on either side of it. 6

1. Ibid. , 27 JUly 1864 and 4 February 1865.

2. Ibid., 29 JUly 1864.

3. Ibi<;!. , 7 September 1860.

4. Ibid., 10 April 1863.

5. Ibid., 4 February 1865.

6. Tamarua, LCHB, 18 November 1907, Vol. IV, pp.
2-3.
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Th~s major achievement caused some disorder as the new

homes on the makatea were built on former plantation

sections, and there were disputes over the deserted land

when the people moved.

As prosperity faltered and indigenous technological

advance proved futile it also became apparent to Pa and

Kainuku, and later to Tinomana, that the mission was un-

likely to provide them with a European representative~

This blow to their pride was made the graver by the ex-

cessively authoritarian attitude of the one kooke

missionary who resided in their competitor's vaka.

Added to this was the fact that E. Krause concentrated

all of his efforts at Avarua, rarely visiting the other

stations. The dispersal of mission goods was, in conse-

quence, far from even handed. He also was considered

inept at dealing with illnesses or understanding local

problems. Teaia, rangatira and native teacher at

Titikaveka, records that Krause was a good man, but

£eeble, aged, ill and unable to visit. l Another letter,

the author of which is unknown, notes lIif we are sick

he comes not to see us - if we want medicine we cannot

get ito ,,2
• • A fellow missionary writes that Krause

was not as conciliatory to the natives as he should have

been, lacking the spirit of longsuffering. 3 This, quite

1. To LMS, 18 March 1863, SSL.

2. To LMS, 10 February 1865, SSL. A note on the
corner of the letter says,. "An English letter purporting
to have been written by a native." It was signed Na
Tiane Tiu Tane.

3. W. W. Gill to LMS, 3 JUly 1865, SSL.
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naturally, accelerated the search for secular alterna-

tives once more.

Thus when a Captain Irvine, a trader, arrived in

Ngatangiia in 1862 he was welcomed and allowed to settle

there. Pa and Kainuku thus had their European contact

in two traders who did not attempt to enforce any laws,

even temperance. As E. Krause saw the new relationship

arise, he attempted vigorously to end it by expelling

the new kooke. Seeing that Takitumu had gone outside

the mission and successfully established a European con-

tact, Tinomana decided that he too would welcome anyone

who could trade in coffee, cotton, oil and fruit though

he would not be allowed to buy land. l The missionaries

felt that the only way to end this trend was to provide

at least one additional white orametua at Ngatangiia.

E. R. W. Krause

man like Pitman

2pleaded for a co-worker, Teaia urged a

3or Buzacott, and the students at the

4Institution asked for one or two helpers for Krause.

There was much rejoicing when a promise was received

1. Isaia to William Gill, 17 August 1863, SSL.
In 1864 the Swift was wrecked at Rarotonga and its Cap
tain Worth, who had shown Krause kindness in the past,
was befriended by Krause. The cargo was salvaged and
much of it sold while Worth stayed in the missionary's
home. Thus Krause gave residence to a trader while
opposing the others. E. R. W. Krause to LMS, 1 February
1865, SSL. Numerous charges arose from this during the
following period of internal conflict in the Mi~sion.

2. To LMS, 29 August 1862; 10 April 1863; 16
November 1864; 1 February 1865, SSL.

3. To LMS, 18 March 1863, SSL.

4. Brethren at Institution to LMS, 1 February 1865,
SSL.
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that a fellow worker would be sent;l by the time he

arrived, however, Krause was ready to leave and the prob

lem remained unsolved.

In de~iding, contrary to the wishes of E. Krause,

to allow resident traders in their vaka, Pa, Kainuku,

and Tinomana were not declaring themselves against the

church. On the contrary they remained within its fellow

ship and continued as the primary forces behind the new

juridical system. In reality their decisions were new

only in direction, as a basic part of their choice forty

years earlier had been the resolution to attain European

goods and technology. As the supply of mission goods

began to dry up, and simultaneously the extension of

papa'a instruction to two vaka was withdrawn, the trader

became the best and only source for many goods. The

presence of Nicholas at Avarua,made it logical and

necessary in this still competitive society that traders

be accepted in other areas, and Pa, Kainuku, and Tinomana

probably never fUlly understood the strenuous objection

of the missionary.

Two i~uediate effects of this development must be

noted. One of the charges continually brought against

the traders was that they encouraged drunkenness. When

European goods were available only, or for the most

part, through missionaries, the teachers had some

leverage in pushing for the enforcement of laws· such as

those prohibiting the use of intoxicants or tobacco.

1. E. R. W. Krause to LMS, 4 February 1865, SSL.
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They used their influence to the fullest extent as a

moral or a spiritual responsibility. The traders had

no feeling for the law nor any sense of moral responsi-

bility. They, therefore became more closely attached to

the many who desired the freedom to purchase these goods

and they thus became a threat, intentionally or inadver-

tently, to the influence of the mission and the new laws.

The Rarotongans consumed much more orange rum and toddy

than European spirits, but the sporadic availability of

the latter and the security offered by these new papa'A

contacts prompted a definite increase in drinking and

drunkenness. "0 • 0 Many of the chiefs of the island"

were slaves to it in 1861; its use was favoured by Pa

and Kainuku in 1865; Makea had "turned aside to evil";

and the young were "led astray" by drunkenness in large

numbers by 1866. 1

The second effect of the decision by two vaka to

accept resident traders centred around a general dis-

satisfaction with E. Krause. As the single missionary

on the entire island, the tremendously difficult tasks

of attempting to carry on the work of the Institution

and to provide for the spiritual growth and harmony

within the church of the differing tribes and clans

throughout the island both fell to him. The native

teachers represented those tribes and clans, and the

1. E. R. W. Krause to LMS, 25 January 1861; 4
February 1865; and 24 December 1866. Isaia to Wil1iam
Gill, 9 April 1866, SSL.
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manner in which they were treated had a great deal to

do with the way in which the entire island reacted to

the local missionary. A. Buzacott had obviously been a

master at this task and William Gill also succeeded

relatively well o C. Pitman isolated himself, and never

attempted to handle the various vaka, but so far as

satisfying the people of Ngatangiia he had been success-

ful and well loved. E. Krause was never able to bring

harmony to the Christians of various clans. He also

suffered from the disadvantage of being an outsider

coming to the most responsible position in the Cook

Island Group. That this was resented by H. Royle and

W. We Gill was quite natural. l The Rarotongans again

could not understand the European animosity. H. Royle,

the senior missionary in the Cook Islands, came to Raro-

tonga in February 1861, to collect Rupe and take him to

Atiu. While on Rarotonga he spent much time at Arorangi

and appointed a native teacher to assist Isaia in that

work. The appointment pleased the people of Puaikura,

but aroused intense bitterness in E. Krause who alleged

that H. Royle had tried to act as his superior thus in

juring his standing with the Maori. 2

1. The Fraternal Order had recommended to the London
Board that George Gill be named as Buzacott's successor.
W. W. Gill was their second choice. Both of these sug
gestions were rejected.

2. Krause to LMS, 10 April 1863, SSL. There is a
large volume of letters dealing with the intra-staff
dispute. It is significant and interesting that immedi
ately prior to all three periods of open hostility in
Rarotonga after 1827 there was a rupture within the per
sonnel of the Mission.
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In reality the native teachers were already dis-

satisfied with E. Krause, and were ready to begin attempts

to move toward local autonomy in church affairs.

Papehia's early appraisal of Krause was:

Isaia

He is a weak man and threatens to send me to
another island, but people here won't consent.
He is jealous of you and Gili. •• He talks
against Gili every day. His instruction is not
adequate at the Institution • •• Not like Gili,
Buzacott or Pitman. l

While praising Krause's opposition to selling land and

liquor, the native teacher at Titikaveka notes that he

2was unable to carry on the needed work. In a long

letter to Mrs. Buzacott, Teava expresses total puzzle-

ment at that dispute:

••• We don't understand you foreigners •••
Your quarrels are evil examples. We only know
when Mr. Royle came to take Rupe to Atiu he
stayed at Arorangi and while there appointed
TeKao to be an assistant missionary to Isaiah 3
[sic]. Maybe Mr. Krause was perplexed by this.

Teaoa, a minor chief of Te-au-o-tonga and the

native assistant to Eo Krause, became the focus for much

dissatisfaction with the Mission ~n his area, as well

as throughout the island. Many, who did not remember

the savages of the "fearful season" and whose obser-

vance of the law was now lax though they still retained

European contact, began to look with favour on some of

the practices of the past. Advances in material culture

1. Isaia to LMS, 14 April and 17 July 1861, SSL.

2. Teaia to LMS, 18 March 1863, SSL.

3. 30 January 1865, SSL. Later spelling of the
name Isaia tended to add the "h" as in the Bible.
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are rarely accompanied by heightened spiritual aware

ness. In accepting a new way of life there is always

the pleasure of the novelty, followed by an attempt to

accept the regular life patterns involved. This then

is succeeded by a questioning of the initial decision

with an attempt to fuse the desirable portions of the

old with the most profitable facets of the new. The

Rarotongans had made the most of the Gospel system in

the growth period of the church in the 1830's and '40's.

The 1849-'50 political upheaval in Takitumu gave place

to an uneasy equilibrium. When E. Krause failed to meet

the expectations of the people to assist them in achieving

their goals, they began a genuine examination of the

wisdom of their initial acceptance. That the question

ing was delayed for so long is a tribute to the depth

of their initial acceptance of the gospel, the fervor

of their pursuit of European technology, the quality of

the orametua, and the relative isolation of Rarotonga.

Some were ready to try another road to prosperity

and stability, while most favoured returning to some of

the desirable former practices and assuming more respon

sibility for the church and its activities. The mission

ary was always tempted to look down upon the recently

"savage" people as ignorant and unthinking, and his

paternalism was resented by this intelligent race. Teaoa

took the lead in a move toward indigenous control of

the mission operation, prompting a complete rupture at

Avarua and his own dismissal by E. KraUse in mid-
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1864 for "assumption of a.uthority."l The importance of

this challenge to missionary influence and authority is

seen in the scope and number of events involved. Teaoa

had taken various actions to assert his own authority:

he claimed that he was due one half the goods and food

sent to the missionaries (Krause) at Avarua; he secretly

dissolved one class and on his own initiative appointed

another teacher to a new study group; he learned certain

pe'e or chants and dances from a Tahitian woman and

attempted to introduce them into the church; he tried to

alter the distribution of food between the upper and

lower classes at the Institution; he started his own

collection of coffee to use in order to pay for sending

missionaries to find Tuanaki; he introduced the dances

and pe'e in the chapel at the 1864 May meeting; and he

presented a dance and drum ceremony at the opening of

2the Matavera chapel. That Teaoa was supported by many

is evident in the fact that the dances and songs at the

pUblic services apparently involved numerous people who

practised for the occasions without anyone attempting

to stop them. The deacons, though they indicated that

this was a source of grief to Krause, were evidently not

1. Krause to LMS, 29 July 1864, SSL. He was re
moved as native assistant on 11 May 1864 and expelled
from the church in February 1865.

2. Avarua deacons to LMS, 12 April 1865, SSL.
Teava to Mrs. Buzacott, 30 January 1865, SSL. Tuanaki
was a well-known island in Rarotongan traditions which
supposedly had been lost. Much effort was exerted at
various times to locate it. E. Krause became convinced
that it was Easter Island because of linguistic simi
lari ty.
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grieved themselves. Nor were the other people. l Teaoa

also claimed that he should be called a "missionary"

like Krause, and not be referred to as an assistant. 2

He challenged the title of Marama, Avarua akava, and

when the deacons (basically men of rank) supported

Marama, Teaoa went to Ngatangiia to live, obviously dis-

i1lusioned that the missionary and church officers pre-

ferred one who was addicted to drink to a teacher. Thus

there was a revolt of many of the chiefs against the

mission as well as a struggle by the native teachers

for more authority within the church. After a month

Teaoa returned, continued his previous course of action,

leading ancient dances at the May meeting until E.

Krause finally dismissed him. The deacons made several

efforts to reconcile the two men without success and

then agreed with Krause that Teaoa should be removed

from officeo 3 Teaoa then wrote the Directors charging

Krause with harbouring kava in his house, trading, neg-

1ecting his duties, aiding in removal of natives to

other islands to work, and being inhospitable to H.

Royle. The letter was signed by Isaia, Teaia, Tamarua,

1. Avarua deacons, ibid. This movement found an
echo as far afield as Nguna in the New Hebrides where a
Rarotongan teacher bitterly contested the authority of
missionary Peter Milne.

2. Teava to Mrs. Buzacott, 30 January 1865, SSL.

3. Avarua deacons and teachers to LMS, 12 April
1865, SSL. The letter was signed by Makea, Teava,
Marama, Ngauru, Rupe, Auguna, Tinorei, Ma, Tutara,
Uriarau, Tumu, Mararangi, Terotofou, and Takoia.
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Maretu, Teava, Marama, and Taipatu, all native teachers

on Rarotonga. l Upon learning of the letter Krause

called a general meeting of the church2 and read the

list of charges made against him. When the people asked

him how they might help, he answered, with "a good col

lection to the LMS.,,3 The result was a contribution the

next year of $1,203 which E. Krause claimed proved H.

4Royle's charges were false. Krause then began an in-

vestigation during which most native teachers denied

having signed the letter. Teaoa wrote again charging

that Krause was forcing the teachers to write denying

the allegations and asserting that the mission

1. W. W. Gill to LMS, 3 July 1865, SSL. The native
missionaries charge concerning the "spirits" probably
referred to a part of Worth's cargo. The idea of support
ing the removal of natives referred to the action of
Krause in sending a native teacher as a chaplain with
two groups of young Rarotongan men working in Samoa and
Tahiti. Krause was opposed to the young going away on
ships. Rarotonga was not greatly influenced by the prob
lems of the labour trade owing to its isolation and small
popUlation. Also there was never any hope of inducing
Polynesians to work for Europeans, hence the exclusive
use of Melanesians who were much more amenable. Krause
wrote much of his fear of this problem as well as the
danger of the Auckland traders, but this was unfounded
for Rarotonga in his stay. The native teacher, Marama,
is distinct from the rangatira by the same name.

2. Upon receiving the charges the Board sent
Krause a letter of dismissal <September 1864).

3. Krause to LMS, 27 June 1865, SSL.

4. Ibid., 24 December 1866. The average contri
bution from 1858 to 1861 was $403. In 1862 the contri
bution was $550 and in 1864 it was $486. In the midst
of this rift the contributions were $1,177 in 1865 and
$1,203 in 1866. Krause to LMS, 29 August 1862; 29 July
1864; 6 June 1865; and 1 June 1866, SSL. These were
Chi1ian dollars with $5 being the equivalent to a pound.
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prospered. l The teachers were in a difficult position

and pUblicly backed E~ Krause, since to do otherwise was

to oppose the leader of the Mission they served, and the

source of their income and authority. Their later

actions indicated that they felt Teaoa to be correct.

Six teachers wrote denying that they signed the letter

of accusation, and asserted that the charges were lieso

The signatories were

Maretu - Ngatangiia

Tamarua - Matavera

Marama - Avarua

Teaia

Teava

Isaia

Titikaveka

Avarua
.2Arorangl.

On that same day the Avarua deacons wrote that they did

not endorse the many accusations against their "good

missionary," and in short order the "brethren" at the

Institution and Isaia wrote in support of Krause. Then

a mysterious letter was written to the LMS, signed by

Na Tiane Tiu Tane, in which Mr. Krause was accused of

threatening church members if they did not endorse

letters asking that he stay as a missionary. The letter

begged the LMS to take him away as soon as possible as

"the island is wrecked through him.,,3 Three of those

who had written in January that they had not endorsed

1. Teaoa to LMS, 4 February 1865, SSL.

2. To LMS, 31 January 1865, SSL.

3. To LMS, 10 February 1865, SSL.
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the letter, later admitted having signed it, but for

innocent reasons. Isaia grieved, "Hy ignorance and my

incautiousness have given me great trouble, and I greatly

sympathise with Mr. Krause,,;l Tamarua said that he had

signed the letter from ignorance and thoughtlessness;2

while Teaia wrote that he had signed the letter against

Krause because the white man "Peter," a Ngatangiia

trader, had encouraged him to do so, and because there

had been confusion over a steamer in port and he was

ignorant of its contents. 3

W. W. Gill, in the meantime, declined the invitation

of the board to move to Rarotonga, but did make a visit

to investigate the charges against Krause. After meet

ing with all of the teachers Gill wrote his conclusions:

the charge of negligence arose from his poor health and

his inability to travel; the trading accusation had been

denied by Krause; the charge of aiding the removal of

natives to other islands to work was denied by Krause

and the natives; concerning the charge of being inhos-

pitable to H. Royle, Gill felt incapable of judgment;

and as to the letter signed by the teachers Isaia,

Teaia and Tamarua were ashamed and claimed to have been

unaware of the contents of the letter though they did

sign it, while Maretu, Teava, Marama and Taipatu said

1. Ibid., 10 April 1865.

2. Ibid., 12 April 1865.

3. Ibid., 13 April l865~
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that their signatures had been forged. l Although the

furore was over, the time had been a troubled one in

which the LMS concluded that the usefulness of Krause

was at an end, and the Rarotongans decided that the

satisfaction of their desire for greater autonomy was

unlikely in the traditional church structure.

This dispute was significant and marked a real

turning point in the Rarotongans t relation to the church.

Teaoa, and some of the other native teachers (if not all

of them), had obviously and accurately felt that they

were equal, if not superior, to Krause in their ability

to work and to influence the people. They also felt

that there was a real opportunity, if not a genuine

responsibility, to assume, in the name of Jehovah, actual

rUle of the island. They attempted to win the support

of the people by assuming mana from Jehovah equal to E.

Krause, and by reviving ancient activities which sparked

the memories of former moments of glory. The chiefs,

akava, and deacons (rangatira) agreed with the re-

adoption of certain traditional activities. Teaoa used

an ancient dispute within the interrelated Anautoa-Kamoe

clans to attempt a takeover of title and lands with the

support of his fellow native teachers. Awakened to the

threat to the mana of the church vested in the native

teachers, the traditional chiefs of all ranks united in

1. To LMS, 3 JUly 1865, SSL. The Board then re
instated Krause. E. Krause to LMS, 12 June 1866, SSL.
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threatened first by H. Royle and then by Teaoa, assumed

the traditional stance of the mission and supported

Makea and those he recognized. Teaoa, and likely other

native teachers, could not fUlly understand that action.

At the same time, the chiefs saw the likelihood of

ultimately losing their authority to the new native

teachers. They recoiled in distrust and for the first

time in forty years forsook the church. The reaction

against the mission, once merely a "rum rebellion, I' had

grown until the chiefs looked to secular traders rather

than missionaries as a means of further progress o The

chiefs and the native teachers now felt that the church'

controlled by foreigners was a less likely means of

reaching their goals than the secular European contacts.

Young Makea, holder of the title most aligned with the

mission, turned aside to evil. l The situation is shown

also by the lack of growth of church membership.2 The

period of steady growth had come to an end.

1. Isaia to Wi1liam Gill, 9 April 1866., SSL.

2. To LMS, 1 January 1866, SSL. The net gain in
the previous five years was one.



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

REBELLION, RUM, RELIGION: 1867-1872

At the moment when, more than on any previous occa

sion, the island needed someone in the mission who would

heed, understand, and encourage the people in the move

toward indigenous autonomy - the most paternal orarnetua

of the century was appointed. The need to settle him

at Avarua served to render definitive polarization of

tribes and to strengthen the movement towards a secular

based religion centered around the bush beer barrel.

The co-worker the LMS had promised in 1864 arrived

in May three years later. James Chalmers had been

appointed to the Ngatangiia settlement, and was to have

been the first European teacher there in more than

twelve years. A few days after Chalmers1arrival, how

ever, Krause announced to a meeting of the Cook Island

missionaries that he was retiring because of poor
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health. l This provoked a crisis when it became obvious

that the new lone missionary would stay at Avarua and

work with the Institution. W. W. Gill wrdte:

One practical difficulty is to locate Mr. Chalmers;
he had been appointed to Ngatangiia; and the people
knew that. He is then appointed to Avarua; and of
course the Avarua people hold on to that appoint
ment. The case is one of extreme practical diffi
cUlty; because there are political jealousies in
the way too. We mus~ get a new Missr. or all will
yet go wrong I fear.

The people in the church at Ngatangiia could not under-

stand (or would not accept) this pre-eminence of Avarua

in the Mission's planning. Their objections were ex-

pressed openly, and there was even an attempt to "kidnap"

the new missionary teacher. 3 When it became evident

that their papa'a really was to reside in Te-au-o-tonga,

they gave up the outward struggle and began to re-assess

the situation to determine an acceptable course of

action. The inexperienced Chalmers mistook that outward

tranquility for reconciliation and wrote:

The people of Ngatangiia were much hurt to find
that we were not going to be with them, as
originally intend4d, however they are now quite
reconciled to it.

1. W. W. Gill to LMS, 25 May 1867, SSL. As Chal
mers was being carried ashore from the ship, the Raro
tongans asked him his name. When he replied, "Chalmers u

they shouted "Tamate" and he was called that universally
on the island. Richard Lovett, James Chalmers Alias
Tamate. London, 1905, p. 70.

2. W. W. Gill, ibid.

3. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, po ~6.

4. J. Chalmers to LMS, 30 August 1867, SSL.
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W. W. Gill, more experienced in the ways of the Maori,

urged that a second missionary of energy, prudence, and

"above all, peace ••• ff be sent to Takitumu and observed:

The people of Ngatangiia showed the greatest dis
appointment when they found that Mr. Chalmers, 
their own missionary had been reappointed to the
Institution at Avarua to succeed Mr. Krause. It
is impossible to make them see the necessity for
this step! They consider themselves to have been
deceived.

Wo Wo Gill was correct. The people and chiefs of Taki-

tumu considered that they had been both neglected and

betrayed. In total disillusion they turned to other

sources of satisfaction, and the rejection of the mission,

which had been considered in the time of Krause, began

in earnest. Puaikura was soon to follow, and even in

Te-au-o-tonga the defection of the chiefs of the neigh-

bouring vaka provoked further uncertainty and restraint.

Dealing with the northern tribe, Chalrners found

general conditions appalling. The people were kind, the

native agents were diligent, thirty were in the Insti

tution, and attendance at services was fair,2 but the

morale of the church was low. European clothes and

houses were used only occasionally and then to please

the missionaries; the laws were neglected and the police

1. To LMS, 21 October 1867, SSL.

2. Ibid. He was especially complimentary of
Maretu (Pitman's old helper) and Teaoa (Buzacott's
assistant), who was reinstated. He stated that the
people gave more heed to Teaoa than any other and that
no one supported Krause's claim against him. Ibid.,
22 June 1869. W. W. Gill wrote about that same tim~

commending Teaoa as "the right man in the right place. 1f

To LMS, 21 December 1869, SSL.
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seemed to be incapable of enforcing them;1 the numbers

attending the classes, seeking instruction or admission

to the church decreased and most candidates were young

2girls; moral growth was obviously as slow as numerical

progress;3 and hundreds, from youth to chiefs, were

engaging in activities which were in open opposition to

the mission.

progress.

The first fUll scale defection was in

Ignorant of the extent of the reaction or its grow-

ing momentum, and labouring under the inherited illusion

of papa'a missionary dominance, J. Chalmers set about a

series of reforms many of which exacerbated the situation

further. He assumed a total and irrevocable commitment

to the gospel at the precise time when the Rarotongans

were seriously weighing the costs and the rewards result-

ing from their decision to cast themselves upon the road

of pursuit of European culture. They were not pleased

with their findings and were attempting to determine

what their best future course might be. To them many

things about Chalmers were disquietingo He was an im-

patient man who arrived with definite ideas and set

about enacting them with dispatch. He was disappointed

1. William Robson, James Chalmers Missionary and
Explorer of Rarotonga and New Guinea. New Edition,
London, n.d. (First edition was in 1887), pp. 3-34.
Hereafter cited as, James Chalmers.

2. J. Chalmers to LMS, 22 June 1869, SSL. R.
Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, p. 99.

3. J. Chalmers, ibid., 21 December 1869.
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in what he found at Rarotonga regarding both the state

of the mission and absence of real "heathens. fI From the

beginninq, he was anxious to be appointed to another

post in order to work with true savages. At the commit-

tee meeting held two or three days after his arrival he

suggested that Greene from Tahaa replace him and that

he be allowed to go to the New Hebrides. Constantly

throughout the stay he wrote the Directors asking them

for reassignment.

For years I had longed to get amongst real heathen
and savages, and I was disappointed when we landed
at Rarotonga and found them so much civilized and
Christianized. I wrote to the Directors at Blorn
field street , stating my disappointment, and
begged them to appoint us to Espiritu Santo in the
New Hebrideso l

This evangelical zeal proved to be an asset in later

days, but originally it had almost disastrous conse-

quences on Rarotonga. One of the major strengths of

the mission was its positive political affiliation to

Makea, who also was wavering in the conviction that the

decision of his father had been the proper one. He was

seeking a way to maintain the integrity of his title and

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 24 May 1867 and 22 June
1869, SSL. This desire led ultimately to the assignment
of Chalmers to New Guinea. H.Royle was very critical
of Chalmers' desire to leave Rarotonga. He stated that
the island needed a permanent worker who loved the
people like Pitman and Buzacott, and did not use them
as a training ground. H. Royle to Chalmers, 13 December
1870, SSL. A few months later he said that the Raroton
gans on Aitutaki had talked about his abandoning the
mission. nyou seem to be entering upon a course of con
duct that prognosticates a suicidal result to your use
fulness and happiness. After such a kind reception as
you received, not due to your personal work but due to
the work of the missionaries before you, your lack of
offering yourself to the people may be the cause of a
reaction against any future missionary who might come to
that place. Ibid., 9 April 1871.
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The one tie which had

seemed irrevocable was that with the orametua as the

source of European contact o He had seen Pitman leave

Takitumu unreplaced, and he had witnessed the removal

of a papa'a at Arorangi on the departure of Wi11iam Gill.

Those men had left because of ill-health and evidently

new appointments were difficult to arrange, but Cha1mers

in the strength of youth also wanted to leave. If he

should depart, and no one succeed him, Makea who had

depended primarily on that contac~ rather than upon the

seCUlar trader would suddenly find himself at a dis-

advantage compared with Pa or Tinomana. He was moreover

concerned at the many new or controversial ideas intro-

duced by this young papa'a. His anxiety was brought to

a head when J. Chalmers announced (following a census

shortly after his arrival) that he felt that Rarotonga

did not have a sufficient number of inhabitants to merit

more than one European. By 1874 he had concluded that

one missionary living in Rarotonga should serve the en

tire Cook group.l This opinion might have been pleasing

to the hard pressed Directors in London but it scarcely

assuaged current fears on Rarotonga.

Most of J. Cha1mers' reforms centered around a "de-

emphasis" of the Institution. He had been instructed by

the London Directors to attempt to put the Institution

1. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, pp. 109
110. Chalmers to Lt1S, 30 August 1867, SSL.
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on a self-supporting basis in six months,l though his

~personal desire for evangelistic purposes was to increase

the number of students. He first reduced the time the

students spent at the school from~ort~ to eight hours

weekly, claiming that this was really beneficial as the

students had increased leisure time for their lessons
, 2

and were thus learning more than before. On the other

hand the Rarotongan felt that the reduction was a sign

of retreat and clear evidence that literacy was not

likely to bring them their desired goal. There were

other indications of the shrinking importance of the

Institution. The students were told that they were ex-

pected to use their free time to cultivate the sixty

acre plantation at Nikao, given to the Society by Makea

through E. Krause, and so provide their own food and the

3expenses of the school. In addition, no one above the

age of 32 was now to be admitted to the Institution. 4

Training in manual skills (aside from literacy, the most

cherished offering of the papa'a) was eliminated. 5 The

1. Robson, James Chalmers, p. 28.

2. Chalmers to LMS, 30 August 1867, SSL.

3. Chalmers to LMS, 30 August 1867 and 22 June
1869, SSL. The reforms were enacted so quickly that the
Board of Directors had to caution him about hasty action.

4. G. A. Harris to LMS, 30 June 1873, SSL.

5. Manual skills were re-introduced by W. W. Gill
after the departure of J. Chalmers. W. W. Gill to LMS,
1 January 1883, SSL. It is noteworthy that in 1872
Chalmers began a normal school for boys, who lived on
the Institution grounds. After that date the reports
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Institution which had achieved considerable importance

for its role in the training of students and in the

transmission of the new skills from the older to the

younger - a well-known ancient Polynesian tradition

was suddenly reduced in status and pUblic esteem.

Reforms were also introduced into the churches.

Appalled at the number of Christians addicted to intoxi-

cants, Chalmers tightened the restrictions on admission

to communion. Adults were received only after a long

period of probation and children were not accepted as

candidates. l In the meantime the church members attempted

to avoid suspicion by being present at every service,

even when they had been drunk the night before; many

moreover, imbibed too freely at the Lord's Supper.

Chalmers preached against the practice with no success,

and then did away entirely with the foreign wine using

only coconut milk in the communion. This was a keen

2disappointment to many. An additional indication of

retrenchment - made early in his stay - was the sugges-

tion that the churches should pay their own native

teachers. In the event, opposition from the teachers

of people on the school premises often included those
younger students. There was also an apparently un
successful attempt to provide special training for
advanced young girls. Chalmers to LMS, 23 December 1872,
SSL.

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 30 August and 22 June 1869,
SSL.

2. J. Chalmers to LMS, 22 June 1869, SSL. Prior
to this a mixture of coconut milk and wine had been used
for the Supper.
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and the church obliged him to delay the introduction of

the scheme. l Toward the end of his work in Rarotonga

this change was brought about, as the chiefs then were

anxious to assume authority.

It was a long pull to get the natives to become
willing to pay their own pastors. The native
pastors themselves opposed the plan most, since
they did not like becoming dependent upon the
church o Some of our missionary brethren also
thought that by this action we should lose our
hold upon the churches and the people o But a
few years before I left the island this re~orm

was carried out and has since worked well.

Then Chalmers embarked upon a course which again

displeased the native teachers who were still upset from

the episodes of Krause's dayso A portion of their mana

and prosperity was derived from the receipt and sale of

gifts from the LMS and its friends o Chalmers, noting

with particular disapproval Isaia selling his gifts

rather than sharing them with other native teachers,

ordered all trading to stop. Shortly after this he

broadened the prohibition allowing the native agents to

sell only the produce of their own lands. This caused

much unrest, and at least one teacher (Teaia of Titika

veka) temporarily left his work to labour on an overseas

cotton plantation. 3

Even then the dynamic Tamate was not finished. He

set about the arduous task of securing outright titles

1. Ibid o, 12 October 1868 and 22 June 1869.

2 0 R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, po 117.

3. J. Chalmers to LMS, 1 January, 22 June, 21
December 1869, SSL.
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and deeds to all lands on which mission properties or

works were located. l This was a difficult, if not im-

possible, task for a newcomer to a society in which land

ownership differed so basically from that of England~

The changes were regarded with suspicion o This was in

reality the final step in the literate revolution. The

provision of written deeds to property was a move opposed

by most people in authority as it led to a diminished

position of control (atinga responsibilities were in

vOlved).2 Chalmers nonetheless pressed forward with

his campaign in the press. He began a newspaper in the

Rarotongan dialect,3 and in its first issue naively set

about presenting an objective discussion of ancient land

disputes in the Cook group. He thus published an article

by the Atiuan chiefs asserting their claim to Manuae.

No local (Rarotongan) disputes were aired owing to the

strenuous objections to such a policy by H. ROYle. 4

1. Ibid., 21 December 1869.

2. cf. G. So Parsonson, "The Rise of Germania,"
Historical and Political Studies, 1 (1970), pp. 71-83 0

The chiefs of Mangaia have never allowed their land to
be surveyed or deeds to be written.

3. w. W. Gill to LMS, 21 December 1869, SSL.

4. H. Royle to Chalmers, 13 December 1870 and 9
April 1871, SSL. J. Chalmers later wrote that he only
acquiesced in their request to print their claims. H.
Royle asserted correctly at that unstable point in the
mission's work that the renewal of the old claims would
lead to open hostility. He stated that the Aitutakians,
with whom he had lived for over thirty years, would
never allow such claims as those of Atiu to be asserted
without bloodshed.
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The demise of this ambitious project was accompanied by

a decision to reduce the press load at the Institution,

whose major printing was now to be done in England.

This entire series of reforms, essentially pushed

through in less than three years, confronted Makea the

chief ally of the Mission, with a picture of deterior

ating value in the old alliance with the ~etua. The

things which he had most valued - the press, manual

skills, the Institution, the peaceful land deal with the

Society, and payment in goods to the native teachers

(most of whom were men of rank) were suddenly eliminated

or minimized and perhaps more seriously carried with them

the very serious threat of alienation of tribal lands

a process already well advanced in other lands with

which the Rarotongans were acquainted, notably Samoa,

Fiji, and New Zealand. Hakea, and most of the people on

the island, decided that the price they were paying was

too high for the little that they received in return.

There were many factors involved in that decision.

The Rarotongans concluded that economically they had

been betrayed. Originally they had decided that regard

less of cost they wanted the obviously successful cul

ture and prosperity of the papa.'a. It is understandable

that the missionary was never able to distinguish between

that desire and religious conviction, and it is doubtful

that anyone else could have done so. The Rarotongans

had plunged furiously into the task of finding in "the

Book" the mystery of the foreign cUlture, and had pur

sued relentlessly every technological advance offered,
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had then insisted on training in English,thinking that

the source must lie in the language, but their limited

exposure td the new tongue brought no more satisfaction.

And then even the meagre supply of goods and training

was curtailed or eliminated. Their goal, so energeti-

cally pursued for forty years, had not been reached, and

the frustration was immense.

The respective positions of both the Rarotongans

and missionaries were, of course, understandable and

honourable. The missionaries strove for conversion and

presumed that the Rarotongan understood that such was

their only motive. Indeed they often expressed this

goal as plainly as the European could speak to the Raro-

tongan. The people of the island for their part were
-

interested originally in the new God, because they

longed for the new culture. They did not and could not

separate the two in their minds. No pretence was made,

nor was any deception intended, but after f~ur decades

their goal was as elusive as ever. How were they to

know that literacy assists in the development of tech-

nology, but has no direct relationship to the provision

of resources which make that technology meaningful, or

markets which make it useful& All could read and write,

and many more were trained in new western skills, but

still there was no coal or iron or gold in Rarotonga.

The price which they had paid for these essentially

negative results was awesome. They had destroyed the

very basic structure of their society. The ancestral
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figures with their mana, the social regulatory concept

of tap~, the old family arrangements, the juridical

system, the pattern of land settlement, the former eco

nomic structure, the competitive system with its innate

rnotivatio~ all had been sacrificed totally or drastically

altered as the price for the new system. The old was

gone, and yet the new had failed to provide a permanent

base of prosperity, although sporadically trade with

passing ships had furnished temporary relief. Neither

had the way of the £rametua provided a dependable or

permanent social and political system. Rather it tended

to restrict political opportunity while the price paid

for elevation by those favoured by the mission was

acceptance of an attitude of condescension on the part

of missionaries and a ritual of outward obedience to the

authority of the orametua. The new also had provided

the numbing decimation of every structure of life. Wave

after wave of strange foreign diseases had left their

society almost paralysed and many were made to wonder

about the God who so afflicted them while sparing the

papa'a, be he missionary, trader, or sailor. The near

collapse of the society made itself felt in many ways,

above all in the chilling effects of disease. Tamate

came to a once healthy island of 8,000 people (and

likely more) which had been reduced to less than 2,000.

Many families were wiped out, mUltiple ranks were

removed, skills and the teachers who imparted them were

forgotten o The chiefly families were particularly

affected as not a single ariki had a living child in
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1874. 1

The defection of every ariki on the island is under

standable. They had given themselves to the new God

with a completeness and fervour that belied hypocrisy.

Yet they had failed to reach their goals and had seemed

to be punished severely by that same God. If the pur

chasing of western goods was the ultimate to be achieved

then this could be done through the traders without the

other attachments. They mourned over the fearful price

paid, gave themselves up to the new intoxicants and con

sidered their future course. Their disappointment was

immense. There was a total hopelessness, a despondency

that far outshadowed the frustration they had experienced

at the end of the "fearful season." At that time their

old system had proved to be inadequate and had resulted

in fear and death for many, but-it at least had an

understandable base which had worked for over six hun

dred years. In Chalmers' time they came to what appeared

to be the end of a cherished dream - the things which to

them should have logically produced prosperity and

advanced culture like that of the papa'a, had failed,

without exception. They saw no other source to which

to turn or in which to work or for which to strive to

achieve their long sought goal. As they realized that

the mission had nothing else to offer and was rapidly

approaching the time when it expected Rarotonga to go

1. B. Grimshaw, stranqe Seas, p. 67.
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turned to other areas such as

New Guinea - they came to believe that the goal they

sought was unreachable. The youth may have felt that

way for two decades, but by 1869 the conclusion was

island-wide. As they searched desperately for a solution

to a reasonable future they turned first of all to in-

dUlgence in any available intoxicants. There was no one

event or situation which provoked this feeling, though

many surface factors have been shown to have been in

volved. At Rarotonga practically all of the elements

noticed in similar actions throughout Polynesia were

present. There were influences from Europeans other

than the orametua who sometimes opposed the mission for

economic reasons; there was resentment against some of

the more rigid moral standards such as pre-marital chas

tity, evening curfews,l prohibition of tobacco and

liquors, and the insistence on monogamy; there was

inter-tribal jealousy over the papa'~ contact; there was

economic uncertainty, accompanied by the declining avail

ability of goods through the missionary; and there was

the utter despair caused by the relentless ravages of

disease. still had the Rarotongans felt that the goal

of achieving European cUlture, technology and prosperity

was at hand, the above factors would have been considered

even then as part of a necessary cost. But to pay the

price and fail to receive the product was frustrating

1. Nine p.m. curfews are still observed on Atiu.
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1and unbearable. Those directly involved in projects

such as employment by the mission, the Institution, the

press, the schools, along with a minority of those

faithful through conviction and seemingly a faction of

the Tupapa-Matavera mataiap02 remained aligned with the

orametua; the remainder pondered the possibility of

turning back.

By late 1869 the defection involved every vaka,

every ariki and a majority of the people. Chalmers

vainly invoked a number of measures in an effort to end

it. When he came on a drinking party he ordered the

beer to be poured on the ground and then preached to

them. He also spoke from the pUlpits and visited the

various settlements to warn people and chiefs alike con-

cerning the dangers of drunkenness, all with little

effect. In 1869 he and his wife visited every house on

the island in company with the local native teacher to

meet everyone personally and to encourage them to keep

their houses "clean and in good order." They we r e wel-

corned everywhere - If ••• The various members of the

households, and even the wildest young men, assembled

in their houses, and there wait [sic] patiently until

3we came." He also used the older church members and

1. cf. G. S. Parsonson,"The Evangelization of the
Pacific Islands~ unpublished manuscript, Hocken Library,
Dunedin, New Zealand, 1964, p. 25.

2. Te Puretu, LCMB, 2 September 1908, Vol. IV, p.
322.

3. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, p. 106.
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deacons in the visitation though with only temporary

positive results. l His intention to visit each of the

stations alternately every month came too late and was

inadequate to give any assurance that sufficient white

contact for all could be maintained. 2

Though the villagers welcomed the papa'a into their

homes, the vaka finally decided to abandon the mission.

The most visible and measurable sign of such a decision

was in the consumption of intoxicants and the resumption

of ancient rites at their gatherings. Bush beer had

been a problem since its introduction, and its use had

been recognized as a violation of law to be avoided,

particularly if there was any chance of being caught,

but by 1869 there was a large scale defection which could

not be hidden. Youth were universally involved, as

Chalmers noted, "All our young men have passed through

the church to the kava altar.,,3 The missionary esti

mated that six hundred (of a population of eighteen hun

dred) were orange beer drinkers. 4 This indicates that

a minimum of one-half (and possibly two-thirds) of the

adults of the island were numbered in the opposition,

certainly a drastic change from a decade earlier when

almost 90% had been active in the mission. All of the

1. J. Cha1mers to LMS, 12 October 1868, SSLo

2. Ibid., 19 June 1869.

3. Ibid., 22 June 1869.

4. Ibid., 9 May 1873.
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chiefs were involved and none were willing to assist

Ithe orametua. Over and over again Chalmers referred

to strong drink as the greatest curse which he faced.

In order to combat this he turned "policeman" to find

out where the meetings were being held, since the chiefs

and jUdges were all involved and most of the constables

were partakers and thus were not enforcing the statuteso 2

Makea Abela, Pa, and Manarangi (Vakatini) all were

mentioned specifically as being addicted to drink. 3

Krause had come to the decision immediately prior to his

departure that it would be best to allow intoxicants to

be landed under a heavy tax. There had been a meeting

at which general agreement was reached favouring his

proposal, but, at the request of the newly arrived

Chalmers, it was decided to hold another meeting before

coming to a final decision. The Rarotongan chiefs felt

that the matter had been settled as there had been no

objections to the proposal and they assumed that the

final meeting was to confirm (perhaps publicly) the

decision .. Four days after the first discussion a ship

1. Ibid. Wo W. Gill wrote that Chalmers had to
deal with the "influence of a drunken race of chiefs. If

To LMS, 21 December 1869, SSL.

2. It was not a matter of their being incapable
of enforcing the law as Chalmers had thought, but rather
that they were in agreement with the decision to forsake
the laws.

3. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, p. 79.
Vakapora, LCMB, 1 September 1908, Vol. IV, p. 307.
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arrived, and Krause left Rarotonga before the second

was held. On the morning of, and prior to, the second

meeting a few older men of rank advised Chalmers to

oppose the change. The men were not identified but

would seem to have been deacons whose rank depended on

the success of the church (as opposed to the traditional

title holders who favoured the new law).

Euro-centric account records:

Chalmers'

I went to the meeting. There sat all the chiefs
and great men with a number of foreigners. I
felt that a trial of strength was at hand. All
were assembled in the full expectation of the
promulgation of a new law, and the foreigners
were all ready to take out their licenses. The
parliament was opened by prayer. The chief jUdge
of the Avarua district laid the matter before the
neighbouring chiefs, and only asked them for their
assent. He sat down, and as he was addicted to
drink himself he was pleased with the thought that
he could now drink as much as he chose. At that
time I myself did not know he was given to the
evil habit. Next, one of the chiefs - a known
and confirmed drunkard - was asked to speak. He
declined, saying, "What does my missionary say?"
I tried to avoid speaking at this stage, and
wished that some other chief should speak first;
but they all pressed me to give my views. At
length I said that I had earnestly prayed to God
that the law might not be changed so long as I
was in Rarotonga. I added a few words to this,
but my speech was short.

It was sUfficient; nothing more was said by
the chiefs, but the chief judge of Avarua was
enraged. The missionary holds great power in
cases of this kind. l

Obviously the chiefs did not want to declare themselves

before knowing what Chalmers thought. Chalmers,

as C. Pitman and others before him, mistook the open

acquiesence of the Rarotongan for submission or'ignorance.

1. R. Lovett, ibid., pp. 84-85.
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He felt that the missionary held some mystic influence

over the people, and wrote, "If the missionaries insist

that black is white then it must be so - at all events
. I

they assent." Again he was quoted as saying, "As

missionary I am consulted on every important point, and

my decision generally is taken as settling any question_,,2

There had been disappointment at that meeting, however.

The rage of Manarangi was an open expression of the

utter frustration felt by the chiefs at the continual

outward dominance of the law by the orametua. They were

almost, though not qUite, ready to assert their indepen-

dence and leave the law to the missionary. Upon this

occasion, however, Makea and the other chiefs, following

the traditional course of four decades, did not contra-

dict or argue with the missionary. He was, after all,

the authority on the new system and he dominated the

technical expression of its laws. They only led the

people who in turn attached greater weight to their

actions than to their words. Both the chiefs and the

people recognized the foolishness of pursuing two courses

at once, but in their view it was expedient to listen to

the orametua and assent to his suggestion before pro-

ceeding on their own chosen course. When the missionary

insisted, the chiefs would issue a public warning about

drinking beer, and then join the drinking parties in the

1. To LMS, 22 June 1869, SSL.

2. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, p. 83.
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Chalmers too felt the duplicity and knew that

the problem could have been eliminated by the chiefs

any time they pleased. He added:

All natives can be bought by the white man, and
so they wink at grog being landed. A silk dress
given as a present, a few bottles of grog, or
beer, or wine as medicine, given in the right
quarter, well known to all traders, and the
island may be swamped with drink. l

The chiefs in that particular instance did not argue the

point with the missionary, but their patience was wear-

ing thin. When the orametua thus suggested an alterna-

tive forbidding foreign liquors while legalizing bush

beer at meals, Makea opposed it with the remark of con-

tempt that then there would be "no rejoicing then at

all." Despite the support of lesser chiefs, Makea

2remained adamant and no change was made. That the

people and chiefs were not overawed by the missionary is

shown in the fact that although the ariki-missionary

meeting resulted in the retention of the total abstinence

laws, drinking increased markedly. In reality it

appears that after that session the chiefs agreed that

the limit had been reached and that they would pursue

an independent course. The events of the following

months, described above, only strengthened their decision.

1. Ibid., p. 80.

2. Ibid., p. 79. R. Lovett says that Chalmers'
allies were mataiapo. If this is accurate then the old
Tupapa-Te-au-o-tonga dispute was involved, as the only
mataiapo in that vaka were those of the northeast coast.
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The rebellion and rum then briefly produced a Raro-

tongan religion. A "drunken race of chiefs" and a

younger generation absorbed in the intoxicating appeal

of bush beer marched briefly into the past. Youth, with

the knowledge and consent of the chiefs, organized

secret feasts, dances, and a semi-military corps-

nativistic cult in the bush. J. Chalmers writes:

They had been practising drill some time before I
knew anything of it. They were recognized by the
chiefs, and the majority were men for many years
had never attended any service of any kind. I
knew them only by seeing them in their sacred grove
at night, around orange beer barrels and a great
fire, naked and fierce. Sabbath and week day were
both alike to them~ They were unknown to the
missionaries. l

They had received encouragement and instruction in their

rituals by one who had spent some time in Tahiti. With

the exception of those in the Institution, nearly all

the youth of the island were involved. Again Chalmers

notes of this period:

I have seen the natives in the bush in large and
small companies in all stages of intoxication 
I have seen them in the thirsty stage, the talk
ative stage, the singing stage, the loud talking
quarrelsome stage, the naked fighting stage, and
the dead drunk stage. I have seen them fighting
among themselves and have taken part [sic). I
have seen them after returning to their homes
beating, kicking and cutting their wives and
pitching their children out of doors. I have
known them setting their houses on fire and
tearing up every stitch of clothing belonging
to their wives and children. I have heard
cursing and swearing in English (a native when
drunk talks and swears in English more than in

1. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, p. 95.
These were well known by the Rarotongans and were secret
only to Chalmers.
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native) that would make the hardened English
swearer blush. God forbid that such days should
ever again be known on Rarotonga. I have attended
many young men whose strength was gone from the
free use of "Harmless orange beer" and have buried
not a few whose death was caused by said drink••
The British Government has put down kidnapping in
the South Pacific, but it was a harmless game as
compared with this traffic in spirits. l

As noted earlier, consumption of intoxicants was a rnix-

•

ture of rebellion and disease. By this time the situ-

ation had approached generalized alcoholism. This

naturally played a considerable role in undermining

traditional restraints. However, the destruction of

houses and clothing had a deeper significance than that

caused by drunkenness. It and perhaps much of the in-

toxication itself signalled a rejection of the mission

and temporarily the obeisance to European customs. When

Makea joined the throng the defection was complete.

There was a widespread, though brief, attempt to

return to the ancient social structure. On one occasion

when Chalmers and a few lesser chiefs went to talk to

Makea and Manarangi about their relapse into heathenism,

one of the mataiapo spoke plainly to Abela. Manarangi

rebuked him by recalling a portion of an ancient pele,

"Whence is Makea?" The old mataiapo caught up in his

own memory of the past replied, "From heaven he came."

Manarangi then concluded the dialogue by asking in the

words of the same chant, "Who then can speak?" The

relapse was total - the king had decided to reassert his

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 9 December 1874, SSL.
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clain to d~vinity, and was no longer sUbject to the law

of the orametua. l

In social, economical, political, and religious

life, turning back to former patterns is always diffi-

cult and so the chiefs and people of Rarotonga soon

found.
.

In spite of the attractiveness of orange beer

and imported spirits, the widespread addiction to them

and the resulting drunken chaos was appalling to all

even the chiefs when sober. Then also there was a

sizeable number of people (approximately one-third) who

at the height of defection were working actively for

Jehovah. The native teachers, mostly rangatira and

kiato were powerful enough to organize these and, by

use of the law and the church, challenge the authority

of traditional chiefs. In fact such disputes did arise,

and, initially, the native agent - mission coalition pre-

vailed. When, for example, Teaoa and Taraare argued

ov~r some land, violence was prevented only when

Chalmers persuaded Makea and Manarangi to intervene in

favour of Teaoa. 2 Again ~t was well enough to talk of

the heavenly orig~n of Makea - but from wh~ch heaven and

which God? He could hardly claim Jehovah, and ~t was

not according to ancient custom to speak for an atua

long destroyed. It was also sat~sfying to youth to

march in m~litary fashion, dance the ancient tribal

1.
79-80.

2.

R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, pp.

H. Royle to J. Chalmers, 13 December 1870, SSL.
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ceremonies, shout the warlike cries of their forefathers,

but who were they to fight, and how? One who had been

in Tahiti might teach them the forms - the chants and

some toa dexterity - but who would provide the mana or

the tapu? If the orametua were removed and his laws

repealed, what could serve as a regulatory basis of

society? Physical force was the only answer - the one

from which they had recoiled nearly half a century

earlier. And then too times had changed. There were a

few muskets on Rarotonga, and if the restraint made pos

sible by the coalition of Makea and the orametua were

removed, there could be many of them and much bloodshed

might reSUlt. Then, too, just as Tinirau and Pori had

known of the kooke, so Abela knew of the British, French,

and Germans. He was aware of the possibility of exter

nal force coming to the island over which all the ariki

combined could have no power.

Events had gone full circle, with a tragedy of

error on the part of all. Again the Rarotongans had

deserted their culture readily when they were told that

the papa'a was at hand. It is false to say that their

motives were weak, for people turn to religion (or to

any cause) from a feeling of need, whether selfish or

selfless. To them Christianity was the means, not

merely of self-improvement, but of the establishment of

a viable society. Quite naturally they had a strong

tendency toward secularism, yet they attempted to work

out the problem in the framework of the church.

Much of the conflict of 1869 was caused by mistakes
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commonly made in mission areas throughout the ages.

The ~pa'a, no less than the Polynesian, experienced

much difficulty in separating cUlture, law, and religion.

The orametua had no concept of the scope of their task.

They were amateurs in law-making and law-enforcement and,

theoretically, their involvement in such matters was

repugnant to them. Yet when chaos resulted from the

sudden desertion of the old system of competition and

tapu, they were forced to take the lead in filling the

void. There appeared to be no alternative, but they

established a precedent which placed the teachers in the

forefront of the interpretation of the law - a position

accepted overtly by the chiefs until it seemed that such

power might be transferred to lesser chiefs in the

position of native teachers.

Christianity is not essentially concerned with ex

ternal law; it simply calls upon man to follow Jesus.

It does not set out to undermine the authority or harm

less traditions of a society. A common error on the

part of many missionaries has been to present as the

ultimate achievement for others the acceptance of their

own culture. Thus the Rarotongan missionaries falsely

assumed that many things - such as, European clothing,

European style housing, the practice of democracy, and

equality in the church - were essential to Christian

life. It is difficult to see how that they could have

acted differently, yet had they been able to see that

the powers of the chiefs and even the regulatory force

of tapu were based upon historical achievement rather
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than upon a claim of divine revelation, the results

might well have been different. Within that framework,

the rank and regulation of the old society could have

been retained while Jehovah and his message were being

taught. Basic Christianity does not attack political

structures, but rather seeks to draw the governed and

governor together in a relationship of mutual under

standing and concern. The orametua, however, felt that

there could be no difference between ariki and unga,l

while simultaneously vesting the ariki with ~§; and

themselves with tapu. The Rarotongans were sensitive

on this point because of their background which equated

such concepts as atua, chiefs, political authority, and

culture. As the European could not comprehend that the

"idols" were merely ancestral spirits, the Rarotongan

did not fathom that in Britain the papa'a law and gospel

were distinct. For forty years this struggle or mis-

understanding continued and then increased, leaving the

orametua puzzled over lack of full commitment, and the

Rarotongan confused over the elusive goal of prosperity.

The Rarotongans laboured and prayed only to dis

cover that the papa'a system would not work in a simple

tribal society. Rarotonga was scarcely ready at this

stage for democracy. There was as yet no viable alter

native to the rUle of the chiefs whose authority was

nonetheless being gradually eroded. The ~etua, a

1. C. Pitman to LMS, I November 1837, SSL.
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possible replacement, was not interested in rUling, and

often refused to become involved in many decisions. At

other times he attempted arbitrarily to impose his

ideas. There was confusion over the concept of the

equality of the chiefs as taught and enforced in the

church, particularly in the face of the obvious support

given to the ariki by the orametua.

As the chiefs and people began searching for an

acceptable pattern of life, they were continually drawn

back to the church and the system of law begun in the

'twenties. They were repulsed by the alternative of

rank and possession which was determined by physical

might. Many also possessed a genuine love for Christ.

The vast changes endured for fifty years, the relative

steadfastness, the eagerness both to learn and to teach

even to death had all the lineaments of true faith. One

writer has noted that the one unchanging thing that the

papa'a gave the Rarotongans in the 19i1i century which

they long treasured was Christianity.l At the very

height of the turmoil, J. Chalmers wrote that they were

2truly a "church going people."

The ingenious minds of the Rarotongan people set

to work to devise a means of re-establishing true

authority in the hands of the chiefs, with normal

1. Anthony Alpers, The Cook Islands - Stating the
Problem. unpublished manuscript in the Justice Depart
ment, Avarua, Rarotonga, n.d.

2. To LMS, 23 December 1872, SSL.
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counter-balances, and with a peaceful competitive base.

They were impressed by certain reforms of the new

missionary. The first of these was the competitive

examinations in which the best scholars from each settle-

rnent competed with one another for honours. Since the

five churches represented the three tribes and the two

more powerful sUb-tribes, the competition was very mean-

ingful and the challenge was accepted with enthusiasm.

Jo Chalmers reports, "•• 0 instead of orange beer meet-

ings we have classes for reading, writing, arithmetic,

1and geography. " These exams grew rapidly in importance.

Cha1mers reported in 1872, "••• in Arithmetic the fight

was between Avarua and Arorangi, it was well contested,

Avarua in the end carrying off the prize. • • In Geo-

2graphy Arorangi carried the day with flying colours."

Other results that day gave honour to Ngatangiia in

Geography and four who tied in spelling and reading

represented Avarua, Titikaveka and Arorangi. Thus for

the day Arorangi was superior, followed closely by

Avarua. One clear and meaningful source of mastery was

thus provided in the framework of the church.

1. To LMS, 12 October 1868, SSL.

Then

2. Ibid., 23 December 1872. He also records an
interesting account of a visit to Rarotonga at that time
by a group of forty-six from Rurutu, who entered twelve
in the competitions. They we r e "horribly mortified"
when all their entries were eliminated quickly and some
very small Rarotonga children remained.. fI ••• some of
the Rurutuans told the Rarotongans it was a trick of
Tamate's to put them to shame .. "
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Chalmers presented the disaffected youth of the island

a challenge and an attractive alternative to their

secret beer parties:

Weeks passed, and at length I saw these men and
said to them, "You meet for drill, why do you not
come to church on the Sabbath instead of living
even worse lives than your fathers when in heathen
ism? If you remain volunteers' you must come to
church." I told them I did not wish them to give
up drilling. And I did 50 because I felt that I
had a better chance of speaking to them when they
were sober and at drill. The following Sabbath a
few came to service, but not all. I addressed
them as young men belonging to a volunteer corps
of their own formation, and I pressed them to
make Christ their portion, their captain, and
believe on Him as their Saviour.

The idea took; they were now volunteers, and of
some account, and soon all began to attend church
regularly.l

The opportunity to bring their drills into the open with

uniforms and mock weapons was accepted as desirable.

Accounts from visitors in that period described those

"cavaliers" of Rarotonga in their impressive uniforms

and exaggerated marches. They performed at every occa-

sion of importance - such as the May Meetings and feasts.

They all began planting their lands and doing
everything possible to get new clothes to attend
drill meetings and church. ••• when repairing

1. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, po 95.
H. Royle took exception to this polic~ noting that
Chalmers had adopted "••• the novel method of adminis
tering religious ordinances through the medium of
military evolutions." He objected to teaching the
people the barbarous acts of carnage and slaughter. He
was not sure how many of the several hundred whom he had
seen in their military drills had real muskets - though
he had counted seventeen at Ngatangiia handled with
military dexterity to celebrate the return of some
natives. He also bemoaned the fact that Chalmers had
sent a drill master to Atiu. Royle to Chalmers, 13
December 1871, SSL.
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the church they cut all the coral required for
the platform and staircases. l

These squadrons became the strength of Chalmers' law

enforcement, to the irritation of the ariki. In 1872

Chalmers began a normal school for boys, boarding them

on the Institution premises, vastly. enlarging the number

of youth under his direct control. These two groups,

coupled with the Institution students, formed a sizeable

segment of the population quite happy with the existing

system and basically opposed to a return to the past.

By the end of Chalmers' stay over 6% of the total island

population lived on the Institution grounds. The new

provisions for competitive display and personal ex-

cellence, were of importance to the chiefs as they

attempted to determine whether a viable way of life

could be found within the framework of the church.

The rejection of the mission was at its height as

1869 ended. The situation then rapidly changed. The

first week of the new year was designated by Chalmers

as a week of prayer in which all the people, young and

old, tangata kirikiri and ariki assembled for one hour

each morning to make entreaty to God for assistance.

At that time of rebellion those services reminded many

of the wrath of the gods and no one dared stay away.

All engaged in asking blessings; only the sick
remained at home. It is true that many attended
from a superstitious feeling that if they were
not present something might happen to them~ Since

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 19 December 1870, SSL.
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then I believe we have been moving steadily
forward. 1

Perhaps in that week, which became a yearly function,

the chiefs recognized anew a tangible power in Chris-

tianity. A few weeks later Chalmers left Rarotonga to

visit the outer islands. While he was away the chiefs,

deacons, and teachers made a decision to attempt to

assume the leadership of the church themselves and use

it as the centre of spiritual, social, and competitive

life. They hoped thus to bring everyone together again

in the church and truly lead them as in the distant

past, circumventing the papa'a. The Rarotongans loved

the church, and life for half a century had centred

around it. All their halls and most other buildings,

the ceremonies at their births, their weddings, their

feasts, their deaths, were connected with it. The drill

corps, the prayer sessions, the competitive examina

tions, the May festivals,2 and all the vital functions

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 19 December 1870, SSL. R.
Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, p. 94.

2. May Meetings had expanded through the years,
and with the advent of local control they expanded into
fUll-fledged festivals. In Mangaia each village had one
for a week. Harris described one: "After the morning
hymns and recitations by the children in the chapel the
day was [sic] occupied in recreations under tents and
gigantic umbrellas of all fantatastic colours and designs.
The young men spent many weeks in preparing for the
occasion and by their industry and ingenuity they suc
ceeded in making some very interesting and wonderfUl
appliances with ropes and wheels for turning round and
moving about these umbrellas in all conceivable direc
tions and ways to the amusement and astonishment of us
all. Different companies under their respective
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They evidently decided

that the most reasonable course was openly to assume the

right to make the laws, to enforce them, and to oversee

the activities of the church. Economically their future

evidently lay in foreign trade, especially with England

via New Zealand, rather than with the London Missionary

Society. The next few years were trying ones as they

struggled with the details and with the orametua.

The central factor in this new direction was the

elevation of the chiefs. In the early days of the

mission, the orametua, as the expert in law, lent much

mana to the traditional chiefs, thus fortifying their

very unstable position at the end of the "fearful

season." The chiefs then controlled the appointment

of judges, constables and, to some degree, deacons and

thus maintained a semblance of authority through the

yearso However, as the church and schools became the

centre of life, and these were in the hands of the

orametua and, to a lesser degree, the native teachers,

the chiefs' powers were eroded, so that the ariki were

made to look submissive to the papa'a. Even their mana

seemed to be less than that of the native agents. In

umbrellas had different uniform and all commands by the

officers and replies by the men were given in the

English tongue, none of them being allowed to speak in

any other language while on duty. The feast was under

each tent on tables in European fashion the whole semi

circle from our verandah looked very gay and oriental.'!

G. Harris to LMS, 1 June 1883, SSL.
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the church itself there was no "distinction of rank.

Chiefs and common peopl~ "0 • • all meet as brethren of

the same family - children of the same parent - and par-
. . . 1takers of the same prlvllege." The chiefs resolved to

take back control by pUblicly proclaiming the validity

of their laws and by assuming political independence

from the orametua and from the various interested foreign

powers while retaining the church as the focus of family

and tribal life. The separation of law and the e1imi-

nation of the personal dominance of the orametua would

make possible the establishment of a truly indigenous

church. The church could then become their organization,

established on Christian principles but utilizing Raro-

tongan traditions. As the ancient system had been

theocratic, so would be the new. For the first forty

years the change centred around an external attempt to

impose the authority of God. Now they determined to

use the church as the basis for an internal, indigenous

Christian society. The path to accomplishment was

nonetheless difficult and strewn with errors. There

were to be numerous struggles within the local struc-

ture and several encounters with an aggressive and

paternalistic orametua, but the task was truly begun by

1870.

Upon his return from a trip to the outer islands

Chalmers was surprised to find:

1. C. Pitman to LMS, 1 November 1837, SSL.
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••• large Inqu~rers' classes of men and women,

old and young - the majority of them old [former]

church members. The teachers and deacons at

each settlement were teaching them of Christ. l

The orametua did not understand what was occurring, and

when he learned that deacons, teachers, and "old-tried

church members" were meet~ng nightly before visit~ng

homes he was afraid of their intent.

I felt uneasy lest evil and not good might be the

end of these evening meetings and with great

anxiety watched them carefully. They are st~ll

being held and I am happy to say no evil so far

as I know had grown out of them.

He noted that Ngatangi~a was not a part of the movement

though "••• there has been a great change for the

better all over the iSland.,,2 Quite evidently in his

absence a choice had been made and the leaders, whose

actions he had learned to mistrust, were exerting their

influence to regroup the people in the church - under

their own~nitiative and influence.

Nonetheless, there seems to have been a relapse

after Chalmers' return. Although details are lacking

it is quite likely and almost inevitable that he

attempted to resume his predominant position in the

church and thus irritated or disappointed the chiefs.

At any rate defections resumed on a lesser scale, along

with drinking, in 1871. The climactic year of ultimate

decision was 1872. Early in this year Chalmers visited

1. Chalmers to LMS, 19 December 1870, SSL.

2. Ibid.
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the northern Cooks and while he was away the chiefs of

Te-au-o-tonga tested their actual authority. Teaoa,

kiato of the Anautoa clan of Tupapa (under Makea), was

the native teacher at Avarua. An argument arose within

the clan over the responsibility of certain people to

pay atinga to Anautoa - in this case to thatch his house.

Teaoa collected a party (Christian) and elected a new

mataiapo for the clan, setting aside the one who then

claimed the title (who was not in the church). Makea

and the judge then arrested Teaoa and confiscated his

lands and possessions, in accordance with the established

law.

The chief justice stood up to pass sentence when
Teaoa begged of him to desist till he had prayed
for them. He prayed for them for a long time,
after which the sentence of confiscation was
passed. Teaoa then pronounced some of the curses
from the book of Deuteronomy and left. l

He was then told not to preach any more until Chalmers

returned. He rejected this command, telling the jUdge

and the chief that they had no authority over him.

Chalmers, upon his return, listened to both sides and

hesitated to suggest a solution. He wrote that while

he was convalescing from a fall from his horse, the

deacons (who were rangatira)

• • • came to me begging to let them know what I
was going to do with Teaoa as the church and
chiefs felt keenly his pronouncing the curses
• 0 • and tho~ght he should act no longer as
their pastor. .

1. Ibid., 23 December 1872.

2. Ibid.
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The showdown had arrived; the issue was squarely on the

line - were the chiefs and the people to run the church

or was the papa'a determined to control it indefinitely?

J. Chalmers' reply gave them much satisfaction for the

present, and it offered determination for the future.

I told them to call a church meeting and leave
it entirely with the members to say what should
be done. They did so and the resolution that
he should no longer be their teacher was quite
unanimous. When the deacons informed me of the
result of the meeting I agreed to the decision. l

This was the turning point and from then on the quest

of the chiefs was to consolidate this control and imple-

ment it in every facet of life. The proud people of

tage.

the island once again felt the strength of self-

determination which was a part of their ancient heri-

J. Chalmers noticed it, even in their demeanor:

The mission here is quite changed from what it
formerly was. In many respects I think the change
is for the better. There is less of the menial
crouching and more independence of spirit and
action. There is something which makes them more
manly and causes them to think for themselves and
act according to their own judgment. They have now
plenty of clothing, and foreign customs are taking
the place of the n~tive ones. - A man must now
work or go unclothed or nearly so, which would be
altogether too shameful in the present state of
things. • • There are several traders on the
island giving employment to all who wish for it.
True there is a spirit abroad of trade and commerce
versus the Christ - life in the soul, and much of
the native simplicity seen in the early days of the
mission is gone. • 0 The chiefs are easily bought
by unprincipled traders and I fear too often the
scale is turned by a piece .of cloth or a bottle of
strong drink, and the right and the truth sold. 2

1. Ibid o

2. Ibid.
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Indeed a great change was beginning. While Chal

mers was on that latter trip at least three ariki made

voyages of their own to other islands. Pa, with eighty

followers had visited Mangaia; Tinomana and a retinue

of Puaikura had journeyed to Aitutaki; and Makea wit~

two hundred tribesmen from Te-au-o-tonga had gone to

Atiu. J. Chalmers attributed their travels to the peace

brought by the gospel, as they had been tI ••• afraid to

so visit in heathen times."l The change was much more

recent, and it was not accidental that suddenly, with

out precedent, the recognized leaders of all three

tribes on Rarotonga decided to travel to neighbouring

islands. The competitive element might have been in

volved, but insufficient time was available while

Chalmers was gone to allow for this to be competitive

responses to the initiative of others. Quite obviously,

they went on business; their purpose was to discuss

their intentions with the chiefs and deacons serving in

the same mission. Subsequent events indicate that the

move toward independence in the church occurred on those

other three islands shortly after it happened at Raro

tonga. When the chiefs returned, their decision was re-

affirmed and action began. One by one they took the

reforms offered by Chalmers and turned them to their

own use, and when conflicts arose they stood their

ground with determination.

1. Ibid.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

AN INDIGENOUS CHURCH: 1872-1883

The first half of Tamate's ten year stay had been

a time of disillusion, defection, and searching; and at

the end of this time the ariki had made a definite

decision to build an autonomous Christian society in

which they would predominate. In the last five years

of Tamate they implemented that decision. The strange

change in the people, which Chalmers noted, was the

renewal of pride in their heritage and their talents.

It was as natural as the plush tropical growth on their

beautiful island; as necessary as the spring rains to

their everbearing fruit; and as refreshing to themselves

as the sea breeze on a hot, sUltry afternoon o They were

determined to be themselves again and to guide their own

destinies. Once more it is essential to note that they

were not rejecting the church or the gospel; in fact,

after a brief consideration of that avenue of action the
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decision was that these would be the centre of their

society.

Changes began almost immediately and continued for

a decade. The old emphasis on school which had per

sisted for nearly fifty years was relaxed. The children

still went to classes for two hours in the early morning

before they went off to the gardens. The adults went

to the plantations shortly after day break and even on

Wednesdays and Fridays, when dawn services were held,

they left as quickly as possible after worship. At the

same time the chiefs took the lead in putting down the

consumption o~ intoxicants. Although many individuals

still drank heavily, they no longer congregated in large

meetings for the purpose. Women, too, were excluded,

and all the youth, whether they drank or not, attended

worship regUlarly. In addition separate services for

1the papa'a,were begun.

In these changes two factors were evident - the

chiefs saw in production the key to trade and prosperity,

and, at the same time, the people increasingly took con-

trol of the church. Chalmers' desperate cry for better

educated native teachers on Rarotonga in order to

interest the youth at a time when all were attending

worship was but a recognition that in some inexplicable

manner the control of the church was slipping from his

grasp.2 The setting aside of Teaoa as the native

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 23 December 1872, SSL.

2. Ibid.
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teacher at Avarua had been a test case, and became the

turning point which furnished the assurance needed by

the chiefs that they could control the organization.

From that time each church selected its own workers and

by the end of that year every congregation had a teacher

from the respective clan areas. The only exceptions

were Teavae at Titikaveka and at Avarua where there waS

a vacancy. Of those so appointed Isaia, son of Papehia,

was of the ariki family at Arorangi; Tamarua was of

mataiaEo stock just outside the geographical boundary

of Matavera; and Kuriau "0 • • was assigned to Ngatangiia

as he was best [sic] I had and they asked for him as he

was from that settlement."l Titikaveka remained under

the old system for another decade when there was a major

disturbance in which disorder and drunkenness prevailed

for a month. W. W. Gill vainly attempted to discipline

them, but later wrote,

.... happily the result has been satisfactory.
Last month peace was made between the contending
factions, and we resolved to appoint a new pastor.
Accordingly a young man waS chosen by them from
the Institution. 2

The chiefs had, of course, recognized earlier that

drunkenness was becoming a danger to the welfare of the

island, and at this particular time it had become a part

of the generalized rebellion against their own authority.

To allOW the uncontrolled consumption of liquor to

1. Ibid ..

2. W. Wo Gill to LMS, 11 January and 9 May 1883,
SSL ..
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continue was to endanger their new found strength. Thus

the chiefs suddenly decided that they would support

Chalmers' agitation for the formation of a "Rechabite"

(temperance) society. As Chalmers writes, "The chiefs

urged the claims of what they called the New Society on

the people and thought the present a good time to estab

lish it. Makea spoke well and to the point."l Accord-

ing to the father of Pi, his son's death " ••• was the

cause of the formation of this society here, and it was

also the cause of making Makea and the judges more

active in putting down this evil." 2 Thus the cause for

their support was one of maintaining practical power.

Eighteen months later Chalmers believed that the society

had accomplished much and then noted:

It is entirely in the hands of the natives, they
elect their own staff of officers. Makea and her
husband have given it all their influence. They
have both insisted also in the law for the sup- 3
pression of drunkenness being fully carried out.

Five months after its formation, the missionary reported

that "drinking at present is in abeyance and I trust

it may long continue so.,,4 Although consumption of

intoxicants remained a problem and often was a sign of

1. To LMS, 9 December 1874, SSL.

2. A detailed account of this young man's death
will be found below.

3. To LMS, 9 December 1874, SSL. Makea Abela who was
always prone to drink alcohol died in 1871. His niece
and successor, Te Kau, was not so addicted and was in
some ways closer to the mission, yet she followed the
independent course fully and seemirtgly led the movement.
cf. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, p. 80.

4. J. Chalmers to LMS, 4 October 1873, SSL.
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rebellion, the chiefs brought it under control politi-

cally in a few months, after two decades of failure by

the missionaries, and so enhanced their authority. It

was this change in attitude and relationship that caused

Chalmers to write, about the time of Pi's death, that

there was now no chief to assist him. l

Another, and seemingly the last, test of authority

in relation to Chalmers dates from that same year. From

the beginning the policy of the Mission had been to pro-

hibit the marriage of Rarotongan women to European

males. It was obvious that the chiefs accepted this

standard while actually feeling that intermarriage would

be beneficial to their people and forward the achieve-

ment of their goals. When the ariki therefore assumed

control of society the pressure increased to allow such

unions. They informed the people desiring to participate

in such marriages that they favoured it, but encouraged

them to wait for an opportune time so that the issue

2might be settled. Chalmers was vigorously opposed to

any change and wrote a lengthy account of his reasons

to the Directors. After he had married two Americans to

two Tahitian women (he never officiated at such a cere-

many with any Rarotongans involved) at the insistence

of the chief and observed the desertion of the wives he

wrote, "I myself will marry no more white faces to brown

1. Ibid., 9 May 1873.

2. Ibido, 9 December 1874.
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chiefs agree they must be married by native pastors,

not by me."l By the time that statement was written it

was within itself a concession, for earlier in the year

the chiefs had found the opportune situation to enforce

their desires. Makea made plans for Tinornana's daughter

(a niece to the Queen) to marry a European named John

Salmon, but Chalmers refused to perform the ceremony.

The young couple failed in an attempt to go to Mangaia

and were fined twenty pounds. Some months later when

the orametua again refused to cooperate, Makea secretly

arranged for them to go to Atiu where the native teacher

would marry them. The volunteer corps tried to prevent

their departure from Rarotonga and, when they did get

away, chased them to Atiu. Makea, however, refused to

allow the Rarotongan pursuers to land there, and the

. d 2couple were marr~e •

The defiance of imposed law was complete - the

chiefs, while actively working in the church served

definite notice that the government of the island be-

longed to them. Soon other actions, notably in relation

to education, were taken which continued the trend:

It has been made binding on the parents that they
enforce their children's attendance at school.
The chiefs insist that all who are old enough to

1. Ibid.

2.
husband

B.
was

Grimshaw, Strange Seas, pp. 56-84.
an ariki of Atiu.

Makea's
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go to school attend regUlarly, paltry excuses for
remaining away are not accepted. l

By the end of the year the chiefs had made their posi-

tion clear - they were going to rule the island and use

the church as the stabilizing force in society. Although

since 1872 they evidently had been acting in concert,

they now openly declared that they were to unite their

authority. The ariki had thUS, without major strife,

and within the cherished church, become effectual rulers

again. The ariki union was very loose, closely resem-

bling the make-up of the Fraternal Order. By 1893 this

became the Rarotongan Council made up of the House of

Ariki (the five island ariki), and the House of the

People (the three judges, three ariki appointees - one

from each vaka, and six elected members - two from each

2tribe).

With the legislative process under their control

the next major step in achieving their new goal was to

gain genuine control of the jUdicial system. Through

the years, since Makea had submitted to judgment in the

early thirties, the missionaries had insisted on punish-

ing chiefs for flagrant abuse of law (though under nor-

mal circumstances the laws were likely to favour the

ariki because of the method of enforcement). The chiefs

always resented this pressure from the orametua, and in

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 9 December 1874, SSL.

2. F. J. Moss, Handwritten manuscript in Justice
Department, Avarua, Rarotonga, 22 September 1893. This,
obviously, was patterned after the English Parliament.
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J. Chalmers' case such action probably contributed to

the initial decision to try to neutralize the influence

of the orametua. For example, on one occasion Chalmers

received news that Manarangi was ill and went to visit

him. The akava was not at home but his son was there

in a drunken condition. After failing to find him at

Makea's are, the missionary started home and came upon

a drunken man beating his wife. At the suggestion of

this individual, he returned to Makea's house and found

the ariki and the akava both drunk. Next day all those

involved were present for worship. On Monday the mission

ary insisted that they be tried and fined, and Manarangi

was removed from the position of jUdge. The removal was

temporary, the acquiescence was tradi.tional, but time

for change had arrived. Two days later a meeting was

held at Avarua at which Makea again went through the

ritual of pledging loyalty to the gospel and requesting

the prayers of the people. A series of such gatherings

was held day by day in the various settlements and all

declared their personal allegiance, so that J. Chalmers

exclaimed ". • • it was a glorious season. ,,1 To the

Rarotongan who wished to overthrow the chiefs such

action was impressive, but to most it was confusing and

unsettling. certainly the ariki themselves were unhappy

that the ultimate legal authority on the island rested

either with the orametua or the people. They could not

1. R. Lovett, James Chalmers Alias Tamate, pp. 85-
87.
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submit indefinitely to external power or their own mana

would disappear entirely, and they lacked any understand-

ing of, or desire for, democracy.

In 1873 an opportunity to seize judicial superiority

presented itself to the chiefs through the renewal of

an old land dispute left unresolved at the end of the

"fearful season. " With the advent of the Gospel, land

claims were largely frozen. In 1849 one of these con-

troversies at Tupapa between the Anautoa clan of the

Ngati Karika and the Taraare-Vakapora clans came to the

fore once more. When this same contention was revived

in 1869-70, G. Taraare and part of the Anautoa clan

granted certain claims of Teaoa. A major portion of the

Ngati Anautoa then left the church.

When A'anautoa left this land our people said they
would leave the Christian work and go back to
heathen timeso Tamate said do not. The word of
God has reached to your shoulders. Apera [Abela]
was Ariki then. l

In 1873 the issue precipitated a major crisis on the

island. Manarangi chanced upon a bush beer party of

the Ngati Kamoe (descendants of a mataiapo who had

arrived with Tangiia and allied himself with Makea in

the war of Rupe) and was invited to join the group.

Another man present named Pi (mentioned above), whose

sister had married and been abused by Manarangi, became

angry at his presence and a fight began. He cut Matenga

Kamoe and was in turn assaulted by several people led

1. Parakoti, LCMB, 15 June 1905, Vol. II, p. 78.
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Pi was left un-

conscious after the fight and the next day, when he was

missed, he was found where he had fallen, still uncon-

scious. Despite all efforts to revive him, he died ten

days later. Maroiva was arrested and put in chains, and

there was much excitement:

offender pay with his life."

" • • •

When

all demanded that the

Chalmers objected

to such talk the clan replied, "If he be not hanged

Makea will be angry."l A trial was held three days

later which the orametua reluctantly attended. On this

occasion he was clearly the bystander - the outsider.

All the chiefs, including the minor ones, jUdges, and

policemen from the entire island were present. Thus an

inter-tribal dispute, in which the old concept of utu

was raised, was settled by the juridical system of the

orametua in the hands of the Rarotongans. In what

Chalmers described as a fair trial, Maroiva was sentenced

to seven years' imprisonment seemingly after some inter-

vention by the missionary who blamed the incident on

the chiefs and judges for failure to enforce prohibition.

A few of Pi's family were d Ls q r-uri t.Led at the "leniency"

shown, and one part of the clan broke away from Makea's

rUle, whereupon Pi was banished. 2

The next major step in the road to independence

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 9 December 1874, SSL.

2. Ibid., Vakapora, LCMB, 1 September 1908, Vol~

IV, pp. 307-308.
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missionary period much advantage had been gained by the

chiefs through the control of the market place from

which ship$' provisions were dispensed. The advent of

the trader gradually removed that source of prosperity,

particularly as the people became deeply indebted to

the merchant and were obliged to provide him with all

their available produce. Tamate called this system a

great evil as the traders granted credit freely so as

to secure the future produce. He further noted that it

demoralized the natives. l The chiefs certainly did not

relish the situation once they realized that it allowed

virtual financial control to pass from the orametua and

themselves to the traders. Such control of production

and income on the part of the traders virtually elimi-

nated the functioning of the competitive society, as

that which normally would have been paid as atinqa to

the chief was owed to the merchant. The foreign agent

was also able to control the prices of produce and thus

bleed the natives of possible prosperity. By 1874 they

therefore determined to eliminate this system and re-

store their old economic ascendancy.

At present the chiefs with their Mataiapo [sic]
are trying to form a government so as to have
one law round the island. The great object is
to unite to protect their produce. They con
sider their produce is sold too low and the
foreign merchandise too high. If they succeed
in forming a government it will be a great

1. J. Cha1mers to LMS, 9 December 1874, SSL.
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blessing for the island. I have drawn out a draft
form of what I thought would be suitable for it
and they are now considering it over [sic]. They
must act for themselves. If the government be
formed it is possible that the subscriptions for
the society will be less for a time. New roads
and other public improvements are proposed so
that money will be required for them. I think
they ought to do more for home. l

The move, of course, involved more than the control of

produce and marked the actual end of the major and

direct pOlitical influence of the missionary. Also the

word was passed to the people not to buy anything more

on credit and to put forth strenuous effort to payoff

2all debts by the end of that year. The missionaries

had favoured such a move for many years, and a law had

been passed making credit illegal; but it was ineffective

until the chiefs made the decision. Income from fines

(50% of which went to the ariki) had diminished greatly,

simply because the law enforcers meanwhile were con-

niving at breaches of the law rather than upholding it.

It thus became advantageous to the chiefs to take a

stand for the juridical system for economic as well as

social reasons.

Now that the chief had control of the judicial

system, the commercial arrangements and the old custom

of atinga, only one other challenge remained. The people

1. J. Chalmers to LMS, 9 December 1874, SSL.

2. Ibid. The Hawaiian example was a horrible
warning to Pacific peoples in a similar situation.
Kamehameha II was reduced to bankruptcy by unscrupulous
sandalwood traders.
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throughout the years had been generous in their contri

butions to the church and the LMS. The proceeds were

given to the orametua and he dispensed them either

locally or to other areas. The principal beneficiaries

among the Maori were the native teachers who received

salaries and goods (much of which were used for trade).

Teaoa had realized his position a decade earlier and

had. collected funds for a trip to search for Tuanaki and

refused to turn them over to E. Krause. He was discip

lined for it, but the incident was not lost on the

chiefs. Though Teaoa failed it was always possible that

another teacher might succeed and become virtually domi

nant in his particular tribal area. And, if the native

agents might control church funds, why not the chiefs?

Chalmers' attempts to make the Institution and the

mission virtually self-supporting meanwhile brought the

issue to a head. There was in consequence a notable

decline in the quantity of goods received by the people

from the LMS. His proposal that the churches shoUld

pay their own teachers was perhaps even more significant.

Though this was opposed by the native agents who liked

the goods they received and their consequent indepen

dence from local authority, and even more by the chiefs

who foresaw decreased access to European wealth, it was

eventually accepted. Obviously, if the chiefs controlled

the funds they could also exercise an independent

authority. By 1874 the ariki thus selected the native

teachers and paid them, and as a concomitant insisted

on managing all church contributions. Not unnaturally
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the chiefs also demanded that all subscriptions and con-

tributions should be made in money and thus gained the

leverage in their economic battle with the traders. It

is, of course, doubtful whether the Mission quite

appreciated what was happening. Always short of funds

and of missionaries it had long contemplated casting

upon the infant Pacific churches an increasing degree

of self-support. Chalmers himself was of the opinion

that the Rarotongan church was fUlly capable of handling

its own affairs and he now recommended to the Directors

that:

Unless the natives are taught to look after their
own Island and prepare for the future they will
not be able to resist the pressure of the white
faces. Again, I think it is time the churches
were left to their own resources, under the super
intendance of one foreign missionary, who could
take charge of the Institution. I know I am now
treading on peculiar ground, but I must give ex
pression to my opinions. So long as the native
churches have foreign pastors, so long will they
remain weak and dependent. Why should not one
white missionary do in the Hervey Group. •• The
work carried on in that manner will keep the natives
better together than any foreigners can do. Again
I assert that there is no mission in the South
Pacific, under the control of a white missionary,
to surpass the stations under native pastors,
superintended over by a European missionary.
The churches are now to pay their own pastors and
collect their own subscription for the Society.
If after 50 years instruction they are unable to
mind their own affairs I fear the instruction must
have been defective. We shall see. The Raroton
gan churches are to pay their own pastors, collect
their own subscriptions and at our semiannual
meeting of pastors and detcons give me the sub
scriptions for remission.

It is significant that the aggressive Chalmers; after

the first five years of continual struggle with the

1. Ibid.
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people, came to accept the value of self-rule. He

might still oppose particular laws (i.e., intermarriage

with Europeans) but he felt that everyone benefited

from the Maori control. He was busy at his own work of

evangelization, primarily through the Institution, and

political matters were of little concern. This also

related to an important change in the role of the mission-

ary. In former times when three missionaries were on

the island, one in each tribal area, they formed an

integral part of a functioning competitive system. How-

ever, a single missionary acting in a supervisory role

could not so function. He thus became a real outsider,

and it was necessary for the churches to take over. It

may also be true that Chalmers was so desperately

anxious to leave Rarotonga that he minimized his useful-

ness on the island.

In a very real sense Chalmers had now become

superfluous. In 1876 he joyously received the news of

his transfer to New Guinea. His successor, William

Wyatt Gill landed at Rarotonga on 11 April 1877, and

within six weeks Tamate had gone. l W. W. Gill immedi-

ately commended the mighty advance in education in

Chalmers' years, especially noting the boys high school,

the competitive examinations, and the presence of 120

people the Institution premises. 2 In other respectson

1. J. Cha1mers to LMS, 20 September 1871. W. W.
Gill to LMS, 25 April 1877, SSL.

2. W. W. Gill, ibid.
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however, the newly arrived missionary found that the

people had changed. In reference to the very tangible

task of repairs at the mission house he perhaps stated

the less visible but nonetheless actual attitude of

independence when he wrote:

In the days of Mr. Buzacott the church at Avarua
gladly took upon themselves the heavy work con
nected with the Mission premises. Times are
changed now. The value of labour is so well
understood and the entirely new basis on which
things have been of late placed, deprives me of
all hope of assistance from without. l

To a veteran of many years service who had grown accus-

tamed to the former pattern of life, the entire situation

was mysterious and painful. He complained that the

chiefs controlled the funds and paid the native teachers

(and probably other expenditures) before turning LMS

contributions over to him. In brief he did not realize

that the economy was once more in ariki hands and that

the church now worked for them. The people thus

demanded pay for everything - ringing the church bell,

beating the pate, fetching the communion bread, or any

2small duty. The chiefs allotted funds for service in

the same way that land and titles had been granted in

the past. When J. Chalmers appealed for money to buy a

boat or books, the deacons and church independently

decided to help and raised the funds. The opportunity

was a challenge in a revitalized competitive society.

1. Ibid., 2 January 1878.

2. Ibid.
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In the boat appeal Mangaia's gift exceeded Avarua's,

and the deacons made urgent requests for three additional

collections on consecutive Sundays. When the proceeds

were counted, "An energetic deacon said, 'It is not

enough. Let us off with our ear-rings and put them in

the plate. ,,,1 Gill was naturally frustrated by his in-

ability to control the funds and the native teachers.

Without appreciating the real change, he wrote,

Perhaps the difficulty arises from the fact that
most of the deacons are old conservative [sic].
In many instances the native pastors are closely
connected with powerful chiefs rUling the places
where they labour. This stirs up the lust of
greed and power. In my own jUdgment the native
pastor of this village 0 • 0 is quite worn out
and unfit for his post. But he is so linked on
to the chiefs that the church could not remove
him without great political disturbances. 2

The most comprehensive accounts of the virtual revolu-

tion which had occurred in the last five years of Tamate

relate to an incident in Atiu - which Gill described as

It. 0 • independency run mad.,,3 Early in the year, Makea

and her husband, Ngamaru Rongotui, ariki of Atiu,

visited his home island. Shortly thereafter, Ru, the

local native agent, wrote W. W. Gill and resigned his

1. Ibid., 2 January 1878 and 17 April 18790 It
was common for the men to wear golden earrings.

2. Ibid., 2 January 1878. W. Wo Gill obviously
uses the word Church here in the sense of the Mission
or missionary. There can be no doubt that the people
supported the chiefs.

3. Ibid., 28 August 1878. All information con
cerning this incident is derived from this lengthy
letter, which included an unsigned letter from Atiu to
Wo Wo Gill, 26 June 1878.
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The orametua replied that he should remain until

replaced and that the church with its deacons should

select a new teacher, "••• sUbject of course to my

approval." A letter from Atiu contained their response:

Sir the missionary this is our word to you. We
have decided upon our Pastor. We prayed to God
and we all quite decided and the Holy Spirit has
given us what we asked him for. We have our
Pastor a man of the land. We do not wish for a
Pastor from over the seas. Only an Atiuan Pastor
will we have. Do not send us a Pastor, for such
is not our wish, but if you are determined to
send us one, we will not receive him, we will
not pay him, we will not feed him, we will not
let him enter the Mission house, and we will
have nothing at all to do with him. As it is
we have settled upon our Pastor, we the church
and the deacons and all the people of the land.
With regard to Ru, we are waiting for a ship to
take him away••••
• • • We are tired of Pastors from other lands.
We observe too Aitutaki, Mangaia and Rarotonga.
At Aitutaki they have Aitutakan Pastors, so also
at Mangaia and Rarotonga, and so also will we
have only an Atiuan as our Pastor. We do not
wish for a Rarotonga or a Mangaian or an Aitutakan
or a Manahikian [sic]. On no account whatever
send a Pastor here to Atiu.

This is all we have to say: from the churches
and the deacons and all the chiefs and all the
people even to the poorest including the widows
and orphans at Atiu. 1

May you live Amen

Noting that there were three chiefs on Atiu with Rongo-

tui IItaking the lead in all things," W. W. Gill in a

perplexed state sent a deputation to Atiu composed of

Isaia, Tamaiti, and a deacon from Avarua (he could not

go himself as the Mission Ship was expected). They were

coolly received and offered no gifts or hospitality.

After meeting with the leading men they found that the

1. Ibid.
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three island ariki had been appointed teachers for the

three churches; they were to be paid for their "trouble"

from a yearly dollar poll tax and by the food which

normally went to the native teacher; they were to handle

all LMS contributions; and all objectors were to be

banished from the island. Rupe, a former native teacher,

led the vocal opposition to the delegation with such ex-

clamations as "Are we not independent then show it by

resisting all outside interference fI
o • • After a day

of prayer a final meeting was held on Monday at which

Isaia, who had been born on Atiu, refused to allow a

vote to select a teacher. He preached to them

o 0 • on the point at issue, viz. that the spiri
tual and political thus be kept apart and for the
present Ru continue • • 0 pastor of the church
and • • • the LMS contribution should be given
to them.

No one said a word and Isaia applied the final threat of

the orametua: "The threat which brought them round was,

- to dissolve the church in Atiu entirely, so that visi-

tors from Atiu would be treated as heathen." Isaia

added that it was useless to attempt to fight the white

missionaries on their own ground. It was agreed that

native teachers henceforth would be If ••• alike orame-

tuas [sic] or Rev'ds." equal to the white missionaries.

The meeting ended, gifts were then offered the delega-

tion (at the word from the chiefs), $200 was given for

the LMS, and the delegation went on to Mitiaro to make

peace in a similar difficulty. The peaceful ending of

the Atuian incident was but a move to avoid open con-

flict with the papa'a and the possible loss of the
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cherished church. They had been, however, informed of

the changes in Rarotonga by their ariki, and there was

to be no turning back. Thus when W. W. Gill suggested

Ngamaru, who was an Atiuan student at the Institution,

as their native agent, they refused. The choice was to

be made on their own. The missionary discounted the

move as an "evilly" inspired attempt to gain wealth.

The staff of missionaries in the Cook Islands had been

reduced from six to one. In consequence:

It may be that they think that soon he too will
disappear. The breaking up of missionary in
fluence (a mighty thing in former days) may have
suggested the possibility of each chief securing
as much of the ecclesiastical prestige as pos
sible. In the old times the priest and chief
were often united in one person. Why not under
the new order of things. l

This adequately described the basic process which was

taking place throughout the Group. George Harris found

that Mangaia, where he had laboured for ten years, had

drastically and suddenly changed. He had to double the

wages of his eleven servants and pay twice the price for

local goods. "In fact," he wrote, lIMangaia is another

land from what it was, and ere long if we are to live

in peace and quiet we must pay down in cash only a very

much larger sum than we are even now paying.

In the same letter he urged the Directors to send a new

missionary who would be assigned to Aitutaki where there

was much difficulty.

1. Ibid.

2. To LMS, 24 September 1878, SSL.
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The march forward to independence was not to be

halted by the missionaries. The churches began to

organize, oversee, and use their funds to carry out

building projects;l on Atiu the chiefs assumed the right

2to grant divorces; and, as already mentioned, there was

a month of disorder at Titikaveka when Gill hesitated

in assigning the local choice of a native teacher. Out

of step with the times and the needs, the papat~

barraged London with requests for a third missionary for

the Cooks, and never got over the feeling of insecurity

while things were out of his control. He wrote often

about jealousies, disorder, the struggles for indepen-

d d f 't' 1 t' 3 Th f hence, an 0 cr~ ~ca ~mes. e pressure 0 c ange

was too great for W. W. Gill and he felt that, though

he was not weary or broken in health, his ft ••• work in

the Pacific is [was] ended.,,4 In his Eurocentric view

he later wrote,

I was sorely tempted to run away from my post in
the J.W., seeing that she went direct to Sydney.
Only the impossibility of filling my place with
a native, and the certainty that everything
would fall to pieces if the main-spring of the
watch were rSmoved induced me to remain sorrow
fUlly alone.

1. Wo W. Gill to LMS, 14 January 1880, SSL.

2. G. Harris to LMS, 14 July 1882, SSL.

3. W. W. Gill to LMS, 31 August 1881; 11 january
1883; and 9 May 1883, SSL. cf. G. Harris to LMS, 1
June 1883, SSL.

4. Ibid., 10 July 1880.

5. Ibid., 25 July 1885.
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In 1883 he was replaced by John J. R. Hutchins, a young

teacher who had less difficulty with the new' system of

things, having never known the former state. In one of

his first letters he wrote that the chiefs, "0 •• rUling

justly, and endeavouring to carry out the law,

need all the moral support we can give them."l

• • •

He later

•

fairly accurately portrayed the situation when he wrote,

The power of the chiefs is now limited by their
own obedience to the Word of God, by the law of
the land, and by men of war cruising about•• 0

The Hervey Group mission is in a state of
change. So it appears to us. Both from a reli
gious, a social, and a political standpoint the
same thought attracts our notice. The natives
have of late years obtained a wider acquaintance
with history and expositions of Holy Scriptures,
nor is there any falling off in the reading of
God's Holy Word. Every morning and evening the
incense of prayer ascends from every household
to the throne of God. 0 0 •

Our main source of comfort is that this is a
Bible loving people•••• 2

By the end of the 'seventies the chiefs and people

of Rarotonga had given effect to their decision of 1872,

and the result was highly satisfactory. The possibility

of returning to pre-white society had no genuine appeal

to them. In spite of the tragic price they had paid

for the introduction to papa'a cUlture, they found that

it provided a way of change and escape from the inevi-

table breakdown of peace in the crisis of the competitive

society. The examination of available alternatives

ended in the conclusion that their basic type of life

1. To LMS, 4 May 1883, SSL.

2. Ibid., 15 December.
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could best be adapted to the chang~ng times within the

church. Once they were certain that they could control

that organ~zation, they took it over and remodelled ~t

in an ind~genous sense. The chiefs assumed again the

mana of Jehovah which was as effective though not so

dangerous as the cumulative mana of the atua. The im

pl~cit sanctions of the law in the hands of the ar~ki

corresponded to the tapu of the past - even to the

renewal of the mysterious dangers of Biblical curses.

The competitive system, which also had refused to dis

appear, was effectively redirected through the church,

the chiefs receiving honour in the success of every

competition and awarding wages and new rank (i.e.,

elders, deacons, native teacher) to those who succeeded

or excelled. The sp~rit of the "vikings of the sunrise"

was renewed in the challenge of author~tative evangelism

in the church. The result of their furious quest for

literacy had given them skills and knowledge of the

world around them superior to most of the people of the

west. At the same t~me the inevitable conflicts of the

competitive system were largely corrected by providing

separate settlements and congregations for Kainuku and

the Matavera mataiapo, and by broadening the base of

power in Te-au-o-tonga through effective judgeships for

the less powerful ngati (Karika and Vakatini). Also

they finally came to the realization that relig~ous fer

vor or l~teracy per se would not bring prosperity of

the Western variety. Since basic resources for manu

facturing or mining were absent, it became obvious that
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the key to success was the production of foodstuffs for

trade. Through a redirection of church activities the

people were once more challenged to compete.

Though sombre political clouds were gathering, the

people responded with relief and understanding. Their

society was functioning once more according to processes

inherent within it through the new organization and the

new God .. The people thronged to the chief-directed and

church-related activities. They paid tribute to Jehovah

with the same confidence that they gave 3tinga to their

ariki who were again truly their leaders. As the

economy turned primarily to trade they contemplated the

challenge to extend production for an expected return

with a sat~sfaction they never felt in supporting the

mission or in receiving the ritual thanks of the LMS.

Visitors to the island in this period were impressed

that the ariki were thoroughly in control. l The throb

of the best of the ancient pate echoed again through the

nights; the dancing youth once more proclaimed the

message of their clan at magnificent feasts; the chiefs

were men of honour and respect - all depicting a renewed

pride in past and present. The marae with its atua was

gone - the church of Jehovah had taken its place. All

1. The· Rarotongan government was "very much mon
archial" wi th Makea being the most influential of three
Queens. W. J. Neal, Report on Pacific Islands, 1885.
"At that time the Island was in charge of its native
chiefs of whom Makea Te Kou appeared to hold the most
prominent position. C. J. Ward, File 11/19, Premie~!s

Office, Avarua, Rarotonga, 1881.
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the love and pleasure of the former had been redirected

and enlarged in the latter. The Rarotongans, with in-

creased knowledge and insight into life as well as a

genuine faith in the Gospel, belonged once more to them-

selveso

In the 1880's a long threatening change came to the

fore as European imperialism presented the threat of

political intervention ol The Rarotongans, however, were

quite satisfied politically to be left aloneo Wo Wo

Gill wrote: "0 0 • there is but one feeling throughout

this small group - an earnest desire to remain, as they

always have been independent.,,2 After a visit to New

Zealand in 1885 following reports of intended French

intervention, Queen Makea did sponsor a petition to the

Colonial Office in 1888 asking for British protection.

A trader on the island named Richard Exham was instructed

to proclaim the Southern Cooks a Protectorate - which he

did on 27 September 1888. 3

1. Fears of French intervention had arisen in the
1840's and 1860's. In this decade there was concern,
mostly European, concerning the intentions of both Ger
many and France. The missionaries urged the Directors
of the LMS to press the British government to make
the Cooks a Protectorate. They ~lso encouraged the
chiefs to request such assistance. cf. W. Po Morre11,
Britain in the Pacific Islands, Oxford, 1960.

2. To LMS, 18 September 1880, SSL.
to LMS, 16 August 1881, SSLo

cf. Wo Wo Gill

3. Morre11, W. Po, Britain in the Pacific Islands,
OXford, 1960, p. 285. Martin, R. J., New Zealand, Great
Britain and the Cook Island Protectorate, 1888-1892,
Long Essay as a partial fulfilment for the Master of
Arts Degree, University of Otago, Dunedin, 1962, p. 50
cf. Angus Ross, New Zealand Aspirations in the Pacific
in the Nineteenth Century, Oxfora;-r;b4.
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APPENDIX A

LAWS DJ' FORCE IN RAROTONGA .AT THE

DECLARATION OF THE PROTECTOHATE, 27 OCTOBER J.888

Our J.aw is no respecter of persons. The penalty, from the chi~f to
the least, from the native to the foreigner, is the same. AlJ. people
are aJ.ike before the law.

~The following is a aumn~ry of the J.aws. A literal translation is
not given, as they contain much expo5ition and cowaentary which,
however useful to the natives at the time, is not consiQered necess
ary in an English version. The enactmerrbe only are therefore given
- F.J.M.)

1. Sorcery

No one is allo1-J'ed to make evil use of any of God's works, such as
asking a sorcerer to find out the cause of sicbless, or as to the
discovery of a thief. The penalty is, for the sorcerer ~lO fine,
and for the person asking him $5, ana forfeiture of any money that
D~y have been paia to the Borcerer. See Lev. xx. 6, Deut. xviii. 11.
Is. viii. 19.

II. Murder
(ItThou shaJ.t not kill ll - Ex.:xx.J.3)

He 'Who strikes a man, and that man ees, ahall be judged. Here is
his penalty: He also shall die (Ex.xxi 12). If any man wilfully
and of intent cause the death of another he too sr~11 die (Ex. XY-i.
14). If he fail in his intent he shall still be judged, ami his
penalty one year in prison, with such labour as the chief may
deci«e. He will sleep in the prison at night. If a man slay another
in self-defence he shall not be judge~.

THE FAl.LING AXE

If an axe fall when a man is using it, and another is killed by the
fall, and there has been no intention to kill him, it will not be
ju~ged as murder. The penalty shall be a fine of $20~ to pacify the
friends of the dea<il.. If the injure(l person c!.:Le not, but be or'.ly
severely hurt, then the fine shall be $10; if slightly injureci $5.
This also shall be the law when the death or injury shall be from a
gun in birel-shooting, from a harpoon when fishing at sea &c.

If a man throws a stone at a pig and it strikes a person an~

death follclt"js, without evil intention on the part of the throller, he
shall be fined $20, half of which shall be pai& to the friends of the
cieceaseC:i.

IV House-Burning

If a man burn a house, ana the people in it are ki1J.ed thereby;
he too shall cl.ie. If the burning be acci~.ental he s1"..all be fine..
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$20, to be given to the owner of the house.

If a man with evil intent burn a house, and the things in it, but
not the people, are destroyed, he shall be kept in irons for t,lrJO years"
and r.d.s land be given to the owner- of the burnt house. IT he have
no land he shall be kept in irons i'or three years.

V Disputes about Lanu

If a chief enter the land. of another chief and. claim it the law
shall cieciel1e between them. If the ct>.ief 'Who is in "the wrong perBist
in that "V..Tong, then all the chiefs shall assembJ.e ana. ciecide what
his punishment shall be. If he then obeys the law he shall only be
aamonished, but if he refuse after three warnings the land shall be
taken from him anci given to its rightful. onner; ana for the offence
he shall be fined $20.

VI Husband. and ~rife

If' a man take another's wife he shall be fined $20, of which his
chief shall have one half and the husband the other ha1.f'~ Such also
~11 be the penalty of a wi£e leaVing her husban~ in the same way.

The unmarrieci man who takes another's wife shall be fined also
$20; and unmarried 'Women taking others I hnabanda shall be tiealt with
in the same 'Way. Unmarried men ami unmarried. 'Wor!leU committing
fornication shall be fined ~ - i.e. ~p4 each. If they have no money
they shall pay in goods or property; ana. if they have nothing they
shall be put to work on the road.s, or at burning lime, or cutting and
bringing in firewooa.

VII - Stealing anti Spear-Lng Figs

Pig-stealing. - For this, the thief shalJ. pay four pigs like the
one stolen. Of these, one will go to the chief, one to the police~

and two to the Olmer of the stolen pig. If -the man i~ho steals have
no pigs, then he must pay enough in money to buy the four. If
another shall have assiBte~ in stealing the pigs he too shall pay
fourfole..; and any who have eaten of the e toLen pig shall each pay
tliofols.. If they have neither pigs, goods, nor money they shall be
put to 'Work on the roads, burning lime, cutting firewood, or any
other work that the owner of the stolen pig shall aesire.

Should a person steal a piough or an ox he will be fined $40, of
which $30 shall go to the owner of the plough or ox, ~5 to the chief,
and $5 to the Juage. For stealing a horse he will pay $45, of which
~;35 shall go to the owner, ~"P5 to the chief, and .;;;5 to the Jus.ge. If
a sheep or goat, he shall pay $10, of which $5 shall go to the owner,
$2t each to the chief an~ JuQges.

Spearing a Pig, &c. - If this be done in the village he shall pay
$10. If inland, on a plantation, he will not be judged, provided
that he make known 'What he has done. If not maae known he will be
fined $10. If a horse be speared, or an ox, the sarr~ law shall
apply; but the fine in each case shall be $30, If a person is
obstinate in running horses and cattle inlcmd month after month,
and he do so for three mcnbhs , he will be fine~ $10. So also with
pigs; but the fine shall be then $5.
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stealing Turkeys and Fowls. - For stealing a turkey he shall repay
fourfold; ana anyone eating of the stolen turkey shall repay two
turkeys for each of which he has partaken. So also for stealing
£O\I11.s, d.ucks, and eggs.

stealing Food of all Kj.nds - The following are the fines: Stealing
bananas, kunlaras, taro or pine-apples, $4; and if two are engageti
in stealing the pine-c:pples they shall pay ~~4 each. For stealing
coconuts, sugar-cane, oranges, or coffee-plants, $4 each; ana the
same for all other kinds of foo«.

If a person going to his work eat any kinel of groi1ing fruit on
his way he shall not be ju«lged.

In stealing Honey, &0. - For every shilling stolen he shaJl repay
$l.~ and so fourfold for any money stolen. If' the thief have no
money his propert,y sl'..2l1 be aolei. to pay the fine. For stealing other
articles than money he shall also return fourfold, two parts to go
to the o,,;mer, one to the chief, and one to the police.

VIII - Bearing False Evidence
ItThou shalt not bear false "fitness,ll &c. - Ex.xx:.l.6

If anyone sees a theft being committe. he must give the alarm,
so that the people may come and there may be proper and many witness-

. ea, If you merely go to the poli ceman yours elf i t w~ll be of no
avail., and if one bear false witness against another he· shall be
fined 05, of which one ana a half goes to the chief, two to the
aggrieve. person, an. one and a half to the police.

IX - UnconfesseQ Crimes

If an offence be not prove' the accuse. party will be rel.ease.,
but if at a future time it can be proven he will be judged, and the
penalty will be ~P4 fine for the first inquiry and ~~4 for the second.

x - The Hido'1 and the Fatherless

~lhen the husbana eies, if the wi«ow be l.eft with chil~en they
shall remain upon the land; but if ahe do evil and be found guilty
three times she shall be removeci, becal~e she has done evil to her
guaruian the law. If she marries again she shall also leave the
land. Her children will remain, and the land be voJith them. If
there be no children the brother of the dea. husband will take the
land. If no relation be alive the land will go back to the chief·
of the Mataiapo, and remain with him.

XI - The Man who exal.ts himself above his Ariki, his Mataiapo,
Rangatira, or Elder Brother

ylhen trouble arises between Arih~s, Mataiapos or Rangatiras, ann
one goes to another Ariki, Mataiapo, or Rangatira and takes the land
with him, an~ does not leave it in the hands of the rightful lord,
that is not right. For example: if one comes to Avarua from
Arorangi and. hands over the right to the Land to anyone at Avarua,
that is wrong. The san~ with Ngatangiia. Never l~~&er any condition
is this right. Here is the penalty: His land. shall be all taken
f'rGm him; not a piece shall be left.. Only' ...;hen he returns and.
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repents his wrongcloing, and hunililes himself therefor, will the lan&
be given back to him. Should he not do this the land will not on
any account be returne« to him.

XII - Inciting to Mischief

'VJhen any one incitea the Arikis, l1ataiapos, or Rangat.Lr-as to QO
ill he shall be judged. His penalty shall be to build a stone fence
or wall 10 fathoms long, to clear groun., or'burn lime, &c.

XIII - The Arild who disturbs the Peace, etc.

When an Ariki quarrels with another, or a Mataiapo with a Mataiapo
or a Rangatira with a Rangatira, or one man With another man, the
Ariki, Mataiapo, or Rangatira that is judgea to be wrong shall be
deprive« of office, and the man so jUQgea will be fine~. Arikis,
Nataiapos, Rangatiras, ana other men will come all alike uns.er this
law. The fine impose~ will be to build a stone wall, burn lime &c.,
equivalent to B100 in mon~.

XIV - About Hi.lls

'Vllien a person is dying let him make his will openly, in presence
of the Ariki, Judges, ancl many witnesses. Then there will be abun
dant eVidence, ana the will be right for the l'lit'e, for the children,
the friend, or the relation, as the case may be. But if a man will
a plantation to his friend, and his Ariki, or his Judge or the
authorities did not knou of that will, it will be useless. This is
the law of wills, and it is for the Ariki, the Juclge, and the auth
orities to watch over it.

xv - Importe. Liquor

(Forbidcling all importations, undez- fines to all concerned, ann
forfeiture of the liquor. Of the fines, one-thirci was to go to the
Ari.kis, one-third to the police, and one-thir. to the informer.
After a secona offence the offen~er was to be aeported. This law
has long been obsolete, ana become a .eaa-letter.)

XVI - Bush Beers (made from Oranges, Bananas, ar
Pine-apoles)

If any one drink bush beer the fine will be, for the maker $10,
for the drinker $5. If drunk on the Sabbath the fine shall be ~$15..
If a man be drunk anQ cause disturbance at any time the fine is $15.
If be has no money let him pay in goods, ana if he has nothing let
him be put on the roaes, or burn lime, &c.

XVII - For being Drunk

If a man drinks till he is ci.runk he will be fined $6, Whatever
kind of drink it may have been. If' it be in t.he villa ge, ana he
causes damage to a house, the fine will be ~lO. If two drunken men
fight, ~~lO each. If no money, they must work on the roads, or burn
lime, &c.

XVIII - Buying ami Selling

It' two men make a bargain, and one brea..1<::. it anti returns the
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article bought, .it shall be decided who "la in the wrong, and the
article disposed of accordingly.

Concerning unsound articles, such as a shirt that is rotten, money
that is bad, axes t~~t are broken, &0., let them all be returned and
proper things given instead.

XIX - Housebreaking

For breaking into a house and stealing the fine will be ~~J.5, and
if the thief have no money, work on the roads, &c.

xx - The Foreigner who deserts his Ship

He will be judged and fined $10, half' to go to the Aria, and
half to the informer. If the vessel has left he will still be
judged, and do work ashore for one month. He who helps a foreigner
to desert will also be fined $10. If he have no pig or property of
other kind with '\lhich to pay the fine he will be put on the road to
make 40 fathoms long by 2 f'athoms broad, and if' not that, to cut
firm~odd to the extent of two boat-loads.

XXI - Foreigners Residing Ashore

When a foreigner desires to reside ashore he cannot buy land. It
is .for the man with whom he lives to feed Irim and get payment. Under
no circumstances can land be sold to lxL~.

No captain is allowed to leave a sick man ashore secretly. Under
no circumstances shall he be allO'Vled to land men with in.fectious
diseases, lest we all die. vllien the captain brings a.sick man ashore
and the Ariki allo'Vls him to leave the man , he shall give to the
person who is to feed his sick man $30.

When a foreigner wishes to live ashore, and to get a piece of
land to build a house on, it is not right that he should have it.
Let him pay rent by the month for a house, and live in it. 1'inen
the year is ended let him make a new agreement, and so on.

Again, let no foreigner and 1-1aori make a secret agreement. Let
it be done before the .t'\riki and many people. Then if trouble comes
there will be many Witnesses, and we can know who is in the right.
The man to whom the house belongs must not £orget the owner of the
land in which it is built.

Again" when a boat comes to the shore people musb not rush into
the ~]ater and take hold of the foreiGner and cr-owd hiIll. Hhen he is
on shore that is the time to r ecef,ve hi.m as a friend. He who breaks
this law 'Will be fined ;[p5.

XXII - Narket-IJ:ouse

(This law is long obsolete in Rarotonga, but a similar law is in
force in some other of the Ls'Lands , ) (1) :'Jhcn 3 captain C0!'18S

ashore the aubhor-L ties in charge of the l·Iarket-house are to enquire
what produce he wishes to buy, and ·to make it known t.o the people.
(2) No one to interIere between the cuptain and the authorities of
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the IvIarket-house, but all to be qUiet, Itso that it may be seen we
are of an orderly people. lI (3) Chiefs are not to take the best
pieces of cloth for their mm, use: "Let them have a share, and the
people a shore aLso;" But if money on.ly be paid by the captain it
is right that it should go to the chief. (h ) No one is to stand
up and call out that he has anything to seJ~. The person in charge
of the market is the proper one to take all the things and deal with
them. The authorities must be very vigilant to prevent the inter
ference of one with another in the }larket-house, and the police are
to take into custody any who do not obey these authorities.

XXIII - Sabbath Observance

The a~osition in this case is full and in detail, but the
enact~ents are - (1) There shall be no trading on the Sabbath;
(2) all avoidable work prohibited; (3) the sacredness of the day to
be recognised and observed; (4) No one to walk about from house to
house while the people are in church, except to v:i.sit a sick friend
or to help to strengthen the house against a hurricane, or if a pig
dies to get it in and cook it, or if a canoe is carried out to sea
to recover it, or to cook food for those who come from sea or a
journey, and to bring water if there is none in the house, &c. A
policeman may also walk about, and if a vessel arrives on the
Sabbath a boat may go off to see if they require food or drink,
which may then be taken to them. Food for the family may be cooked
in the morning, or at any time for a sick person. Hedicine may be
fetched, but if people travel needlessly'from one place to another
they 'Will be fined ~~5.

XXIV - The Woman that does not cleave to her Husband and the
Husband that does not cleave to his Wife

Let these be fined $5 each if they quarrel and separate. If they
have no money the husband is to burn lime, cut fire~,JQod, &c. The
wife in that case is to make 5 fathoms of matting in length and 2
in breadth. They must not be divorced when thus separating.

xxv - Tattooing

It is forbidden for men and women to tattoo each others names or
marks upon themselves. The fine for this is $4.

XXVI - The Husband tha t runs away in a Ship

When five years absent his Wife may be divorced and marry again.

XIVII - Wrongfully taking Food

When any feast, such as a marriage &c., is being held, and food
and things are brought, the things must not be rushed. Sit quietly,
and wi~n you have received your share go in peace. If you have no
share do not rush, but rise up and go away qUietly. If yOll do
othert~ise the fine will be $5 or its equivalent in goods, labour, &0.

XXVIII - Cattle Trespassing

If only for one night or for three nights do not mind. If more
it is for the l3w to speak. Tl~ owner must pay four things for the
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damage: one of these must be a pie, and the tr~ee, goods or trade.
If the owner- has not these he must replant t,he land injured by his
anlnal ..

XXIX - Children who leave their Home

When a father has lectured his child for his wrongdoing~ and the
child does not pay attention let him be made t,o do .5' fathoms of
stone wall a yard and a half broad. .

xxx - Rebellious Children

Children who strike a father or mother will be made to do 10
fathoms of stone wall and be put for two months in the stocks. If
they repent they may be released.

XXXI - The man who'neglects to plant Food

Let his name be published and his laziness be denounced by Bound
of drum. If at the end of the year his plantation is still neglected
let him be made to do 10 fathoms of road.

XXXII - Lost Goods

If found by another than the owner the finder must make it known,
If bidden his fine shall be ~j;5.

XXXIII - Going about at Night

Only fishermen and people for a pr-oper- cause shall do this. Any
one else doing so after 9 0 Jclock, let him do 5 fathoins of road 2
fathoms broad. (This and several similar laws have become obsolete
at Rarotonga, but are enforced still at other of the Islands).

XXXIV - Against Taking People Away

No captains of vessels shall do this secretly. Let the agreement
be made openly before the Ariki, and wl~t is right will then be done
and made known. No agreement shall be made in the house of a foreig
ner, but it shall be before the Ariki and the missionary.

xxxv - UnlaWfully on premises

If adultery be committed in the house of the Ariki, of the
missionary or of a~y other person, the offender shall be judged
guilty of house-breaking and his fine $10.

XXXVII - strong Drj~ on Board of Vessels

(This law also has never been enforced, and is long obso£te. It
pr-ovLded that the Harbour-master should seal IIp all liquor on board
a vessel arriving in the harbour. On her departure he was again -1:,0
visit her, and see that the seals or mark put on by him had not been
disturbed. If they had been the captain was to be put in irons and
fined $100.)
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XXXVIII - Law of Debt

No debt is al.Lowed between natives and foreigners. Do not get
into debt, or the law will speak. Give and take. Tlmt is well.
To the foreigner the law says, do not give credit to the natives.
If you do the law will not help you.

XXXIX - Vessels coming to Rarotonga

When vessels layoff and on, if anyone coming ashore from them
does wrong he will be tried by tbe law. If she anchors Within tl1ree
miles, and the law is broken on board of her, the authorities on
shore will take the matter up and the law will deal with it as if
broken on shore.

XL - Buying or Selling

No one shall bring coffee and copra to the market undried. They
must be etr.~y and sound. The native who breaks this law shall be put
in irons. To the foreigner we say, do not bring rotten cloth, or
money that is not of full value. If you do it wilJ. be for the law
to speak. Bring only good things and good money, so that no wrong
may be done.

XLI - Quarrelling and Drawing Blood

vlhen one strikes another in a quarrel, or throws a stone or
takes a knife or an axe, and blood is drawn by him, and the person
injured does not die, he shall pay $10 for blood-spilling.

XLII - Foreign Labour

Neither foreigners nor natives are allowed to bring labourers
from another land. Penalt7, $20.

XLIII - Employing Labour Ashore

If a person goes to get labour he must first get the authorities
to agree to it, and if they do not agree it must not be done. If
he breaks this law his fine will be $50.

XLIV - The Road

All must work for one month in each year upon the roads. Those
who fail will be fined $2.50.

XLV

Resisting the police or anyone in authority will be punished by
a 1'ine of $5.

XLVI - card-Playing

Card-plaJ~ng is not allowed in this land. Any who break this
law shall be fined as follows: The owner of the cards ;;~lO, the
players ~~5 each.
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These are our laws.
Makea.
Karika.
Tinomana.

The Arikis

Additional Law

Pa.
Kainuku

of Rarotonga.

The following translation was published with the law, but neither
the law nor the translation had signature or date. It is supposed
to have been passed in 1888, and has always been a dead letter:-

The Law concerning Intoxicating Liquor, Native and Foreign

Intoxicating liquor, whether made by natives or imported by
Whites, is not legalised OIl the Island of Rarotonga. No, not in
any way is intoxicating liquor agreed to. Take heed to this, all
ye who are so persistent in the use of this article prohibited by
law. Intoxicating liquor manufactured on the island, and also all
imported intoxicating liquor; strong drink, whether made by
natives or imported by foreigners - there is no exception made,
ever~ kind of intoxicating liquor is totally prohibited.

The law runs as follows

Clause 1, the Fine - If a native or a foreigner violate the
first clause of the law he will be liable to a fine of $100.

Clause 2, The Fine - If a native or a foreigner violate the
second clause of the law he will be liable to a fine of $50.

Clause 3 the Fine - If a native or foreigner violate the third
clause of the law he will be liable to a penalty of $15.

Clause No. 1 - Every native that manufactures intoxicatingdrin1~;

every merchant that imports intoxicating drink, be he a native or a
foreigner, be he a subject of this kingdom or of some other country
- he who manufactures intoxicating drink from products of the land,
and he who imports intOXicating drin1{, violates the first clause of
the law.

Clause No. 2 - Every person resident on the island that trades
in drink, be he a native or a foreigner, a subject of this kingdom
or of some other country, violates the second clause of the law.

Clause No. 3 - The purchaser of intoxicating drink, and every
one that partakes of that drink in company with the purchaser, be
he native or white man, also he who rartakes of native-made drink,
violates the third clause of the law.
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DEED TO INSTITU'rION GROUND- AVARUA, RAB.o-rONGA
June 18th, 1840

Translation of the Writin~s of the Institution ground, Avarua,
Rar-o t onga , 17th June, 1840.

This is to certify that a piece of ground was purchased by the
Missionary Mr. Buzacott from the late Makea for One Hundred. and
Fifty D~llars, for the London Missionary Society, to be theirs
forever.

It was purchased as a place to be devoted to the instruction of
Native Missionaries. Pouvaz-u is the name of the said piece of land.

These are the boundaries of the said piece of purchased land. The
name of the Boun dar-y on the side tovl<:1rds the rising sun is Teiiareore.
The stone wall is the Seaside BOtmdary. TatITupau is the name of the
Boundary toward the Setting Sun. And the Forehead of the Rocks the
boundary on the inland side.

In the year One Thousand Eight Hundred & Forty, on the Seventeenth
day of the Month June, I Aaron Buzacott have paid for the said piece
of land the above mentioned price of One Hw"dred & Fifty Dollars to
Makea'David, Eldest son of' the late Mak.oa ,

And on the samd day of the settling the pa~nent of the said land
an add.itional grant of Fifty Dollars was also g Lveri by me to Makea
DavLd ,

Signed

The above is perfectly according to my wish - lIakea David
Chief of Avarua

Witnesses to the Agreement - Aaron Buzacott
William Gill
Fa
Ma
M:arama

Miss R.
Missionary
a chief
De ac on
student.
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APPi~J\mIX c

PHASES OF THE lliOON

A table, setting out the various phases of the moon suitable for
the planting of trees, food p Larrt s, and the nights on which fish are
plentiful, and the nights that are suitable for fishing.

1. Iroe is the new moon.
2. 11'0 means that the mo on has shone and the fish has bee ome

plentiful.
3. Oate (Gata) the mOOn and its light is seen.
4. Am i.ama ,
5. Roto-amiama.
6. Akaoti-amiama.
7. Korekore.
8. Akaoti-korekore, e po toerau (unable to translate) fish plentiful.
9. Tamatea, the night on which the "tangau 11 , the Iltaea" and other

fish are plentiful.
10. Uma, kua umaia te ilea (unable to translate), a night scarcity of

fish.
11. Rapu, the night On which the fish spawn.
12. Maaru, the night On which fish is scarce.
13. Ma, the night on which fish is found in shoals, a night of

plenty of i'ish.
14. Maitu, a night of plenty of fish, especially the Oturi (Ature?)

and the "parangi " •
15. Otu, a night when fish is found in shoals, a night of plenty of

fish.
16. Marangi, a night e takai i te marama i te ai·i topa ai (unable

to translate).
17. Turu, the night on which certain fish and crabs (tupa) and the

Ilputara" and the "poace" are plentiful.
18. Rakau-tai, a small short night, a night the poisonous insects

used to be out in ancient times.
19. Roto-te-rakau.
20. Akaoti-rakau.
21. Korekore, a night of scarcity of fish.
22. Roto te Korekore.
23. Akaoti-korekore, this is Tangaroa's night, a night of plenty of

fish.
24. Tangaroa-tai.
25. Tangaroa Rato.
26. Akaoti-Tangaroa.
27. Tane, a night of plenty of fish.
28. Rorigonud ,
29. Rongo Mauri.
30. Motu.

E mauri 0.0 Irir08 i te aiai. (Do not know what it means , )
The foregoing is a table of the various phases beginning
from the rising of it to its last night. It is therefore
in order.

Parakoti's Book
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Li st of Tapere in Poll tica1 Groupings
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Matavera (Rangiatea)
1. Ti t.ama
2. Matavera
3 0 Vaenga
4. Pouara

Tapere (Taki tumu)

Ngatangiia (NE to SE)
1. Turangi
2. Au
3. Moate
4. Vaikai
5. Avana
6 0 Aroko
7. Nukupure
8. Arei ti
9. Aremango

10. Vaii
Ll , Maii

Tap ere

'I'aki, tumu (East to west
1. Tildold
20 Akapuo
3. Te Puna
4 0 Ti tikaveka
50 Kuare
6. Arakuo
7. Turoa
8. Totokoi tu
9. Avaavaroa

10. Vai amanga

Te-au-o-tonga (NE to ~W)

J.. Tupapa
2. Kiikii
3. Punataia
4 0 Tapaei uta
So Tapae
6. Pue
7. Vaikai
8. Ngatipa
9. Takuvai ne

10. Tauae
11. Tutakimoa
12. Ruatonga
13 0 Avatiu
14. Atupa
IS. Kai kaveka
16 0 Areanu
17. Puapuautu
18. Nikao
19. Pokoinu

Puaikura (N\V' to S\v)
1. Pokoinu-iraro
2. Tokerau
3. Inave
4 0 Areranga
So Akaoa
6. Vaiakura
7. Kavera
8. Rutaki
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AFPb1mIX E

THE NANE Rt\ROTONGA

The island now known as Rarotonga was formerly called by several
other names. Hhen it Has loosed fro111 Raiatea by the gods it was
Nuku-tere (floating island). After Tonga-iti held it until his wife
Ari dived down and fixed its f'ounda tri.ons at its present location it
was most known as Tumu-te...varovaro (solJ.rce of light) and Tupua-o
Avaiki (springing forth from light).

Among the numerous theories as to the source of the name
Rarotonga the following are most often presented.

1. Karika brought it with him from l1anu 1a . This theory has
varied details:

a. Rarotonga was the name of his marae (mala~) at
Hanu'a, and thus he named the island.
b. Karika brought a relative to Tumu-te- varo varo
on his second visit named TU-Rarotonga. He was made
the custodian of Arai-te-tonga and the island was
named after him. The name Rarotonga is still found
in Ha nu! a today.
c. Karika is said to have named it this in honour
or memo~y of the Tonga to the west - tb~ home of his
ancestors.

2. tlTonga tt means south and~ is v38st in the local language.
Tangiia is supposed "to have found. the island from the southwest
after he had received false directions i'ram Karika about its Locat-«
ion. The name thus is claimed to have originated from Tangiia.
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APPENIHX F

"THE VlGESIHAL SYS'I'EJvI OF ElIfUMERATION"
(Cook Island NQ~erals)

/SQ~ry of article by the above title by J. T. Large, Journal,
XI (December, 1902), 260-61.7

!)he following system of enumeration i.J3S in use in Aitutaki,
and wlth small modifications throughout ~he Cook group, prior to
the advent of the foreigners who shortened and simplified it.

1 :: Tai
2 '"' RUa

3 ... Toru
4 "" :ra
5 :a Rima

6 :: Ono
7 a 'Itii
8 ,.. varu
9 c 'I"V'.S

10 ... Tfg'a-uru

Ten was formerly Ngaungauru - thus Ngaungauru ma rima • 15
10 ... 5

Now first syLlable left off. Natives in Cooks counted by pairs:
Ten was made Okotai takau :: twenty or one score.
Ten takau (score) made Okotai rau:: two hunc~ed;
Ten rau made Okotai man'()'; 2,005:'

Anyt'b-ing abOve this "HaS E tini or E mano tini - meaning a very
large number. - - - - -

A correlative systenl also used with the above indifferently.
Distinguished by Drefix Oko .'. Olcorua ,18S twenty doubled or
forty. Okotoru was siXty, ete, up to Okoiva := One hundred and
eighty. This seems to be the limit of this system."
Other examples;

26 = Okotai takau nga t.uma e ono (20+6)
30 = Takau-ma raungaurU- - --
40 ::: E rua tal~au ( or Okorua)
75 :: E torn takau (or·-~5l:ot()ru) ma raungauru nza tuma e ri!n.a.

100 = o'k"or'ima(oI' e rina takau).- - - --
250 = Okotai r au e-rua ta"S'iUma raungauru

1353 = E ono raue-ittttal:au marrungaurunga t.uma e toru
- - -rsL~ 200'5, 7 score, and 10 wIth 3 addedj

Present system here:
1353 = Okotai tausani e toru anere e rima ngauru ~~ 

(tausani - lOOO;-rane~e := I~
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.A PPE1WIX G

"11JATIVE AGEHCyll

Entire text of an article from the Board of Direotors of the London
Nissionary Society.? expressing the reasons for and purposes in the
action of establishing the Institution at Earotonga. ~var;,gelj.cal

!1~~zi.ne, XVIII (July, 18L~O), 350. .

"The Directors, carmot adequately express their deep and solemn
conviction of the importance of a well-qualified agency in every
sphere of Hissionary labouro The great but unavoidable expense
involved in the preparation and transmission of European Nission
agents to meet the urgent and extending claims of the heathen world;
the fatal influence of a foreign climate upon the strength and life
of many devoted brethren who have left our shores; - these are so
many reasons, on the one hand, why our dependence on home agency
should be moderated and restricted; While, on the other, the
famil:Larity of the native convert with the language, manners, and
customs of his ovm countc-y, and the congeniality of its climate with
his physical power-s , direct our hope and confidence towarCl him as the
appointed instrument of God for the conversion of the unenlightened
multitudes by whom he is surrounded. Heflection and inquiry, however,
will make it apparent that both classes of agents are equally
reqUired to meet the exigencies and the prospects of the Missionary
cause. The Directors rejoice that the diffusive spirit of prim.itive
piety characterises the churches gathered from among the heathen, and
that the Divine Redeemer has raised up from among them many teachers
and evangelists, who, an~nated by affection and zeal, are anxious,
as the instruments of mercy, to turn their countrymen from dwnb idols
to the living God.

It must, however, be most obvious, that to qualify them for
this high and holy service, a suitabl.e cour-se of probation - of
moral and ~_-t::al t,rainin~ - is indispensat>le; and i'or want of this,
some early efforts to extend the Gaspe]. by native converts r~ve

proved not only fruitless but injurious. It has long, therefore,
been a subject of anxious and prayerful deliberation with the
Directors, to devise and adopt the best measures for elevating the
religious character, and improvir~ the intellectual faCUlties, of
the native teacher, so that the evils too comr~only attendant on his
novic:i.ate may be prevented; and, being thoroughly furnished to every
good word and ~ork, that he may become an able minister of the New
Testament, and an honourable example of the faith he preaches.

Our l'~issJon::lry brethren in general have shared with the
Directors in their solicitude to promote this object, and as
opportunity favoured, they have given suitable instruction to the
ca-techists and teachers under their care; and by some of those
labouring in different parts of India these efforts have been more
systenatic and extended. But the Directors feel that to caFE! out
a course of ministerial educa td.on with efficiency, it is necessary
'that" tE.e liteicu:'y -and tlJ.eo:Iog"fcii superintendent should, to a
great extent, be E.elievo~ of othe~~ _of £i~s2-_opary: labo~, and
be primarily, though not exclu.sively, devoted to this arduous and
important work. Hor are they convinced less strongly that for the
native Christians to be prepared for the service of tbe sanctuary,
they must be ~~E_dr2~m~ only~ ~.~ula.!. PLl.rS_~~~" but from the
customs and associations of heatheni.sm, ana to as great an extent as
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possible be brought under the influence of Christian discipline and
domestic order. Impressed vl1th the importance of these Views, the
Directors, in harmony with the sentiments and vlishes of Hissionary
brethren now in England, have E.~!2:Y.' ~~~2lyed to estab_lis~ ~

liter~.!l and .!-h~).olsical~~ for thirty na t Lvo students at
~ga]_~, in the Presidency of' Hadras; and they indulge the hope
that by the cl088 of the present year they may be a Ll.owed to
congratulate the Society on the auspicious commencement of this
important design. They trust a18.0, that such may be the successful
issue of tlu.s new effort to extend the Gospel by a native agency in
that popUlous region, that a sirrdlar institution may shortly be
established in ~~; and not in India only, but also in Afri~~,

in the 1tlest Indies JI and in the Isles of the Pacific, th.at effective
measures may in due season be adopted for preparing a future race of
pastors and teachers for the native churches~ and of faithful
Missionaries for the regions beyond them. The IJirectors feel assured
that these measures will c ommend themselves to the matured juc.4;-'fllent
and enlightened piety of the best friends of the Society; and humbly
trust that they will be crowned with His favour who is exalted on
high to bes t.cu such gifts upon his chUrch, and such blessings on the
world. lt
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APPENDIX H

IiDEATH OF JOHN lVILLIAHSII

The off'icial·obituary of John Hilliams from the Board of Directors
of the London IVIissionary Society. .!vangelical l1agazine, XVIII
(June~ 1840), 297-?8.

A statement of' the intelligence, orig~nally published in one of the
Sydney papers, respecting this deeply affecting and inscrutable
dispensation, was corr~unicated in our last number to the friends of
the Society. Happy, unspeakably happy, as the Directors wou1.d have
felt had they been able to disbelieve the general accuracy of that
statement, - the minute particulars which it involved, and its
perfect harmony with the corrununications before received from Mr.
Harris, as well as }tr. vnlliams, deprived them of this source of
consolation. And on the 4th and 5th of last month their most painful
forebodings were all confirmed by the following letter to the Foreign
Secretary, from R.O. Morgan, the commander of the Camden, dated
Sydney, nee. 9:-
Dear Sir, - I have to communf.ca t.e to you the painful intelligence of
the death of your beloved brother and faithful ~lissionary, the Rev.
John Hi11iams, who -rJaS massacred in the Island of Erromanga, one of
the New hebrides, on the 20th of November, 1839, and of }~. James
Harris, a gentleman who was on his way to England with the view of
becoming a Eissionary to the 1\larquesas. The event happened the day
after we left the Island of T·anna. There the natives received us
most kindly, and ~rr. Williams rew~rked, he had never been received
more kindly by any natives among whom he had been; his spirit were
elated to find such a door of entrance opened. In the afternoon ~e

1eft there three teachers and a son of one of them.
We proceeded to Erromanga, and hove-to on the south side all

night. At daylight we ran down the south side in hope of landing
more teachers. The island appeared tlunly inhabited; we saw now and
then a native or two at a distance. On reaching Dil1on's Bay we saw
a canoe paddling along the shore with tr~ee men in her, and by Mr.
Wi1liam's desire we Lower ed down the whale-boat, and took in Hr.
Williams, Hr. Harris, Hr. Cunningham, myself and four hands; 'VIe

spoke to the men in the canoe, and found them to be a far different
race of people to those at Tanna, their complexion darker, and their
stature shorter; they were wild in their appearance, and eA~remely

shy. They spoke a different language from that of the~indward

Is1ancls, so that Hr. Hilliams could not understand a word they said.
He made them some presents, and tried to persuade them to come into
our boat. He did not succeed, so we left them, hoping, as }~. Williams
remarked with favourable impressions towards us. 'iJe pulled up the
Bay, and some of the natives on shore ran along the rocks after the
boat. On reaclring the head of the Bay, we saw several natives
standing at a distance; we made signs to them to come towards us,
but they made signs for us to go away. We threw them some beads on
shore, which they eagerly picked up, and came a little closer, and
received from us some fishhooks and beads, and a small looking-glass.
On coming to a beautiful valley between the mountains, having a small
run of water, we wished to ascertain if it was fresh, and we gave
the Chief a boat-bucket to fetch us some, and in about half an hour
he returned running with the \'later, which I think gave lJr. Wil1iams
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and myself more confidence in the natives. They ran and brought us
some cocoa-nuts, but were still extremely shy. Mr. Williar~ drank
of the vmter the native brought, and I held his hat to screen him from
the sun. He seemed pleased "Jith the natives, and attributed their
shyness to the illw·treatment they must have received from foreigners
visiting the island on some fonaer occasion. r·~. Cunningham asked
him if he thought of going on shore. I thir~ he said he Should not
have the slightest fear, and then remarked to me, IICaptain, you know
we like to take possession of the land, and if we can only leave good
impressions on the minds of the natives, we can come again and leave
teachers; we must be content to do a little; you know Babel was not
built in a day. U He did not intend to leave a teacher this time.
}~. Harris asked him if he nright go on shore, or if he had any
objection. He said, UNo, not any." Hr. Harris then rIaded on shore;
as soon as he landed the natives ran from him, but Hr. 'dilliams told
him to sit down; he did so, and the natives came close to him, and
brought him some cocoa-nuts and opened them for him to drink.

Hr. Hilliams remarked, he s aw a number of native boys playing,
and thought it a good sign, as implying that the natives had no bad
intentions; I said I thought so too, but I would rather see some
women also; because when the natives resolve on mischief they Bend
the women out of the way; there were no women on the beach. At last
he got up, went for-Hard in the boat, and landed. He presented his
hand to the natives, which they were unwilling to take; he then
called to me to hand some cloth out of the boat, and he sat down and
divided it among them, endeavouring to win their confidence. All
three walked up the beach, Hr. Harris first. Hr. Uilliams, and J'1r.
Cunningham followed. After they had walked about a hundred yards,
they turned to the right alongside of the buah, and I lost sight of
them. Hr. l-Iarris 1t1aS the farthest off. I then went on shore,
supposing we had found favour in the eyes of the people. I stopped
to see the boat safely anchored, and then walked up the beach toHards
the spot whereGhe others had proceeded; but be.fore I had gone a
hundred yards, the boat's crew called to me to run to the boat. I
Looked round and sa~'1 I/Ir. Hilliams and liIr. Cunningharn running; Hr.
Ounrrl.ngham tOvlards the boat, and Hr. :'lilli.aIlls straight for the sea,
with one native close behind him. I got into the boat, and by
this time two natives were close behind me, though I did not see
them at the moment. Pi'J this time Hr. Tdilliams had got to the water,
but the beach being stony and steep, he fell bacl~ard, and a native
struck him with a club, and often repeated the blow; a short time
after another native C3r;1e up and struck him., and very soon another
came up, and pierced several arrows into his body.

My heart was deeply wounded. As soon as I got into the boat,
I headed the boat towards Hr. Hilliams, L'Tl hopes of rendering some
assistance, but the nat.Lves shot an arrow at us, which went under
the arm of one of our seamen, t'(J..!'ough the lining of the boat into a
timber, and t.here stuck fast. They also hove stones at the same
time. The boat's cre'VJ called out to me to lay the boat off; I did
so, and we got clear of the arrows. I thought I might be able to
get the bod], for it lay on the beach a long time. At last I pulled
alongside the brig, and made all sail, perceiving with the glass
that the natives had left the body on the beach. I also ordered a
gun to be fired loaded with powder only, thinldng to frighten the
natives, so tlMt I might get the body; the natives however made
their appearance, and dragged the body out of sight. - Yours" 'c.

ROBERT C. HORGAN
So .fell this enterprising and much honoured servant of Christ,
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foremost among the standard-bearers of Israel, and dear to the
universal chur-ch e thus has he fini.9hed his course "lhere "\'18 anticipated
the commencement of a new and glorious caree1": thus has he died by
the hands of those he sought to save, and for whom, ~vith his dying
breath, we doubt not that he prayed, "Father, forgive them, for they
know not lvhat they do. It But awfu.l and inexplicable as is the
dispensation, let the church be still and know that He who has
permitted the early f::lll of his devoted seryant is GOD. Though all
must mourn, let none complain. Shall not the Judge of all the earth
do right? Clouds and darkness are round abou.t Him, but righteous
ness and judgment are the habitation of his throne. Though ,rJe weep
for the widow, for tile fatherless, - .for ourselves, for our brother
beloved, no t.ear-s can limy. He was faithful unto death - he has
received the crown of life. And though we feel, most deeply feel,
our unprecedented loss, let us not treri)le for the issue, but let
the tlli~ult of our sorrows be assuaged by the well-Bustained assurance
that though a champion has .fallen, the cause in ·which he suffered is
immortal. The fai thrul Nissionar-.1 has died by the hand of a mistaken
adversary, but the Omnipotent Patron and Protector of Hissions lives
forever, and He must reign till all his enemies are m2de his footstool.
Let us, under our bez-eavement, adore His grace vlho first bestowed
upon his church the precious gi.ft he has now so suddenly taken awa:;n
and, relying upon the unfailing resorrrces of His love, let us
fervently beseech Him to bestow upon many a chosen servant a double
portion of that Spirit with which he so richly blessed Jolm ~'lilliams,

and lead him forth to nobler triumphs in the cause of mercy, than
even those 'V'lroght by our departed brother. n
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Appendix I

Social Gradations

PuaikuraTe-au-o-tongaTalci tu-nu -

Ariki IG.ng No Yes No

Ariki ceremonial Kainuku Kai'ika No

Ariki Ruling Pa Makea Ti.nomana

Taunga Yes Yes Yes

tIfltaiapo Yes '1 Yes

Komono Yes No No

Rangatira Yes Yes Yes

Kiato Yes Yes Yes

Unga Yes Yes Yes

Al oa Yes* Yes* Yes*

*1b.:i. s was not a permanent gradati on, and became non-an stent
after 18230



Appendix J

Significant Genealogi. e s of the Vaka of Rar-o t.onga

Te-au~o-tonga Vaka

1. Hakea-Karika
r

2. Hakea-Putald tetai
I

90 Hakea te Ha teu
- r I
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10. RONGO-OI

(ceremonial)
t

MAKEA TEINA (younger brother)

t

21. Hakea-te-patua-kino (1750)

(ruling)
r

22. Makea Kea 22. Haleea pi ni. (1775)
a t

23. Hakea tekao 23. }1akea Tinira~ (1814)
I t

24. }OIakea Karika IT 24. Hakea Pori (1815)
t I

25. Hakea Pa 25. Makea Davi.da 26. Te Vadrua 27.Daniela 28. Ab«
I (1839-1845) (1845-1857) (1857-1866 ) Ap(

26. Hakea Tuaivi t (lE
t 26. Karika Tekau (1871-1911) 1~

27. Hakea Tauake (daughter)
(wi. th Dani. ela ,
Abela" and Tekau)o



Ceremonial

Kai nuku Tamatoa
=~~';';-I---

Kainuku Te Angakuku--.-..........
I

Kainuku re Ango Ango

Kainuku Paora (1823)
I

Kainuku Nia

Charlie Kainuku

Kainuku Peka

Kainuku Parapa (1904-
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Taki tumu Vaka

1 0 T~.,gij.a Nui
I adopted

2. Te Ariki !2Eokotini.--.-
(Fought Battle of Avaavaroa and
temporarily became effectual ruler.)

42. Tapu-tapu-atea

43. Pa te Pou (1823-1855)

44. Upoko T~~au (1855-1906)

45. Pa }faeetu (1906-
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Puai kura Valca

11. Tamatoa
•

12. Tekao
I

13. Papa (F)
•

14. Te Mutu (In time of p.i ni, , Name means end of line.)

150 Enua-ctama-aurl

16" Ru

17. Te au An. Id

18. Tinomana. Enua Rurutini (1823-1852)
t

19. Tinomana arild-tapu-rangi
•

zo. Tinomana te-arild-tapu-rangi (Setaphano) 1854-1868
I

21. Tinomana Hongo-oe IT (Samuela) 1868-1881
I

22. Tinomana Mereana (1881-1908)
f

23. Tinomana Napa Taviei 0 (1908-1909)
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Photographs of the Cook Islands, Its People and Art~facts

T'u o r a , Black Rock.
Traditional boundary
between Puaikura and Te
au-o-tonga vaka.

Te Manga peak on left, and
the flat crater of Te Kou in
the centre.

The mountain peaks of
Rarotonga as viewed from
the eastern shore at
Matavera,



Rarotonga from the south at
Avaavaroa.

The reef opening at
Ngatangiia. The famous
Voko Tobo opening.

Two Rarotongan boys
"spear" fishing on the reef at
Muri.



Mountains of central Raro
tonga, from the north. Left
to right re Manga, Te Kou,
Maungaroa.

Break time for hikers cross
ing the island from Avatiu
(north to A v a a varoa
(south). The thick brush on
south side of "The Needle".

Mataiapo of Tamarua farni
Iy, Charles Cowan with
spear, anchor, sacred stone
outside his home at
Ngatangiia.
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Pandanus and reed house on
Atiu - side of au sticks.

Pandanus house, no sides,
on Mitiaro.

Cluster of houses at Pue, Te
au-o-tonga, Rarotonga.
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Native dance of welcome performed for the visit of
the Hon., Mr. McIntyre, Minister of Island Affairs
from New Zealand, June, 1971.

Young Rarotongan girl on the Arametua at Young girl on Atiu in the process of making straw
Ngatangiia. hats.



Landing to the reef opening
at Mangaia.

Mound-type m a r a e ,
Ngatangiia, Raro,

Stone arch bridge just south
of the Ngatangiia chapel,
built in 1854.
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Arai-te-tonga. Famous
marae of the Te-au-o-tonga
tribe at Tupapa,

Marae of Taraare family in
Tupapa valley.

Roman Catholic bishop
from Fiji receives welcome
in ancient style on ata at
Mauke.
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Boys spinning tops on Atiu,
Notice the "broom" used for
maintaining movement in
hand ofthe youth on the left.

"Patrol Boy" at Arorangi,
Rarotonga.
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Completing an outrigger at
Atiu. The style is identical to
that used on Rarotonga.

Metal tools in ancient shapes
and lashed with sinnet used
to construct the outrigger
above.

Joseph Gray with planing
stick in taro plantation in the
Takuvaine Valley.
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Arametua Takamoa,
Rarotonga. Fence on the
right is mission house gar
den. Building in far left is
student housing at the Institu
tion.

Mission house, built by
Buzacott, Takamoa,
Rarotonga.

Row of student houses at the
Institution. First built by
Buzacott, completely
renovated in the days of
Chalmers and W.W. Gill.
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Stone taken from the
Arametua near the
Takuvaine on which it is said
that Papehia first preached
the Gospel. It is now located
in the field on the north side
of the Avarua chapel. Notice
the Tahitian spelling of his
name.

Cemetery at the Arorangi
chael. Notice the grave
marker of Papehia with his
name spelled in Rarotongan
fashion.

Cemetery at Arorangi.
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Work day at the Titikaveka
stone chapel. These boys and
men were taking the stone
wall from around the church
building and filling in the
floor to build a concrete
floor in the ancient church
building.

Boys in the Avana Valley,
Rarotonga.



The ruins of Makea's Palace
built in 1837-38.

Tinomana vane, widow of
the latest Tinomana Ariki
with five of her sixteen
children.

Tinomana's Palace,
Arorangi, Rarotonza.
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Papua Falls, Avaavaroa, Rarotonga.

Massive northern wall of the Matavera chapel built
in.
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Motu and Tu Kore, mataiapo of Matavera.

Flat stone bridge, Titikaveka, Rarotonga.



An ancient stone boundary paepae. Ngatangiia.
Rarotonga.
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Modern version of an ancient ata platlorm upon
which chiefs are carried at the coronation or upon
which royal visitors are welcomed.

Two views of an eel trap made especially for the
swamps of Atiu, The diameter of the mouth is 2%
inches, diameter of the base is 81/1 inches; the height
is 141/ 2 inches.



Sling and sling-stone in the Library Museum,
Avarua, Rarotonga. Used for hunting and war in
pre-contact days.

Girls dancing costume from Rarotonga.
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Modern version of the Rarotongan god-stick, 35%
lns., long; diameter at top 11;2 ins.

Old wooden spear from iron-wood. Total length
57 1/ 2 ins., length of point and carved portion 14Vs
ins.; length of point, 7';.1 ins; width of blade at widest
point 1 13/16 ins.



Modern pua disc. 5 3/16
ins., diameter; 15/16 ins.,
wide.

Man's dancing skirt.

Straw broom; length 48 ins.;
diameter of handle, 4 ins.
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Kumete from Mauke, Its
maximum length, 19 ins.;
width, 13 ins.; height, 4%
ins.; inside depth, 41/ 2 ins.

Similar kumete in the
Library Museum at Avarua,
Rarotonga, This is some six
inches longer than the one
above.

Ancient god-stick in the
Library Museum at Avarua,
Rarotonga. This is thought
to be one of the god-sticks
taken to England by John
Williams. It is approximate
ly 8 feet long. The cloth at
the bottom was used to wrap
around the middle of the
god-stick.



An assortment of ancient
artifacts on portions of
burial canoe in a burial cave
on one of the Cook Islands.

Various artifacts described
in greater detail in specific
pictures.

Ancient cutting edge



Plate 6 from Oldrnan's
collection of Polynesian ar
tifacts.

Rarotongan pate; 27 ins. long; 5 ins., in diameter;
the slit, 19 ins., long; 4 ins., deep.
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PlATE 6

394 Dei ty , Br-own wo od ; head pierced through; projection at end
and each corner; body carved in open work wi, th three groups
of conventionalized figures of deities in seven radiating
flanges. Length, 11 ins. SimiJ_<'1,X' to spccimans in the Uri ti sh
Hus eim from the island of r--li triar'o , Harvey Group. Belonged to
Dr. Ki rkpatr:i.ck, physician to Geo 0 ITl. Ex, E. Howard collec t.Lon ,

369 De.i ty , Similar to last but base-portion only; two groups of
eight radiating flanges of figures of deities, two raised
bands of z.i gzag ornament b e.Low, Present length, 12{ ins.
Mitiaro.

425 Dei ty. Nut-brown wood carved wi th two dei ties back to back
at each end, sinnet matting bound on sf.de , Length, 223. ins.;
figures, 3i ins. Described as a deity of Rurutu (Austral
g roup }, Given to Rev. E. S. Prout, of Halstead, by John Williams
about 1835"

423 Dei. ty, Hard dark br-own wood; curious elongated f'o rm , right
aIm broken; face is very curiously fonned; eyes are indicated
by three ridges. Hay possibly represent Rirna roa (long arms),
a deity of war. See El.Li.s , p. 193. Height, 16{ ins. Ra roconga ,

370 FEmale deity. See plates 9 and 12.

389 Sacred whisk-handle. See plate 9.

393 Spear-head. Dark-red wood, highly polished. The tapering
head, round in section, has a band of fine carving near base,
below is a collar of six projecting prongs, each with a boss
or rosette in relief, probably conventionali zed dei ty figures.
The base cut and notched to fit 011 a shaft , outside surface is
roughened to hold b.i nding , Full length, 16 3/4 ins.

392 Spear-head. Collar of ten prongs of which is carved with a
different design; outside surface of base is roughened to hold
bindil~c Flul length, 21 ins. Given to Rev. E. S. Prout, of
Halstead, by John Williams about 1835.

415 Spear-head. Wlale bone; barbs cut each side; blO ear-shaped
lugs project at base, also two smaller circular projections ..
The tang is cut and roughened in a similar way to Nos. 392 and
393. Full length, 12 3/4 ins. Brought to England in 1823 by
Geo , Benrie t , Ex , Duke of Leeds collec t.Lon , Gambi er islands.

417A Spear-head. Extremely fine sp eciman , all four lugs at base are
circular. Length, 12 1/8 Lns , Gambier islands.

417B Spear-head. Very old and worn. Full length, 10 3/4 ins.
Gambier islands.



Artifacts in burial cave 
Cook Islands, held by Pa
Kura of an ancient taunga
family.

Rei: wooden ornament worn
by men of rank (usually
around the neck).

tapa-ikei: tapa beater.

Adze lashed with sinnet,



Houses, old and new,
Ngatangiia, Rarotonga.

Handle of broken stone
pounder in burial cave,
Cook Islands.

Coconut grater in Cook
Island Library Museum.



Oldman Artifact Collection.
Plate 4.

Noanga - pillow and seat in
burial cave - Cook Islands.
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PLATE 4

398 Hcad-pi.Ll.ow (Tuaurua). Cut from one piece of dark b rown wood
ibo t t.om rail of one side is missing. Length, 9 Lns , ; width, 52

Lnsv ; height, .5 3/4 ins. Brought home by Geo. Bennet, 1823.
Kx. collection of the Dwce of Leeds.

432 Onc of the great tribal dei ties of Hangaia. Brown hard wood,
head finely carved and pierced; design consists of eight ribs,
three on each face and one on each side, carved wi, th conven
tional figures of deities; the spaces between ribs are pierced
'vi th Lo aenge-sshap ed holes; be.Low the ribs is a band of carved
and pierced dei ties, handle round in section, end is turret
shaped and carved 'd t.h fourteen converrtri cna.Li zed d ed,ties, some
broken. Very old. Length, 43 ins.; head, 17t ins.; wi.dt.h, 7
ins. by 4 ins. thick.';:·

437 Deity. Four figures one above the other; forked base; carved
f 1 . i IT 0 1 4 1 ° f'i - 0 J °r-om reavy alto \vOO( • ie1g It, 3"2 111S.; top J.gure,.L:2 111S.

Thf.s is illustrated in \'In. Ellis's Polynesian Resea:rches, and
described on p , 220 as liTe ro ngo , one of the principal gods,
and his three so ns!", \lyatt-Gill states (according to Stolpe,
Lvolution il1..-!lle Cru;)JUental Art of Savarre Peoples), ttThe black
ha.i r'ed H.Ol~gO has three scns s I o r daughter-sons), Rangf, }lokoiro,
and Akat.aui ra , It

379 Dei t.y , Three figures similar to the last, roughJ.y carved from
hard light brown ','Cod; La r-ge f'o r-ked base f'o rmed by the conven
tionalized legs of lower figure. Height, 27i ins. j top figure,
8 1 0

"4'"ll1s.

377 \'vTood adze and wedge for spli tting bread-fruit before baking"
Both are cut from very heavy dark wco d ; back of adze is flattened
and cut into grooves; hand'l,e is of square section. Length of

d II I ° 1 51. ° d' ~1 ° b 4 1 ° b 2 1a ze, 2" a.ns s ; ecge, 2" a.nsv ; we ge, '~2 1.11S. Y :2 a ns , "Y "2
ins. thick. 'I'ahf.tzi , From an old missionary collection.

375 Bread--fruit adze. Ha r-d wood , projection at back, evidently
to imitate the fonn of a stone-bladed adze; hand1.e 0:1' round
section, the word ltTappahai It wrti tten on handle in ink. Length,
11 3/4 ins.; head, 71 Lnsv ; edge, 2 3/8 ins. Tahiti. Ex ,
collection of the Earl of Ho-me.

~(-This is v e ry similar to the three specimen in the Dri tish Huseun
and is probably one of the thirteen dei ties t.aken from the idol-house
(Te Kaiara) at ;·10toro, described by W. Ilyatt Gill in Life in the
Southern Isles, p , 95, in wh.i ch he states they wer-e all "carved in
Lrou-wood by Hori about one hundred and sixty-five years ago!' ,



Oldman Artifact Collection
Plate 5

Canoes in burial cave 
Cook Islands.
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PlATE 5

430 Deity. Flat bat-like f'o rm, top tenninating in two heads, the
one at back is roughly cut. The front has a raised centre panel
of zigzag carving (see plate 3, No. 433), rows of convention
alized figures each side, three steps below. TIle base has sinnet
binding, _probably for holding sacred feathers. Length, 26 Lns i ;

width, 3i ins.; I 3/4 ins. at thickets. Believed to have been
brought home by Rev. John Williams. Harvey group.

429 Deity. Similar but much finer work, very heavy dark wood, top
pierced with lozenge-shaped holes; below are four rows of con....
ventionalized figures of deities in high relief and nine raised
bands of zigzag ornwnent at base (see plate 3, No. 433). ~vo

holes in sides at middle probably to attach bunches of sacred
feathers. Length, 20 3/4 ins.; width, 5 3/4 ins. by li ins.
thick. Harvey group.

431 Dedty , Somewha t; similar fonn but coarsely carved on one side
and roughly finished; raised centre pane.I , Length, 23 Lnsv ;
wi.d.th , .4 ins. by 3/4 in. thick. Old label attached, "Brought
home probably in Capt. Ccok ! s ship. Belonged to Dr. Ki rkpa t r-ick ,
physician to Oeo , ITI. It Ex. E. Howard collection. Harvey group.

365 God of \\Tar, oro , A log of wood covered with fine ainnet.cwo rk ;
on one face a nunber of plaited sf.nnet flat loops are woven
into the surface, possibly for the attachrnent of sacred feathers.
Length, 24 3/4 Ln s i ; width, 5 Lns , , tapering to .2~ ins. A very
old label attached, probably in Geo , Bennet (s handwriting,
ttTahi t ean Idol made of the fibre of the cocoanut husk. To thi s
class of idols hunan and other sacrifices and offering were • • •
evi.ed., G. Bennet." It is possible that this is one of Poma r-e t s
idols called ftOromatuas , It brought back by Bennet and illustrated
in his Journal. Tahi, ti. Presented to John Ivotherspoon by the
Rev, George Bennet ,

The f'Lr-st; three specimans resemble the "Unus, t1 or bur-l a.L-po s trs ,
described by Ellis, p , 214, but the bases show no signs whatever of
being inserted in the ground.



Oldman Artifact Collection
Plate 2.
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Oldman Artifact Collection
Plate 8.
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422

424

433

435
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PLATE 2

One of the national idols of Raro tonga , Similar to No. 420.
Figure at back is very crude; bat-ears are indicated. Length,
24 Lns s ; head, 9!- Lns s ; width, 4 3/4 ins. by 2!- ins 0 thick.

One of the national idols of Raro t.onga , Particularly we'LL
carved and highly polished, no figure on back. Length, 24!
Lns s ; head, 7 3/4 Lns s ; width, 3 5/8 ins.

One of the national idols of Raro tonga , Complete, top similar,
roughly cut, ears not pierced and figure on back only just
indicated. The penis-end is carved with three figures (see
plate 3.). The centre is covered with thick rolls of~ cloth
of three kinds, white, light b rown , and outer one o rnament.ed
with black painted zigzag designs; bindings of plaited sinnet.
I..ength, 45 Ln s , ; top, 12 5/8 Lns i ; head, 6 ins.; width, 6 ins.
by li ins. thick; end, 11 3/4 ins.

One of the national idols of Ra ro tonga , No t.ana roll in centre
(see p~ate 3 ~or end~ •. Length, 15?! ins. ~ top,' 9 Lns s ; head"
4 7/8 a ns s ; wi.dzh , 2"2 111S. by 12" 111S. thick.

One of the national idols of Rarotonga. Very long speciman;
carving well executed; ears of large head commenced to be
pierced; head of a lower figure is broken; no figure carved on
back; usual series of notches. (See plate 3 for end .. ) Full
length" 8 ft. 3 3/4 ins.; carved pOl~ion, 20i ins.; head, 7i
Lnsv ; width, 3i ins. by l!- ins. thick.
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PIATE 8

366 Deity. Carved from f'Lne-igraf ncd coral; standing figure with
hands up to mouth; very thick body; square shoulders; one leg
broken; side-view shown in photograph; much weathered. Height,
5 Lns , ; width, 2i ins.; thickness, 2 3/4 ins. Tahiti.
Krajevski expedition, 1908.

363 Deity. Hard brown wood ; square shoulders; thin anus; ears
merge into the sweep of the chin-line, giving a cone-like
effect to the head, very similar to the four masks on end of
paddle from Ai, t.utaki , No. 368) plate 65, in the New Zealand
section. Surface shows signs of much weathering. Height, 12
ins. Found in a cave at 1>1araa, Tahiti. Krajevski e.xpedition,
1908.

426 Female deity. Carved from extremely dense dark wood, highly
polished; projecting ears, pierced; eyes in.laid with very sma.Ll,
convex: shells. A piece of fine shell-disc currency is fastened
ar-ound neck. Height, 7-i- ins. Probably from the Harvey group.
Ex. Tucker collection.

364 Deity. Hard brown wood, probably unfinished. Short legs with
the calves indicated. Height, 11 ins. locality unknown,



Oldman's Artifact Collec
tion Plate 3.
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Four tier muu Muuatua
(whisper to God) marae in
lower Maungaroa Valley.
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PL\Tg 3

Ends of the national idols of H.arotonga.

428 The figures below the penis-end are indicated only by notches.
Length of carved portion, 6 3/4 ins. (See plate 1.)

435 Six bat-eared figures, back is notched as on the heads. Length
of carved portion, 24 ins. (See plate 2.)

424 Three similar figures. Length of carved portion, 11 3/4 ins.
(See plate 2.)

433 Two figures, crudely carved; the second figure is especially
interesting, showi.ng the anns and legs merged into a continuous
zigzag. The lower limbs of No. 424 also show the start of this
conventionalization. Length of carved portion, 8:1- ins. (See
plate 2.)
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Appendix L.

Hiscellaneous Charts, Lists, Tables

1. Nineteenth Century European Hissionaries to R:1.rotonga 1

(listed Chronologically by Arrival)

John Williams 1823 - 1839

Charles Pi tman 1827 1854

Aaron Buzacott 1828 - 1857

William Gill 1839 - 1852

Henry Royle ].839 - 1876
(Aitutaki)

George Gill 1845 - 1860

Wi1li am \vya tt Gill 1852 1883

Ernest R. W. Krouse 1859 - 1867

.Jame s ChaJ.mers 1867 1877

George Harris 1871 - 1893

John Hutchens 1882 1912

lvi1liam Lawrenc e 1884 - 1905

Miss Ardil1 1892 - 1898

James Cullen 1894 - 1902

:Hiss 1.Qrge 1894 - 1902

1 0 All of these spent some time on H.arotonga although several
worked primarily on other islands in the Cook Group.
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3. Participation in Schools

Avarua - 1840
Total Population - 1,172

MALES
Total In Classes % in Class

Arorangi - 1841
Total Population -1,112

Total In Classes % in Class

Adult 236 208 88'7'0 226 204 90%
Young Unmarried 179 112 62% 122 46 38%
Children 230 100% 248 224 90%
Infants, Sick 56 46

Total Males 702 (sic.really 701) 642
Total eligible &
attending schools
or class es 85% 80%

FEMALES

Adult 194 173 89% 199 170 85%
Young Unmarried 72 44 61% 48 25 52%
Children 155 - 100% 192 178 92%
Infants, Sick 50 31

Total Females 481 (sic. really 471) 470
Total eligible &
attending schools
or class es 88% 85%

TOTALS

Male & Female Total eligible &
attending schools or classes 87% 82%

1. These statistics are from actual counts made in Avarua and
Rarotonga in 1840 and 1841. It is assumed that the averages would
be approximat~ly the same at Ngatangiia. A. Buzacott to LMS,
29 September 1840, SSL. Wi11iam Gill, ibid., 26 March 1841.
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11. Vital Statistics
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12. Statistical Sununary: 1844 - 1845

General Statistical Sununary, 1844-1845 1

Ngatangiia Avarua Arorangi Totals

Deaths

Births

Marriages

Baptisms

Admitted to Church membership
(1845 only)

Church member deaths

Church members ex-communicated

* Pitman's report was 75

194

73"'"

97

114

35

22

5

98

42

28

55

31

14

5

94

53

39

80

19

9

10

386

168

164

249

85

45

20

1. Compiled from reports of Wi\liam Gill to LMS, 11 April 1845
and 16 June 1846, SSL.
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15. NATIVE MISSIONARIES FROM RAROTONGA 1

1* Compilation of various reports is difficult and subject to
errors of duplication or omission. However, this listing
clearly indicates the enthusiasm of the Rarotongan for evange
lism and points out the vast range of territory these native
orametua influenced.

Number and Destination

1855 3
1857 10

1862 12

1863 19
1864 8
1865 6
1870 12
1872 12
1874 14
1878 12

YEAR NUMBER SENT

1830 12

1832 7
1834 3
1840 1
1841 17

1842 2
1843 1

1845 5

1846 5

1847
1848

1850
1851

1852
1853

1
5

4
4

4
20

DESTINATION

Cook Is lands
Samoa
Samoa
Samoa
Cook Is lands
Cook Islands
Tanna, New Hebrides,
Erromanga
Cook Islands
New Caledonia
Tanna
Samoa
Westward Islands (Navigators)
Cook Is lands
Lifu
Mare
Tahiti
Navigators then New Caledonia
Cook Islands
Samoa
Tanna, New Hebrides,
Erromanga
Cook Is lands
Samoa, Tanna, New Hebrides,
Erromanga, Loyalty Group
Samoa
Samoa, Tanna, New Hebrides,
Erromanga, New Caledonia
Tahiti
Cook Islands
Cook Islands
Westward Islands
Erromanga
l:sle of Pines
Westward Islands
Mangarongero
Westward Islands
Westward Islands
Westward Islands
To the West
New Guinea
New Guinea
New Guinea



1
16. Rarotongan Martyrs

570

1
RAROTONGAN TEACHERS AND FAMILIES KILLED IN EVANGELICAL SERVICE

Name Place Year
Rangi New Caledonia 1842
Vaaru Efate 1854
Pikikaa Efate· 1857
Kaveriri Efate 1858
Anederea (Wife &. Two

Children) Papua 1881
Materua (Wife &. Two

Children) Papua 1881
Taria Papua 1881
Akaearua Papua 1889

* Four were killed prior to 1860 whose names and details and
locations of their deaths are not known.

1. This is basically the list of B. Thorogood in the Mission
House at Rarotonga, with some additional Lnfo rma t Lon , "Ef'a t;e "
has been substituted for Hawaii on Thorogood's list as no
Rarotongans were in Hawaii in the fifties. The reference is,
of course, to Efate, Cook's Sandwich Island, in the New
Hebrides.

Note. The Pacific Theological College at Suva, Fiji has
compiled a lengthy list of Polynesian teachers.
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(IMS) in the Cook Islands. Avarua Mission Station,
Rarotonga. July, 1971.

Nia, Rangatira. Rangatira of Ngatangua Vaka.
Rarotonga. June, 1971.

Avarua,

Pare, Mataiapo. Representative of Puaikura Vaka in
Leg.is la tive Assembly. Arorangi, Rarotonga.
July, 1971.

Simione, Tangata.
Island Schools.

Mataiapo and Chief Inspector of Cook
Avarua, Rarotonga. July, 1971.

Tara-Are, George. Taunga of Arai-te-tonga Marae.
Te-au-o-tonga Vaka. Tupapa, Rarotonga. July, 1971.

Tinomana, Vaine.
November 1970) .
July, 1971.

Widow of Tinomana Ariki (deceased
Puaikura Vaka. Arorangi, Rarotonga.

Johnson, Mrs Margot. Long-time American resident and
photographic shop owner. Takamoa, Avarua. June
July, 1971.

B. Atiu

Sawte11, Gordon.

C. Mitiaro

Resident Agent. July, 1971.

Tere, Araipu. School teacher. June, 1971.



D. Samoa

Velega.
July,

IV. Objects

High-talking chief of Ofu.
1970.

Manua, Samoa.

Artifacts: Slingstone; Adze; Kumete from Cook Islands

Handcrafts: Pate, dancing costumes, shells, spears,
pua disks, mat! hats, bags necklaces, Tangaroa god
stock, of late origin from Cook Islands.

Photoqraphs: Prints and slides taken during visit to
Southern Cooks in June-July, 1971.

Photographic Plates: Twenty-three glass plates of
pictures taken in Rarotonga in first few years of
Twentieth Century. These were given me by Mrs
Margot Johnson of Avarua, Rarotonga. Deposited
in Hocken Library, Dunedin.


